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MapCI CardsTake into account that for the 
most of MapCI Cards, they 


should be used in the given order
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The country/
region/city of the 


audience for whom 
the diagram will be 


addressed


Action


Group


Order


Aim


Specification


A MapCI Card structure







The aim of MapCI Cards is 
to aid conceptual design by 
guiding designers to organise 
and structure different pieces 
of content from one or various 
sources. 


Possible outcomes can be  
map-type diagrams and 
wireframes, information 
architecture models, or sketches, 
representing a skeletal framework 
of the complex diagram.


MapCI Cards are a collection 
of 38 cards representing key 
guidelines that designers can 
use to analyse and explore 
complex information sources for 
the development of complex 
diagrams, such as infographics. 







MapCI Cards are 
classified as five groups 
—Documentation, 
Audience, Content, 
Limits, Diagramming— 
that define the type of data 
involved in a particular area 
of interest for the conceptual 
design diagrams


Audience 
Cards to record information 
about the intended audience 
relevant for the conceptual 
design stage of the diagram, such 
as level of education, languages 
spoken, etc. 


Cards 
1 - 9


Cards 
10 - 19


Documentation 
Cards to record and define 
general information relevant for 
the conceptual design stage of 
the diagram, such as who needs 
it, who creates it, etc.


MapCI groups of cards







Diagramming
Cards to define general 
parameters and initial criteria 
to visualise the message to be 
communicated in the diagram, 
such as the visual language, the 
graphic coding, etc. 


Cards 
31 - 38


Limits
Cards to delimit the information 
to be included in the diagram 
and define the type of elements 
to guide its navigation, such 
as the variables, the reference 
elements, etc.


Content
Cards to identify and define 
the hierarchical structure 
of the message to be 
communicated in the diagram, 
such as general subject, types 
of information, etc.


Cards 
20 - 25


Cards 
26 -30







Record 
To set down in writing or register in some 
permanent form the information relevant 
for conceptual design in the creation of 
diagrams.


Identify 
To determine relevant information for 
the definition of key characteristics for 
structuring the message in conceptual 
design.


Define 
To set the nature or essential qualities of 
types of information, organisation rationale, 
information hierarchies, overall structure 
and initial coding criteria.


MapCI Cards propose 
three types of actions


Single specification Cards 
Cards with different specifications, 
but of which only one should be 
selected as relevant for the  
decision-making process..   


Multiple specification Cards 
Cards with different specifications, 
which offer the consideration of 
more than one option as relevant for 
the decision-making process.


Open Cards 
Cards that don’t offer any kind 
of specifications. You are free to 
elaborate each response according 
to your decision-making process.


MapCI contains three types 
of specification cards







Step 1  
Begin your information design 
assignment using MapCI Cards


Step 2  
Use MapCI Cards to analyse, 
organise and structure different 
pieces of content from one or 
various sources, considering 
the requirements of the design 
assignment


How to use MapCI Cards


Step 3  
Read each MapCI Card and 
proceed according to the action 
and specifications indicated in 
each card


Step 4  
Finally, use the information 
obtained from this analysis to 
organise your ideas. Create as 
many documents as you need to 
represent and define the skeletal 
framework of your diagrammatic 
solution.
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The commissioner 
of the diagram


Academic group Group of people belonging to an official 
educational institution


Professional Person who regularly develops an activity upon 
specialised educational training


Institution/Company Group of people who belong to 
a governmental organisation, a private institution, a freelance 
company etc.


Other Other people or groups not listed in the previous categories
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The creator of  
the diagram


Student A person formally engaged in learning in an 
educational institution


Academic group Group of people belonging to an official 
educational institution


Professional Person who regularly develops an activity upon 
specialised educational training


Institution/Company Group of people who belong to 
a governmental organisation, a private institution, a freelance 
company etc.


Other Other people or groups not listed in the previous categories
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The content source 
from which the 
diagram will be 


created
Textual Information coming from a written medium  
(written interviews, texts, questions, web pages, etc.) 


Visual Information coming from a visual medium  
(videos, images, photographs, etc.)


Sound Information coming from a sonic medium  
(interviews, radio, sounds, etc.)


Hybrid Information coming from more than one medium


Other Information coming from media not listed in the above 
categories
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The purpose 
for creating the 


diagram







5
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The title of the 
diagram
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The date of  
creation of the 


diagram
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The city/country/
town where the 
diagram will be 


created
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The main  
language used  


to communicate  
in the diagram
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The print media 
where the diagram 


will be placed


Book The diagram is part of a non-periodical publication


Magazine The diagram is part of a periodical publication


Free-diagram The diagram is an independent piece of 
communication


Other Other kind of print media not listed in the above categories
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The audience’s level 
of knowledge of the 


diagram content


Expert A person or group having special skills or knowledge  
of some/all parts of the diagram content


Intermediate A person or group having medium skills or 
knowledge in the field of the diagram content


Beginner A person or group having no skills or knowledge 
about the field of the diagram content


Other People or groups with skill/knowledge levels not listed  
in the above categories
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The audience’s 
scope for whom 


the diagram will be 
addressed


Private Open to a specific group or category


Public Open to all people


Other Other scope not listed in the above categories
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The audience’s level 
of education for 


whom the diagram 
will be addressed


Professional Person or group who has fully completed  
his/her studios and has obtained a professional level degree


Student Person or group formally engaged in learning in an 
educational institution


Illiterate Person or group with little or no education
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The audience’s age 
range for whom 


the diagram will be 
addressed


Young child From 0 to 7 years old 


Child From 8 to 12 years old


Teenager From 13 to 19 years old


Young adult From 20 to 35 years old


Adult From 36 to 50 years old


Mature adult From 51 to 70 years old


Ancient Over 71 years old
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The country/
region/city of the 


audience for whom 
the diagram will be 


addressed
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The language/s 
spoken by the 


audience for whom 
the diagram will be 


addressed
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The values of the 
audience for whom 
the diagram will be 


addressed
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The interests of the 
audience for whom 
the diagram will be 


addressed
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The lifestyle of the 
audience for whom 
the diagram will be 


addressed
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The attitudes of 
the audience for 


whom the diagram 
will be addressed
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The general subject 
area of the content 
source from which 
the diagram will be 


created
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The specific subject 
area of the content 
source from which 
the diagram will be 


created
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The key parts and 
components of 


the content source 
from which the 
diagram will be 


created
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The story that 
should be told in 


the diagram
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The key types of 
information that 


should be included 
in the diagram
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The hierarchical 
structure of the 


information for the 
diagram
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The navigation 
of the diagram 


according to the 
content 


Linear reading General reading from beginning to end of all 
the content without repetitions or omissions 


Intensive reading Detailed reading of all the content and 
analysis of specific sections


Random reading Reading without any specifications


Hybrid reading Reading following more than one way of 
navigation


Other Other ways of reading not listed in the above categories
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The information 
variables that 


should be included 
in the diagram


Currency The symbols that are used as a medium of 
exchange; money


Temperature The physical magnitude expressing the degree 
or level of heat of a body or the environment


Time The magnitude that orders the sequential relations that an 
event has to any other in the past, present or future


Weight The physical magnitude that measures the force that 
gravitation exerts upon a body


Hybrid More than one physical magnitude


Other Other units not listed in the above categories
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The focus of the 
diagram content


Specific focus A narrow frame of the raw information.  
Zoom in: close-up, extreme close-up


Medium focus An average frame of the raw information. 
Average zoom: full shot, medium shot, medium close-up 


General focus A wide frame of the raw information.  
Zoom out: long shot, master/establishing shot


Hybrid focus Combination of two or more frames


Other Other focus not listed in the above categories
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The reference 
element/s that the 


diagram should 
include


Geographic reference References of orography 
(mountains), hydrography (oceans), nature (forest), etc.


Historical reference References of dates, periods of time, etc. 


Sociopolitical reference References of neighbourhoods, 
housing development, zones, etc.  


Hybrid reference More than one type of reference


Other Other kinds of references not listed in the above categories
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The scope of 
the reference 


element/s that will 
be included in the 


diagram
Local The comprehension of the reference is restricted to 
people of a particular place/country/territory


National The comprehension of the reference is open to 
people of the same ethnic origin, and have a common tradition


International The comprehension of the reference is open 
to people who do not necessarily share a common ethnic origin/
have a common tradition


Other Other range of comprehension not listed in the above 
categories
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The visual language 
to communicate 


the message in the 
diagram


Graphic language A greater proportion of the diagram 
consists of graphic components; textual components used at an 
accessory level (names, numbers, etc.)


Textual language A greater proportion of the diagram 
consists of textual components; graphic components used only 
at an accessory level (connector lines, arrows, etc.)


Hybrid language Both ttextual and graphic components are 
used in equal proportions in the diagram
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The imagery for 
visualising the 
content in the 


diagram


Figurative Accurate representation of the information  
(e.g. an accurate illustration, a photograph, a comic, etc.)


Semi-figurative Semi-accurate representation of the 
information (e.g. an icon/an ideogram, a signal code, etc.)


Non-figurative Abstract representation of the information 
(e.g. a linear structure, an alphanumeric code, a letter, etc.) 


Hybrid Information represented using a combination of two or 
more types of imagery
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The graphic coding 
for the content in 


the diagram
Size coding The spatial dimensions, proportions, or magnitude 
of a component


Orientation coding The inclination of a component


Shape coding The form of a component


Texture coding The characteristic structure of intertwined 
patterns that make up a component


Value coding The degree of clarity or ink or the shade of each 
hue in relation to the others


Hybrid coding More than one type of graphic coding


Other Other graphic coding not listed in the above categories
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The chromatic 
coding for the 
content in the 


diagram


Full colour Components that use at least one ink different 
from black as a colour 


Monochromatic Components with only one colour or tones 
or only one colour 


Black and white Components that use only black ink as a 
colour, not including halftones


Hybrid More than one type of colour


Other Other chromatic coding not listed in the above categories
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The general grid 
system for visually 


organising the 
content in the 


diagram
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The flexibility for 
the grid system for 
visually organising 
the content in the 


diagram


Rigid structure Composed of a small number of cells and 
does not allow many changes in the location of the components


Flexible structure Composed of a large number of tiny cells 
and allows many variations in the location of the components


Hybrid structure Composed of two or more different cell 
systems (i.e. rigid and flexible)
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The visibility for 
grid system for 


visually organising 
the content in the 


diagram


Visible The grid is a visual component of the diagram


Non-visible The grid is not a visual component of the diagram


Hybrid The grid is a visual component only in some areas of 
the diagram
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The format of the 
diagram


Horizontal (landscape) A format where the base is higher 
than its height


Vertical (portrait) A format where the height is higher than 
its base


Square A four-sided format whose sides are of equal length


Circular A format contained inside a circle


Triangular A three-sided format


Random A format whose dimensions and shapes are not defined


Other Other formats not listed in the above categories
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Abstract


Today’s society is characterised by the production of massive amounts of 


information— freely transferred—and instant access to knowledge. This current 


overproduction of data is translated into complex diagrams to enhance the clarity. 


Nevertheless, it is commonplace in information design practice to find diagrams that 


are not communicating the intended messages. The act of conceiving the diagram 


takes place during conceptual design. This can be where misleading analysis and 


superfluous information organisation actions may lead to ill-conceived conceptual 


design, and therefore to ill-conceived diagrams, i.e. overloaded, unintelligible and 


disorganised. Existing tools for conceptual design of diagram creation do not properly 


meet design practitioners’ needs in that they tend to be excessively time-consuming 


to implement. This indicates a need for the exploration of new design methods 


focused specifically on the conceptual design stage of the process of designing 


diagrams. 


This practice-led thesis presents one such possible design method, i.e. MapCI Cards, 


aimed at guiding experienced graphic and information design practitioners in the 


preparation of complex diagrams. MapCI Cards presents a collection of guidelines 


that make use of prompts and questions, in order to assist the conceptual design 


stage of diagram creation. The use of the proposed design method does not guarantee 


the production of outstanding outputs. The purpose of MapCI Cards is not to create 


aesthetic design; rather, it is to increase an understanding through guided content 


analysis and organisation of the information to be conveyed. Lists, draft diagrams, 


mind-maps and sketches are some of the possible resulting outputs of using the 


MapCI Cards. In short, the cards assist the development of the conceptual idea of the 


potential final diagram that will be developed in the prototype design stage.


The first stage of this research investigates how complex diagrams organise 


information, using the London Underground diagram as a case study. Analytical 


relational surveys are used to explore diagram creators’ decision-making processes. 


Sets of studies of diagram structures (Walker, 1979a; Tufte, 1983), design 


processes (Wurman, 1989; Jones, 1992) and information organisation (Wurman, 


2001; Shedroff, 2003; Roam, 2008) are examined and combined. After this, the 


data collected are analysed using qualitative visual methods, and rearranged to 
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develop the content in MapCI Cards. Two pilot workshops are designed as the 


revising and optimising methods. Then, five self-documentation cases drawn from 


practising information designers in the UK are conducted to test MapCI Cards 


within professional practice. The performance of the proposed guided approach to 


conceptual design is measured through an interpretation model, and key informants’ 


insights are used to delimit its conditions and limitations. 
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1.1 Overview 


The visualisation of information has evolved through a constant process of trial and 


error (Villafañe, 1981; Pontis, 2007b; Stiff et al., 2010). Villafañe (1981) explains this 


cyclic process as the result of a need to create new ways of representing reality that 


improve on key factors of previous models. The constant need to change or develop 


new visual representations is generated by the new functions of the images and new 


societal demands (Cross, 2000). Each historical period has had its own needs, for 


which it has generated its own visual languages to represent reality. 


Production of high amounts of information, freely transferred, and instant access 


to knowledge are characteristics of a current phenomenon. As a consequence, there 


is much more to see, read and comprehend now than ever before (Jungwirth and 


Bruce, 2002; Visocky O’Grady and Visocky O’Grady, 2008). The visualisation of 


information is daily used to help the viewer to understand complex subjects. The 


structure of the organisation and visualisation of information is changing very quickly 


and becoming more complex every day. Technological development (e.g. specialised 


software and devices), the creation of new communication media (e.g. the Internet, 


IPad, IPhone), and different audiences’ requirements (e.g. fast access to information, 


blurred language barriers) are key reasons for those changes. Information design 


[Section 2.1, p.32] plays an increasingly important role in the communication of 


complex information and an improvement of understanding in the way that it gains 


precision	and	scientific	value.	The	more	complex	is	the	information	to	be	understood,	


the greater is the need for information design rationale (Baer, 2008). Consequently, 


information design skills are increasingly valued in the way that they are able to solve 


a wide spectrum of design problems (e.g. through the use of information management 


skills	and	definition	of	information	hierarchies).	Multidisciplinary	projects	involving	


these skills are being conducted in the areas of transportation services,1 chemistry 


and biology,2 and politics, for example [Section 2.1.2, p.34]. 


To enhance understanding of complex information, a varied range of diagrammatic 


representations may be created. 


1  Available at http://safeway2school-eu.org/ [Accessed 10 November 2010]; and http://www.
appliedinformationgroup.com/projects/dublin-bus-transport-information [Accessed 10 November 
2010]
2  Available at http://scimaps.org/ [Accessed 10 November 2010]
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1.1.1 Diagrams as tools for visualising complex information


Diagrams have been traditionally used to visualise information (Frascara, 2001). 


Currently, they are used to communicate complex information across an increasing 


range of disciplines such as biology, medicine and economics, and for a variety of 


purposes such as teaching, giving explanations, visualising ideas and organising 


databases [Section 2.1.1, p.33]. However, complex information is often displayed 


in quantities and disorganised diagrams that obscure rather than facilitate 


understanding (Wurman, 1989; Visocky O’Grady and Visocky O’Grady, 2008), with 


the message not effectively understood. Overloaded, unintelligible and disorganised 


diagrams are ill-conceived (Visocky O’Grady and Visocky O’Grady, 2008:75) [Section 


1.2.2, p.9]. Reading or trying to understand ill-conceived complex diagrams can cause 


information anxiety (Wurman, 1989) and a sense of being lost. Such confusion is 


exacerbated by not knowing at what point to start reading the diagram.


Complex diagrams are developed from one or various information sources, 


which require high levels of analysis and organisation from the diagram creator 


(Deforge	1975	cited	in	Costa	and	Moles,	1992:135-149).	Conceptual	design	[Section	


1.2.1, p.7] takes place when information sources are digested and translated into 


understandable data for diagram creators. Decisions made during this stage are 


fundamental to obtaining effective outputs. Therefore, when conceptual design 


actions fail to achieve in-depth understanding, the information translation process 


is dysfunctional, and thus it may result in ill-conceived diagrams. Hitherto, a formal 


method for guiding the conceptual development of complex diagrams (Akin, 1989) 


[Sections 2.1.4, p.39 and 2.1.4.1, p.40] has never been devised, or has not become 


general knowledge.


To address diagram creators’ conceptual design and to avoid the creation of any 


ill-conceived complex diagrams, and as well as to contribute to the information 


design	process,	this	thesis	presents	MapCI	Cards.	MapCI	Cards	is	a	design	method	


aimed at assisting both graphic and information design practitioners in the 


preparation of complex diagrams. This method was built upon an investigation 


of diagrammatic and information design theories. A case study analysis of iconic 


underground diagrammatic maps and surveys for exploring decision-making 


processes supplemented those theories. Finally action research qualitative strategies 


were designed for observing and learning about conceptual design and revising and 
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testing	MapCI	Cards.	The	use	of	the	proposed	design	method	does	not	guarantee	the	


production	of	outstanding	diagrams,	as	the	purpose	of	MapCI	Cards	is	not	to	create	


aesthetic design; rather it is to increase the designer’s understanding through guided 


content	analysis	and	organisation.	MapCI	Cards	present	a	collection	of	guidelines,	


i.e. prompts and questions [Sections 5.1, p.138 and 6.2.2, p.191], aimed at guiding the 


decision-making process of the conceptual stage of diagram creation by regrouping, 


analysing and organising complex information sources. Cards were found to be the 


most	appropriate	format	for	MapCI	in	that	they:


- Are	an	accessible,	flexible	and	portable	format	[Sections	6.1.2.4,	p.184	and	


6.2.1.5, p.189]


- Respond to diagram creators’ and their professional practice needs [Sections 


4.4.2.1.1, p.127 and 6.2.1, p.186]


1.1.2 The challenge of design methods in professional practice


Design is often seen as a purely practical discipline3, in which there seems to be a 


gap between its practice and its theory. In general, graphic and information design 


practitioners tend to underestimate the application of theoretical or systematic 


procedures, i.e. design methods. A design method (Gregory, 1966; Cross, 2000) 


[Section 3.3, p.84] is a type of problem-solving procedure or tool for designing 


which aims to increase designers’ capabilities, helping them to generate more 


considerations than they could do alone. Previous studies about design methods 


support their usefulness in developing more effective solutions (i.e. Gregory, 1966; 


Jones,	1992;	Richards,	2000);	however,	many	designers	seem	to	find	them	useless,	


time-consuming and restrictive of their creativity (Cross, 2000; Oswald, 2006b) 


[Section 3.3.2, p.86]. As a consequence, designers tend to challenge the adoption of a 


design method in their professional practice.


Conley (2004) suggests that the design process is the starting point for creating 


a design method. This thesis sees the design process as composed of two stages, 


through which graphic and information design practitioners pass when solving a 


design	problem	[Section	3.2.1.2,	p.76].	Each	of	these	stages	addresses	a	specific	


part of the design problem and involves creative and rational tasks and actions, i.e. 


strategy, analysis, understanding, designing and testing. A design method can involve 


3  In this thesis, design is seen as a discipline, in line with Cross’s (2007) description. However, 
information	design	is	seen	as	a	field	of	study.
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pure intuition (Arnheim, 1995) [Section 3.3.1.1, p.84], rationality (Gregory, 1968) 


[Section 3.3.1.2, p.85], or a mix of both (Jones, 1992) [Section 3.3.1.3, p.85], ensuring 


sufficient	space	within	the	design	process	for	both	creative	and	rational	actions.	


This thesis investigates the relationship between the decision-making and problem-


solving processes of diagram creators in order to identify the core diagramming 


actions	(i.e.	analysis,	simplification,	and	organisation)	and	requirements,	(i.e.	


definition	of	subject	areas	and	hierarchical	structure),	to	define	well-conceived	


complex diagrams. The organisation of these actions and requirements into a design 


method to be presented to other diagram creators of the information design practice 


is the contribution of this research. A broader objective of the thesis is to contribute 


to the professional practice, making evident the relevance of guided approaches as 


supporting tools for design practitioners. 
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1.2 Objects of study: print-based complex diagrams 


The objects of study of this thesis are complex diagrams as traditionally found in 


printed contexts. In the current digital and interactive age, it may seem questionable 


to exclude dynamic and interactive diagrams [Section 2.2.2, p.45]. However, the 


findings	of	the	literature	review	suggested	[Section	2.1.3,	p.35]	that	diagram	creators	


struggle to develop print-based complex diagrams, and, as a consequence, a great 


number of diagrams are currently unintelligible [Section 1.2.2, p.9]. Furthermore, in 


opposition to many predictions, both Klein (2009) and Quittner (2010) emphasise 


that the World Wide Web and the digital age have not replaced the print industry. 


This industry is not dying; instead it is changing and adapting to the new demands. 


For	example,	according	to	the	Magazine	Publishers’	Association,	paid-subscription	


magazines	have	steadily	and	consistently	risen	over	the	years,	from	174.5	million	


subscribers in 1970 to 324.8 million in 2008 (Quittner, 2010). The web and the print 


industry have different purposes and uses. Quittner (2010) explains that ‘the web is 


for scanning, not deep reading’.  


Therefore, there is still much to learn and investigate about print-based complex 


diagrams before exploring the challenges faced by dynamic or interactive diagrams. 


Mijksenaar	(1997b:32)	has	already	highlighted	the	importance	of	a	thorough	


understanding of the static stages of design before adding sound and movement, 


explaining that these effects can ‘mask a number of imperfections’ rather than enrich 


design outputs.


1.2.1 Conceptual design of complex diagrams


Design is an information-driven discipline (Cross et al., 1996). Over the course of 


the design process [Section 3.2.1.2, p.76], design practitioners handle large amounts 


of information. Therefore the quality of design outputs and the overall productivity 


of the design process rely on the information management skills of designers. 


Information management skills help capture and organise information in such 


manner that it can be retrieved and reused at a later stage of the design process 


(Baya and Leifer, 1996 cited in Cross et al., 1996). The conceptual stage of the design 


process [Section 3.2.2, p.77] is where designers’ information management skills are 


highly important. 
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In the creation of diagrams, conceptual design involves actions to analyse, simplify 


and organise information from different sources into an understandable and usable 


way to respond to the intended purposes of the design brief [Section 3.2, p.73]. 


Consequently,	the	definition	of	a	draft	proposal	takes	place	in	this	stage	of	the	process.	


In other words, this stage is when the act of conceiving the diagram occurs. Decisions 


made during this stage are fundamental to obtaining effective design solutions 


(Senechal, 1997), e.g. diagrams. The diagram creator needs to understand the purpose 


of the diagram and be able to get to the essential story or set of messages that should 


be	conveyed.	Costa	and	Moles	(1992:22)	explain	that	the	diagram	creators’	key	actions	


and	tasks	are	the	analysis	and	simplification	of	information	sources,	the	identification	


and isolation of subject areas and types of information, and their organisation into a 


hierarchical structure [Sections 3.2.2.1 to 3.2.2.4, pp.78-81]. It is worth mentioning 


that decisions about typography, colour and shape do not belong to the conceptual 


stage of the design process, but to the prototype stage. Therefore, the analysis of the 


prototype design stage is beyond the remit of this thesis. Figure 1.1 gives an overview 


of the two stages of the information design process, which is further discussed in 


Section 3.2.1 [p.74]. 


In other words, conceptual design is when diagram creators use their information 


management skills to digest, sift out, and translate raw information sources [Section 


1.3.1, p.12], according to the design brief requirements, into data for prototype 


design. Prototype design is the second stage of the design process, in which ideas and 


proposals	developed	during	conceptual	design	are	executed	(Costa	and	Moles,	1992).	


The research presented here focuses only on the conceptual design stage of the 


process. The rationale for this is that this is the stage:


Problem 
understanding


Simplification 
process


Conceptual design Prototype design


Designing Evaluating
Refining 
ImplementingProposal


Familiarising with  
the user


Familiarising with  
the subject matter


FIGURE 1.1 Based on the model for information design project development in professional practice 


(idx, 2007:9)
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- Where large amounts of information are manipulated in a relatively short 


time, and in-depth understanding is needed,


- Which is most complex, least understood and least supported by rational 


procedures, e.g. computational tools,


- Where decisions and information generated have a large impact on the 


prototype stage of the design process (Baya and Leifer, 1996 cited in Cross et 


al.,	1996;	Wurman,	2001;	Costa	and	Moles,	1992)


- Which has limited or non-existent support from design methods


Existing tools for conceptual design do not properly integrate with the design process 


and do not address design practitioners’ needs (Cross et al., 1996), in that in part, 


they are excessively time-consuming. As a result, these tools are not being adopted 


for the professional practice. Therefore, there is a need to develop approachable and 


appealing tools and methods for conceptual design to improve productivity in the 


professional practice.


1.2.2 Indicators of ill-conceived conceptual design


A literature review for complex diagrams [Section 2.1.3, p.35], combined with 


conceptual	design	actions	and	phases	identified	throughout	theories	[Sections	2.14,	


p.39 and 3.2.2, p.77], pilot workshops [Section 6.1.1, p.177] and self-documentation 


studies	[Section	6.3,	p.195],	permitted	the	definition	of	a	set	of	five	criteria	to	measure	


ineffective	conceptual	design.	The	defined	five	indicators	are	consequences	of	


insufficient	decision-making	processes,	which	may	lead	to	ineffective	or	ill-conceived	


complex diagrams. 


Misleading	analysis	and	information	organisation	actions	may	lead	to	unclear	or	


superfluous	content:


- Conceptual	design	actions	and	tasks	are	overestimated	and	not	fulfilled.	The	


diagram creator is unable to gain the necessary understanding and make 


decisions to set the basis for the prototype stage. No conceptual design 


outputs are produced [Sections 6.3.2.1, p.197 and 6.3.2.6, p.208].    


- The	defined	subject	areas	and	types	of	information	do	not	respond	to	the	


purpose of the diagram and the aim of the brief (Akin, 1989; Cairo, 2011). The 


hierarchical	structure	of	the	information	is	indeterminate	and	does	not	reflect	


the intended message [Section 6.4.2, p.217].
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Ambiguous conceptual design decisions and unclear hierarchical structure may result 


in dysfunctional and unintelligible diagrams: 


- The way the information displayed in the diagram is presented does not 


address	the	intended	purpose	(Costa	and	Moles,	1992:35).	Diagrams	may	not	


communicate the required message or may need excessive amounts of time to 


be understood. 


- The	content	displayed	in	the	diagram	has	been	oversimplified	and	has	


no substance (Holmes, 1993b; Cairo, 2011). Displayed information in the 


diagram is well-organised, but it may not communicate the required message 


with enough clarity [Section 6.4.2, p.217].  


- The	audience’s	needs	are	not	matched	by	the	diagram	(Costa	and	Moles,	


1992:99). The tone of the displayed content may not respond to the target 


audience of the design brief.


These indicators of ill-conceived conceptual design were used for the development 


of the design method presented here [Section 5.2, p.143]. Therefore the sets of 


guidelines	in	MapCI	Cards	are	aimed	to	address	these	indicators.	


1.2.3 Complex information sources


The development of complex diagrams starts with the understanding of information 


sources.	These	types	of	sources	are	defined	as	complex	when	their	understanding	


requires heavy working memory load (Pollock et al., 2002:62). Working memory 


controls and monitors the complex cognitive tasks that are responsible for both 


acquiring new material and retrieving old, i.e. reasoning, comprehension and 


learning (Baddeley and Hitch, 2007). Pollock et al. (2002) explain that when 


someone is inexpert in a particular subject he/she experiences high, intrinsic 


cognitive load because many elements must be processed in their working memory 


simultaneously. If this process is not conducted with assistance or external guidance 


it may result in long understanding-processes or ill-understanding. Through the 


investigation	and	identification	of	actions	and	tasks	needed	in	conceptual	design	to	


obtain in-depth understanding, this thesis aims to aid diagram creators’ process of 


understanding complex information and thus minimise the risk of ill-understanding. 


Nevertheless, it is beyond the remit of this research to analyse the cognition process 


of understanding complex information in diagram creators.
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In general, complex information sources can belong to three main categories: 


- Information space. Ideas and information, logical systems of philosophy, 


religion,	politics,	finance	or	science.


- Physical space. Social or political migrations, commercial systems, public 


transport, navigating a city, a region or the globe; mechanical, electronic or 


biological systems.


- Social space. Representing power relationships within and between 


organisations, whether corporate, cultural, political, or other.


These categories should not be seen as exclusive and unique. Some complex 


information sources clearly belong to just one category, but others may be hard to 


classify	into	only	one.	MapCI	Cards	aims	to	guide	the	analysis	and	organisation	of	


complex information sources mostly from the above three categories.
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1.3 Professional practice context


The nature of professional practice structures in design agencies and studios has 


changed (Dorst and Lawson, 2009) as a consequence of globalisation and new 


technology devices. Conceptual and production times have been shortened; the 


development of design solutions is often required in pressurised conditions. Design 


agencies, which are going through a reduction in their economic basis resulting 


in fewer hours for conceptual design, are producing outputs with reduced quality 


[Sections 1.1, p.3 and 2.1.3, p.35]. Reduced productivity results are a consequence 


of ill-conceived conceptual design (Baya and Leifer, 1996 cited in Cross et al., 1996). 


Therefore, effective information management skills are required, as design solutions 


are conceived during conceptual design hours (Dorst and Lawson, 2009:64). 


Diagrams and the visualisation of complex information have an increasingly relevant 


role in those design solutions. 


In	the	information	design	practice,	the	challenge	to	designers	is	to	find	solutions	


for a varied range of problems [Section 3.2, p.73] by presenting information with 


objectivity	and	clarity	(idX,	2007)	based	on	the	conditions	and	specifications	of	the	


brief. They draw on their knowledge of skills and tools for the analysis, organisation 


and applying of information to solve a problem. However, in some cases, i.e. in 


response to conceptual design actions and tasks, the problem may not be solvable 


by the application of technical knowledge alone (Kennedy, 1987) [Section 1.3.2.1, 


p.13]. In those cases, conceptual design skills are pivotal to developing well-conceived 


outputs. This thesis contributes to the current professional practice of information 


design in the information translation process. 


1.3.1 Information translation rationale


Information design translates complex, unorganised or unstructured data into valuable 


and meaningful information (Baer, 2008:12). The translation process ‘facilitates 


knowledge transfer by making information (supplied by those who know) accessible 


and understood (by those who don’t know, but aspire to know)’ (idX, 2007:9). The 


organisation	and	categorisation	of	information,	and	the	creation	of	classification	


schemes are core actions of this process. The information design rationale also implies 


the translation of complex information through design solutions that are content-


driven and functional (idX, 2007) [Sections 2.1.1, p.33 and 2.2, p.42]. 
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1.3.2 Information design practitioners as diagram creators


Information design [Section 2.1, p.32] is practised by an assortment of professionals in 


various settings, ranging from print to online to environmental to experiential design. 


The term information designers is used to refer to design practitioners specialised 


in information design problems. These design practitioners work as translators of 


information (Baer, 2008) by planning, organising and designing the communication of 


information in a systematic and methodical way (Waller, 1994; Irwin, 2002). 


Some	designers	specialise	and	practise	intensely	in	one	aspect	of	this	field	of	study,	


and focus on one type of information design solutions, e.g. the creation of diagrams. 


Graphic designers are increasingly being involved in information design problems 


and the creation of diagrams to enhance understanding of complex information. This 


thesis is concerned with graphic and information design practitioners, who work 


on the creation of complex diagrams or the visualisation of complex information in 


print-based design. These design practitioners are referred to as diagram creators 


throughout the thesis. 


1.3.2.1 Levels of design expertise


Studies, including those of Schön (1988), Goldschmidt (1992) and Cross et al. (1996), 


show that the years of professional experience can have a considerable effect on the 


time needed to solve a design problem and on designers’ problem-solving processes. 


Kennedy	(1987)	adds	that	expertise	may	influence	professional	actions	too.	Many	


factors take place to measure the level of expertise of design practitioners, including 


both how problems are perceived, interpreted, structured and solved (Dorst and 


Reymen, 2004) and the development of technical skill for specialised tools and 


equipment	(Dreyfus,	2004).	Five	definitions	of	professional	expertise	that	combine	


designers’ problem-solving approaches and technical knowledge are discussed here. 


1.3.2.1.1 Technical skills


This	definition	refers	to	the	specific	tasks	a	design	practitioner	must	perform.	Key	


tasks and skills that designers encounter can be enumerated as follows:


- Produce novel solutions


- Tolerate uncertainty, working with incomplete information


- Apply imagination and constructive thinking to practical problems


- Use non-verbal media, drawings and other outputs as a means of problem-


solving
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- Resolve	ill-defined	problems


- Adopt solution-focusing strategies


- Employ abductive/productive/appositional thinking  


(Cross, 1990; Dorst and Reymen, 2004).


Each of the above tasks and skills are taught in education or learnt from other 


practitioners.	However,	this	definition	does	not	mention	a	need	for	expertise	in	


deciding whether and when to use each skill and develop a particular task (Eraut, 


2005). In other words, neither theory and principles, nor analytic capacity are 


considered	in	this	definition.


1.3.2.1.2 Application of theory and principles


Kennedy (1987) explains that professional practices can be guided by theoretical, 


scientific	and	social	principles.	Although	design	is	most	likely	to	be	guided	by	the	


latter principles, theories are important for design practitioners because they need 


to solve problems and make decisions in a broad range of situations. For Kennedy 


(1987:139–40),	this	definition:	


...suggests that theory and general principles can be applied to particular 


situations and that practitioners should recognise a particular case as an 


example of a general principle, adjust predictions derived from a general 


principle to accommodate the special features of the case, and combine the 


variety of potentially important principles to form an integrated body of 


knowledge	that	can	be	applied	to	specific	cases.


In	short,	the	key	point	of	this	definition	is	that	professionals’	level	of	expertise	in	a	


particular practice can be determined in accordance with how effectively they identify 


and apply principles that derive from disciplines which differ from their particular 


cases.


1.3.2.1.3 Critical analysis and reflection


Theories and principles can provide tools to interpret problems but not to indicate 


solutions.	Therefore,	this	definition	also	takes	into	account	the	analysis	and	


interpretation of a situation as a skill to measure expertise. However, this view of 


expertise does not consider knowledge of relevant principles and theories, which is 
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also needed for practitioners to approach problems from different perspectives from 


their own and make decisions. 


1.3.2.1.4 Learning from previous experiences


The	fourth	definition	assumes	‘an	interactive	relationship	between	analysis	and	


action,	such	that	each	influences	the	other’	(Kennedy,	1987:148).	Kennedy	(1987)	


adds that ‘expertise evolves and develops with experience, but that experience can 


only contribute to expertise if practitioners are capable of learning from it’. 


The	first	three	definitions	present	the	role	of	professionals	as	prescriptive,	but	in	


this last one, it is presented as interpretative. In other words, designers can use their 


repertoire of solutions and their mental catalogue of means and ends, built from 


previous experiences, to solve new problems (Kennedy, 1987; Arnheim, 1995; Dorst 


and Reymen, 2004). Dorst and Reymen (2004) explain that previous solutions could 


be seen as a store of ‘frames’, ‘design prototypes’, or ‘design gambits’.


1.3.2.1.5 Problem-solving skills


From a different perspective, Dreyfus (2004) presents a model of expertise primarily 


based on general skill acquisition. He takes the development of skills as the starting 


point for a model of learning and expertise development. Based on Dreyfus’s view of 


expertise,	Dorst	(2004)	distinguishes	five	levels	of	design	expertise:	


- Novice. A novice designer considers the objective features of a situation which 


have been given by the experts, and follows strict ways to address a design 


problem. 


- Advanced beginner. A beginner designer gains experience from real 


situations and learns how to add meaningful aspects, being more free-


oriented than a novice.


- Competent. A competent designer learns that there are different types of 


situations,	identifies	the	key	elements	and	ignores	the	irrelevant	ones.	He/


she chooses his/her own plan to achieve the goals and takes responsibility for 


his/her successful and unsuccessful choices. There is a need for learning and 


reflection,	which	is	absent	in	the	previous	levels	of	expertise.		


- Proficient. A	proficient	designer	immediately	sees	what	sort	of	situation	he/


she is in and what to do.  
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- Expert.	There	is	an	involvement	and	reflection	on	each	project.	The	expert	


relies on his/her intuition to solve problems. As long as the situation remains 


stable, such expertise does not require constant learning.


Kennedy’s	(1987)	definitions,	as	discussed	in	the	previous	sections,	highlight	


assumptions	about	the	nature	of	professional	practice	that	must	be	fitted	to	the	


situations that practitioners encounter, while Dorst’s (2004) model describes 


approaches to problem-solving, and the knowledge and skills needed for the 


professional practice of design. 


1.3.2.2 Experienced diagram creators


In	the	professional	practice,	five	factors	play	an	important	role	in	gaining	skills,	


abilities and expertise: ‘domain knowledge, psychological traits, cognitive skills, 


decision strategies, and task characteristics’ (Reymen et al., 2005). Different levels 


of expertise can co-exist to solve a single design problem. Dorst and Reymen (2004) 


explain that designers can simultaneously display more than one level of expertise, 


depending on the task characteristics. As an example, experienced designers can 


display novice behaviour in some parts, while displaying higher levels of expertise, 


such	as	reflection,	in	other	parts	of	the	design	problem-solving	process.


Nevertheless, Dorst (2004) highlights that the valid distinction is between the 


first	two	levels	of	expertise,	i.e.	novice	and	advanced	beginners,	and	the	last	three,	


i.e.	competent,	proficient	and	expert.	The	level	of	involvement	and	reflection	in	


their problem-solving process distinguishes both groups of practitioners. Design 


practitioners, who are included within the last three levels of expertise described 


by Dorst (2004), are most likely to have developed a body of experiences from 


which to draw the ability to conduct mental experiments, the ability to critically 


evaluate their outcomes, and the ability to revise unsatisfactory situations (Kennedy, 


1987).	They	have	seen	many	situations	in	the	field	and	worked	through	the	whole	


process	of	designing	a	number	of	times.	Therefore,	in	this	thesis,	the	first	group	of	


design practitioners is referred to as inexperienced designers and the second one as 


experienced designers. 


After an active period of four years working in professional practice, designers are 


often able to handle and understand common kinds of situations that occur within 
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the design domain (Dorst and Lawson, 2009:160). However, distinction between 


the	levels	of	expertise	in	experienced	designers	cannot	be	defined	strictly.	Thus,	this	


thesis considers as experienced diagram creators, designers with four or more years 


of	gaining	first-hand	experience	working	in	professional	practice.	Diagram	creators	


with these levels of expertise are able to solve a design assignment without external 


supervision	and	are	thinkers	capable	of	reflecting	and	critically	examining	their	


own actions.
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1.4 Research questions, aims and objectives


The motivation for this thesis is based on the researcher’s personal experience. Having 


grown	up	in	a	scientific	environment	and	worked	for	the	last	ten	years	close	to	projects	


of great complexity as an information designer, the researcher came to learn the 


relevance of in-depth understanding to achieve effective communication of complex 


subjects. In addition, close proximity with the sciences led the researcher to develop 


a systematic approach to information design4. The research for this thesis is situated 


firmly	within	the	field	of	information	design	and	as	such,	contributes	to	a	wider	body	of	


knowledge which attempts to assist practitioners in the information translation process. 


The main questions of this investigation are: How might a mixed design method—e.g. 


MapCI	Cards—,	based	on	a	combination	of	different	approaches,	assist	the	conceptual	


design	stage	of	a	design	process	for	complex	diagrams?	What	potential	benefits	or	


disadvantages would arise when diagram creators’ conceptual design is rationalised?


One of the main objectives of this thesis was to develop a design tool to assist 


experienced design professionals in their conceptual diagram creation process. In the 


next section the researcher will propose one possible methodological solution in the 


form	of	MapCI	Cards.


1.4.1 Aims


In order to address the main research questions, this thesis aims to develop and 


test a design method focused on assisting experienced diagram creators throughout 


the	stage	of	conceptual	design.	The	resulting	method,	i.e.	MapCI	Cards,	illuminates	


understanding and information organisation actions and is intended for the 


particular objective of analysing complex information sources [Section 1.2.3, p.10]. 


MapCI	Cards	are	not	meant	to	replace	pre-existing	design	methods	but	rather	to	


contribute to the early stage of the diagramming design process by highlighting 


relevant actions and requirements, and assembling them into applicable sets of 


guidelines. This means that the area of study is reduced to cover the conceptual stage 


[Sections 1.2.1, p.7 and 3.2.2, p.77] of the design process only, excluding the prototype 


stage, i.e. visual translation of information. 


4  The researcher’s professional background is related to graphic and information design. She has 
been actively working internationally for over 10 years on information design, editorial projects, 
and map consultancy.  
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The aims of this thesis are:


- To identify how diagram creators analyse, organise and classify complex 


information sources


- To	identify	how	conceptual	design	influences	the	development	of	complex	diagrams


- To	develop	a	mixed	design	method,	e.g.	MapCI	Cards,	to	assist	diagram	


creators’ conceptual design in information design practice


- To measure the effect of a guided approach to conceptual design in diagram creators


- To	assess	the	potential	impact	of	MapCI	Cards	in	the	professional	practice	


1.4.2 Objectives


The aims lead to the following objectives:


- Collection of units for a case study analysis, i.e. underground diagrammatic maps


- Review of literature and practice to identify appropriate theoretical 


frameworks for analysing and organising complex information 


- Analysis	of	case	study	units	for	identification	of	general	types	of	information	


and layered structure in complex diagrams 


- Examination of conceptual design by analysing diagram creators’ decision-


making and problem-solving processes


- Assembly	of	findings	gathered	from	theories	and	research	strategies	to	


develop	the	sets	of	guidelines	in	MapCI	Cards	


- Revision	and	optimisation	of	MapCI	Cards	by	using	the	method	with	its	


intended users in experimental conditions


- Testing	of	MapCI	Cards	by	evaluating	the	method	with	its	intended	users	in	


the professional practice 


- Addition	of	scientific	expert	knowledge	to	assess	the	levels	of	understanding	


and	quality	of	conceptual	design	outputs	produced	with	MapCI	Cards	


Information design has been introduced as playing an increasingly important role 


in enhancing the clarity of complex information. Both graphic and information 


designers have been described as professionals concerned with the development 


of solutions to improve understanding, such as the creation of complex diagrams. 


Poor quality in the current production of complex diagrams has been highlighted 


as a possible consequence of ill-conceived conceptual design. This thesis presents a 


methodological approach to aid this problem and contribute to information design 


practice by the development of a design method to assist conceptual design. 
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1.5 Methodological approaches 


Authors	including	Laurel	(2003)	and	Cross	(2007)	define	different	approaches	to	


conducting design research [Figure 1.2]; however, most agree on three areas on 


which design research should be focused: content organisation, visual translation 


and interpretation. Similarly, Rose (2001) explains that all visual research can be 


conducted from three sites: production (how an image is made), image (how an 


image looks) and audiencing (how an image is seen). She subdivides each of these 


sites into three modalities (Rose, 2007:59): 


- Technological, which covers the tools and equipment used for image 


construction, as well as its structure and kinds of display


- Compositional, which deals with the visual construction (structure) and 


identification	of	key	elements	of	an	image


- Social, which is concerned with the economic, social and political relations 


and institutional practices involved in an image and through which it is seen 


and used 


Sites and modalities are not exclusive, as they are all interconnected and overlap in 


some areas.  For this reason, it is extremely hard to examine one site and modality in 


isolation. 


To investigate the way in which content is organised in diagrams, this thesis is 


concerned with the compositional modality of both the site of the image itself and 


the site of production. Diagrams that belong to the same typology, i.e. complex 


FIGURE 1.2 Summary of different design research approaches


Laurel (2003: 18-19) Cross (2007: 124-125) Rose (2001) 


people.  
Human-centered,  investigation behind the 
scenes, looking at individuals, cultures, forms


people.  
Designers, how people learn to design, 
design education, audiences


audiencing.
Technological
Compositional
Social


process.  
How design works within the framework of 
various kinds of organisations, and how it 
navigates  structural and cultural obstacles


process.  
Tactics and strategies of designing. 
Methodology means the study of 
the processes of design, and the 
development and application of 
techniques which aid the designer


production.
Technological
Compositional
Social


action.  
How methods are chosen and deployed in 
specific context for specific purposes


form.  
Forms, structures, ideas, materials


products.  
Forms and materials and finishes which 
embody design attributes


image.
Technological
Compositional
Social
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diagrammatic	maps	[Section	2.2.3,	p.47],	share	a	specific	set	of	meaningful	elements	


and organisational rationale. The compositional modality explores the formal 


strategies of images such as content, colour, and spatial organisation. Both content 


and spatial organisation aspects were essential for the initial stage of this thesis 


[Section	4.2.1,	p.110	and	Appendix	A],	in	which	the	identification	of	structural	


informational layers for organising content took place. 


At the same time, this thesis presents a what-focused analysis [Section 2.1.4, p.39], 


which introduces a methodological approach to diagramming. An investigation with 


this type of approach demands in-depth and expert understanding of the subject 


and objects of study under consideration, as the analysis centres on the less visible 


stage of the design process, i.e. the conceptual design stage [Section 3.2.2, p.77].  


Whilst Rose’s categories of visual research are helpful in providing a framework for 


exploration, this thesis is neither concerned with how diagrams are seen (the site 


of their audiencing) nor has a linguistic approach. That is, the three components 


of the linguistic communication model—transmitter, message, and receiver—and 


any linguistic communication models, such as those found in the work of Shannon 


and Weaver (1949), Saussure (1974) and Eco (1976), are not the main focus of the 


research. 


Visual translation (syntax, grammar) and diagram interpretation (linguistics, 


semiotics) are issues beyond the remit of this thesis. The focus of analysis is narrowed 


to conceptual phases of developing complex diagrams and organising information.


1.5.1 Practice-led research 


Art and design research can have different characteristics according to the type of 


approach,	objective	and	purposes.	Both	traditional,	empirical	scientific	research,	in	


which outcomes provide evidence for the conclusions in a written dissertation but 


do not lead the research process, and entirely theoretical research are considered 


research without the involvement of practical action (Frayling, 1993/4) [Section 


3.1.2, p.71]. However, other types of art and design research have creative production, 


i.e. the practice, as the key component. According to the role of practice within the 


research process, these types of research can be practice-based or practice-led (Rust 


et al., 2000). 
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Practice-based research involves the analysis of productive processes of art and 


design projects or the analysis of outcomes, but not necessarily the production 


of original outcomes (Scrivener, 2007). In practice-led research, the production, 


application and evaluation of creative work (practice) lead the whole process of 


research;	action	research	strategies	are	employed	to	extract	specific	data	and	to	test	


theories (Frayling, 1993/4). In other words, these projects use practice to understand 


and inform the research process. Rust et al. (2000) explain that the outcomes of these 


projects	may	contribute	to	the	practice	of	the	discipline	or	field	of	study	in	which	they	


are immersed.


This thesis is practice-led, as its main objective is the production of an outcome: a 


design	method	(e.g.	MapCI	Cards),	and	the	research	presented	here	is	carried	out	


for and through information design practice [Section 3.1.2, p.71]. Design in general, 


and information design in particular [Section 2.1, p.32], constitute the skeleton of 


this	research	process,	and	MapCI	Cards	aims	to	contribute	to	the	practice	of	both.	As	


practice-led research, this thesis bridges the gap between design theory and practice 


by evaluating the applicability of the theories in real projects through action research 


strategies.	In	this	thesis,	the	testing	of	MapCI	Cards	in	professional	practice	is	as	


important	as	its	definition	process.	Experience	gained	from	testing	research	strategies	


constitutes	a	core	contribution	to	the	definition	of	MapCI	Cards.


1.5.2 Action research strategies 


The overall approach taken to underpin and generate data for analysis was action 


research. Action research is not a method or a technique. It is a practice-led and 


problem-solving approach (Bell, 1999), useful for practitioner-researchers when the 


research in question is directed towards greater understanding and improvement 


of practice. Frayling (1993/4) explains the concept of action research as a 


systematic approach to generate and validate new information, ideas, procedures or 


understanding through practice. 


As opposed to pure theoretical research, in action research, theories are not validated 


independently and then applied to practice but are validated through practice and 


then reviewed (Elliot, 1991 cited in Bell, 1999). This process can be understood as 


a ‘test-error cycle’. The rigour in action research is demonstrated by the careful 


selection	of	methods	to	confirm	or	review	the	findings.	Practice-led	research	
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methods, such as action research strategies, may accept a degree of uncertainty and 


open-endedness when the practice of a research is validated. 


1.5.3 Research skeleton and methods


Both Jones (1992) and Yee (2006) state that the development of a design method involves 


several stages and tests. Each part and component of the method should be tried out before 


reaching	a	final	version,	to	make	sure	that	it	has	the	appropriate	content	and	terminology,	


addresses the intended context of use, is fully comprehended by its intended users, and 


successfully achieves its intended objectives and purposes. In other words, methods have 


to be composed and tried out, improved and then tried out again. This process of design, 


construction,	revision,	testing	and	refinement	is	referred	to	as	pilot	work	(Oppenheim,	


1992). This thesis uses a three-stage structure of pilot work, i.e. analysis-development-


testing, as the research framework to meet the initial aims and objectives. Figure 1.3 [next 


page] gives an overview of the three-stage research framework of the thesis.


1.5.3.1 Data collection


This thesis incorporates an analysis of design theories and practice-led projects 


undertaken by the researcher [Sections 2.3, p.56 and 2.4, p.62]. Essentially, the 


MapCI	Cards	definition	process	involves	the	examination,	analysis	and	combination	


of theoretical studies and works on information design (Tufte, 1998; Wurman, 1989, 


2001; Shedroff, 2003; Roam, 2008), diagrams (Richards, 1984; Engelhardt, 2002), 


diagrammatic maps (Walker, 1979a; Garland, 1979), and cartography (Wood, 1992). 


Mollerup	(2005),	Alexander	(1979)	and	Gerstner’s	(1964)	works	provided	insights	


on rational problem-solving approaches. Three practice-led projects (i.e. ET-map, 


Woolman,	2002;	Make	London	Understandable,	Farrell,	2007;	and	Alzheimer’s	


Disease, Zender and Crutcher, 2007) provided insightful approaches for the 


dissecting methodology used in investigating the case study units.  


Theoretical approaches have been complemented with organisational insights on the 


internal structure of complex diagrams extracted from the analysis of the case study: 


the London Underground diagram [Section 4.2.1, p.110 and Appendix A]. It is not 


the	aim	of	this	thesis	to	define	the	London	Underground	diagram	as	a	diagram	or	as	


a map, although it can be described as a combination of both; this thesis pays more 


attention to its diagrammatic side [Section 2.2.3.1, p.49]. 
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FIGURE 1.3 Three-stage research skeleton of thesis
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Analytical relational surveys [Section 4.2.2, p.113] were completed in two workshops 


[Appendix B] and designed to investigate how different professionals approach 


problem-solving in diagram creation, i.e. designers and scientists. Designers tend 


to approach a problem using creative decision-making, while scientists tend to 


use rational procedures (Gregory, 1966; Jones, 1992). Both approaches added rich 


insights to this conceptual design study of diagram creation. 


1.5.3.2 Analysis and development


A combination of qualitative visual methods adapted for an information design 


study—i.e. visual disaggregation, content analysis and compositional interpretation—


was used to examine and analyse the visual outputs collected from research 


strategies. Discourse analysis was chosen in order to explore the content of the 


written outputs. A taxonomic organisation rationale (Rich, 1992) aided in the 


assembly	of	data	gathered	from	theories	and	research	strategies.	And,	finally,	


Conley’s (2004) work on the development of design methods was used as framework 


for	defining	the	content	in	MapCI	Cards.


Additionally, Gerstner’s (1964) typographic programme, the Social Innovation Lab for 


Kent	(SILK,	2007)	Method5	and	the	Method	cards6 from the design and innovation 


consultancy	IDEO	(2002)	were	relevant	for	the	development	of	the	MapCI	Card	format.	


Both SILK and IDEO present their content as a deck of cards, showing that cards may 


be an approachable and conveniently portable format for a method. Cards permit an 


effective way to organise and classify different types of content (Eco, 2004), with each 


card (or group of cards) used to represent a particular type of content. 


1.5.3.3 Revision, optimisation and testing


An experimental pilot study and a naturalistic enquiry (Patton, 2002) were both 


designed	for	revising,	optimising	and	testing	MapCI	Cards.	First,	two	pilot	workshops	


[Section	4.4.1,	p.123]	were	designed	to	identify	areas	of	MapCI	Cards	that	needed	


further work. Experienced diagram creators participated in these workshops. 


Then,	five	self-documentation	case	studies	[Section	4.4.2,	p.126]	were	conduced	to	


test	MapCI	Cards	in	naturalistic	settings	and	measure	its	levels	of	success	and	effect	


on diagram creators’ conceptual design. Experienced diagram creators living in 


5  Available at: http://socialinnovation.typepad.com/silk/about-silk-1.html, Accessed 10 December 2009].
6  Available at: http://www.ideo.com/work/item/method-cards) [Accessed 10 December 2009].
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London	participated	in	this	experience.	Insights	from	three	key	informants	(Marshall,	


1996) [Section 4.1.42, p.98] were used to supplement self-documentation outputs and 


add expert data related to the complex information analysed by the participants of 


this study.


1.5.4 Chapter outlines


This thesis contains seven chapters that present the context, methodological 


framework,	MapCI	Cards	definition	process	and	final	conclusions.	The	appendices	


discuss both the analyses of the case study and the analytical relational surveys, and 


document	key	findings	from	the	action	research	strategies.	In	detail,	the	written	


chapters are organised as presented below.


This introductory chapter highlights the current context of diagrams and the 


relevance of conceptual design for their development. In addition, it explains the 


origin	and	rationale	of	the	thesis	and	its	aims	and	objectives.	Then	it	defines	the	


thesis’ boundaries and outlines the methodological approaches. Chapter 2 introduces 


information design as the subject of study, reviews the literature, highlighting 


relevant points and discussing previous theories related to the objectives of the 


thesis. Then it presents the practice review, introducing two sets of three projects 


each that are used as the basis for this research. The practice side of design leads 


this research process; thus, the review of practice projects is as important as the 


review of theoretical studies. Chapter 3 discusses design research approaches and 


design method typologies and introduces the design process. Then two stages are 


presented as the main components of that process, from which the conceptual 


design stage is pointed out as the one of interest for this thesis. The setting out 


of the main components needed to develop a design method is delineated at the 


end of this chapter. Then Chapter 4 details the research strategy and explains the 


methods	used	at	each	stage	of	the	research.	Chapter	5	introduces	MapCI	Cards	as	the	


method	developed	in	this	thesis	and	explains	its	definition	process.	For	this,	the	core	


theories and the results of the case study analysis and analytical relational surveys 


are	discussed.	Working	and	testable	MapCI	Card	versions	are	provided,	as	well	as	


visual	evidence	of	the	evolution	of	its	format.	Chapter	6	presents	the	main	findings	


from	the	revision	and	optimisation	strategy	of	the	testable	version	of	MapCI	Cards.	


The	key	steps	for	the	development	of	the	final	version	of	the	method	are	pointed	


out,	and	the	final	version	is	presented.	After	this,	findings	from	the	testing	strategy	
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are discussed and supplemented with key informants’ insights. Key results from 


the	implementation	of	MapCI	Cards	in	the	professional	practice	are	presented	at	


the end of this chapter. Finally, Chapter 7 introduces the conclusions from using a 


guided approach to conceptual design in the development of complex diagrams and 


highlights	those	particular	to	MapCI	Cards.	Possible	wider	applications	of	the	thesis	


and further lines of research are described. 
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1.6 Summary


An increasing number of unintelligible diagrammatic representations have been 


created as a consequence of the current massive production of information. Easy 


access to technology and digital tools encourages an excessive creation of diagrams. 


However, fewer hours in the professional practice devoted to conceptual design 


seem to result in outputs that do not display understandable information, and create 


misleading communications. 


Conceptual design was presented as an approach to be used during the stage where 


diagram creators use their information management skills to analyse, organise and 


understand information sources and where the skeleton of a diagram is conceived. 


Diagram creators’ conceptual design and the professional practice of information 


design have been introduced as the contexts of this thesis, and complex diagrams 


defined	as	the	objects	of	analysis.	The	necessity	for	a	design	method	to	assist	diagram	


creators’ conceptual design in order to minimise the risk of ill-conceived diagrams 


has been stated. Supporting reasons for adopting a design method as part of the 


professional practice of information design were emphasised.


The lack of adoption of design methods in professional practice was highlighted as a 


common factor among practitioners. The fact that designers frequently rely on a more 


intuitive	or	experiential	process	−	led	by	creativity	and	intuition	−	was	emphasised	as	


one of the reasons for that lack. In this case, design methods and theoretical design 


approaches have been explicated as not considering the creative side of design, 


and thus limiting designers’ capabilities. Consequently, design methods have been 


described as time-consuming and not responding to professional practice needs. 


The main aim of the thesis is to present an information design investigation to 


identify diagram creators’ decision-making actions to analyse and organise complex 


information. Furthermore it aims to demonstrate the relevance of conceptual 


design in the development of complex diagrams. The development of a design 


method,	e.g.	MapCI	Cards,	to	assist	experienced	diagram	creators’	conceptual	


design	is	another	objective	of	this	thesis.	Finally,	the	implementation	of	MapCI	


Cards in the professional practice of information design aims to bridge the gap 
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between academic and practice design contexts and to encourage the use of design 


methods in practice. 


This practice-led thesis introduces a methodological approach to diagramming. 


Action	research	strategies	provided	insights	throughout	the	stages	of	the	definition	


process	of	MapCI	Cards.	The	complexity	of	diagrams	as	objects	of	study	and	the	depth	


of analysis required for this thesis make it necessary to conduct this investigation with 


a high level of expertise in, and knowledge of, the subject under investigation. The 


researcher is an experienced information designer who understands the less visible 


aspects	of	complex	diagrams	and	adds	reflection	and	scientific	rigour	throughout	the	


entire work.  


The next chapter introduces information design as the subject of study, and scopes 


the key texts within a literature, as well as practice review. Complex diagrams are 


introduced as the diagrammatic typology of interest for this thesis and their key 


characteristics are described. The London Underground diagram is presented as an 


iconic diagram and its contribution to information design highlighted. At the end of 


the chapter, two sets of three projects each are introduced and presented as key works 


used in this research. 
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2.  Information design:  
Literature and practice review


Those who discover an explanation are often 


those who construct its representation. 


(Tufte, 1998:9)
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2.1 Information design 


The main subject of study of this thesis is information design. The term information 


design emerged in the late 1940s and early ’50s, and its usage became commonplace 


by the late 1970s (Stiff et al., 2010:51); however, examples of printed information 


design documents date from more than three hundred years ago (Tufte, 1983; Stiff et 


al., 2010). The designer Ladislav Sutnar is considered the progenitor of information 


design; he stated the importance of functionality over aesthetics in graphic design 


projects and the need to control and organise information in order to effectively 


communicate it (Heller, 1997; Visocky O’Grady and Visocky O’Grady, 2008). 


Therefore, in this thesis, information design problems are seen as belonging to 


graphic	design.	However,	to	solve	those	problems	specific	information	management	


skills and organisation rationale are required to deal with large amounts of data 


efficiently	[Section	1.3.1,	p.12].	


A	conscientious	definition	of	what	information	design	is,	or	what	its	boundaries	are,	


has	not	been	defined	(Rust	et	al.,	2010),	but	its	aim	is	to	make	complex	information	


understandable and usable by people. Information design is content-driven, 


involves planning, organising, writing and designing. Both Baer (2008) and Tufte 


(2010) distinguish between art-driven and content-driven design solutions. In art-


driven solutions, content moves to second place, and techniques and tools used for 


representing	it	come	first.	In	short,	these	design	solutions	emphasise	aesthetics	over	


understanding. Content-driven solutions are based on analysing and organising 


information	first,	until	in-depth	understanding	of	what	is	going	to	be	displayed	is	


achieved. In this type of design solutions, comprehension takes priority, and aesthetic 


decisions move to second place. Nevertheless, this does not mean that information 


designers ignore aesthetic concerns. Erik Spiekermann explains that:


Aesthetics is only about 10 percent of the work, and that is the icing on 


the cake; the other 90 percent is about getting involved in the process. 


(Spiekermann 1997, cited in Senechal, 1997:37)


In addition, information design is user-centric (idX, 2007; Baer, 2008). In the 


context	of	this	field	of	study,	the	audience is someone who uses an (information) 


object, a service or a system in the framework of an activity in order to carry out a 
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task (idX, 2007). This means that conceptual and design decisions should be made 


according	to	the	target	audience’s	needs	[Section	3.2.2.2,	p.79].	


The information design process involves conceptual and prototype stages, actions 


and	tasks	[Section	3.2.1,	p.74],	such	as	decision-making,	strategic	planning,	problem	


analysis, methodology development and visual design, which makes a team approach 


essential.	Experts	from	different	fields	working	together	are	necessary	to	‘solve	


problems	and	convey	complex	information	through	[effective]	design	systems’	


(Senechal, 1997:34). 


Although information and graphic design problems seem to be solved through similar 


design	processes,	it	is	worth	mentioning	that	specific	information	management	


actions	and	tasks	tend	to	be	needed	for	the	former	[Section	1.3.2,	p.13].	In	


information design problems, the emphasis shifts to the conceptual stage of the 


process, while in those of graphic design the focus tends to be on the last stage. In 


information design problems, aesthetic concerns are approached in the later stage 


of the design process, the primary stage being the conceptual	one	[Sections	1.2.1,	p.7	


and	3.2.2,	p.77].	


2.1.1 Information design outputs


Over time, the term information design has been associated with graphic design 


outputs that do not have fashionable layouts or attractive language. More recently, 


information design outputs are confused with those of data visualisation, as both 


work with and visualise data. Although information design, graphic design and 


data visualisation tend to be grouped under the same umbrella, they are three 


different	fields	of	studies.	Whereas	data	visualisation	deals	with	the	representation	


of information in original or fashionable ways, information design deals with the 


translation	of	large	amounts	of	raw	data	into	intelligible	information	[Section	1.3.1,	


p.12].	Digital	tools	and	aesthetic	language	are	essential	for	data	visualisation	but	not	


for	information	design.	Following	Richards’	(1984:1/1)	classification	of	visual	outputs,	


data	visualisation	and	graphic	design	usually	create	‘amusing,	delighting,	persuading,	


invigorating, provoking or stimulating graphics’, whereas information design has 


the	intention	of	‘describing,	explaining,	informing	or	instructing’.	Nevertheless,	


it	is	impossible	to	define	the	field	of	study	to	which	some	design	problems	belong	


(Engelhardt, 2002). Shedroff (1994) explains that information design does not 


replace	or	compete	with	graphic	design	and	other	visual	fields	of	study,	as	it	has	
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different purposes. Thus, in this thesis, only information design problems are 


investigated, i.e. development of complex diagrams and visualisation of complex 


information. 


In print-based design, charts, graphs, timelines, diagrams, and explanation and 


information graphics are some of the possible information design outputs developed 


to visually communicate complexity (Garland, 1969; Tufte, 1983, 2006). These 


outputs are generally referred to as diagrammatic representations. Information 


design	outputs	are	content-driven	[Section	2.1,	p.32]	and	their	form	is	determined	


by their function. Content-driven diagrammatic representations and, in particular, 


complex	diagrams	are	the	main	objects	of	study	of	this	thesis	[Sections	1.2,	p.7	and	


2.2,	p.42].	Therefore	art-driven	diagrams	created	with	no	intention	of	transmitting	


information are not considered here.


2.1.2 Information design environments of use 


Information	design	outputs	can	be	found	in	various	environments.	Wayfinding	


signage on roads and at airports and train stations, manuals from products or 


services,	forms	to	fill	out,	daily	news,	instructions	on	prescription	bottles,	and	


museums are some examples. Organisations and companies in information-


intensive	fields	(Baer,	2008:20),	such	as	marketing	research,	financial	services	and	


healthcare, need great clarity in the way they communicate complex information. 


Complex diagrams are increasingly being used to address those needs and to enhance 


understanding. As an example, both the New York Times and the UK’s The Guardian 


newspapers	have	an	information	graphics	department	that	specifically	visualises	


daily news and main stories. Furthermore, in politics, information design is gaining 


rigour and credibility. The decision to include the information designer Edward Tufte 


as	part	of	the	US	Government	Recovery	Independent	Advisory	Panel1 indicates that 


information design skills and rationale can be essential in obtaining higher levels of 


transparency and preventing and detecting fraud, waste and mismanagement when 


making decisions. 


1 	More	information	available	at	http://sheilapontis.wordpress.com/2010/05/10/information-
design-in-politics/
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2.1.3 Well-conceived and ill-conceived complex diagrams


Meaningless,	oversimplified	and	fashionable	diagrams	with	unintelligible	messages	


abound (Wurman, 2001; Visocky O’Grady and Visocky O’Grady, 2008; Baer, 2008). 


The book Information is Beautiful (McCandless, 2010) is an example of a visual 


source of art-driven diagrams. McCandless (2009) explains that for his last book he 


took:


…loads of information and made it into simple, colourful and, hopefully, 


beautiful	‘visualisations’—bubble	charts,	concept	maps,	blueprints	and	


diagrams—all	with	the	minimum	of	text


and that:


It may also just be enjoyable to see information, rather than read it. In an 


endless jungle of websites with text-based content, a beautiful image with a lot 


of space and colour can be like walking into a clearing. It’s a relief.


The	publication	is	a	diagram	catalogue	governed	by	the	concept	of	‘beauty’	that	


presents aesthetic diagrams as the simplest and most comprehensible ones, in which 


information	can	be	modified	for	the	sake	of	beauty.	Diagrams	which	are	unintelligible	


and	do	not	communicate	with	efficacy	the	intended	content	to	the	target	audience	


(Wurman,	1989,	2001)	are	referred	to	as	ill-conceived	diagrams	[Section	1.2.2,	p.9].	


In contrast, Tufte describes the concept of well-conceived diagrams with the term 


‘graphical	excellence’,	which	denotes	complex	ideas	communicated	with	clarity,	


precision	and	efficiency	(1983:51).		Throughout	this	thesis,	the	notion	that	the	


aesthetic quality of diagrams is the main reason for diagram effectiveness has been 


confronted; instead, the lack of capability to communicate the intended message is 


presented. Wurman (1989:283) emphasises that:


The	low	premium	on	[diagram]	clarity	is	due	in	part	to	graphic	designers	


who	operate	more	as	cosmeticians—putting	mascara	instead	of	meaning	


in	information—instead	of	functioning	as	conscientious	mapmakers	[and	


diagram	makers].	
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The	prioritisation	of	visual	refinement	over	understanding	is	one	cause	for	ill-


conceived	diagrams	[Section	1.2.2,	p.9].	Another	cause	is	lack	of	clarity	(Holmes,	


1993b; Tufte, 1998; Cairo, 2011). Diagram creators tend to assume that readers 


have prior knowledge about how to approach a diagram and read and understand 


its content. However, as many complex diagrams involve specialised content, most 


readers need to be told what they are looking at and what to look for. Diagrams 


have power, but only well-conceived diagrams that really communicate have real 


power (Holmes, 1993a). Effective diagrams are the product of interdisciplinary 


teams that combine their abilities and backgrounds to carefully understand and 


organise information before translating it into visual language (Conley, 2004). 


When readers cannot understand what a diagram is trying to communicate, the 


diagram has no power. 


Section	2.1.1,	[p.33]	underlines	the	difference	between	the	terms	information design 


and data visualisation. Few design practitioners or researchers (i.e. Wurman, 2001; 


Visocky O’Grady and Visocky O’Grady, 2008; Tufte, 2010) have been concerned to 


illuminate this subject. In the professional practice, the purposes and objectives of 


these	two	fields	of	study	do	not	seem	to	be	properly	distinguished.	Diagram	creators	


seem to mix the goals and applications of both, resulting in another cause of ill-


conceived diagrams. 


The	debate	surrounding	diagram	effectiveness	is	not	a	‘sign	of	the	present	times’	


(McCandless, 2009) resulting from digital technologies and the Internet. Mijksenaar 


(1997b:17)	asserts	that	‘this	confusion	about	notions	of	functionalism	and	beauty	


is nothing new’. He adds that durability, usefulness and beauty are three elements 


interwoven in design and that what really matters in a design outcome is their 


proportions. 


2.1.3.1 Organising and understanding information 


In	2000,	Richards	(2000)	remarked	on	the	increasing	number	of	fashionable	but	


incomprehensive diagrams and their potential risk, citing mistakes in company 


finances	as	a	recurrent	example.	Wurman	(2001:51)	argues	that	‘organisation	is	


as	important	as	content’	and	that	‘finding,	winnowing,	sorting,	organising	and	


imprinting	the	information	takes	priority	over	creating	it.’	In	a	similar	vein,	Richards	


(2000:87-110)	highlights	the	benefits	of	information	organisation,	pointing	out	
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that	‘when	documentation	is	designed	well	it	can	reduce	significantly	the	costs	of	


manufacturing, operating and maintaining products’. Tufte (1983, 1990, 1998, 2006, 


2010) emphasises the effectiveness of clear, old-fashioned diagrams over cluttered, 


flat	modern	ones	in	his	books,	conferences	and	lectures.	Like	Richards	(2000)	and	


Wurman (2001), he explains that effectiveness is not related to technology but to the 


appropriate organisation of information. Neurath’s ISOTYPE language (Neurath, 


1936; Vossoughian, 2006) created in the 1930s2 is an important precedent that shows 


the relevance of rigorous understanding of content for developing well-conceived 


diagrams.


Both Tufte (1983, 2010) and Wurman (1989, 2001) explain that for effective 


organisation, understanding the problem is essential. Wurman devotes most of his 


books	to	explaining	the	meaning	and	importance	of	‘understanding’.	He	points	out	


that it is fundamental for diagram creators to acknowledge the power of organisation 


to	increase	understanding	and	to	have	in	their	repertoire	an	efficient	method	of	


organising. Wurman (2001) concludes that:


 


Understanding the vein of the problem is the course to solving it. The best way 


to accomplish any endeavour is to determine its essential purpose, its most 


basic mission. (2001:51) 


Similarly, Tufte (2006:132) summarises that the most important task of a diagram is 


show what the display is about.


2.1.3.1.1 Categories for organising information


LATCH theory was presented by Wurman (1989, 2001) and later reviewed and 


enlarged by Shedroff (2003), as LATCH+2. Wurman (1989, 2001) proposed a set 


of	five	ways	of	grouping	different	types	of	information	according	to	commonalities	


or characteristics, i.e. by location, alphabet, time, category and hierarchy. Shedroff 


(2003)	added	two	ways	to	the	above	five,	i.e.	by	continuum	and	randomness.	Put	


together, they argued that everything could be organised in seven ways. 


2  ISOTYPE language (International System of Typographic Picture Education) was created in 
the 1930s in Vienna by Otto Neurath (1882-1945). This iconographic language merges rules from 
science and design to construct its visual signs. 
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Both authors are concerned with ways of organising information, but their focus of 


analysis is not the same as that of the method presented in this thesis, i.e. MapCI 


Cards. MapCI Cards proposes an organisation rationale to analyse and break down 


complex information into meaningful data, but at the same time aims to assist the 


definition	of	types	of	information,	and	their	organisation	into	hierarchies	addressing	


the diagram problem. In other words, the focus of MapCI Cards is on actions of the 


simplification process	[Section	3.2.2.4,	p.80].	MapCI	Cards	is	concerned	with	guiding	


intended users through making decisions about:  


- Types of information 


- Organisation rationale


- Information hierarchies


In short, LATCH+2 theory is presenting an organisation rationale, based on seven 


categories, i.e. it addresses the second type of decisions, while MapCI Cards is 


concerned with the illumination of the three of them.


2.1.3.1.2 Understanding through visual thinking


Roam’s	(2008)	theory,	coming	from	a	marketing	approach,	is	also	worth	


discussing	in	this	thesis.	Roam’s	(2008)	work	is	concerned	with	improving	


communication by employing visualisations, and emphasises the relevance of 


visual thinking. Visual thinking or visual perception (Arnheim, 1998) is thinking 


through visual processing and using the part of the brain that is emotional and 


creative	to	organise	information	in	an	intuitive	and	simultaneous	way.	Roam	


(2008) suggests ways of identifying the most appropriate information to be 


visualised based on how people see, adding that when people look at things they 


follow a basic mental methodology that consists of looking for objects (who 


and what), quantities (how many and how much), positions in space (where), 


positions in time (when), influence, cause and effect (how) and reasons (why). 


This theory describes a way of understanding a problem by considering six 


individual but related components described as the six Ws. 


Returning	to	the	simplification	process	[Section	3.2.2.4,	p.80],	in	contrast	to	Wurman	


(1989,	2001)	and	Shedroff’s	(2003)	works,	Roam	(2008)	offers	insights	into	the	first	


type of decisions, i.e. types of information. Findings gathered from the analytical 


relational surveys reported commonalities with some points of the six Ws theory 
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[Section	5.2.3.2,	p.153]	that	provided	rich	insights	to	the	initial	part	of	the	content	


definition	in	MapCI	Cards.


2.1.4 What and How approaches to information design


Wurman	(1989,	2001)	defines	two	different	types	of	approaches	to	an	information	


design study, work or theory, i.e. what and how approaches. It is important to mention 


that this what and how	terminology	is	not	related	to	that	of	Roam’s	(2008)	work,	


discussed	previously	in	Section	2.1.3.1.2	[previous	page].	On	the	one	hand,	Wurman	


defines	‘what approaches’ as those that focus on understanding the design problem 


itself and on conceiving the output or design solution, i.e. this thesis. On the other 


hand,	he	defines	‘how approaches’ as those that focus on understanding, analysing and 


explaining the visual characteristics and languages adopted for, and in, a particular 


design	solution.	For	example,	a	syntactic	approach	would	be	a	type	of	a	‘how approach’ 


to some extent, as it is concerned with the analysis and understanding of visual 


characteristics of a design output or solution. Wurman (2000:51) concludes that: 


There are many how’s but only one what. What drives the how’s? You must 


always	ask	the	question	‘What	is?’	before	you	ask	the	question	‘how	to?’	


The how	or	syntactic	approach	in	works	of	both	Richards	(1984)	and	Engelhardt	(2002)	is	


the closest to the objects of study in this thesis, followed by Avelar’s (2002) study, although 


neither Engelhardt nor Avelar have a formal graphic design or information design 


background.3 These three academic studies can be described as research into design 


studies	(Frayling,	1993/4)	[Section	3.1.2,	p.71],	with	great	value	for	the	information	design	


practice but not likely to be adopted as design tools for design practitioners. 


In addition, the literature review reported that diagrams have been the objects 


of several studies, but only a few of them combine both these approaches (i.e. 


Funkhouser, 1937; Bertin, 1983; Tufte, 1983, 1990, 1998). Most studies on diagrams 


are	concerned	with	what	Wurman	calls	‘how approaches’ (i.e. Herdeg, 1976; Holmes, 


1993b; Mijksenaar and Westendorp, 1999; Hiroko, 2006). Only a few in-depth works 


concerned	with	‘what approaches’ can be found (i.e. Wurman, 1989; Shedroff, 2003). 


3  Engelhardt studied medicine and completed his MA at the department of Cognitive Psychology. 
Then he changed to information visualisation, completing his PhD on representation and 
visualisation (University of Amsterdam). Avelar’s background is in computer sciences with a 
doctorate from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich.
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From a different perspective, but with (statistical) diagrams as an object of study, 


practice-led studies coming from computer engineering can be found (i.e. Cleveland, 


1994; Kosslyn, 1994; Wilkinson, 2005). These studies are concerned with a 


systematic production of diagrams through the adoption of software techniques. 


Moreover, the examination of individual components (e.g. visual variables, graphic 


components)	and	the	definition	of	proposals	for	‘catalogues’	of	possible	diagrammatic	


structures	(e.g.	diagram,	network,	graph,	flowchart,	pie	chart,	bar	chart,	map,	


taxonomy) demonstrate their how approach to analysis. 


2.1.4.1 Analysing diagrams beyond information design 


The literature review revealed that the majority of previous studies about diagrams 


come from the disciplines of computer engineering, cartography and semiotics. 


Common	patterns	between	those	studies	have	been	found.	This	thesis	classifies	key	


previous studies about diagrams into four categories according to their purpose and 


focus of analysis: 


- Diagram taxonomies. The aim of these studies is to analyse visual 


characteristics	of	existing	diagrams	to	define	classification	principles.	To	meet	


this aim they use how and theory-led approaches.


- Diagram components. The aim of these studies is to identify and extract 


significant	components	of	existing	diagrams	to	be	able	to	develop	theoretical	


frameworks. They use how and theory-led approaches.  


- Diagram development. The	aim	of	these	studies	is	to	define	principles,	


methods and guidelines to develop digital tools and design methods for 


diagram creation, such as software. They use what, how, and practice-led 


approaches.


- Diagram interpretation. The aim of these studies is to analyse the 


relationship between existing diagrams and the way they may be interpreted 


to develop theoretical frameworks. They use how and theory-led approaches.


These categories do not appear in any design methodologist’s terminology, but they 


give an overview of the existing studies about diagrams. The majority of studies to 


date	fall	into	the	first	and	fourth	categories	(i.e.	Engelhardt,	2002;	Richards,	1984	


respectively). Most of the studies in the third category correspond to the development 


of digital tools for developing diagrams (systematic methods) (i.e. Cleveland, 1994; 


Wilkinson, 2005), or focus on objects of study outside those of this thesis such as 
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Woolman’s (2002) work, which exclusively addresses digital information graphics. 


After	this,	a	further	significant	number	of	works	belong	to	the	second	category,	


with	several	from	the	fields	of	visual	communication	and	information	design	


(i.e.	Garland,	1979;	Walker,	1979b;	Marcus,	1980;	Tufte,	1983,	1990;	Rose,	2001,	


2007).	This	group	of	studies	presents	theories	for	the	analysis	and	classification	


of	significant	elements	into	categories	and	layers	or	as	components	and	variables.	


With their different terminologies, most of these studies are proposing types of 


information common to diagrams, which are organised as categories, components 


or	layers	[Section	2.2.1,	p.43].	


This indicates that although there have been several previous studies whose relevance 


to the development of effective diagrams is unquestionable, there seems to be an 


important	lack	of	substantial	academic	work	specifically	focusing	on	the	what side 


of these outputs. The thesis falls into the third of the above diagram categories, as it 


is concerned with learning about and analysing the conceptual stage of the diagram 


design	process	[Section	3.2.2,	p.77].	


The	next	sections	go	further	into	the	definition	of	complex	diagrams	and	set	the	


boundaries	of	analysis	in	this	thesis.	In	addition,	the	specific	characteristics	and	


typology of complex diagrams analysed are discussed. 
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2.2 Complex diagrams


As	many	definitions	of	the	word	‘diagram’	can	be	found,	as	there	are	authors	and	


points	of	view.	Engelhardt	(2002:2)	defines	a	diagram	as	a	schematic	graphic 


representation,	which	is	a	‘visible	artefact	on	a	more	or	less	flat	surface	that	was	


created	in	order	to	express	information’.	Tufte	(1983)	defines	a	diagram	as	complex 


when it contains multiple layers of information that convey multiple viewing depths 


and multiple viewing angles. Cairo (2011) uses the term multidimensionality to 


describe this type of diagrams. Complex diagrams need multidimensional or multi-


layered structures to display information of great complexity with clarity (Tufte, 1983, 


1998; Cairo, 2011). Both Tufte (1983, 1998) and Cairo (2011) explain that complex 


diagrams need to have at least three viewing levels: 


- General structure. This is the overall story of the diagram; what is seen from 


a distance as a summary of the content 


- Main structure. This is the types of information, which are the labels of the 


diagram; what is seen up close as the primary idea of the content 


- Hidden structure. These are the levels of information, the hierarchies of the 


diagram; what is seen implicitly and is understood besides the diagram itself 


Complex diagrams cannot include all raw content (Garland, 1979; Tufte, 1983; 


Holmes, 1984; Frascara, 2001). Consequently, diagramming demands thorough 


understanding of the information to be conveyed and knowledge of what can be 


omitted without diminishing the effective transmission of the idea being represented. 


Baer (2008) explains that complex diagrams display often around 25% of the 


initial	content.	Throughout	the	conceptual	design	stage,	raw	content	is	simplified	


according to the design brief aims and objectives, organised in hierarchies and types 


of	information	[Sections	3.2.2.1	to	3.2.2.4,	pp.78-81],	and	drawn	as	aid	documents	


[Section	3.2.3,	p.82]	in	the	draft	proposal	[Section	3.2.2.5,	p.81].	The	execution	of	


the	draft	proposal	falls	into	the	remit	of	the	prototype	stage	of	the	process	[Section	


3.2.1.2,	p.76].	


In short, this thesis is concerned with complex content-driven diagrams purposefully 


developed to inform, describe, explain and instruct that employ functional language 


to represent order, contiguity, relative positions and relationships (Garland, 1979; 


Walker, 1979b; Frascara, 2001; Engelhardt, 2002).
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2.2.1 Multi-layered structure of complex diagrams


The word layer	is	used	to	reflect	the	notion	of	different	types	of	information	that,	by	


overlapping, recreate a whole image. At the same time, each layer can be divided into 


sublayers,	which	can	be	also	composed	of	more	specific	infralayers	representing	the	


multi-layered or multidimensional internal structure of complex diagrams discussed 


in the previous section. MapCI Cards’ fundamental principle of organisation is based 


on	this	layered	information	theory	[Section	5.1,	p.138].	Two	cases	are	reviewed	


in	Sections	2.3.1.1	[p.57]	and	2.3.1.2	[p.58],	which	evidence	how	a	diagrammatic	


structure can be dissected as a system of layers (i.e. in ET-map, 2002 and Make 


London	Understandable,	2007),	with	various	aspects	of	information	visually	stratified.	


For	example,	in	the	first	case	each	layer	is	grouping	similar	types	of	data,	in	what	could	


be seen as containing sub- and infralayers, while in the second case each of the layers 


is	representing	a	specific	type	of	information	related	to	the	city	of	London.	


2.2.1.1 Visual layers


A theory of layers for analysing print-based diagrams may be seen as inappropriate, 


as layers are often associated with three-dimensional objects. However, Engelhardt 


(2002) explains that even in two-dimensional visual representations, visual 


components are often perceived as occupying different visual layers, with some 


visual	components	appearing	more	important	than	others.	This	definition	of	layers	


indicates that some diagrammatic components are situated in main front layers 


and others in second-order background layers, i.e. denoting a hierarchical visual 


order of information. In a similar way, Tufte (1998) proposes a front to back layered 


structure, where often the front layers contain the most important and the back ones 


the least important information.


2.2.1.2 Informational layers


This	thesis	takes	a	different	approach	to	the	word	‘layer’.	A	sequential	layered	


structure, in which all layers are equally important, is proposed. A seven-layered 


structure	was	used	as	an	analytical	template	in	the	case	study	analysis	[Sections	


4.3.2.1.1,	p.118	and	5.2.2,	p.145]	to	identify	the	key	types	of	information	in	the	


London Underground diagram and investigate its organisation rationale. Figure 


2.1	[next	page]	shows	the	London	Underground	diagram	dissected	into	seven	


informational layers, after applying the analytical template. 
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Navigation 
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FIGURE 2.1. Initial set of informational layers of diagrammatic maps obtained from the case study 


analysis [Appendix A]
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The	definition	of	a	hierarchical	visual	order	of	information	(i.e.	Engelhardt,	2002	and	


Tufte, 1998) involves a how-focus or syntactic approach to analysis. In contrast, the 


definition	of	informational layers does not imply a hierarchical order of information, 


but	layers	with	specific	functions	equally	important	and	necessary	to	convey	the	


overall meaning of a complex diagram. Informational layers do not have visual coding 


attached; they involve a what-focus approach to analysis. If this thesis were considering 


a visual hierarchical order, it would be exploring the later stage of the design process, 


because	the	visual	translation	of	information	occurs	there	[Section	3.2.1,	p.74].	


2.2.2 Print-based complex diagrams 


Complex diagrams capture the world’s complexity, dynamics and 


multidimensionality on two-dimensional (2D) surfaces such as paper, a wall or a 


screen (Tufte, 1990). According to the medium for which a diagram is developed, it 


has	a	specific	set	of	characteristics.	Two	broad	media	for	which	diagrams	are	often	


developed are print (e.g. books, magazines, newspapers) and digital (e.g. the Internet, 


PowerPoint presentations). It is beyond the remit of this thesis to go further into 


or discuss these two media or their characteristics. Nevertheless, it is important 


to	define	the	relevant	medium	of	study	for	this	thesis,	which	focuses	on	complex	


diagrams	of	print-based	design	[Section	1.2,	p.7]	[Figure	2.2,	next	page].


According to the medium, two-dimensional (2D), three-dimensional (3D) and 


four-dimensional (4D) diagrams can be created. Overall, these diagrams may have 


similarities in the way they organise information, but when they translate organised 


information into visual language they employ different rationale, visual codes, 


techniques and tools, based on the requirements of each medium. 2D diagrams 


locate their visual components on two-dimensional axes: horizontal (X) and vertical 


(Y). 3D diagrams locate their visual components on three-dimensional coordinates: 


horizontal (X), vertical (Y) and depth (Z), while 4D diagrams add the variables time 


and movement to organise the visual components (Campbell, 2000). Consequently, 


3D and 4D diagrams have different requirements and focus on different aspects of 


analysis to those of 2D diagrams (Engelhardt, 2002).


Cinema, information design, and animation have developed different visual 


languages and vocabularies in terms of both their form and their content (Manovich, 


2008:128).	Similarly,	Bertin	(1983:42)	states	that	4D	images	such	as	films,	digital	
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animations and digital games employ a different visual language to that of 2D and 


3D images and have to be analysed from a different perspective, as they introduce 


additional variables such as time. Bertin (1983) explains that design laws for 


representing time and dynamism are completely different from those for static 


(atemporal) design. In 2D and 3D images, time is excluded. Sometimes, when the 


character of the content is three-dimensional, although the medium of display is 


flat,	a	diagram	may	denote	three-dimensional	objects	and	situations	(Engelhardt,	


2002:2). These diagrams are still considered 2D. 


AUTHORS
FOCUS OF 
ANALYSIS


APPROACH OF 
ANALYSIS


BACKGROUND
DESIGN 
STAGE


Neurath (1936) Diagrams Pedagogical and 
didactic


Philosophy of sciece, 
sociology and 
economy


Conceptual 
prototype


Bertin  
(1981, 1983)


Static networks, 
maps, diagrams


Semiological Cartography Prototype


Garland  
(1969, 1979)


Diagrammatic visual 
representations


Morphological 
(components) and 
descriptive


Graphic design Prototype


Walker (1979b) Underground 
diagrammatic maps


Structural and 
descriptive


Prototype


Marcus (1980) Diagrammatic visual 
representations 


Morphological 
(components)


Computer graphics 
engineering / 
diagramming software 
development


Prototype


Richards (1984) Diagrams Syntactic, semantic 
and pragmatic


Graphic design Conceptual 
Prototype


Moles and 
Janiszewski 
(1989)


Technical 
diagrammatic visual 
representations


Pedagogical and 
didactic


Sociology Prototype


Cleveland (1994) Statistical graphics Morphological 
(structures) 


Diagramming software 
development


Prototype


Wilkinson (1999) Statistical graphics Grammatical Diagramming software 
development


Prototype


Tufte  
(1983, 1990, 
1998, 2006)


Diagrammatic visual 
representations 
(statistical graphics, 
diagrams, maps)


Morphological 
(components and 
structures), descriptive 
and technical


Statistics and graphic 
design


Conceptual 
Prototype


Tversky (2002) Diagrammatic map 
visual representations


Cognitive Psycology and 
cognition


Prototype


Kress and 
Leeuwen
(2006)


Visual images 
(diagrams and maps)


Analytical Social sciences -


Rose (2001) Visual images Analytical Social sciences -


Engelhardt (2002) Static graphic 
representations


Syntactical Data visualisation Conceptual 
Prototype


Woolman (2002) Digital information 
graphics


Morphological 
(structural)


Data visualisation Conceptual 
Prototype


This thesis Print based complex 
diagrams 


Methodological 
(content 
organisation)


Information design Conceptual


FIGURE 2.2 Overview of previous studies with diagrams as objects of study.
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Four-dimensional diagrams such as interactive diagrammatic installations 


have different design laws as they are solving real volume and space problems. 


Wurman	(1989)	defines	interactive	complex	diagrams	as	‘active’	diagrams,	where	


the participation of users is indispensable but they do not have control over the 


final	outcome.	The	goal	of	this	diagrammatic	typology	is	to	translate	an	action	or	


interaction into a visual representation without distortion or a misleading outcome. 


Most such diagrams require specialised visualisation tools. 


Interactive and dynamic diagrammatic representations have additional and different 


requirements. Their problem-solving concern tends to be opposed to that of this 


thesis; it is focused on how information is to be visualised and interacted with (in 


most interactive projects) and the best ways of visually presenting the information 


(e.g. OID4 projects). Furthermore, interactive diagrams may have other layers of 


information such as the best way to access online information. For these reasons 


interactive diagrams are not included as an object of study either. 


2.2.3 Complex diagrammatic maps


Diagrammatic maps are a combination of both maps and diagrams (Walker, 1979a; 


Roberts,	2005),	which	merge	the	ability	of	diagrams	to	connect	and	explain	with	the	


conceptual theory of maps. To fully understand what a diagrammatic map is, it is 


necessary	to	define	maps and their relationship to diagrams. 


Dorling	and	Fairbain	(1997)	explain	that	it	is	difficult	to	coherently	describe	the	


history of cartography, as maps encompass an enormously long time of period, 


from Palaeolithic maps (30,000 bc) and prehistoric rock maps to today’s maps. The 


characteristics	of	each	period	of	time	are	reflected	in	its	maps.	Historically,	maps	


have been associated with the representation of different views of the world, such as 


the representation of landscapes on a small scale (Buisseret, 2003). However, Dorling 


and Fairbain (1997) state that the history of cartography has different periods, during 


which the content of maps and the way the content is presented in relation to their 


connection to human activities have changed. The main four periods of cartography 


are Greek philosophy (550 bc to ad 150), Mappa mundi and European cartography 


(ad 400 to ad	1450),	the	‘age	of	discovery’	(starting	approximately	ad 1450) and the 


4  Organic information design (OID) is an interactive complex diagrammatic typology created by 
Benjamin Fry (2004), usually concerned with the visualisation of abstract information. 
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‘reformation’	of	cartography	(approximately	from	the	eighteenth	century	to	the	


present). 


Currently	maps	are	in	an	‘informational	revolution’,	whereby	all	their	aspects	


have changed, including data collection, data presentation, map use and map 


interpretation. Everything that shows the way through information is considered a 


map. Nearly 20 years ago, Wood (1992:91) underlined this change, explaining that 


‘the	map	was	looking	different	and	it	was	not	the	same	landscape	anymore.’	In	a	


similar vein, Wurman (1989:257) explains that: 


...theoretically, a map can be a language, a symbol, a stick, or a drawing in the 


sand. A map is anything that shows you the way from one point to another, 


from one level of understanding to another. A map depicts the route through 


information, be it a geographic locate or a philosophic treatise. 


He concludes by stating that nothing can be perceived without a map. More recently, 


Fawcett-Tang	and	Owen	(2002:10)	put	forward	this	definition,	stating	that	maps:


...are	figurative	representations	of	dimensions,	attributes	and	relations	of	


things in the physical or logical world, reproduced at a scale smaller than life 


size. 


Wood (1992) and Abrams and Hall (2006) explain that a map is a cultural artefact 


that describes the world without any natural features. This artefact is created from a 


sum of choices from a spectrum of codes that materialise its visual representations, 


arrange them in space and link them in some appropriate form. Wurman (1989) 


notes	that	any	visual	representation	that	allows	the	‘imaging’	of	information	such	as	


charts, diagrams, illustrations or even forms, numbers and concepts, is considered a 


map. He adds:


Maps can take a myriad of forms. A CAT scan is a map of the human body. 


A grocery list is a map of a trip to the grocery store. A chart of a company’s 


production over a year maps its output. A loan application is a map showing 


the	route	from	actual	to	your	desired	financial	status.	You	can	map	ideas	and	


concepts as well as physical places. (1989:262)
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The amount of information and complexity represented by maps continues to 


increase day by day. Modern maps have richly-layered structures and are non-linear 


and	multi-perspective	communication	models	reflecting	the	networked	complex	


society,	but	‘they	are	no	less	maps’	(Fawcett-Tang	and	Owen,	2002:12).		This	type	


of map adapted to current complexities can also be called a complex diagrammatic 


map. Diagrammatic maps lack certain features essential for cartographic maps, i.e. 


the	representation	of	‘absolute	locations	of	topographical	features’,	including	‘their	


latitude and longitude’ (Dorling and Fairbairn, 1997:44). In this thesis, complex 


diagrammatic	maps	of	the	London	Underground	[Appendix	A4]	were	used	as	a	case	


study	[Section	4.2.1,	p.110].


The following section discusses the relevance of the London Underground diagram, 


explaining its origin and the reasons it is considered the original project of 


diagrammatic map typology and is thus iconic. 


2.2.3.1 The London Underground diagram


A design method can never be exhaustive (Conley, 2004), as every design assignment 


presents different problems; however, it should consider a varied range of problems 


to be useful to the discipline. The more exact and complete its content, the more 


creative a work becomes (Gerstner, 1968). Therefore, this thesis took as a case 


study an iconic complex diagrammatic map, the London Underground diagram, 


which	contains	most	of	the	requirements	and	specifications	necessary	to	develop	an	


effective	diagram,	i.e.	a	well-defined	structure	and	organised	information.	This	thesis	


refers to the diagrammatic map of the London underground network as the London 


Underground diagram, adopting Walker’s (1979b) terminology. Nevertheless, 


across the literature different names are given to this diagram such as the London 


Underground Map or London Underground Diagrammatic Map. These terminologies 


are used only in quotes in this thesis. 


Before 1933, diagrammatic maps had already appeared using logarithmic graph 


paper (invented in 1931) as a basis for structuring elements. However, those maps 


preserved the same visual characteristics of the last 130 years, in that they tried 


to closely match reality. Before Harry C. Beck’s London Underground diagram, 


underground maps were represented geographically like a carbon copy of a real map 


of the city including transport routes. In 1933, when Beck redesigned the London 
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Underground map to create the London Underground diagram, a different way to 


represent	reality	was	introduced:	the	schematisation	of	a	map	[Figure	2.3].	This	


representative language ignores accurate geographical features, emphasising others 


such as how to get from one place to other. The term underground diagrammatic 


maps refers to this typology of diagrams about underground transport networks. 


Roberts	(2005)	uses	this	term	for	all	underground	maps	after	1933.


When graphic design was a rising discipline 45 years ago, Garland (1966:1) stated 


that	there	were	‘not	many	landmarks	in	its	short	history	and	the	design	of	the	London	


Underground Diagrammatic Map in 1931 was certainly one of these.’ Today his 


statement remains valid and has been supported by many authors from different 


disciplines over the years (Garland, 1966, 1979; Walker, 1979b; Marcus, 1980; 


Holmes, 1993a; Hollis, 1994; Meggs, 1998). Garland (1969:79) explains that although 


‘the	thinking	behind	the	diagram	was	largely	intuitive,	and	the	method	by	which	it	


developed was empirical’, Beck’s innovations were seen as the theoretical basis for 


network design projects later in the twentieth century. 


Doyle	(1978:31)	states	that	Beck’s	underground	diagrammatic	map	‘has,	in	the	


intervening years, become almost a “fashion” amongst graphic designers faced 


with	the	task	of	explaining	complex	transportation	systems	to	the	user’.	Richards	


(2000:100) explains that the effectiveness of Beck’s conception is shown in its 


‘survival	to	the	present	day	and	the	application	of	this	approach	to	many	other	


FIGURE 2.3. First diagrammatic map of the London Underground, created by Henry Beck in 1933 


(Ovenden, 2005). 
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transport and non-transport systems’. Pacey (1991:722) adds that this typology of 


diagrams	not	only	provided	an	effective	solution	to	the	representation	of	a	specific	


problem	(transportation	systems),	‘but	also	demonstrated	how	similar	problems	


could be tackled. (…) Beck’s work has not only inspired other diagrams but has also 


unwittingly provoked into being a body of theory’. In simple words, Beck’s diagram 


has become a model for every kind of network (Abrams and Hall, 2006).


2.2.3.2 The contribution to information design


The invention of the London Underground diagram made an important contribution 


to the development of information design in the twentieth century. In the 1950s at 


the Central School of Arts & Crafts in London, the typographers Anthony Froshaug 


and Herbert Spencer began studying Beck’s diagrammatic map as a prototype for 


design theories, which would later be the basis of information design (Hadlaw, 2003). 


Moreover, this diagrammatic map has also been seminal in other disciplines. Hadlaw 


(2003)	pinpoints	the	influence	of	its	visual	organisation	and	clarity	on	cartography.	


Beck’s diagrammatic map is also seen as a change of perspective and mapping 


conventions that replaces an analytical (or analogue) concept of representation with a 


purely	ordinal	approach	(Del	Río,	2001).	


From an information design perspective, Beck’s real innovation was the inclusion 


of	a	significant	proportion	of	the	underground	network	on	a	single	diagram.	All	


other visual features such as colour coding, geographical distortion, station spacing, 


regularisation of shapes and elimination of street details predate his work by many 


years	(Garland,	1994;	Roberts,	2005)	[Figure	2.4,	next	page].	
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FIGURE 2.4. Evolution from geographic to diagrammatic maps from 1867 to 1932 (Ovenden, 2005) 


First visual representation of the London 
Undergroud diagram (London,1867). 


Most topographic details have been synthesised 
(London,1874).


Graphic ‘jumble’ appearance due to lack of 
structure (London, 1896).


Geographic information was removed and colour 
coding added (Berlin, 1896).


First use of diagrammatic language to add 
synthesis and order to the underground map 
(Boston 1926). 


Last geographic map of the London underground, 
which was already using visual coding, graphic 
elements and visual synthesis (London 1932).


Use of graphic elements to represent stations and 
interchanges (London, 1917).


The complexity of the London Underground 
diagram has been synthesised (London 1925).
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Roberts	(2005)	explains	that	the	difference	between	Beck’s	and	other	underground	


diagrammatic	maps	is	that	Beck	defined	and	strictly	followed	a	set	of	fundamental	


information design rules to produce a usable and effective piece of design. His set of 


rules is as follows: 


- Rule 1: Grid system. Consistent use of only horizontal, vertical and 45-degree 


lines 


- Rule 2: Geometric concept of scale.	Enlargement,	reduction	and/or	distortion	


of accurate areas in favour of comprehension 


- Rule 3: Purposeful use of visual codes. Use of graphic and typographic 


variables to distinguish types of information and show related meanings


- Rule 4: Clarity. Elimination of useless details


- Rule 5: Definition of types of information. Main components well distinguished


- Rule 6: Purposeful use of colour. Use of colour codes to distinguish types of 


information and show related meanings


- Rule 7: Layered structure. Information of the diagram was organised and 


clustered	in	groups	according	to	similar	meanings	(Pontis,	2010a)	[Section	


5.2.2,	p.145	and	Appendix	A3.3]


Over time, these rules have become the basis of other diagrammatic maps not only 


related to transport systems. Figure 2.5 shows a project which applies underground 


diagrammatic design principles to convey information, but it is not related to 


transport systems. It is a multidisciplinary project in which professionals from 


medicine, graphic design and data visualisation worked together to create a map to 


show the human physiology.    


FIGURE 2.5. Map of human physiology (Dvorkin et al., 2003)
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Proposing the development of a design method based on a case study of a design 


project that seems to have been created without a method may seem questionable 


(Garland, 1969). However, Jormakka (2008) suggests that design methods may 


have their starting point in iconic projects, and once these have been analysed their 


processes and steps can be rationalised and naturalised. Thus, this thesis could 


be seen as a step further than Garland’s (1969) and Walker’s (1979b) attempts to 


identify the structure and components of the London Underground diagram, as it 


has a broader purpose. It presents a method in which the layered structure and the 


types of information in the London Underground diagram were used as a starting 


point	but	not	as	the	final	output.	In	order	to	make	MapCI	Cards	a	scalable	method	for	


assisting the conceptual design of complex diagrams of information beyond transport 


networks, the initial information was enlarged, supplemented, and rearranged to 


meet	the	aims	and	objectives	of	this	thesis	[Section	1.4,	p.18].


2.2.3.3 The mapping language


The London Underground diagram is an iconic output, not only for information 


design	but	also	for	other	fields	of	study.	Nevertheless,	little	profound	academic	


work has been developed around it (i.e. Garland, 1994; Leboff and Demuth, 1999; 


Ovenden,	2005;	Roberts,	2005),	its	diagrammatic	typology	(i.e. Wood, 1992; 


Fawcett-Tang and Owen, 2002; Klanten et al., 2008), or even the relationship 


between diagrams and maps (i.e. Wurman, 1989, 2001; Bertin, 1983; Holmes, 1993a; 


Tufte, 1998; Burke and Wildbur, 1998; Abrams and Hall, 2006). An increasing body 


of work about its visual language, mapping (i.e. Abrams and Hall, 2006; Klanten, et 


al., 2008; Segaran and Hammerbacher, 2009), related to information visualisation 


projects can be found. 


The current interest in mapping language and mapmaking as a visual communication 


tool was only as great during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, which Fawcett-


Tang	and	Owen	(2002)	describe	as	the	highpoint	of	the	Renaissance	and	the	birth	of	


the modern world. It produced a change in the way the world and human beings were 


understood, replacing the theocentrism that had characterised the medieval period 


with	the	Renaissance’s	anthropocentric	view	and	rational	thought	(Pontis,	2007a).	


From this point, maps started to explain an alternative relationship between man 


and the universe, and mapmakers began to attempt to show more than geographical 


position	[Section	2.2.3.1,	p.49].	After	this,	the	creation	of	the	London	Underground	
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diagram in 1933, representing changes both in graphics and society, was the next key 


point in mapping history. 


Abrams and Hall (2006) identify two causes of the current rebirth of mapping as a 


visual language. Firstly, technological development has created a new generation of 


‘user/maker	cartographers’	who	have	no	mapmaking	background	in	the	traditional	


sense and share their workspace with professionals from other disciplines rather 


than working alone. Secondly, since maps are increasingly visualising more non-


geographic narratives, they have also been changing their function. As an example, 


maps are no longer only developed for database or archival purposes. Their theory 


and visual repertoire can be used to represent any kind of information with the most 


appropriate layout. 


Summing up, mapping is an ancient activity that has (re) emerged in the current 


information	age	as	a	way	of	making	the	‘complex	accessible,	the	hidden	visible,	the	


unmappable mappable’ (Wurman, 2001; Fawcett-Tang and Owen, 2002). Mapping 


links the tangible world of buildings, cities and landscapes with the intangible 


world of social networks and electronic communications by creating strategies for 


visualising information and making new interpretations possible. Abrams and Hall 


(2006:12) assert that a (diagrammatic) map is a completed document and its process 


of development is referred to as mapping. 


The next section of the chapter discusses the practice review and explains two sets of 


three projects relevant to the purposes of this thesis.  
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2.3 Dissecting methodologies for visual analysis


It	is	hard	to	find	methods	that	specifically	address	a	systematic	and	rigorous	analysis	


of	the	layered	structure	in	complex	diagrams,	and	it	is	even	harder	to	find	one	


entirely belonging to information design. Bertin (1983:5) explains the relevance of a 


dissecting rationale to meet those objectives. He emphasises that for any structural 


analysis of information, and for exploring the properties and limitations of a 


visual representation, it is strictly necessary to separate the content (information 


to be transmitted and translated) from the container (visual properties of the 


representation).


In	this	thesis,	Richards’	(1984)	and	Engelhardt’s	(2002)	analytical	procedures	


have been used as methodological bases. Both suggest that in order to understand 


something	it	is	beneficial	to	dissect	it	into	its	constituent	parts	or	components.	


Engelhardt’s work, for example, shows how the structure of visual representations 


can be comprehended following decomposition rule processes. He dissects visual 


representations	into	graphic	objects	and	graphic	relations,	while	Richards	(1984)	


dissects diagrams into three constituent levels (i.e. modes of correspondence, 


depiction and organisation). Garland (1976), Walker (1979b) and Marcus (1980) 


apply a decomposing rationale to analysing underground diagrammatic maps and 


diagrams, dissecting them into their main components. To some extent, dissecting 


methodology can be seen as following Bauhaus’ concepts of functionalism,5 where, to 


achieve	an	effective	design	solution,	the	essence	is	explored	first.


Beyond information design, other disciplines such as semiotics, architecture 


and cartography also dissect their objects of study into levels of analysis to fully 


understand their meaning and organisation rationale. 


2.3.1 Approaches for a dissecting methodology


The	aim	of	the	case	study	analysis	[Section	4.2.1,	p.110]	was	to	analyse	the	ways	of	


organising the information of the London Underground diagram. To meet this aim, 


a dissecting methodology to separate the content from the container was adopted; 


5 	The	term	‘functionalism’ emerged at the beginning of the twentieth century, after the Art 
Nouveau period. It is based on the use of material resources and techniques with functional 
purposes and thus far away from beauty (Erlhoff and Marshall, 2008). 
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that is to say, to explore the internal structure and identify the constitutional types of 


information	[Section	4.3.2.1.1,	p.118].	The	projects	examined	throughout	this	section	


are projects that have applied dissecting methodologies with similar purposes to that 


of this thesis. 


The	first	three	projects	discussed	in	the	following	sections	have	been	developed	


in three different contexts which are information visualisation, architecture, and 


medicine and graphic design. 


2.3.1.1 A layered-map structure


Hsinchun	Chen	(Artificial	Intelligence	Lab,	University	of	Arizona,	US)	(Woolman,	


2002) has created a self-organised map,6 referred to as the ET-Map, which displays 


information from more than 100,000 websites from the Yahoo! Entertainment 


lists. The ET-Map generates a 2D four-layered map, on which the information is 


distributed	in	categories	[Figure	2.6].	


Each of these layers constitutes an independent map that groups similar types 


of data, identifying each type with graphic codes. As an example, the size of each 


type of data is directly related to the number of web pages in that category (i.e. the 


6  A self-organised map is a type of computational model that generates two-dimensional 
representations of a space. These maps are useful for visualising high-dimensional data.


FIGURE 2.6. ET-Map project. LEFT: Image of the top layer, representing broad areas of information.  


RIGHT: Layered structure of the project. (Woolman, 2002:78-79)
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greater the size, the more web pages refer to those data), and similar contents are 


indicated	with	similar	colours.	Each	sublayer	displays	a	finer	degree	of	specialisation,	


visualising a zoom-in chain which employs abstract visual language. The top layer 


represents broader areas of data; the second layer depicts a more detailed breakdown 


of one of the top-level areas; and the third layer represents even more detailed data. 


Finally, the fourth layer displays the greatest level of detail, which is displayed in 


written text rather than colour coding or visual shapes. 


For this thesis, the relevance of this project relies on the use of a visual spatial 


structure to facilitate the distinction of each layer and the access to its data. A visual 


spatial	structure	makes	it	easier	to	distinguish	the	relationships,	scientific	paradigms	


and gaps between components and data. By following the hierarchical layered 


structure, data can be explored and analysed.


2.3.1.2 A diagram as analytical framework


The journal Architectural Review published a special edition in September 


2007 entitled Make London Understandable, which presented 20 architectural 


propositions	to	identify	the	urban	problems	of	London,	such	as	the	major	traffic	


intersections. The urbanist Terry Farrell presented one proposal in which he states 


that	the	first	step	in	improving	London	is	to	understand	its	organic structure. Farrell 


uses	the	London	Underground	diagram	as	a	base	to	‘structure’	the	city	of	London,	


and identify its anomalies. The rationality of the diagram helps to clarify and order 


the city.  


Initially, Farrell dissects London’s city structure into a sequence of diagrams as a 


base for an overlay system. Then, to give order to the city, he uses Beck’s London 


Underground diagram as a grid system and applies its diagrammatic language to 


outline the whole city. After this, Farrell schematises and dissects a geographical 


London map and clusters similar elements and spaces (i.e. green spaces, lakes, 


markets) into different layers. He draws each of these groups as a simpler map, 


keeping their location accurate within the geographical London map. Finally, Farrell 


overlaps each group with different areas of the London Underground diagram, 


creating series of combined maps. London’s complex structure is reconstructed 


within a grid. As a result of overlapping the London Underground diagram and the 


geographical London map, the main elements and spaces of London are highlighted, 
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such as the river and lakes, main public spaces and parks, walking routes, connecting 


stations, main avenues, main shops and markets. 


The	top	series	of	images	of	Figure	2.7	[next	page]	shows	the	process	of	dissecting	the	


London Underground diagram into its constituting parts and the schematisation of 


central London with the diagrammatic language. Then, the middle images show the 


overlapping process of both the diagram and the map; and the bottom images show 


some	results	where	green	spaces	have	been	identified	and	linked	with	the	busiest	tube	


stations,	for	example.	This	methodology	allows	easy	identification	of	the	location	of	


elements, issues and problems.


Both the ET-Map and the Make London Understandable projects have conceptual 


frameworks and ways of organising information similar to that of geographic 


information system (GIS)7 methodology. This approach allows the analysis and 


examination of many layers of information at the same time. It is important at 


this	point	to	explain	that	this	thesis	finds	that	the	above	projects’	methodologies	


provide meaningful insights to address the initial research question: How might a 


mixed design method—e.g. MapCI Cards—, based on a combination of different 


approaches, assist the conceptual design stage of a design process for complex 


diagrams?


2.3.1.3 Dissecting problem-solving methodology


The last project is a multidisciplinary research collaboration between the University 


of Cincinnati’s College of Medicine and College of Design, Architecture, Art and 


Planning (Zender and Crutcher, 2007). Its ultimate aim is to develop visual 


language techniques capable of revealing patterns and conceptual connections in the 


development	of	interactive	displays	that	can	be	used	for	any	discipline	with	a	finite	


vocabulary. For this project, the multidisciplinary group uses 40 published papers 


about Alzheimer’s disease as the study sample. From the sample, they extract 20 


statements that express key concepts. Then, the designers of the group develop a 


visual	object	system	(composed	of	icons,	signs,	glyphs	and	combinations	of	the	first	


three objects) to display the most representative medical concepts extracted from 


the sample of study. At this stage, the general procedures followed are analysed 


7 	The	term	‘geographic	information systems’ (GIS) (Dorling and Fairbairn, 1997) refers to mapping 
software usually applied to geographic and cartographic projects. 
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FIGURE 2.7. Images of Farrel’s (2007) architectural proposal to identify problematic places and zones 


in London (Farrel, 2007)
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(identification	of	key	concepts	and	their	connection	to	statements),	dissected	


(breaking these statements into their essential conceptual objects), visualised 


(illustration of the concepts) and applied (employing these visual objects in an 


interactive	space).	After	this,	the	final	visual	objects	and	concepts	are	organised	into	


physiological levels. 


Although this project does not adopt a layered methodology, it demonstrates how a 


design problem-solving strategy (i.e. how to develop an icon system) can be based on 


a dissecting methodology (i.e. analysis, dissection, visualisation).
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2.4 Rational problem-solving for design problems


The last section of this chapter discusses three practice-led projects with problem-


solving	strategies	similar	to	that	of	MapCI	Cards	[Section	5.1.1.2,	p.139].	The	projects	


here	come	from	wayfinding	(strategies),	architecture	(patterns)	and	typographic	


design (programmes).  


2.4.1 Wayfinding strategies


Per	Mollerup’s	(2005)	work	on	wayfinding	can	be	seen	as	the	closest	to	this	thesis.	


Wayfinding refers to the ways in which people orient themselves in a physical space 


and	navigate	through	it.	Mollerup	(2005)	explains	that	wayfinding	deals	with	visual	


messages presented in natural and man-made environments. To some extent, an 


analogy	between	wayfinding	and	information	design	purposes	can	be	found.	Both	are	


concerned	with	the	creation	of	clear	messages	over	aesthetic	ones,	but	wayfinding	


happens	in	spatial	environments.	The	context	has	a	direct	influence	on	wayfinding	


projects and on how its signs are understood and coded. Information design outputs 


(e.g.	maps,	explanation	graphics,	diagrams,	timelines)	[Section	2.1.1,	p.33]	may	help	


wayfinders	to	find	their	routes.	


Mollerup introduces a rational strategy that travellers have to follow in order to 


choose	and	find	their	desired	way	[Figure	2.8,	next	page].	He	breaks	down	the	


wayfinding	process	into	nine	main	categories	and	sub-categories	representing	the	


steps	needed	to	solve	a	wayfinding	problem.	He	calls	these	categories	strategies. 


These strategies are not novel or complicated; on the contrary, they are traditional 


tasks that most design practitioners know and use without realising that they are 


doing so. 
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2.4.2 Architecture pattern language  


Christopher Alexander (1979) states that there is a sequence of activities that can be widely 


applicable to most acts of building. He adds that a single common rationale is behind 


practitioners’ design processes. Like Mollerup (2005), Alexander (1979) points out that 


these activities are not new or unknown: instead they are already part of an architect 


practitioner’s	daily	life.	Alexander	defines	these	activities	as	constitutional	entities,	called	


patterns [Figure	2.9,	next	page],	which	are	present	in	every	building	and	compose	its	


structure. These patterns can be seen as essential rules that every architect can combine 


and	re-combine	to	make	an	infinite	variety	of	unique	projects.	Alexander’s	language	


comprises 253 patterns divided into three parts and sub-organised into 36 categories. The 


structure	of	the	pattern	language	can	be	defined	as	a	sequential	network	that	works:


…moving from the larger patterns to the smaller, always from the ones which 


create structures, to the ones which then embellish those structures and then 


those which embellish the embellishments. (Alexander, 1977:XVIII)


He adds:


The sequence of patterns is both a summary of the language and at the same 


time, an index to the patterns. If you read through the sentences, which connect 


WAYFINDING STRATEGIES


1.  Track following: following lines, arrows, or 
other tracks


Use ‘corridors’, psychological tunnels, which guide wayfinders 
Use guidelines


2. Route following: following a plan
Design for transparency 
Design landmarks 
Use on-route identification signs


   Homing
Avoid one-way routes 
Use landmarks 
Use on-route identification signs


3. Educated seeking: using syllogisms Organise using common patterns


4. Inference: concluding from sequential 
designations


Use sequentially ordered designations 
Use common cultural patterns 
Use comprehensible structures


5. Srceening: systematic searching
Design for transparency 
Organise systematically 
Make area accessible


6. Aiming: visual targeting
Design for transparency 
Use landmarks


7. Map reading: using portable maps Coordinate names on maps and signs


8. Compassing: using compass directions Use compass directions in names


9. Social navigation: learning from others Design for transparency


FIGURE 2.8. Mollerup’s strategies, presented in his book Wayshowing (Mollerup, 2005)
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the groups of patterns to one another, you will get an overview of the whole 


language.	And	once	you	get	this	overview,	you	will	then	be	able	to	find	the	


patterns which are relevant to your own project. 


2.4.3 The graphic programme 


Karl Gerstner (1964) introduced the concept of the graphic programme to graphic 


design,	presenting	a	design	method	called	the	‘morphological	box	of	the	typogram’.	


He created a systematic method, merging art and science, that is capable of 


FIGURE 2.9. Selection of the most representative of Alexander’s patterns of his language (Alexander, 1979)
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generating	a	broad	range	of	design	solutions,	in	which	results	are	not	fixed	and	the	


form should and must take its shape in obedience to an order or formula. The method 


(graphic programme) sets the rules about combining the elements in order to create 


a design formula. The more exact and complete the formula is, the more creative the 


work becomes. As with Alexander’s patterns, Gerstner’s programme allows a whole 


series of design (typographic) solutions, including essential typographic criteria 


organised	into	four	main	‘boxes’:	basis,	colour,	appearance	and	expression.	Each	


criterion	is	subdivided	into	fixed	parameters	(first	column)	and	relative	components	


(on	the	right)	[Figure	2.10].	As	some	of	the	relative	components	are	not	defined,	an	


‘other’	component	is	also	included	.	Beyond	the	discipline	of	design,	the	importance	


of	Gerstner’s	programme	is	its	conceptual	applicability	to	other	fields	of	study.	


These last projects present practice-led strategies based on a rational problem-solving 


approach. To some extent, this thesis combines and incorporates their rationale, 


procedures	and	structures	in	the	MapCI	Cards	definition	process	[Section	5.2,	p.143].	


THE MORPHOLOGICAL BOX OF THE TYPOGRAM


A BASIS


1. Components 11. Word 12. Abbreviation 13. Word group 14. Combined


2. Typeface 21. Sans-serif 22. Roman 23. German 24. Some other 25. Combined


3. Technique 31. Written 32. Drawn 33. Composed 34. Some other 35. Combined


B COLOUR


1. Shade 11. Light 12. Medium 13. Dark 14. Combined


2. Value 21. Chromatic 22. Achromatic 23. Mixed 24. Combined


C APPEARANCE


1. Size 11. Small 12. Medium 13. Large 14. Combined


2. Proportion 21. Narrow 22. Usual 23. Broad 24. Combined


3. Boldness 31. Lean 32. Normal 33. Fat 34. Combined


4. Inclination 41. Upright 42. Oblique 43. Combined


D EXPRESSION


1. Reading 
direction


11. From left to 
right


12. From top to 
bottom


13. From bottom 
to top


14. otherwise 15. Combined


2. Spacing 21. Narrow 22. Normal 23. Wide 24. Combined


3. Form 31. Unmodified 32. Mutilated 33. Projected 34. Something 
else


35. Combined


4. Design 41. Unmodified 42. Something 
omitted


43. Something 
replaced


44. Something 
added


45. Combined


FIGURE 2.10. Gerstner’s design programme (Gerstner, 1964)
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2.5 Summary 


Information	design	was	defined	and	introduced	as	the	subject	of	study	in	the	


thesis. Current environments in which information design outputs could be found 


were highlighted and in particular those in which print-based diagrams have been 


increasingly gaining rigour and presence were described. 


Theory- and practice-led studies relevant to this thesis have been discussed here, 


including information design theories (Tufte, Holmes), academic studies on diagrams 


(Richards,	Engelhardt,	Neurath’s	ISOTYPE	language),	theories	about	information	


organisation (Wurman, Shedroff), computational systematic studies about diagrams 


(Wilkinson, Leland) and particularly work on diagrammatic maps (Garland, Walker). 


The existence of ill-conceived diagrams was pointed out. The prioritisation of visual 


refinement	over	understanding,	the	lack	of	clarity	and	the	confusion	between	data	


visualisation and information design aims were discussed as the three most common 


causes. Organising and understanding information were emphasised as essential 


phases of conceptual design necessary to develop well-conceived diagrams. Well-


conceived	complex	diagrams	were	defined	as	content-driven	and	functional,	with	


a multi-layered structure. The concept of the layered-structured was introduced 


as the way in which complex diagrams organise types of information and visualise 


the complexity of the real world. After this, the difference between visual and 


informational layers was discussed, and the latter was emphasised as the one relevant 


to this thesis. 


Diagrammatic maps were described as the typology of diagrammatic representation, 


bridging maps and diagrams. The London Underground diagram was introduced as the 


case study of this thesis and its contribution to information design was pointed out.


From the literature and practice review, it emerged that, although there have been 


previous studies on diagrams, in general they tend to have a syntactical approach 


(a how approach), and those with a different approach (a what approach) belong to 


fields	of	study	other	than	information	design	(e.g.	software	development).	Different	


categories	of	diagrammatic	studies	have	been	identified	and	used	to	delimit	the	


boundaries of this thesis. 
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Finally, practice-led theories with dissecting methodological approaches and projects 


(Mollerup, Alexander, Gerstner) with similar purposes to that of MapCI Cards and 


rational ways to solve design problems have been discussed.


The following chapter discusses design research approaches and introduces the 


design process and stages as its main components. The conceptual design stage and 


its key phases are described in-depth. Then a review of design method typologies is 


presented and the need for a new mixed method is highlighted. 
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3.  Design process and 
design methods review 


Visual representations of evidence should be governed 


by principles of reasoning about quantitative evidence. 


For information displays, design reasoning must 


correspond to scientific reasoning. Clear and precise 


seeing becomes as one with clear and precise thinking. 


(Tufte, 1998:53)
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3.1 Designing


Design	is	a	complex	discipline	that	combines	artistic,	scientific,	technological	and	


mathematical approaches (Archer, 1964; Jones, 1992; Laurel, 2003; Cross, 2007), 


where the conceptual and development processes employ a combination of attitudes, 


tools, actions, tasks, requirements and criteria. In other words, design is a ‘hybrid 


activity’ (Jones, 1992), in which designers have the characteristics of artists, scientists 


and mathematicians. Cross (2007) adds that the study of design can be understood 


as an interdisciplinary study that must consider all these approaches in analysing the 


activity of design. 


In	this	thesis,	the	mathematical	and	scientific	aspects	of	design	are	emphasised	to	


meet the methodological purpose and development of a tool for guiding analysis and 


organisation of information [Section 5.1.1.2, p.139]. It is important to make clear 


that the thesis does not exclude the high level of serendipity of design. Simply, it is 


not concerned with exploring this side of the design process. MapCI Cards’ focus of 


analysis is on the conceptual stage of the design process [Section 3.2.2, p.77] rather 


than on the prototype stage.


3.1.1 Research design review


Design	research	has	gone	through	different	periods	since	design	was	officially	made	


a discipline in 1836 (Frayling, 1993/4). Cross (2000, 2007) describes three periods 


in	the	modern	history	of	design	research.	The	first	was	in	the	1920s,	when	the	main	


interest was in researching design products; the second period was the 1960s, with 


an interest in design processes; and the third started in the 2000s, when interest in 


design	methodologies	re-emerged.	Each	period	is	briefly	analysed	below.


The 1920s were characterised by increasing interest in design outputs created by 


rational methods, which can be seen as an attempt to ‘scientise’ design (Cross, 


2007:119). Schools such as the Bauhaus School and some avant-garde movements 


such as De Stijl and constructivism presented new ways of understanding art and 


design based on systematic and rational problem-solving approaches.
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In the second period, known as the ‘design science revolution’, the scientific side 


of	design	evolved	significantly.	During	the	1960s	and	’70s	it	was	common	to	find	


design	practitioners	and	architects	concerned	with	defining	analytical	and	teachable	


theories about the design process in addition to developing design solutions. These 


professionals, such as John Chris Jones, Bruce Archer and Christopher Alexander, 


spent almost the same amount of time thinking about design as creating the design 


outputs themselves. They followed rational steps that supported their ideas and 


structured their design processes. This methodological design wave was interrupted 


during the 1980s and ’90s. Conley (2004) points out that design methodologists 


seem to have skipped a generation. Although new design research journals emerged 


during these decades (i.e. Design Issues, 1984; Research in Engineering Design, 


1989; Design Journal, 1997), few sources in favour of and about design methods date 


from these decades. Conley (2004) suggests that technological evolution may have 


‘cheapened’ designers’ thinking. For designers, technological development has been 


one of the key breakthroughs of the last 30 or 40 years. The adoption of computers 


gives them a powerful and indispensable tool that dramatically reduces the time 


taken to produce design solutions. In addition, specialised software enables them 


to try several proposals, techniques and layouts very rapidly, increasing the daily 


production of design outputs.


In the third period, the rebirth of design science concerns (Cross, 2007) took 


place. Design research communities, spread in the 1990s at European universities 


and colleges (Schneider, 2007), started to grow at the end of that decade and the 


beginning of the 2000s. Research work by Richards (1984), Engelhardt (2002) and 


Oswald (2006b) provides solid evidence for this.


3.1.2 Research approaches


The	analytical	approach	of	this	thesis	has	been	defined	as	methodological	and	what-


focused [Section 1.5, p.20]. This section goes further into the research approach of the 


thesis. The investigation of design problems can include research about, for, through, 


within and into design. Frayling (1993/4) proposes three research approaches—also 


considered by Schneider (2007) and Scrivener (2007) among others—that seem most 


appropriate and rigorous, as they are based on the methodologies, processes, initial 


aims	and	final	objectives	of	a	design	investigation:	
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- Research into design: Includes pure theoretical investigations whose main 


objective is to understand a context or history from different perspectives 


such as design criticism, historical research and documentary research.


- Research for design: Includes the development of new design artefacts of 


which the goal is to visually communicate new knowledge. Design is used as 


an applied science. 


- Research through design: Includes research projects that aim at both 


understanding the process of design itself and developing new design 


platforms. Some authors describe this category as the reconciliation and 


reunion of theory and practice.


The last two approaches generally employ action research [Section 1.5.2, p.22] 


[Figure 3.1]. This thesis can be described as research through design investigation, 


focused on the conceptual set of actions to organise information in diagram design 


processes to bridge design methods and design practitioners. 


FIGURE 3.1. Summary of Frayling’s (1993/4) design research approaches and characteristics
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3.2 Analysing the design problem and the design brief


Design activities enable the designer to transit from a set of needs, requirements and 


intentions (initial state) to a new circumstance, which has a structure and an intended 


use (design solution). A design problem is composed of a design situation and design 


settings. The design solution has to address the design settings of the initial state. 


Designers study the design situation and try to create an appropriate response for a 


particular setting. This requires a level of experience to deal with possible constraints 


and identify opportunities within ‘a complex environment, and a considerable 


mental	flexibility	in	formulating	a	response’	(Dorst	and	Lawson,	2009:70).	To	find	


a satisfactory solution, designers tend to move between improvisation and a cycle of 


trial-and-error (Dorst and Lawson, 2009:70).


The initial state of design problems is described in the design brief (Akin, 1989:20), 


in which the design settings are described in terms of parameters, variables and 


objectives	to	be	fulfilled.		A	defined	assignment	contemplates	that	there	might	be	


well-defined	and	ill-defined	problems	to	solve	(Dorst	and	Lawson,	2009),	generally	


referred to as design problems. Dorst and Lawson (2009) classify design problems 


into	three	groups	according	to	the	extent	to	which	they	are	defined	as	follows:	


- Determined problems. Design problems which have unalterable needs, 


requirements and intentions. The designer has to allow time in the early part 


of her design process to ascertain the initial states by data processing and 


analysis,	and	address	these	specifications.	Information	gathered	is	essential	


input at the start of the design process. These types of problems would be 


highly responsive to rational problem-solving approaches. 


- Undetermined problems.	Design	problems	which	are	not	clearly	defined.	


In these cases, designers are left entirely on their own, and are free to make 


autonomous choices in order to achieve a possible suitable solution. Problem-


solving methods can give structure to decision-making processes for these 


design problems.


- Over-determined problems.	Design	problems	which	are	excessively	defined	


and present a high number of constraints. In these cases, designers’ choices 


are restricted in order to address each constraint. Problem-solving methods 


can block designers’ decision-making processes for these design problems.  
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In	the	professional	practice,	the	design	brief	is	the	document	which	defines	and	


outlines the pertinent information about the design problem and states the needs 


for	a	project.	The	design	brief	presents	information	in	five	general	categories	(Baer,	


2008:53-57): 


- Design problem information. Give an overview and background of the design 


problem. Explain the purposes of the pieces of information that need to be 


created	to	solve	the	problem,	and	define	the	tone	for	the	project.	


- Client information. Describe client’s company name, number of years in the 


business, noteworthy business accomplishments, among other information.  


- Project goals and requirements. Goals that the project needs to achieve to 


solve the design problem.


- Project audience. Specify the target audience of the project


- Project logistics. Specify the list of deliverables, detailed project schedule, and 


budget for the project.


To	plan,	find	and	execute	a	solution,	designers	go	through	the	design	process.	


Decisions taken during the process of designing should be based on the requirements, 


goals and objectives described in the design brief.


3.2.1 The design process 


Various	design	process	models	have	been	defined,	but	all	of	them	deal	with	common	


actions and tasks [Figure 1.1, p.8]. Six models from engineering design (Gregory, 


1966; Jones, 1992), design (Conley, 2004) and information design (Wurman, 


2001; idX, 2007; Visocky O’Grady and Visocky O’Grady, 2008) were compared 


and analysed in this thesis to identify the steps involved in the problem-solving 


process for the development of a design solution. A design process is not simple and 


straightforward; it may involve overlapping stages or a return to previous states 


as new information becomes available (Gregory, 1966; Cross, 2000). Based on the 


models reviewed [Figure 3.2, next page], actions and tasks with similar objectives 


were grouped into stages. Therefore, stages are introduced as the components, which 


structure the process of designing (Bertin, 1983; Conley, 2004; Visocky O’Grady and 


Visocky O’Grady, 2008).
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3.2.1.1 Stages as the components of the design process


A	stage	is	defined	as	a	sequence	of	actions	and	tasks	with	similar	purposes	that	often	


occur throughout the development process of a design solution. In the design process, 


stages	are	not	of	equal	length	or	equal	difficulty;	each	has	particular	properties	


according	to	its	function.	At	the	first	level	of	analysis,	actions	and	tasks	can	be	


grouped	into	five	stages	according	to	their	objectives	(Bertin,	1983):	


- Selection 


- Simplification	


- Communication 


- Visual synthesis 


- Graphic universality


The	first	three	stages	are	not	related	to	aesthetic	decisions	or	procedures,	whereas	the	


fourth	and	fifth	generally	require	specialised	software	and	design	skills	and	tools,	as	


this is where the design solution becomes tangible. Therefore, Bertin (1983) explains 


that	stages	one,	two	and	three,	i.e.	selection,	simplification	and	communication,	can	be	


solved	using	either	creative	or	rational	approaches,	while	the	fourth	and	fifth,	i.e.	visual	


Gregory 
(1966)


Jones  
(1992)


Conley  
(2004)


Wurman  
(2001)


idX  
(2007)


Visocky O’Grady & 
Visocky O’Grady  


(2008)


Engineering design Design Information design


Thinking 
stages


-
Understand 
situation


What stages: 
comprehension 
of a problem


Familiarizing with 
the subject matter


Familiarizing with 
the user


Specify the context 
of use


Specify the user 
organizational 
requirements


Breaking the 
problem into 
pieces


Structure criteria


Putting 
the pieces 
together  
in a new way


Explore 
alternatives


Proposal


Produce design 
solutions


Executing 
stages


Testing to 
discover the 
consequences 
of putting 
the new 
arrangement 
into practice


Evaluate and 
refine concepts


How stages: 
visual solution to 
that problem


Designing


Execute design


Marketing - - - Evaluating
Evaluate designs 
against project 
requirements


- - - -
Refining, 
implementing


-


FIGURE 3.2. Review of design process models
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synthesis and graphic universality, should be solved only with creative approaches. 


At	the	second	level	of	analysis,	following	Gregory’s	(1966)	terminology,	the	first	


three stages can be grouped as thinking and the last two as executing stages. 


Similarly, Wurman (1989) asserts that the design process is composed of a two-


stage process that starts with the comprehension of a problem, the what (thinking) 


and continues with the search for an adequate visual solution to that problem: 


the how (executing) [Section 2.1.4, p.39]. Thus stages one, two and three can be 


clustered together as Wurman’s what stages (thinking),	and	stages	four	and	five	as	


how stages (executing). 


3.2.1.2 A two-stage structure information design process


In this thesis, the information design process is seen as a two-stage structure 


resulting from the combination of the above theories, and enhanced with 


supplementary process models of visualising information, i.e. visual sensemaking 


(Chi and Card, 1999) and interactive information graphics (Dant, 2011) [Figure 3.3]. 


The resulting two stages of this process are the conceptual design stage (thinking/


what) and the prototype design stage (executing/how).	The	first	stage	contains	the	


actions that translate information (extract meaning) into understandable data for 


designers. The second one contains the actions to execute the ideas developed during 


the	first	stage	and	convert	them	into	visual	language	for	communication.	


In contrast to graphic and engineering models, the information design model 


presented here shifts the emphasis to the conceptual design stage. The conceptual 


design stage of the professional practice model proposed by idX (2007) was enlarged, 


Dant (2011) Chi and Card (1999)


Interactive information graphics Visual sensemaking


Recording results Defining the data


Processing data


Choosing an analytical abstraction


Choosing visualisation abstractions


Adopting a processing language


Transcribe the value into view


Processing the value or view


Create a solution Interpret and deciding


FIGURE 3.3. Additional design process models closer to information design rationale
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and a set of phases, actions and tasks, not included in previous models but required 


for diagram creation, was added. At the end of this stage, a set of working drawings 


[Section 3.2.3, p.82] is produced that describes a conceptual solution to the problem 


specified	in	the	design	brief.	The	prototype	stage	focuses	on	the	execution	of	the	


conceptual solution. Particularly, initial coding decisions [Section 3.2.2.5, p.81] 


previously	defined	in	the	conceptual	stage	are	developed	further	and	applied.	In	


addition, a varied set of non-conceptual actions and tasks, such as solving aesthetic 


problems	and	choice	of	materials,	takes	place	in	this	stage.	Evaluation	and	refinement	


strategies,	when	necessary,	occur	here.	If	refinement	actions	are	necessary,	the	cycle	


starts	again	with	the	first	prototype	set	of	actions	or	with	conceptual	design	actions	if	


new research and analysis are needed. This thesis is concerned with the actions, tasks 


and phases of the conceptual design stage only. Thus, the prototype design stage is 


beyond the remit of this thesis and is not discussed further. 


3.2.2 Conceptual information design stage


The	first	stage	in	the	development	of	an	information	design	solution	is	conceptual	


design [Section 1.2.1, p.7]. The idX publication (2007:12) describes that actions and 


tasks from the conceptual design stage are ‘made in a rough mode to enable the 


designer to compose a proposal’. Then, in the prototype stage, the designer’s choices 


must	be	repeated	in	‘quality	mode’.		This	section	explains	in	detail	each	of	the	five	


phases of the conceptual design stage which emerged from the comparison of the 


above models [Pontis, 2011; Figures 3.2, p.75 and 3.3 p.76]. It is important to point 


out that some of the following phases occur at the same time, and others are built on 


decisions made on previous phases. Figure 3.4 [next page] summarises the phases 


discussed in the following sections.
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3.2.2.1 Problem understanding


The initial phase of the conceptual design stage is problem understanding. Schön 


(1983	cited	in	Kennedy,	1987:148)	explains	that	the	designer	first	has	to	‘make	sense	


of the situation by imposing a structure, or interpretive frame of reference on it. The 


frame of reference often comes by analogy to another situation the practitioner had 


encountered,	and	it	enabled	the	practitioner	to	define	a	new	case	as	a	member	of	a	


class with which he or she was familiar’. For this, the design practitioner reads the 


brief to get an overview of the design problem. Based on the problem description 


[Section	3.2,	p.73],	the	designer	defines	an	initial	set	of	needs	to	be	covered	by	the	


design solution, e.g. purpose of the diagram and target audience. Before moving on 


to the second phase, thorough understanding of the design situation is necessary to 


properly address each particular setting.  


Information source
[1.2.3, p.10]


Phase 1:
Problem 
understanding
[3.2.2.1, below]


Phase 4:  
Simplification process
[3.2.2.4, p.80]


Phase 3: Familiarizing with the subject matter
[3.2.2.3, p.79]


Phase 2: Familiarizing with the user
[3.2.2.2, p.79]


Drawing


Reading


Organising


Thinking


Examining


Types of information


Organisation rationale


Information hierarchies


Overall structure


Phase 5: 
Proposal
[3.2.2.5, p.81]


Outputs A  
[3.2.3, p.82; 
6.3.2.6, p.208]


Outputs B 
[3.2.3, p.82; 
6.3.2.6, p.208]


Outputs C 
[3.2.3, p.82; 
6.3.2.6, p.208]


FIGURE 3.4. Phases of conceptual design, based on the information design model (idx, 2007) [Section 


1.2.1, p.7 and Figure 1.2, p.8]
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3.2.2.2 Familiarising with the target audience


Part	of	the	designer’s	actions	to	address	the	design	settings	specified	in	the	design	


brief, is to identify and learn as much as possible about the target audience for the 


design solution, i.e. complex diagram. In-depth understanding of and commitment to 


the audience is needed. This analysis will determine the criteria for decisions made in 


the next phases. To meet the aims and objectives of this phase, the designer uses the 


following methodologies: 


- Observation (in both controlled laboratory situations and naturalistic 


settings)


- Interviewing 


- Research (idX, 2007; Baer, 2008) 


Variations of these processes are undertaken depending on the budget, time and 


complexity of each project (idX, 2007; Baer, 2008). On low-budget projects (Baer, 


2008), designers tend to collect target audiences’ information based on research, 


previous experiences, background knowledge and overall project know-how [Section 


6.3.2.5, p.207].


With the collected information, Baer (2008) suggests the creation of audience 


profiles	in	order	to	have	an	overview	of	the	needs	and	expectations	that	should	be	


considered	in	the	proposal	development.	These	profiles	detail	relevant	attributes	of	


representative members of the target audience (Baer, 2008:60), including:


- Demographic attributes. Information related to age, gender, profession, 


geography and education


- Psychographic attributes. Information related to personality, values, 


attitudes, interests, or lifestyles


Audience	profiles	give	the	designer	a	deeper	understanding	of	the	target	audiences’	


needs and how they might respond to the proposal. Baer (2008) highlights that 


audience	profiles	are	mostly	used	during	the	prototype	stage,	when	the	making	of	


graphic distinctions and the selection between design options take place.


3.2.2.3 Familiarising with the subject matter


In parallel to the collection of information about the target audience, the design 


practitioner needs to unlock and digest the content to be visualised (idX, 2007), 
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i.e. information sources. Designers have to decompose that content according to 


meanings and regroup those meanings in different levels to be able to visualise its 


complexity (Moles and Janiszewski, 1989). In addition to the information sources 


given at the beginning of a project, the designer can conduct research and collect 


supplementing data (Baer, 2008) to broaden her knowledge of the subject matter. 


Then,	the	designer	goes	through	a	selective	process,	i.e.	simplification	process	


[Section, 3.2.2.4, below], to determine the information that should be omitted in 


that it does not address the design settings. During this phase, thinking, analysing, 


examining, organising, sketching and drawing (Cross, Christiaans and Dorst, 1996; 


Cross,	2000;	Akin,	1989)	are	pivotal	actions	to	putting	first	sets	of	ideas	and	thoughts	


onto paper. 


3.2.2.4 Simplification process  


This is one of the most important phases of the conceptual design stage for the 


development of information design outputs, such as complex diagrams. Diagrams, 


like maps, cannot show or represent everything (Wood, 1992; Holmes, 1993a; Tufte, 


1998) [Section 2.2, p.42]. The power of diagram creators relies on their ability to 


make information visible or invisible, ‘deciding’ what can be seen and what cannot 


be seen. In other words, complex diagrams work as a simplification process (Bertin, 


1983), in which irrelevant information has been extracted and reality reduced to 


its essential features. Diagram creators must select and translate the appropriate 


information to create clear and intelligible outputs. That is to say, well-conceived 


complex diagrams enhance understanding through the communication of complex 


contents with clarity (Holmes, 1984; Cairo, 2011) [Section 1.2.2, p.9]. 


Three steps are involved in this process, which include the decision of: 


- Types of information. The groups of information included in the diagram 


- Organisation rationale. The way the groups of information are organised


- Information hierarchies. Following the rationale, types of information are 


organised in levels according to their relevance


Many external variables, such as the target audience, purpose and objectives of the 


diagram, play a key role in the making of the above decisions. Information obtained 


through those three steps is organised and presented as an information architecture 


model (Costa	and	Moles,	1992;	Baer,	2008).	Key	actions	to	properly	define	this	model	


are ‘chunking’ groups of information fragments into single types of information, and 
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organising them according to their levels of importance (Baer, 2008) based on the 


design settings [Section 3.2, p.73]. 


Two	biases	affect	the	simplification	process.	On	the	one	hand,	authors	including	


Arnheim (1995) believe that this is an entirely creative decision-making process as 


designers stamp a part of their personality on the way they select, classify and present 


information. Klanten et al. (2008) suggest that each designer has an inherent cultural 


‘operating system’, through which they turn meaning into expression: each person 


may	have	their	own	‘reality	simplification	process’.	They	add	that	the	simplification	


process responds to arbitrary actions and is controlled by psychological and cultural 


conditions,	with	the	environment	having	a	strong	influence	on	the	way	of	seeing	and	


understanding.


Others, such as Jones (1992) and Dondis (1997), argue that this process can be 


systematised.	They	note	that	there	are	fixed	steps	in	the	simplification	process	behind	


the creation of every visual representation and that these can be analysed and learnt 


and thus systematised. Both Cleveland (1994) and Wilkinson (2005) support this 


perspective,	and	propose	fixed	steps	for	simplifying	information.	The	projects	described	


in the practice review (Mollerup, 2005; Alexander, 1979 and Gerstner, 1964) [Section 


2.4, p.62] and MapCI Cards also attempt to guide and assist this process. 


3.2.2.4.1 Chunks and types of information


Information is perceived and understood in organised information fragments, referred 


to as chunks	(Moles,	1966,	Dorst	and	Lawson,	2009);	each	of	them	containing	specific	


parameters and characteristics. Designers are able to ‘chunk’ or cluster a great deal of 


information together under the heading of a category (Dorst and Lawson, 2009:162), 


i.e. type of information. Then, design practitioners classify types of information 


following an organisation rationale. In other words, types of information are 


organised in hierarchies according to their levels of importance,	defining	the	internal 


structure	of	the	final	design	solution	(Baer,	2008;	Costa	and	Moles,	1992).	


3.2.2.5 The design proposal


The	last	phase	of	the	conceptual	design	stage	consists	of	the	definition	of	a	proposal,	


which outlines the results achieved and the work to be done (idX, 2007:11). At this 


phase of the design process, the proposal constitutes a ‘detailed guideline for layout 
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and functionality within the information design piece’ (Baer, 2008), providing details 


for each type of information. Design details such as typography, shape and colour are 


not delineated at this point of the design process. Nevertheless, Baer (2008) points 


out that key decisions about format, most pertinent visual language and graphic 


coding, and rough grid system characteristics based on the purpose of the diagram 


should be made when outlining the proposal. These types of decisions are referred to 


here as initial coding decisions.	They	‘map	out	which	elements	in	the	final	piece	are	


most and least important to determine the focal points’ (Baer, 2008:70). 


A proposal for a design solution should include answers to questions regarding:


- The type of technical information (e.g. dates, references) that the design 


output needs


- The need for satellite pieces of information alongside the main content but in 


a separate area of the layout


- The need for lists, diagrams, charts, photographs, illustrations


- The main types of information that the design output should provide


- The way the types of information should be displayed


- Other types of information that the design output needs to consider (Baer, 


2008)


3.2.3 Conceptual design outputs


As a result of each phase of the conceptual design stage, design practitioners create 


one	or	more	documents	to	aid	them	in	the	definition	and	presentation	of	the	proposal	


(Baer, 2008). Three main groups of outputs are often produced:


- Lists and mind-maps.	At	the	end	of	the	first	three	phases,	ideas	and	thoughts	


are written and drawn onto paper, constituting the initial set of outputs 


(Cross,	Christiaans	and	Dorst,	1996).	Defined	main	subject	areas	and	


hierarchical structures of digested information are written down as lists or 


drawn as sketches and mind-maps [Section 6.3.2.6, p.208].


- Map-type diagrams. This type of diagram is created to display ‘the overall 


structure’, including ‘the hierarchy of information and the master plan’ 


(Baer,	2008:70).	A	skeletal	framework	of	the	final	solution	is	presented	as	an	


information architecture model [Section 6.3.2.6, p.208]. 


- Wireframe sketches. Once	the	information	architecture	model	is	defined,	it	


‘evolves’	into	more	detailed	sketches	or	maps	of	a	possible	final	piece,	referred	
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to as wireframes (Baer, 2008). Wireframes are sketches, drawings or draft 


diagrams,	which	show	the	simplified	content	of	the	information	sources,	


organised and catalogued in layout form [Section 6.3.2.6, p.208]. 


Map-type diagrams show the skeleton of a design output, e.g. a complex diagram, but 


wireframe sketches begin to give shape to the structure and provide details for all the 


features within the skeleton (Baer, 2008:71). These outputs are documents of great 


value for the prototype stage, in which conceptual decisions are taken into further 


phases, developed and tested.  
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3.3 Design methods 


As	briefly	mentioned	at	the	beginning	of	this	thesis	[Section	1.1.2,	p.5],	the	goal	of	a	


design method is to make designing a more useful tool to improve communication 


and act as a framework to guide designers’ thoughts. To some extent it can also 


relieve the designer of having to remember all the previous steps taken, such as the 


reasons behind certain decisions (Gregory, 1966:23). Methods are not substitutes for 


creative thinking or professional experience. A method may offer the tools to solve a 


design problem without having to wait for inspiration, but it does not automatically 


indicate when the most appropriate solution has been reached (Jormakka, 2008:81). 


Methods can help to activate intuitive processes and actions by making public 


some aspect of the designer’s private thinking; i.e. by externalising and guiding the 


decision-making processes. 


3.3.1 Typologies based on problem-solving processes


A method can be described as a creative or rational process for solving a problem. 


Jones	(1992:45)	explains	that	design	methods	can	be	classified	into	three	typologies	


according to their focus of analysis and type of problem-solving processes. Each of 


the typologies is presented below.


3.3.1.1 Creative design methods


Arnheim (1995) sees the creative process of designing as based on psychological 


experiences.	Design	solutions	are	thought	of,	defined	and	developed	inside	the	


designer’s head as part of a ‘mysterious talent’, adds Cross (2007:35). Arnheim 


(1995) argues that design ideas are tied to concrete experiences; thus, designers 


are	capable	of	creating	outputs	in	issues	and	areas	where	they	have	confidence	and	


the appropriate knowledge, but cannot explain how they have brought about those 


outputs. This can be seen as an explanation of how designers can create a solution to 


a problem similar to ones they have solved in the past (personal experience) or that 


they have been taught how to solve (background). In this case, what is understood as 


intuition would be better described as expertise, where designers can rapidly arrive 


at appropriate solutions only when they have internalised the knowledge of their 


discipline [Section 1.3.2.1, p.13]. 
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A design method is considered creative when it focuses on unsystematic stages or 


its emphasis is exclusively on unsystematic actions. In creative design methods, 


inspiration is seen as the most valuable part of decision-making.


3.3.1.2 Rational design methods


The rational view of design is at the opposite extreme of the design process spectrum. 


Designers are seen as human computers, capable of externalising and systematising 


their design process thoughts. Rational processes are understood as analytical and 


systematic tasks, where all possible solutions are developed in advance and designers 


have to choose one of them. This means that the whole design process is structured 


first	by	a	deep	analysis	of	the	problem	to	be	solved,	then	by	a	choice	of	fixed	possible	


strategies,	and	finally	by	the	execution	of	objectives	and	the	application	of	visual	


variables. 


A method is considered rational when its emphasis is focused on systematising each 


action	of	the	conceptual	design	stage,	or	when	it	proposes	exclusively	fixed	solutions	


for the prototype design stage. Rational methods break a design problem up into 


parts and make the act of designing entirely automatic.


3.3.1.3 Mixed design methods


Up to this point, design methods have been described as either creative or rational 


processes. Mixed design methods combine the best of both approaches. They 


divide the design process into conceptual and prototype stages and create a design 


strategy that combines systematic with unsystematic actions. These methods must 


have	a	well-organised	action	strategy	that	clearly	defines	the	different	kinds	of	


actions. Jones (1992) explains that breaking down a design problem is the key point 


of a method. Design problems can always be broken down into sub-problems to be 


solved in parallel, but sometimes this action can prejudice the achievement of an 


appropriate solution. This can happen, for example, with rational design processes 


that, although they may provide quick solutions for some design problems, have the 


weakness of a limited and basic range of design solutions, as they wholly set aside 


the creative view. 


A	design	method	is	defined	as	mixed when it combines both systematic and 


unsystematic problem-solving processes, although it can have a rational or creative 
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emphasis. In general, a mixed method should never involve the systematisation of 


the prototype stage. Mixed methods offer a middle way that understands the complex 


characteristics of the design process. For example, it is possible to employ a mixed 


method that includes systematic actions such as a search for suitable ideas (e.g. using 


Bertin’s [1983] matrix) to economise on time and effort and replace random and 


blind searching, which does not interfere with the prototype stage.


Not	all	design	methods	can	be	clearly	classified	as	creative,	rational	or	mixed	


methods. Some methods may cover the entire design process (mixed methods); 


others	may	concentrate	on	the	conceptual	or	prototype	stages	and	may	be	fitted	into	


other methods to improve their potential for aiding the solution (creative and rational 


methods). 


3.3.2 The need for mixed methods


Shedroff (2003) and Visocky O’Grady and Visocky O’Grady (2008) state the need 


for exploration of new design tools such as design methods. In the 1960s, Jones 


(1992:62-63) had stressed this need as well, undoubtedly referring to mixed methods:


…none of the design methods that have appeared so far is as complete as it looks 


and […] some mixture of both rationality and intuition is needed in the solving 


of any design problem.


Cross (2000) expresses that the increasing complexity of design problems demands 


the development of new design problem-solving procedures. Similarly, Visocky 


O’Grady and Visocky O’Grady (2008) explain that the current information age 


presents issues different from those of previous periods. The massive amount of 


information and the overproduction of cluttered visual messages are some of those 


issues [Section 1.1, p.3]. They generate demand for more appropriate design tools 


to cope with them. Nevertheless, even though the current design environment is 


surrounded by systematic procedures, e.g. digital devices and software, professional 


designers do not tend to adopt a design method for their practice. The main reasons 


for this which emerged from the literature review and action research strategies 


undertaken in this thesis are that some designers: 


- Underestimate the value of design methods, in that they do not trust in 


systematic procedures (Jones, 1992:3)
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- Are simply against using them (Cross, 2007) 


- Do not need a method to know how to deal with a design problem (Conley, 


2004). 


- Feel blocked when working with a different problem-solving approach from 


the one they are used to [Section 6.3.2.2, p.200]  


On the other hand, Conley (2004) points out that following a process-design strategy, 


i.e. a design method, can produce higher quality results. Moreover, Jones (1992) 


explains that design methods can help face complex design problems for which 


experience	cannot	give	suitable	solutions.	In	this	thesis,	self-documentation	findings	


seemed to encourage this view [Section 6.5.2, p.226]. The majority of the experienced 


design practitioners of this study felt supported when they used a systematic 


procedure. They expressed that working with a guided problem-solving approach 


helped them to:


- Increase and stimulate creativity 


- Develop new solutions 


- Get into a process that is not familiar in a gentle way [Section 6.3.2.3, p.202]


Without a methodological structure, designers tend to randomly try visual solutions 


or	emulate	solutions	they	find	interesting	(Conley,	2004).	Methods	can	give	design	


practitioners a theoretical supportive framework—the why—that even experienced 


designers do not have.


Rational	methods	that	focus	on	the	conceptual	design	stage	and	propose	fixed	


solutions (i.e. specialised software) can be found [Figure 3.5, next page]. Mixed 


methods	concerned	with	that	stage	are	rare,	and	even	fewer	methods	specifically	


address diagrammatic projects. Moreover, the literature review revealed [Section 


2.1.4,	p.39]	a	lack	of	methods	to	assist	designers	through	the	simplification	process	


[Section 3.2.2.4, p.80]. Jones (1992) states that it may be hard to achieve a mixed 


method that can solve a broad range of design problems; instead, he suggests that a 


mixed method could be created to solve a particular design problem. Conley (2004) 


adds that forthcoming methods should focus only on one particular stage of the 


design process to improve the quality of the results. 
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To address the lack of methods, this thesis presents MapCI Cards. This mixed design 


method aims to assist diagram creators’ conceptual design stage [Section 3.2.2, p.77] 


by presenting sets of guidelines to deepen their decision-making processes. Although 


this	method	appears	to	have	a	rational	approach,	it	does	not	present	fixed	solutions	


or aim to systematise each action of the conceptual design stage. 


FIGURE 3.5. Overview of creative, rational and mixed design methods and their focus of action within 


the design process 
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3.4 A theoretical framework for design methods


Chapter	5	[p.135]	discusses	and	explains	the	definition	process	used	to	develop	MapCI	


Cards. This section introduces the methodological framework used throughout that 


process. Jones (1992) explains that to design a method it is necessary to leave aside 


unsystematic and random techniques and try to understand the design process itself. 


For this, the thesis followed a systematic research methodology (Jones, 1992:96) to 


explore a design problem (i.e. complex diagrams) with a rational technique. Then, it 


identified	the	internal	structure	of	an	information	design	output	(i.e.	the	case	study)	


and distinguished the requirements that could be assisted (i.e. conceptual actions) 


by the designer from the ones that could not be controlled (i.e. prototype actions). 


This systematic methodology helped to determine the relationships between these 


requirements and their boundaries, setting values for each. Once the requirements 


were	identified	and	classified,	they	were	rearranged	according	to	new	parameters	


and applications, i.e. MapCI Cards’ aims and objectives. For this reason, the set of 


requirements recognised at the beginning of the investigation does not necessarily 


have to be the same or to have the same values at the end of the process.


A systematic research approach can generate an impossibly complicated set of 


potential combinations and relationships that can dismiss the creative side of 


design if it is not based on any theory or framework. For this reason, the structuring 


of	MapCI	Cards’	definition	process	uses	Conley’s	(2004)	set	of	components	as	a	


framework	to	define	its	skeleton	[Figure	3.6].	


FIGURE 3.6. Conley’s (2004) framework followed to develop MapCI Cards
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Main objectives, key activities, the kind of content, intended user and conditions 


and limitation of the implementation of the method are the components that should 


be	defined	in	order	to	develop	a	design	method	(Conley,	2004).	Each	of	these	


components	was	defined	throughout	the	development	of	MapCI	Cards	[Sections	


5.1.1, p.138 and 6.2.1, p.186]. At the same time, MapCI Cards’ assembly was directed 


by organisational taxonomical procedures (Rich, 1992) [Section 4.1.6, p.100]. In 


short, Conley’s (2004) work acted as a framework that articulated the process of the 


definition	of	MapCI	Cards’	components,	and	taxonomical	procedures	directed	their	


assembly and organisation.
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3.5 Summary


The design discipline was described as a hybrid activity and its rational side was 


indicated as the one that has been emphasised here to meet the initial aims and 


objectives.	The	research	strategy	of	the	thesis	was	defined	according	to	Frayling’s	


(1993/4) approaches as a study through design following systematic procedures and 


action research strategies. 


The design process structure was delineated as being composed for the conceptual 


and prototype stages, which at the same time are constituted of rational and creative 


actions and tasks. A profound analysis of each phase of the conceptual design stage 


was carried out, as this was highlighted as the foundational stage for information 


design problem-solving, such as the development of complex diagrams. 


The relevance of design methods in the professional practice was mentioned. Jones’s 


(1992)	classification	of	design	methods	as	creative,	rational	and	mixed	was	discussed,	


and a set of types of methods was described. The need for new mixed design methods 


in response to current requirements and concerned with conceptual design was 


emphasised and MapCI Cards was introduced as a mixed design method to address 


this gap. 


Conley’s	(2004)	structural	framework	was	described	as	the	one	used	for	the	definition	


process of MapCI Cards, and Rich’s (1992) organisational taxonomy as its assembly 


rationale. 
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Methods are approaches to 


design problem solving, applied 


in specific contexts that provide 


reliable and transferable results.  


(Conley, 2004:211)


4.  Methodology
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4.1 Research strategies 


The previous chapter reviewed design research approaches, the conceptual design 


stage, and design method typologies. This chapter explains the set of qualitative 


methods and strategies used throughout the three stages [Section 1.5, p.20] of MapCI 


Cards’ development:


Stage 1: Data collection [Section 4.2, p.110]. Jones (1992) refers to this initial stage 


of	a	design	method	definition	process	as	‘breaking	down	the	problem	into	pieces’,	


as	during	this	stage	the	research	question	is	‘destructured’	into	its	components	


in order to reach a solution. In this thesis, during this stage, the context of the 


problem [Sections 1.3, p.12 and 2.1.2, p.34] and previous studies conducted from 


a point of view similar to that of the initial research question were explored and 


analysed	[Sections	2.3,	p.56	and	2.4,	p.62].	To	enrich	theoretical	findings,	a	case 


study analysis (Yin, 1994) [Section 4.1.1, p.96] and analytical relational surveys 


(Oppenheim,	1992)	[Section	4.1.2,	p.96]	were	designed	to	gather	specific	evidence	


to answer the research question. 


Stage 2: Analysis and development [Sections 4.3, p.117; 5.2, p.143 and 5.4, p.163]. 


The	second	stage	aimed	at	examining	and	analysing	research	findings,	and	combining	


and assembling them to meet the aims and objectives of the thesis, i.e. MapCI 


Cards’ development. Multiple visual methods (Rose, 2001, 2007) are described as 


the	approaches	used	to	interpret,	examine	and	study	the	findings	collected	from	the	


research strategies described in the previous stage. 


Stage 3: Revision, optimisation and testing [Sections 4.4, p.123; 6.1.1, p.177 and 


6.3,	p.195].	The	last	stage	of	this	thesis	focused	first	on	identifying	areas	of	MapCI	


Cards	that	could	have	been	defined	more	precisely.	Then,	it	concentrated	on	its	


optimisation and on measuring its usability and performance with its intended users, 


i.e. experienced graphic and information design practitioners [Sections 1.3.2, p.13 


and	5.1.1,	p.138],	and	context	i.e.	professional	practice	[Section	1.3,	p.12].	To	fulfil	the	


aims of this stage, both an experimental study (Patton, 2002) [Section 4.1.3, p.96] 


and a naturalistic enquiry (Patton, 2002; Mattelmäki, 2008) [Section 4.1.4, p.97] 


were designed. Key informants approach (Marshall, 1996) [Section 4.1.42, p.98] was 


used to supplement visual and written outputs from the self-documentation study. It 
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added expert insights about the quality of participants’ analyses and the pertinence of 


the information conveyed in their diagram proposals.  


4.1.1 A case study 


Many methods can be used to help answer a research question, such as an experiment 


or the analysis of archival information. Yin (1994) explains that adopting a case study 


as a research strategy is useful where the type of research question is how or why; 


where the researcher has no control over events; and where the focus of analysis 


is a contemporary case. How questions are described as explanatory because they 


deal with operational links that are traced over time rather than as frequencies or 


incidences. A case study analysis (Yin, 1994) adds to a conventional historical study 


direct observation, systematic rigour and the ability to deal with a variety of evidence 


(e.g. documents, artefacts, interviews, observations). The goal of a case study is a 


generalising and not a particularising analysis. In this thesis, the case study analysis 


was used to investigate the structure of iconic diagrammatic maps, i.e. diagrams of 


the London Underground [Section 4.2.1, p.110]. 


4.1.2 Analytical relational surveys


While the case study analysis was concerned with extracting structural and technical 


information relevant to the development of MapCI Cards, this research strategy 


focused on extracting conceptual information related to the types of decisions 


that diagram creators make. This analysis consisted of analytical relational 


surveys (Oppenheim, 1992), completed in two different workshops [Section 4.2.2, 


p.113]. Analytical relational surveys are open questionnaires designed to explain 


a phenomenon. To employ analytical relational surveys, the use of quantitative 


groups is not fundamental (Oppenheim, 1992). However, it is essential to have 


a representative sample of participants [Section 4.1.7.1, p.102] according to the 


purposes of the surveys. The results of the analysis were used as complementary data 


to	define	sets,	guidelines	and	specifications	for	MapCI	Cards	[Section	5.2.3.2,	p.153].


4.1.3 An experimental study


Two pilot workshops [Section 4.4.1, p.123] were conducted to identify areas in MapCI 


Cards that needed further development and improvement. Experimental conditions 


were found appropriate to achieve the aims and objectives of this study, as a 


‘laboratory	environment’	(Cross	et	al.,	1996)	restricts	the	number	of	influences	on	the	
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design process and thus the variables of study. Participants of this study had to work 


in a room not familiar to them, where every action and comment was observed and 


recorded in written documents by the researcher [Section 4.4.1.1, p.125]. They were 


not	surrounded	by	their	own	‘tools’	and	had	to	work	with	the	information	sources	


provided and MapCI Cards-V3.0. In addition, they could not let the problem settle 


overnight or while doing some other work. These conditions might have affected their 


ability to design and thus the results of the analysis. However, this was expected to 


be the same for every participant involved in the study. In experimental studies, the 


main requirement is similarity of environment (Cross et al., 1996; Patton, 2002).


4.1.4 A naturalistic enquiry


MapCI Cards was developed to assist diagram creators in their professional practice. 


Both Macleod (1994) and Bevan (1995) explain that to obtain reliable measures in the 


evaluation of a tool, e.g. MapCI Cards-V4.0, the context of evaluation must closely 


match the intended context of use, i.e. professional practice. This means that:


- It is essential to have a complete understanding of the exact context in which 


the tool will be used.


- It is essential to replicate the important aspects of this context for the 


evaluation.


- The intended user should work in realistic conditions without interruption 


from the researcher, in order to accurately replicate the intended context of use.


- The intended user should work under conditions that are comfortable and 


familiar.


To meet the above conditions, a naturalist enquiry was considered appropriate. 


Naturalistic	research	is	characterised	for	‘natural	setting,	qualitative	methods,	


purposive sampling, inductive analysis, grounded theory, case study reporting mode, 


tentative	application	of	findings,	and	special	criteria	of	trustworthiness’	(Lincoln	and	


Guba, 1985 cited in Bowen, 2005:210). Within naturalist conditions, both process 


evaluation and implementation evaluation (Patton, 1997; Shaw, 1999) should be 


followed to evaluate a tool in terms of its internal organisation, utility and quality. 


To meet these aims and objectives, self-documentation kits (Mattelmäki, 2008) 


[Section 4.4.2, p.126] were designed as a qualitative method to record and document 


participants’ experiences working with MapCI Cards-V4.0 in naturalistic settings. 
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Self-documentation kits were originally designed to provoke inspirational responses 


from elderly people in diverse communities (Gaver et al., 1999). However, this 


methodology can also be used in order to experience tools, i.e. design methods 


(Buchenau and Fulton Suri, 2000 cited in Mattelmäki, 2008). 


4.1.4.1 Process and implementation evaluations 


Process evaluation aims to elucidate and understand the internal dynamics of how 


a program, organisation or tool operates (Patton, 2002:159). This involves looking 


at how something happened rather than or in addition to examining outputs. In this 


thesis, this study took into consideration [Section 6.3, p.195]:


- The relationship between intended users and MapCI Cards-V4.0 


- How intended users worked with MapCI Cards-V4.0 in the translation of data 


sources


- How intended users felt about MapCI Cards-V4.0


- Other types of interactions between the intended users and MapCI 


Cards-V4.0 during the completion of an assignment. 


In other words, process evaluation was used to study participants’ conceptual design 


phases [Section 3.2.2, p.77]. 


Implementation evaluation is often used to test the utility and quality of a tool 


(Patton, 1997; Shaw, 1999). The criteria for evaluating implementation results need 


to	be	developed	according	to	the	findings,	taking	into	account	the	following	variables	


(Patton, 1997:201):


- Routinisation	or	final	acceptance	is	never	certain	at	the	beginning	of	the	


implementation of something new; and


- The implementation process contains unknowns that change the initial ideal 


so that it looks different when and if it actually becomes operational.


4.1.4.2 Key informants approach


To reduce, rather than remove, the implications on the data analysis of the 


researcher’s personal assumptions and biases [Section 4.1.8, p.104; Appendix H1], 


three experts (Marshall, 1996) in biological sciences analysed both the written and 


visual	outputs	produced	by	the	five	participants	of	the	self-documentation	study	


[Appendix G]. Neither of these three professionals had any previous relationship with 
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the researcher or the participants; consequently, their insights and comments can 


be considered to be highly objective. Key informants’ analyses aimed to assess the 


quality and pertinence of the analysis conducted by the participants implementing 


MapCI Cards in a self-documentation study. An evaluation guide was given to the 


informants	[Appendix	H2],	in	which	five	key	areas	of	evaluation	were	outlined	based	


on indicators of ill-conceived conceptual design [Section 1.2.2, p.9] and phases of 


conceptual design [Section 3.2.2, p.77]:


- Story being told in the diagram


- Main subject areas of the diagram


- Types of information


- Hierarchical structure of the information


- Pertinence of the information displayed in relation to the purpose of the 


diagram.


The set of information sources and design brief that was given to each participant was 


sent in digital format to each key informant. In addition, the sets of visual and written 


outputs produced by each participant were also sent to them for evaluation [Appendix 


G]. Each of the experts followed the evaluation guide and included additional 


comments in a separate box. Data obtained from the key informants were used to 


supplement written and visual outputs produced by the participants, although the 


level of detail and depth in key informants’ analyses was not even [Section 6.4, p.213]. 


4.1.5 Analysis criteria


Multiple	methods	were	used	to	analyse	research	findings	according	to	the	aims	


of each stage of the MapCI Cards’ development process. Discourse analysis 


(Krippendorff, 2004) [Section 4.3.1, p.117] was used to examine written outputs 


obtained from the analytical relational surveys. Visual disaggregation (Engelhardt, 


2002) [Section 4.3.2.1, p.118] was the main visual method used to investigate the 


case study units of analysis. Content analysis (Rose, 2001, 2007) [Section 4.3.2.2, 


p.119] and compositional interpretation (Tufte, 1990; Rose, 2001) [Section 4.3.2.3, 


p.120] were the methods used to explore visual material and outputs. Data displays 


(Gregory, 1966; Jones, 1992; Eco, 2004) [Section 4.3.3.1, p.121] were created to 


compare	findings	and	obtain	new	insights.	Coding (Oppenheim, 1992; Rose, 2001) 


[Section 4.3.4, p.122] was applied to participants’ responses and outputs to facilitate 


the analysis and protect participants’ personal data. 
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4.1.6	Assembling	research	findings


This	thesis	adopted	systematic	procedures	to	integrate	research	findings	and	structure	


the	MapCI	Cards’	definition	process.	Almost	anything—animate	and	inanimate	


objects,	places,	concepts,	words,	properties,	relationships—can	be	organised	


according to some hierarchical taxonomical scheme. Hierarchical taxonomical tree 


structures for visualising design method structures have previously been used (i.e. 


Gregory, 1966; Jones, 1992) [Figure 4.1] to clearly show internal complexity, the 


interconnection between individual components and different levels of analysis. 


MapCI Cards presents together a large amount of data with different hierarchies 


and functions. In this research, in order to obtain an approachable design method, it 


was	crucial	that	its	structure,	its	content	and	its	uses	were	defined	in	a	rigorous	way	


that could later be translated into a user-driven format [Section 6.2.1.5, p.189]. Thus 


Rich’s (1992) organisational taxonomy theory was adopted to order and make sense 


of MapCI Cards’ constituent components [Section 5.2.1, p.143]. Following Rich’s 


parameters,	theoretical	and	empirical	procedures	were	used	to	define	the	minimum	


units	of	MapCI	Cards—i.e.	the	guidelines	[Section	5.1.1.2,	p.139]—and	the	rationale	to	


determine	how	these	were	clustered—i.e.	group	formation	[Section	5.1.1.3,	p.140]—


and how their boundaries were delimited [Section 6.2.1.4, p.188]. Rich (1992) points 


out that the grouping formation process is complicated, as many groups may have 
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FIGURE 4.1. Structure of a design method shown as graphical representation [Gregory, 1966:12]
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undefined	characteristics,	which	means	that	their	boundaries	are	blurred.	As	a	


consequence,	in	some	cases	it	was	hard	to	fit	a	MapCI	Cards	unit	exclusively	into	one	


group [Sections 6.2.1.2, p.187 and 6.2.1.3, p.188]. 


In short, MapCI Cards’ organisational taxonomy had to be recognisable and 


consistent with the needs of the professional practice of diagram creators. In additon, 


it had to demonstrate a logical and meaningful relationship between the constituent 


components of the taxonomy and the whole; and it had to give a comprehensive 


description of all its components [Section 6.2.1.6, p.190].


4.1.7 Sampling criteria


For the analytical relational surveys, participants were recruited following network 


sampling	(Sirken,	1998).	This	sampling	method	utilises	a	‘word	of	mouth’	approach	


to engage participants. Study subjects recruit future subjects, by suggesting further 


participants with a similar range of characteristics. 


For the last stage of this thesis purposive sampling was used, as the research 


strategies conducted there stressed in-depth investigation in a small number of 


diagram	creators	and	scientific	experts.	For	both	experimental	and	naturalistic	


studies, an open call for graphic and information design practitioners was set during 


design events in order to recruit participants meeting the eligibility criteria described 


in Sections 4.1.7.2 and 4.1.7.3.  Particularly, in the naturalistic enquiry, theoretical 


sampling	(Glaser	and	Strauss,	1968)	was	used	to	define	the	number	of	participants.	


In theoretical sampling, the researcher jointly collects, codes and analyses data and 


decides	what	data	to	collect	next	and	where	to	find	them	according	to	their	potential	


for	helping	to	expand	on	or	refine	the	conclusions	that	have	already	been	obtained	


(Glaser and Strauss, 1968). Hence, in this study the number of participants recruited 


was determined by the incoming information from previous participants. This meant 


that participants were recruited until theoretical saturation (Glaser and Strauss, 


1968) of data was achieved. Saturation is the point at which data replicate and no new 


information emerges from the participants’ responses (Corbin and Strauss, 2008). 


In the case of the key informants, three biological scientists were contacted by 


email through third parties. These key informants were regarded as experts by 


those	around	them	and	occupy	a	position	of	responsibility	and	influence	(Marshall,	
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1996) in the research centres, i.e. Citrus Research Centre (University of Florida) 


and universities, i.e. Institute of Plant Biology (University of Perpignan) and School 


of Biological Sciences (University of Reading), where they currently work. The 


recruitment of these key informants (Marshall, 1996; Bowen, 2005) [Appendix 


H1]	required	careful	identification	of	experts	in	the	subject	area	of	the	information	


sources, i.e. biological and environmental sciences, given to the participants in the 


self-documentation study.


In all strategies in which participants were involved, to ensure rigour, the researcher 


did not know participants in advance and she did not maintain any contact after the 


study.


4.1.7.1 Eligibility criteria for survey participants


The eligibility criteria for selecting participants for this study were:


- Professional designers and scientists


- Similar level of professional experience, i.e. minimum of four years of 


professional experience [Section 1.3.2.2, p.16], 


- Working in the professional practice, i.e. design studios, consultancies and 


agencies


- Working in laboratories 


In total, 20 participants ranging from 25 to 45 years old were recruited to engage with 


these questionnaires in the workshop sessions [Tables 4.1 and 4.2, next page].


Scientists


Age range Gender Design discipline problem-solving approach


S1 31-35 Female Biology rational


S2 26-30 Female Biology rational


S3 36-40 Female Biology rational


S4 31-35 Male Biology rational


S5 26-30 Male Biology rational


S6 26-30 Male Veterinaty rational


S7 26-30 Female Biology rational


S8 26-30 Female Biology rational


S9 31-35 Male Biology rational


S10 31-35 Female Biology rational


TABLE 4.1. Scientists’ demographic profiles
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4.1.7.2 Eligibility criteria for pilot workshop participants


The eligibility criteria for selecting participants for this study were:


- Graphic and information design practitioners, i.e. MapCI Cards’ intended users 


- Similar level of professional design experience, i.e. minimum of four years of 


professional experience [Section 1.3.2.2, p.16] 


- Working in the professional practice, i.e. design studios, consultancies and 


agencies 


- Actively working in Barcelona and London


In total, six participants ranging from 25 to 50 years old were recruited to engage 


with the two pilot workshop sessions [Table 4.3].


Pilot workshop participants


Age 
range 


Gender 
Design 
discipline


Place of work
Years  
of exp.


Kind of 
projects


Conceptual design 
approach


W1 26-30 Female Graphic design Company staff 6 Print design
Both rational and 
intuitive


W2 36-40 Female Graphic design Own company 10
Print and 
Digital design


Both rational and 
intuitive


W3 26-30 Female 
Information 
Graphic design


Company staff 6 Print design
Both rational and 
intuitive


W4 46-50 Male
Information 
design


Own company 18 Print design
Both rational and 
intuitive


W5 26-30 Male Graphic design Company staff 6 Print design
Both rational and 
intuitive


W6 26-30 Female Graphic design Company staff 5 Print design
Both rational and 
intuitive


TABLE 4.3. Pilot workshop participants’ demographic profiles


Professional designers


Age range Gender Design discipline Kind of projects problem-solving approach


D1 26-30 Male Graphic Design Print design Both rational and intuitive


D2 36-40 Female Graphic Design Print design Both rational and intuitive


D3 36-40 Male Graphic Design Print design Both rational and intuitive


D4 26-30 Female Architecture Print design Both rational and intuitive


D5 36-40 Female Graphic Design Print design Both rational and intuitive


D6 36-40 Female Graphic Design Print design Both rational and intuitive


D7 31-35 Female Graphic Design Print design Both rational and intuitive


D8 36-40 Female Graphic Design Print design Both rational and intuitive


D9 36-40 Female Architecture Print design Both rational and intuitive


D10 41-45 Male Graphic Design Print design Both rational and intuitive


TABLE 4.2. Professional designers’ demographic profiles
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4.1.7.3 Eligibility criteria for self-documentation participants 


The eligibility criteria for selecting participants for the naturalistic enquiry were:


- Graphic and information design practitioners, i.e. MapCI Cards’ intended 


users


- Similar level of professional design experience, i.e. minimum of four years of 


professional experience [Section 1.3.2.2, p.16]


- Working in the professional practice context, i.e. design studios, consultancies 


and agencies 


- Actively working in London 


Theoretical	saturation	of	data	was	achieved	with	five	participants	in	this	study	[Table	4.4].


4.1.8. Credibility, auditability and transferability


In	qualitative	methods,	credibility,	auditability	and	transferability	are	defined	as	the	


three main standards to maintain rigour (Chiovitti and Piran, 2003).  


Credibility	is	associated	with	‘how	vivid	and	faithful	the	description	of	the	


phenomenon is’ (Chiovitti and Piran, 2003:430). In qualitative research, credibility 


is	demonstrated	when	‘informants,	and	also	readers	who	have	had	the	human	


experience, recognise the researcher’s described experiences as their own’ (Chiovitti 


and Piran, 2003:430).  In this thesis, credibility was centred on how the use of 


MapCI Cards was described and experienced from the perspective of its intended 


Self-documentation study participants


Age 
range 


Gender 
Design 
discipline


Place of work
Years  
of exp.


Kind of 
projects


Conceptual design 
approach


P1 31-35 Female Graphic design Company staff 10
Print and 
Digital design


Both rational and 
intuitive


P2 31-35 Male Graphic design Company staff 11 Digital design
Both rational and 
intuitive


A 26-30 Female Graphic design Own company 4
Print and 
Digital design


Both rational and 
intuitive


B 31-35 Male Graphic design Company staff 5
Packaging 
and Branding 
design


Both rational and 
intuitive


C 26-30 Female 
Information 
design


Own company 4 Print design
Both rational and 
intuitive


D 31-35 Female Graphic design Own company 9
Print and 
Digital design


Both rational and 
intuitive


E 26-30 Female Graphic design Company staff 4 Print design
Both rational and 
intuitive


TABLE 4.4. Self-documentation study participants’ demographic profiles
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users [Section 5.1.1, p.138]. Chiovitti and Piran (2003:430) describe four methods to 


enhance credibility: 


- Participants’ comments should guide the enquiry process


- Data gathered should be checked against participants’ meanings of the 


phenomenon 


- Participants’ actual words should be used in the analysis


- The researcher’s personal views and insights about the phenomenon explored 


should be articulated.


Auditability refers to the ability of another researcher to examine the methods and 


conclusions of the original researcher (Carpenter Rinaldi, 1995 citied in Chiovitti and 


Piran, 2003). In other words, auditability is demonstrated when another researcher 


is able to follow the rationale of all the decisions made by a researcher at every stage 


of data analysis (Beck 1993). Chiovitti and Piran (2003:432) propose two ways to 


achieve auditability:


- Specify sampling criteria [Section 4.1.7, p.101]


- Specify researcher’s rationale, i.e. interpretation model [Section 4.1.8.5, p.108]


Transferability	is	associated	with	the	probability	that	the	research	findings	have	


meaning to others in similar situations (Carpenter Rinaldi, 1995 cited in Chiovitti 


and Piran, 2003). Chiovitti and Piran (2003:432) explain that transferability would 


be achieved by delineating the scope and context of the research. Context establishes 


a framework and minimises the risk of distorting meaning and/or misrepresenting 


findings.	In	this	thesis,	a	detailed	description	of	sample	criteria	and	demographic	


characteristics [Section 4.1.7, p.101], context and setting of analysis traced the outline 


of the scopes for each research strategy undertaken, i.e. case study [Section 4.2.1, 


p.110], analytical relational surveys [Section 4.2.2, p.113], pilot workshops [Section 


4.4.1, p.123] and self-documentation study [Section 4.4.2, p.126].


For data collected throughout the third stage (i.e. pilot workshops and self-


documentation study), draft reports (including note-taking) were sent to each 


participant as a check on validity, to ensure rigour and to increase objectivity (Taylor 


and Bogdan, 1984; Patton, 2002). Furthermore, in the self-documentation study, 


to increase validity, reduce any attempt to manipulate the phenomenon of enquiry, 


or	interfere	during	fieldwork	(Patton,	2002),	the	researcher	was	not	present	during	
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participants’ experience with the implementation of MapCI Cards-V4.0. Data 


triangulation (Taylor and Bogdan, 1984:68) [Figure 4.2] was used to increase the 


accuracy	and	credibility	of	findings	(Patton,	2002):


- Self-documentation visual and written outputs. Outcomes created by 


participants during the self-documentation study were key to supporting 


interpretations and comments (Mattelmäki, 2008). 


- Intended users’ feedback. Participants’ comments and feedback were 


essential to supplement visual and written outputs. They were recorded in 


writing through digital locked documents.  


- Key informants’ insights. Experts’ analyses supplemented both participants’ 


outputs and comments. 


4.1.8.1 Participants as the guides of the analysis


In	findings	obtained	from	the	research	strategies,	participants	guided	the	analytical	


process. For example, Box 1 illustrates the codes used to highlight information 


introduced	by	one	participant	from	the	pilot	workshop.	These	initial	codes	reflect	the	


language and terminologies used by this participant so that the outcomes of analysis 


could remain close to the primary data. 


Box 1: Pilot Participant W5’s Data


I think this task implied to me at least three stages:


In	a	first	approach	the	organisation of the information and classification	into	


categories was intuitive. I organised the information and made a hierarchy according to 


my background knowledge in an intuitive way. In a second reading, a more exhaustive analysis 


was needed, understanding the author’s point of view and the meaning of the information. 


I	needed	to	have	the	‘why’	present	in	my	mind	all	the	time.	In	other	words,	I	needed	to	have	


clearly	the	reason	for	organising	the	information	in	a	particular	way.	The	third	and	final	reading	


was absolutely rational as I was using MapCI [Cards], and thus I knew what I was looking 


for in the information and which data I was looking for. I organised,	classified	and	created	


a hierarchical structure of the information according to the brief I was working with. 


FIGURE 4.2. Triangulation by data used in the testing strategy of MapCI Cards [Section 4.4.2, p.126].


Self-documentation visual  
and written outputs


Key informants’ insights


Intended users’ feedback
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As	shown	in	Box	1,	the	participant	introduced	the	concepts	of	‘organisation	of	the	


information’,	‘classification	into	categories’,	and	‘intuitive’	and	‘rational’	readings.	


The codes shown were used to guide the enquiry process by adding them to the 


self-documentation kit [Section 4.4.2.2, p.128] as questions in the demographic 


questionnaire [Section 4.4.2.2.1, p.129] and objectives to be completed in the assignment 


[Section	4.4.2.2.2,	p.129].	As	an	example,	the	code	‘organisation	of	the	information’	from	


Box	1	was	added	to	the	kit	in	two	ways	as	follows:	The	first	objective	to	be	completed	by	


using MapCI Cards aimed to organise information, and then participants had to describe 


how they did it using the debrief form [Section 4.4.2.2.4, p.131].  


4.1.8.2 Data checked with participants’ meanings


Conclusions	drawn	during	the	enquiry	can	be	verified	on	two	levels	(Chiovitti	and	


Piran,	2003).	First,	categories	and	objectives	to	be	studied	should	be	modified	


according to incoming data. Second, as the study progresses, partial conclusions 


should	be	checked	and	verified	through	probe	questions.	


In this thesis, categories and objectives to be studied with the self-documentation kits 


were	defined	according	to	pilot	workshop	findings	[Section	6.1.1,	p.177],	phases	of	the	


conceptual design stage [Section 3.2.2, p.77] and theoretical studies [Sections 2.1.3, 


p.35	and	2.1.4,	p.39].	Then,	as	the	enquiry	progressed,	findings	were	checked	and	


verified	through	direct	probe	questions	(i.e.	Would	you	say	that	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	


has blocked your conceptual thinking?). Therefore, it can be said that participants 


refined,	developed	and	revised	the	emerging	conclusions.	


At the same time, a separate document on the information given by participants 


(Chiovitti and Piran, 2003) was maintained in order to check the generated conclusion 


constructions against participants’ meanings of the phenomenon. Each data segment 


(e.g. Box 1, previous page) and corresponding code leading to the analytic ideas was 


printed and placed in a labelled folder with each participant’s coding number. 


4.1.8.3 Participants’ actual words in the analysis


Using participants’ own language at all levels of coding can ground the analysis 


and	add	to	the	credibility	of	findings	(Corbin	and	Strauss,	2008).	It	is	important	to	


acknowledge the potential for distorting or inaccurately representing a participant’s 


intended meaning of a word, relationship, or action, especially when using single 
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words or segments of note-taking data for describing the phenomenon. In this 


thesis, each word, relationship and action was supported with fragments from note-


taking and debrief forms completed by each participant [Section 4.4.2.2.4, p.131]. In 


addition, the meaning and contexts in which participants used a word were precisely 


outlined. 


4.1.8.4 Researcher’s personal views and insights


Explaining the researcher’s own ideas of the phenomenon and acknowledging how 


these may affect the enquiry is important to enhancing credibility (Locke et al., 


1993 citied in Chiovitti and Piran, 2003). In this thesis, memoing cards (Glaser 


and Strauss, 1968) were used as a way to document the researcher’s insights and 


analytical ideas during data collection and analysis. Moreover, the researcher kept a 


personal journal of her views of the phenomenon.


4.1.8.5 Interpretation model 


In qualitative research, it is necessary to delineate and specify the criteria used 


when approaching the collected data (Glaser and Strauss, 1968; Corbin and 


Strauss,	2008;	Patton,	2002).	In	this	thesis	findings	and	results	from	the	self-


documentation study were examined using an interpretation model (Jääskö 


and Keinonen, 2003 cited in Mattelmäki, 2008) [Section 6.3.2, p.197]. An 


interpretation model is a set of topics or categories for interpretation and analysis, 


defined	in	advance	according	to	the	subject	and	aims	of	the	study,	i.e.	the	analytical	


framework.	It	enables	reliable	and	replicable	identification	of	findings,	which	


qualify within each interpretation topic. Interpretation topics are used to structure 


the data collected throughout the study. 


The	interpretation	model	was	defined	based	on	the	initial	research	questions,	i.e.	


How might a mixed design method—e.g. MapCI Cards—, based on a combination 


of different approaches, assist the conceptual design stage of a design process for 


complex diagrams? What potential benefits or disadvantages would arise when 


diagram creators’ conceptual design is rationalised?; indicators of ill-conceived 


conceptual design [Section 1.2.2, p.9]; and literature review theories (Bevan, 1995, 


2011)	[Section	4.4.2.2.4,	p.131].	Additionally,	pilot	workshops’	findings	provided	


meaningful data and insights, which were applied to adjust and verify the initial set 


of interpretation topics. As a result, key topics that have not been considered were 
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identified,	while	others	were	found	irrelevant.	The	final	interpretation	model	was	


composed of six topics as follows:


- Conceptual design approach. The level of change in intended users’ 


thinking and decision-making processes after the implementation of MapCI 


Cards-V4.0.


- Usefulness and efficiency. The feeling that MapCI Cards-V4.0 guides and 


assists intended users’ conceptual design in a consistent way and that its 


prompts and guidelines can easily be internalised. The sense of the degree to 


which MapCI Cards-V4.0 enables the assignment to be completed in a timely 


and effective fashion.


- Satisfaction and acceptability of use. MapCI Cards-V4.0’s intended users’ 


emotional feelings towards the tool (i.e. acceptance, indifference, satisfaction, 


trust, criticism). The feeling that it is relatively straightforward to become 


familiar with MapCI Cards-V4.0.


- Attributes of MapCI Cards-V4.0. The appropriateness of MapCI Cards-V4.0’s 


components: content, format and layout.


- Target audience of the diagram. The feeling that MapCI Cards-V4.0 guides 


and assists intended users through the familiarisation with the required 


audience.


- Outputs of MapCI Cards-V4.0. The typologies of outcomes created as a result 


of the implementation of MapCI Cards-V4.0 to complete the assignment.


The interpretation model was consistently used during the analysis of data collected 


in	the	last	stage	of	this	thesis,	i.e.	testing.	This	framework	specified	the	analytical	


rationale followed by the researcher in this study [Section 4.1.8, p.104]. 
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4.2 Stage 1: Collecting primary and secondary data


The	first	part	of	this	section	introduces	a	case study analysis (Yin, 1994) designed 


to explore the technical approach of diagrammatic maps and learn about their 


internal structure by analysing the London Underground diagram. The second part 


describes an analytical relational survey (Oppenheim, 1992) designed to explore the 


conceptual approach of diagrammatic maps’ creation, by investigating designers’ and 


scientists’ decision-making processes. 


4.2.1 Analysing the London Underground diagram


In this thesis, the initial research question asks how to design a method under, and 


for,	specific	conditions.	As	the	starting	point	for	answering	those	questions,	this	


thesis used diagrams of the London Underground [Section 2.2.3.1, p.49] as a case 


study. Section 2.2.3.2 [p.51] discussed the importance of this iconic diagram in 


information design and in this thesis and the rationale employed in selecting this 


diagrammatic	typology	as	a	case	study.	A	logical	first	step	for	the	development	of	a	


design method, which aims to aid the process of information organisation, e.g. MapCI 


Cards, was to examine and understand how this iconic diagram itself organises 


information. In addition, this study also aimed to identify the informational layers 


[Section 2.2.1.2, p.43] of these diagrammatic projects.


Data obtained from the case study analysis were generalised to theoretical 


propositions but not to whole typologies or design universes (Yin, 1994). Thus, the 


findings	of	this	study	were	scaled	and	transferred	[Section	5.2.3.1,	p.151]	to	other	


diagrammatic projects of the same typology and with similar characteristics [Section 


2.2, p.42].


Following	Yin’s	(1994)	case	study	definition,	this	case	study	analysis	can	be	described	


as a multiple-case design where each simple case (unit of analysis) was carefully 


selected to predict similar results.  As explained below, this multiple-case study was 


composed	of	eight	simple	cases	(Yin,	1994:46).	The	number	was	specifically	selected	


to provide compelling support for the initial set of propositions and theoretical 


framework.	The	case	study	analysis	was	structured	following	five	components,	


described in the following sections.
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4.2.1.1. Study questions


In this study, the main approach of the analysis was directed towards the compositional 


modality of the site of the image itself (Rose, 2001) [Section 1.5, p.20] in order 


to explore the multidimensional structure of complex diagrams and identify the 


informational layers and how they relate to each other. To gather the required data and 


guide the analysis, the following questions were applied to 13 units of analysis:


- How do underground diagrammatic maps organise information? 


- How many informational layers do they have? 


- Why does this diagrammatic typology have an iconic information 


organisation structure? 


At the second level of analysis, a production approach (Rose, 2001) [Section 1.5, 


p.20] was chosen to gather information about whether technology was a determining 


factor in the creation of the diagrammatic map typology. Exclusively the four units of 


analysis of the London Underground diagram were analysed to explore this approach. 


For this the following question guided the analysis:


- What	were	the	design	technologies	when	the	first	London	Underground	


diagram was created? 


4.2.1.2 Unit of analysis


The units of this case study were divided into two groups: 


- Main units. First underground diagrammatic maps: Four London 


Underground diagrams from its creation in 1933 to 2008.


- Additional units. Supportive underground diagrammatic maps: The six 


next biggest and oldest underground networks (Ovenden, 2005), i.e. latest 


versions of underground diagrammatic maps from the cities of New York, 


Madrid, Berlin, Moscow, Paris, and Tokyo. The diagrammatic map of a 


smaller underground network, i.e. Buenos Aires, was also included. 


It is important to mention that in the cases of the New York and Moscow 


underground networks, two versions of diagrammatic maps were analysed in 


each city. The current versions of their underground diagrammatic maps were 


complemented with older ones that were also found relevant, as they presented 


significant	design	features	in	their	organisation	of	information.	The	latest	version	of	


the underground diagrammatic map of New York City (designed in 2008) does not 
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have the same level of abstraction as that of London or Berlin, but its underground 


diagrammatic map, designed in the early 1970s, has a geometric layout with similar 


characteristics to those of the other units of analysis mentioned above. 


Moscow was a different case. This city seems to create a new design for its 


underground diagrammatic map almost every two years1. For this reason, to identify 


the main structure of these complex diagrams, it was relevant to include in this 


analysis an older version as a supplement of the latest one.     


The units of analysis were collected from different sources: in London, from the 


Transport for London Archives and London Transport Museum’s Libraries at Acton 


Town and Covent Garden. Data were also collected in three other ways: personal 


collection of underground diagrammatic maps; from books (Roberts, 2005); and 


from	the	Internet	[Appendix	A4].	The	period	of	time	analysed	was	from	the	first	


underground diagrammatic map, with the creation of the London Underground 


diagram, in 1933 up to 2008. 


4.2.1.3 Study propositions and theoretical framework


The initial proposition for this study was the existence of a layered structure [Section 


2.2.1, p.43] behind complex diagrammatic maps. In addition, a previously developed 


theoretical framework (Yin, 1994) acted as the skeleton of the case study analysis and 


helped to structure the collected information, facilitating its analysis. The theoretical 


framework followed in this study was that complex diagrammatic maps were 


composed	of	a	seven-layered	structure.	The	definition	of	the	initial	seven-layered	


structure is described in Section 5.2.2 [p.145] and was as follows:


- Layer 1: Main structure: Network 


- Layer 2: Main content: Interchanges


- Layer 3: Reference information


- Layer 4: Navigation components: Grid, border, ground 


- Layer 5: Graphic coding


- Layer 6: Textual information


- Layer 7: Additional information.


1  http://www.metro.ru/map/
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This set of layers was used as a template and was applied to each unit of analysis. 


Each of them was dissected into groups of layers to make it easier to understand 


their types of components. The criteria used to organise the groups of layers were the 


analytical template [Section 4.3.2.1.1, p.118]. The information obtained from each 


individual case was organised in an interactive matrix [Section 4.3.31, p.121] to allow 


comparative analysis and reach the appropriate conclusions. Findings were used to 


verify the layered structure and to identify different layers that were not considered at 


the beginning of the study.


The case study analysis was limited to analysing the organisation of the information 


and the types of visual components, aesthetic issues not being taken into 


consideration.


4.2.1.4 Linking data to study propositions


Analytic techniques used in this study included putting information into different 


arrays,	defining	a	matrix	of	categories,	creating	data	displays	to	examine	data	


[Section 4.3.3.1, p.121], putting information into chronological order as well as 


other temporal schemes [Appendix A5], and pattern-matching, which compares an 


empirically-based pattern with a predicted one. If the patterns coincide, the results 


can strengthen the internal validity of the case study.


4.2.1.5	Criteria	for	interpreting	the	findings


The	interpretation	criteria	for	the	findings	were	based	on	the	theoretical	framework	


described	in	Section	4.2.1.3	[p.112].		The	visual	methods	used	to	analyse	the	findings	of	


this study are explained in Sections 4.2.3.1 [p.118], 4.3.2.2 [p.119] and 4.3.2.3 [p.120].


4.2.2 Analysing the decision-making process 


As this thesis explored the rational side of design, the participation of scientists in 


this study was thought relevant to obtain new insights into the decision-making 


process of diagram creation that could be applied to enrich the conceptual design 


stage. To meet these objectives, analytical relational surveys [Section 4.1.2, p.96] 


were designed as open questionnaires to be responded to after the completion of 


an	assignment.	The	surveys	sought	to	find	out	what	proportion	of	diagram	creators	


(designers and scientists) has a certain characteristic or follows a pattern when facing 


a diagram design problem. 
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4.2.2.1 Intuitive and rational diagramming approaches


Two contrasting groups of potential diagram creators were explored here: professional 


designers, who tend to be practice- and intuition-driven (Lawson, 1983; Cross, 2007), 


and scientists, who tend to be objective- and system-driven (Lawson, 1983; Cross, 


2007). The most important difference between designers and scientists is that the 


former are constructive and the latter analytic. In other words, designers tend to 


adopt a solution-focused strategy and scientists a problem-focused strategy. Cross 


(2007:22-25) explains that as a consequence of design education, designers are 


trained to generate satisfactory solutions quite quickly rather than spending time on 


prolonged analysis of the problem. Although comparisons of designers’ and scientists’ 


problem-solving strategies have been already the subject of study (Lawson, 1983; 


Cross, 2007), this research strategy focused on the conceptual decision-making process 


in diagramming [Section 3.2.2, p.77]. Findings provided insights about the kind of 


requirements, components and types of information considered when diagramming.


The	first	group	of	participants	comprised	practitioners	from	design	disciplines,	and	the	


second,	professionals	from	scientific	disciplines.	One	of	the	aims	of	the	study	was	to	


analyse how these opposed groups respond to the same problem. Designers were forced 


to think rationally and overanalyse information before moving to sketching phases, 


while scientists, in addition to the analysis, were forced to move to those phases and 


visualise the given information based on their analysis. Special attention was paid to 


finding	similarities	and	differences	in	the	groups’	decision-making	processes.


4.2.2.2	Defining	criteria	for	decision-making	analysis


The structure of this study followed four variables in order to cover all aspects of the 


problem: 


- Experimental variables.  Commonalities in the decision-making process. 


Commonalities in the use of visual components and resources to depict 


information. To obtain a broader range of results, two different pieces of 


information of the same typology were designed for these workshops. 


- Dependent variables. The outputs had to respond to the experimental 


variables


- Controlled variables.	Selection	of	participants	using	specific	criteria	[Section	


4.1.7.1, p.102].


- Uncontrolled variables. Free interpretation of the open questionnaires.
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The analytical surveys were completed in two workshops [Appendix B], which 


were held in the Eikones research centre (Basel) and the University of Barcelona 


(Barcelona). Designers participated in the workshop conducted in Switzerland, and 


scientists in that of Spain. In both cases, each group of participants worked in a room 


located in a neutral place. At the beginning of each of the workshop sessions, the 


researcher explained the assignment to be completed in a limited amount of time. 


Based on the phases and actions of the conceptual design stage [Section 3.2.2, p.77], 


the workshops were organised in order to cover: problem understanding and analysis 


(25	minutes),	and	sketching	(15	minutes).	The	first	phase	involved	data	processing	by	


reading, understanding and organising a given piece of text. Participants were given a 


set of criteria to structure their analysis: 


- Information (Tufte, 1998): Identify the main idea and elements of the text 


in order to better understand the information to be communicated. This 


criterion was inspired by an exercise, commonly taught at high school, 


which is used to distinguish main from additional information. Tufte (1998) 


describes three key types of information to consider for depiction: numbers, 


nouns and verbs. Proposed questions: What is the text about? What are the 


most important concepts that the text explains?


- Communication (Bertin, 1983; Roam, 2008): Suggest the best way, order 


or strategy to visually communicate the information. This encouraged 


participants to rearrange the information in order to create more effective 


ways to communicate. Proposed questions: Can the main concepts of the text 


be reordered for information-processing purposes? How this can be done? 


- Universal comprehension (Bertin, 1983): Suggest concepts to increase 


universal comprehension of the given information. The concepts had to be 


classified	from	a	universal	comprehension	criterion	(i.e.	something	known	


in	most	countries,	besides	the	spoken	or	written	language)	to	a	specific	


comprehension criterion (i.e. something only understood in a particular city/


place). 


After analysing the given pieces of text, participants had to respond to these criteria 


by extracting key data and making word-concept lists. 


In the second phase, participants had to draw the mental representations (Tversky 


et al., 2007) that the given piece of text had inspired in them. Tversky et al. (2007) 
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explain that one effective method of collecting information related to the decision-


making process is to analyse people’s mental representations of a given subject 


and the visual components they use to depict it. They argue that more open-ended 


techniques might be more appropriate and revealing when used for complex 


visual representations, because this kind of task captures the natural way that 


communication occurs and produces a rich set of data. 


4.2.2.3 Written and visual outputs


Outputs obtained from this study were mostly composed from free-response or open 


questions	(i.e.	written	responses),	and	diagrams	and	sketches	(i.e.	visual	findings)	


[Appendix	B4].	The	analysis	of	both	types	of	outputs	was	oriented	to	the	identification	


of semantic functions (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006) rather than individual forms 


or	specific	colours.	To	facilitate	the	analysis	of	written	responses,	Oppenheim	(1992)	


suggests converting them into numerical form [Section 4.3.4, p.122]. As the approach 


of	this	thesis	is	neither	cognitive	nor	psychological,	written	findings	were	explored	and	


examined employing discourse analysis (Krippendorff, 2004) [Section 4.3.1, p.117].


Using compositional interpretation analysis (Rose, 2001; Tufte, 1998) [Section 


4.3.2.3, p.120], visual outputs were analysed from the morphological and technical 


points of view looking for basic and general patterns and common visual resources. 


In further analyses, participants’ problem-solving strategy for visualising information 


was coded following Roam’s (2008) theory (6-Ws: who/what, how much, when, 


where, how, why) [Section 2.1.3.1.2, p.38].


Outputs were coded and organised into an interactive matrix [Section 4.3.3.1, p.121], 


and comparative visual analysis was used (Tufte, 1983; Jones, 1992; Rose, 2001; Yee, 


2006) to interpret and analyse the collected data. 
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4.3	Stage	2:	Analysing	research	findings	


This section discusses the set of methods used for analysing written and visual 


outputs generated from the research strategies explained in the previous section 


[p.110] of this chapter.


4.3.1 Analysing the written outputs  


In this thesis, written outputs were analysed following discourse analysis 


(Krippendorff, 2004). Discourse analysis is a qualitative method used to analyse text 


‘above	the	level	of	sentences’	(Krippendorff,	2004:16).	In	other	words,	this	method	


can	be	used	to	explore	how	analytical	explanations	construct	and	reflect	specific	steps	


of the decision-making process and levels of comprehension.


Based on this objective, written outputs were examined following a word/concept 


analysis to seek patterns of terms, concepts or words. For this, these outputs were 


organised	according	to	categories	previously	defined	to	answer	aspects	of	the	initial	


research question [Appendix B1.4]. When analysing written outputs, the textual 


elements were presented in a particular context, and their meaning could change 


in another context; this was taken into account. The meanings of texts, like images, 


depend on both their own meanings and the meanings embedded in other texts. This 


phenomenon is known as intertextuality.	For	this	reason,	it	was	difficult	to	extract	


and isolate words or concepts from their context. The boundaries of these categories 


of analysis were blurred, and a word or concept could belong to one or another 


category depending on the previous or following word or concept. This analysis was 


conducted together with that of visual outputs, as they guided the textual analysis.


4.3.2 Methods for analysing the visual outputs 


Visual outputs analysed in this thesis were collected through the case study analysis 


[Section 4.2.1, p.110], analytical relational surveys [Section 4.2.2, p.113], pilot 


workshops [Section 4.4.1, p.123] and the self-documentation study [Section 4.4.2, 


p.126]. The visual methods employed were used to examine visual qualitative 


data and gather evidence to answer the research question and meet the particular 


objectives of each research strategy.
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4.3.2.1 Visual structures


Visual disaggregation (Engelhardt, 2002) is a qualitative visual method that can 


be used to analyse complex visual representations such as diagrammatic maps. 


This method dissects complex visual representations into simple ones, organising 


and combining their components in levels or layers according to their function 


and meaning. Engelhardt (2002) explains that the interpretation of a complex 


visual representation may be carried out by interpreting its levels of constituent 


components and the ways in which these are combined (their graphic relations). 


Tufte (1998) refers to this concept as the layered views [Section 2.2.1, p.43], in which 


diagrams are structured. This method is structured following GIS principles. As with 


GIS, visual disaggregation analysis views and presents many layers of information at 


the same time to visualise in a simple way complex data and structures. 3D layered 


views are employed to show places or components that cannot be seen directly from 


one	fixed	viewpoint	in	a	2D	visual	representation	(Tufte,	1998:57).	The	order	of	


the informational layers depends on the purpose of the analysis and the analytical 


template structure. The strength of this method is that it allows the complexities of 


structures, connections and relationships to be seen, making it easier to understand 


the organisation rationale behind complex visual representations.


4.3.2.1.1 A seven-layered structure as analytical template 


To obtain successful results, a visual disaggregation analysis must be based on 


an analytical template (Rose,	2001).	The	definition	of	an	initial	template	and	its	


(layered)	structure	used	for	the	breaking-down	process	has	to	be	meticulously	defined	


to obtain precise and rigorous results. The structure must be valid, which means that 


there has to be a theoretical connection between it and the broader context in which 


its meanings are made. This connection between context and structure requires 


careful thought. Its starting point is the initial research question [Section 1.4, p.18]. 


Some	components	of	the	structure	(layers)	will	be	easily	and	obviously	identifiable,	


but for some others it will be necessary to return to previous studies. The analytical 


template must be revised and retried until it is exhaustive, exclusive and completely 


consistent and replicable (Rose, 2001; van Leeuwen and Jewitt, 2001), so when 


different design researchers use it they obtain the same results and dissect complex 


visual representations in similar ways. Data collected from the analysis is used to 


support, reject and review the initial analytical template structure.  
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In this thesis, the visual disaggregation method was applied to analyse the case study 


units of analysis [Appendix A]. This method reduced the underground diagrammatic 


maps to their component parts, i.e. types of components and layers, which were 


organised	according	to	a	previously	defined	structure,	i.e.	the	analytical	template.	The	


analytical template used for the case study was composed of a seven-layered structure 


[Section	5.2.2,	p.145]	to	organise	the	dissecting	process.	Each	layer	was	defined	to	


represent one principal feature of complex diagrams.


4.3.2.2 Visual contents 


Content analysis (Rose, 2001, 2007) is used to analyse the content of visual material. 


This	is	defined	as	an	empirical,	systematic	and	objective	method	for	quantifying	


recorded visual material. The method is generally used for quantitative analysis, 


which makes it essential to rigorously follow a number of rules and procedures for 


reliability. Nevertheless, content analysis can also be used for qualitative samples, 


i.e. in this thesis, in which case the analysis is not focused on counting frequencies 


but rather pays attention to visual characteristics, components and types of visual 


representations and how all these factors behave together. As this method focuses 


almost exclusively on the compositional modality of the site of the image itself 


[Section 1.5, p.20], the researcher’s background and experience in the subject of study 


are key factors in her ability to obtain detailed and deep results (Rose, 2007).


4.3.2.2.1 Questions for qualitative content analysis


Qualitative content analysis usually isolates visual representations’ components or 


sequences	of	representations	that	belong	to	specific	categories	or	respond	to	common	


patterns or questions. van Leeuwen (2001:14) suggests the use of questions as a 


starting	point	to	define	the	main	categories	for	content	analysis,	and	describes	three	


main	groups	of	possible	questions.	In	order	to	gather	more	specific	evidence	to	meet	


the	aims	and	objectives	of	this	thesis,	a	fourth	group	of	questions	was	defined	and	


added to the others. The resulting four groups of questions are as follows:


- Questions of priority/salience of content. How zoom-out questions, which 


focus on general data patterns of visibility (e.g. colour, order, size)


- Questions of bias. Comparative questions, which focus on frequency, duration 


or priority of representation


- Questions about chronological changes. Historical questions, which focus on 


how representations have changed historically.
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- Questions of compositionality. How zoom-in questions, which focus on image 


structures and their individual compositional elements.


Diagrammatic content was analysed looking at questions 1, 3 and 4.


4.3.2.3 Visual components 


Compositional interpretation (Tufte, 1990; Rose, 2001) is a non-methodological 


way of looking at the content and form of visual representations. As in content 


analysis,	a	great	deal	of	specific	knowledge	of	the	subject	being	analysed	is	needed.	


Compositional interpretation analyses what visual representations are, rather than 


what they do or how they are used (Rose, 2007). 


4.3.2.3.1 Categories for visual compositionality


Rose (2007) and Tufte (1990) describe possible analytical categories of visual 


compositionality that should be considered when approaching this analysis. Their 


proposed	set	of	categories	has	been	rearranged	and	redefined	to	suit	the	research	


question and to exclusively orient them to the analysis of complex diagrams. As a 


result, the four categories to explore the visual outcomes are as follows: 


- Content/Visual language (Rose, 2001, 2007). The meaning of the diagrams 


and how this meaning is shown. To identify both the types of components 


(meaning) presented in complex diagrams and their visual language.  


Proposed question: What is the main visual language used in the diagrams?


- Spatial organisation (Tufte, 1990; Rose, 2001). Spatial organisation 


considers how diagrams structure their space and the elements within it. 


Proposed questions: How do the diagrams organise their components? How 


do the diagrams delimit their boundaries?


- Degree of iconicity (Moles and Janiszewski, 1989). Iconicity measures the 


degree of similarity of the elements of the diagram with the reality. This 


category is not dealing with veracity of meaning. Proposed question: Do the 


diagrams	employ	abstract	or	figurative	language?	


- Graphic coding (Rose, 2001). The graphic coding used in the diagrams, 


including texture, colour, size, orientation, value and shape. Proposed 


question: What are the visual variables [Section 5.2.5.2.1, p.158] employed in 


the diagrams?
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The above were the criteria used to analyse visual outputs from a compositional 


interpretation approach in this thesis.


4.3.3	Comparing	research	findings


Comparative analysis methods systematically organise data in visual displays to 


facilitate the analysis and search for visual and conceptual connections. Data may be 


organised and displayed in different ways to compare every element/concept with 


every other. The aim of these methods is to identify and evaluate similarities and 


differences in a particular situation. Data displays must be truthful and revealing, 


must be designed using the same logic as that of the analysis, and must be clear so 


that other researchers can understand them and arrive at the same conclusions.  


4.3.3.1 Interaction matrix and visual displays


Two data displays have been designed according to the complexity and purposes of 


the analyses in this thesis:


- Interaction matrix (Gregory, 1966; Jones, 1992). This data display consists of 


a matrix (chart) in which all the elements can be compared with each other. To 


prevent extremely complex analysis, Jones (1992) suggests using no more than 


20 elements per matrix and dividing the research material into smaller matrices. 


A	high	number	of	matrices	with	few	elements	can	make	the	identification	and	


evaluation of similarities and differences in a particular situation easier. Put 


simply,	this	tool	allows	appropriate	classification	of	the	research	material	to	aid	


recognition of all possible sets of solutions and sub-solutions to a problem.  


For each research strategy conducted in this thesis, one matrix with the 


written	outputs	and	one	with	the	visual	outputs	were	created	in	order	to	find	


new insights.


- Visual displays (Eco, 2004). Visual displays are another tool used for 


comparative	analysis.	Unlike	a	general	matrix,	this	tool	breaks	down	findings	


into	specific	categories,	narrowing	the	analysis	and	creating	a	separate	index-


visual card for each item and step included in the general analysis. This tool 


examines each category independently and in depth. Visual displays are 


extremely useful for comparing how each category solves the same problem, 


to easily identify gaps and to examine different solutions. In this thesis, visual 


displays were created to visualise the obtained data for each case study unit of 


analysis.
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4.3.4 Classifying outputs


Coding (Oppenheim, 1992; Rose, 2001) enables the examination, exploration and 


analysis of both written and visual outputs in a systematic manner, with participants’ 


personal data made anonymous and protected by a visual and numerical system. 


A visual identification (Oppenheim, 1992; Rose, 2001) has to be attached to every 


question or group of questions and to every response or group of responses. Once the 


visual	identification	and	a	set	of	numerical	symbols	are	attached	to	the	questions,	it	


is called a reference list (Oppenheim, 1992). Every coding system should be based on 


a codebook, designed according to the initial questions or reasons for collecting the 


information. The codebook must be rigorously designed, taking into account that the 


labels or coding categories must be exhaustive, exclusive and enlightening.


In	short,	once	the	research	strategies	are	defined,	three	components	are	needed	in	


order to start the analysis:


- The findings. Participants’ outputs, e.g. original surveys completed and 


written analyses and visual outputs from that research strategy.


- The codebook. Labels (e.g. numerical values, names, colour coding, letters, or 


a combination of both letters and numbers) and/or analytical templates used 


to obtain every answer and response.


- The reference list. A list showing which number has been assigned to each 


participant, question, coding frames and explanations of the analytical 


templates.


Coding is generally used to facilitate the analysis of a large number of responses and 


is carried out using automated systems such as computer software. As this thesis 


worked with qualitative data in quantities of less than a hundred images per analysis, 


the material was coded manually. 
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4.4 Stage 3: Revising, optimising and testing 


The	identification	of	areas	of	MapCI	Cards-V3.0	that	could	be	improved	was	the	


first	objective	of	this	stage.	After	these	areas	were	identified,	revised	and	optimised,	


the	final	version	of	MapCI	Cards,	i.e.	MapCI	Cards-V4.0,	was	developed.	This	


final	version	was	then	tested	with	its	intended	users	(i.e. experienced graphic and 


information designers) and in its context of use (i.e. professional practice). In 


addition, the effect of MapCI Cards-V4.0 on intended users’ conceptual design 


processes was investigated. 


The research strategies to achieve the aims and objectives of this stage were:


- An experimental study	(Patton,	2002)	[Section	4.1.3,	p.96]:	Refining	and	


optimising MapCI Cards-V3.0 through pilot workshops 


- A naturalistic enquiry (Patton, 2002; Mattelmäki, 2008) [Section 


4.1.4,	p.97]:	Testing	the	final	version	of	MapCI	Cards	through	pilot	self-


documentation studies


Both strategies in this stage aimed at measuring intended users’ levels of satisfaction 


about MapCI Cards-V4.0. Bevan (2011:1) explains that measures of satisfaction for 


a	tool	can	include	overall	satisfaction	with	the	tool	itself,	satisfaction	with	specific	


features of the tool (i.e. visual attributes, format, layout, content, terminology); the 


adequacy of goal achievement (i.e. completion of the assignment); enjoyment of use; 


or the mental effort required (i.e. learnability). 


4.4.1 Pilot workshops for revision and optimisation


Two pilot workshops were designed to identify the areas in which MapCI Cards-V3.0 


needed further development and improvement.  These workshops took place in 


Barcelona (Spain) and London (UK) [Appendix D]. It is important to mention that 


this study was not conducted in MapCI Cards-V3.0’s intended context of use, i.e. 


professional practice, because its aim was to study the design method itself and 


its relationship with its intended users, i.e. experienced graphic and information 


designers [Section 4.1.7.2, p.103]. Therefore, an experimental pilot study (Patton, 


2002) was designed to gather these data. 
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Observation of experienced designers’ work during a particular design assignment 


(Patton, 2002) was the main method used in this study to document and collect 


data. The aim of this method was to learn and explicate how intended users applied 


MapCI Cards-V3.0 to complete the assignment. In addition, at the beginning of the 


workshops, participants were asked to put in writing their analyses and problem-


solving processes.


These data were supplemented with open-ended questionnaires (Oppenheim, 1992) 


asked in unstructured interviews (Robson, 2002). Unstructured interviews are used 


when the researcher has a general area of interest and concern, but prefers to let 


the conversation develop within this area. In order to obtain insights about MapCI 


Cards-V3.0	related	to	specific	features,	an	informal	conversation	was	conducted	at	


the end of the workshops with both groups of participants.  A conversation guide 


(Robson, 2002) was previously developed to outline the areas of concern to be 


discussed. Conversations with both groups of participants were recorded in note-


taking memos, and then draft reports were sent to each participant to ensure content 


accuracy	[Section	4.1.8,	p.104].	Three	areas	of	discussion	were	identified	and	defined	


as follows: comprehension, usefulness, and formal attributes of MapCI Cards-V3.0. 


These areas constituted the conversation guide: 


1. Comprehension. Please explain your understanding of MapCI Cards-V3.0 


in terms of its usability. What was your opinion about the content of MapCI 


Cards-V3.0?	Did	you	find	it	clear	and	pertinent	to	graphic	and	information	


design practices?  


2. Usefulness.	Did	you	find	MapCI	Cards	useful	to	assist	complex	diagram	


problem-solving?	Did	you	find	it	easy	to	use	and	helpful	to	complete	the	


assignment?


3. Formal attributes. According to your experience during the workshop, what 


is your opinion about MapCI Cards-V3.0 format? Which format (booklet 


or list formats) would you have found more usable and pertinent for your 


professional practice? Please explain why.


These areas were effective in eliciting rich descriptions of MapCI Cards-V3.0. The 


incoming information from participants sharpened the focus of the initial aim of this 


study	(Corbin	and	Strauss,	2008).	Parts	of	these	findings	were	considered	for	the	


development	of	the	final	version	of	MapCI	Cards	[Section	6.2,	p.186],	the	verification	
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of the interpretation topics [Section 4.1.8.5, p.108] and provided meaningful 


insights to structure the naturalistic enquiry [Section 4.4.2, p.126]. It is important 


to mention that, for the researcher, this study was exploratory and used for piloting 


her	skills	to	extract	specific	data	from	participants.		As	a	result,	data	collected	


from the conversations at the end of the workshops were disproportionate, as 


participants’ responses varied in depth and elaboration. Nevertheless, this experience 


was enriching for the researcher and permitted her to learn key ways to conduct 


unstructured interviews in order to elicit the required data, which she applied in the 


self-documentation study [Section 4.4.2.2.5, p.132].   


4.4.1.1 Pilot workshop structure


The pilot workshops were structured in three parts following the phases of the 


conceptual design stage:


- Understanding and analysis [Sections 3.2.2.1, p.78; 3.2.2.2, p.79 and 


3.2.2.3, p.79]. Assimilating and separating information into its constituent 


components, ideas, or parts.


- Organisation and simplification [Section 3.2.2.4, p.80]. Giving structure or 


character to the constituent components, ideas, or parts. 


- Creating draft proposal [Section 3.2.2.5, p.81]. Outlining and visualising the 


constituent components, ideas, and parts of a possible outcome.


At the beginning of each workshop, each participant was given one assignment in 


an A4 booklet format and MapCI Cards-V3.0. Participants had to apply MapCI 


Cards-V3.0 to guide their conceptual design problem-solving. The booklet contained 


a design brief with the necessary design settings to complete the assignment (i.e. 


client’s information, commission, target audience, technical requirements) [Section 


3.2,	p.73].	To	obtain	a	broader	range	of	findings,	two	types	of	information	sources	


were selected to work with in this study: Theme A: Scientific content and Theme 


B: Historical content.  Although only one theme was given to each participant, 


in all cases the assignment was to translate one of the information sources into a 


diagrammatic	representation.	The	final	outcome	did	not	have	to	be	a	finished	piece,	


but a draft proposal. In terms of technical requirements, participants were free to use 


the tools that they felt more comfortable working with, i.e. digital or manual tools.
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4.4.2. A self-documentation study for testing


A naturalistic enquiry (Patton, 2002) was found the most appropriate type of 


investigation	to	test	the	final	version	of	MapCI	Cards,	and	a	self-documentation	study	


was designed to meet the aims and objectives. The purpose of self-documentation 


was to examine and record the daily factors of diagram creators while implementing 


MapCI Cards-V4.0 as part of a solving-problem strategy. Self-documentation 


studies emphasise participants’ active role in recording material, as participants 


are asked to experiment, then express and explicate their experiences. In addition, 


self-documentation	minimises	the	researcher’s	possible	influence	on	the	participant	


(Mattelmäki, 2008). The philosophy of this type of studies is fundamentally 


associated with accepting ambiguity (Mattelmäki, 2008). These studies should ask 


open questions encouraging participants’ inspiration and playfulness. In addition, 


aesthetic and visual qualities (Mattelmäki, 2008) are key factors, as they should 


engage and guide participants, and ease their experience at the same time.


To register and document participants’ experiences and comments about MapCI 


Cards-V4.0, self-documentation kits were designed [Section 4.4.2.2.4, p.131]. This 


was also a way of collecting data from the phases of conceptual design, and gaining 


a more credible and reliable idea of an intended user’s experience than recording 


just one situation by means such as observation, i.e. as already done during pilot 


workshop	studies.	Collected	data	permitted	the	identification	of	problems	arising	as	


a result of the implementation of the design method developed by this thesis, and 


enabled the measurement of its performance in the professional practice.


4.4.2.1 Pilot self-documentation cases


Pilot	studies	are	crucial	to	reveal	obvious	flaws	with	research	strategies	prior	to	the	


full experience (Bevan, 2011). A pilot study can result in revision of assignments to 


reduce ambiguity and avoid unexpected problems. Bevan (2011) suggests having one 


or two people to complete a usability experience. For this naturalistic enquiry, two 


pilot studies were conducted to obtain feedback on the structure of the strategy, and 


the components of the self-documentation kit, i.e. questionnaires [Section, 4.4.2.2.1, 


p.129], assignment [Section, 4.4.2.2.2, p.129], self-documentation tools and debrief 


forms [Section, 4.4.2.2.4, p.131], and their functionality, comprehensibility and 


content.
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4.4.2.1.1 Analysing pilot self-documentation results


The two pilot self-documentation studies undertaken to test the content of the kit and 


pertinence of the assignment helped develop the most appropriate way of collecting 


information according to design practitioners’ needs and timings. Part of the pilot 


studies	was	focused	on	defining	and	delimiting	the	assignment’s	goal	with	specific	


objectives	[Section	4.4.2.2.2,	p.129].	This	was	essential	to	find	a	balanced	assignment,	


which allowed participants to work with MapCI Cards-V4.0, but minimised the 


level of disruption of their design thinking, keeping the naturalistic conditions 


(Patton,	2002)	of	the	study.	In	addition,	the	pilot	studies	helped	define	the	structure	


of this strategy and the set of components aimed at registering and documenting 


participants’ thinking processes and experiences during the study. 


The following points were highlighted after a copy of the initial self-documentation 


kit	was	given	to	the	first	pilot	participant:


- First contact [Section 4.4.2.2, p.128]. The pilot participant was contacted via 


email sending her a brief explanation of the study. After she agreed to take 


part in it, an online demographic questionnaire was sent by email before a 


face-to-face meeting was scheduled in her design studio. The pilot participant 


responded to these initial steps in a positive way. 


- Initial meeting [Section 4.4.2.2, p.128]. A consent form, a folder containing 


MapCI Cards-V4.0, a self-documentation kit and a design assignment 


were given during this meeting. In addition, the researcher gave a brief 


explanation of how the study would work, letting the participant know 


the maximum amount of time for its completion, i.e. one week. The pilot 


participant described this meeting as short and unclear and stressed the 


need for more details about the study. 


- Self-documentation tools [Section 4.4.2.2.4, p.131]. During the initial 


meeting, the researcher did not explain in detail to the participant how 


to document her problem-solving process. In addition, the initial answer 


sheets,	designed	as	A5	size,	resulted	in	insufficient	space	to	write	down	the	


participant’s analysis and ideas. Consequently, the pilot participant stressed 


a need for more guidance in terms of how to register her conceptual design 


stage, and clearer documentation forms. 


- Design assignment [Section 4.4.2.2.2, p.129]. Information sources were 


described as heavy and long, demanding a great amount of time to read them 


in	full.	As	a	result,	the	assignment	was	defined	as	time-consuming.
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- Time-length [Section 4.4.2.2.3, p.131]. The initial amount of time given to 


complete the assignment was one week, without specifying how the pilot 


participant should distribute the time. A need for time-slots to structure the 


hours working on the assignment within the maximum length of time was 


expressed by the pilot participant. 


- Follow-up meeting [Section 4.4.2.2.5, p.132]. At the end of the maximum 


length of time, the researcher met the pilot participant in her design studio 


to collect the folder and feedback from the experience of working with MapCI 


Cards-V4.0.  There was no contact between the researcher and the participant 


between the initial meeting and the follow-up meeting. As a result, the pilot 


participant returned the completed self-documentation kit to the researcher 


during the follow-up meeting held at the end of the week. 


The self-documentation tools included in the initial kit were paper-based 


components. One of the main results this pilot study revealed was the need to use 


digital	formats	instead	of	printed	materials	to	facilitate	participants’	debriefing	


and data documentation. Therefore, paper-based components were redesigned as 


electronic	documents	for	the	final	set.	Furthermore,	this	pilot	study	was	essential	


to	define	an	estimate	of	the	time	required	to	get	the	instructions	right	and	the	


assignment completed. 


The second pilot study was essential to adjust the content and terminologies of the 


tools, questionnaires and assignment. 


4.4.2.2 Self-documentation study structure and kit 


The	self-documentation	study	was	structured	in	three	parts.	The	first	part	involved	


participants’ recruitment, gathering of demographic information and introduction. 


A face-to-face meeting was held with each participant. The meetings were held in 


the participants’ design studios and recorded on written documents to maximise 


transparency (Robson, 2002). Then the researcher gave a self-documentation kit and 


explained the study and required assignment (Gaver et al., 1999).


The second part of this study was aimed at assignment development and 


participants’ self-documentation. Participants had to complete the assignment over 


a maximum time of six days. To verify the progress of task execution, the researcher 
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employed	intermediary	email-checks,	and	asked	participants	to	send	specific	probe	


forms,	i.e.	debrief	forms,	back	throughout	three	specified	time-slots,	i.e. two, four 


and six days.


The	last	part	focused	on	online	debriefing	and	a	face-to-face	follow-up	meeting.	At	


the end of the maximum period of time, participants sent self-documentation forms 


back by email, and then the researcher visited them in their studios to collect the 


kit and discuss further some of the responses and comments (Corti, 1993). Each 


participant	completed	de-briefing	forms,	in	order	to	supplement	and	validate	the	


information registered with the kit.


4.4.2.2.1 Demographic questionnaires


Prior to the initial meeting, an online demographic questionnaire was sent by email 


to each participant [Appendix E1]. The questionnaire aimed to gather participants’ 


information about areas and years of experience, their design methodologies and 


conceptual	design	approaches.	The	first	pilot	study	revealed	that	initial	versions	of	


this questionnaire contained unnecessary questions resulting in their being long and 


time-consuming. As a result, the questionnaire was shortened and the number of 


open	and	closed-ended	questions	balanced	and	reorganised.	The	final	version	was	a	


more focused and straightforward questionnaire. 


4.4.2.2.2 Design assignment and objectives


To	be	able	to	achieve	efficiency	in	self-documentation	studies,	Mattelmäki	(2008)	


emphasises	the	need	to	clearly	define	the	aims	and	objectives.	In	other	words,	it	


is necessary to decide in advance what we want to learn and what to investigate. 


This	leads	to	the	definition	of	the	assignment,	which	must	respond	to	the	aims	and	


objectives of the study. 


The design assignment [Appendix E2] for this study presented a determined 


design problem [Section 3.2, p.73], to which the solution was the creation of a 


diagrammatic draft proposal. For this, participants had to implement MapCI 


Cards-V4.0 to gain problem understanding and translate complex textual 


information sources into a diagrammatic proposal [Appendix E2.1]. The design 


brief,	included	in	the	kit,	defined	the	aims	and	objectives	of	the	assignment.	To	


ensure that the design assignment was suitable for the research purposes of this 
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study, six points (Cross et al., 1996; Dorst 1996 cited in Cross et al., 1996) were 


considered. The design assignment was:


- Challenging. Participants had to propose a new design solution.


- Realistic. Information sources were from a real-life problem.


- Appropriate for the participants. It was the kind of problem that would be 


often encountered in a design company and studio. However, to minimise the 


risk of routine design work due to background knowledge, the information 


sources were novel enough to make sure that participants probably would not 


have worked with something similar. 


- Not too large. The complexity of the assignment was in accord with the time 


available, i.e. maximum of six days.


- Feasible in the time available. The assignment involved producing conceptual 


draft proposals on a level detailed enough to serve as the basis for a 


worthwhile analysis.


- Suited to the level of experience. The complexity of the design assignment was 


set based on the sphere of knowledge of the participants.


The design assignment focused on the early stage of the design process, i.e. the 


conceptual	design	stage.	For	instance,	the	final	goal	was	not	the	development	of	a	


finished	diagrammatic	solution.	Participants	were	asked	to	present	ideas,	sketches,	


and conceptual proposals instead. Pilot results [Section 4.4.2.1, p.126 ] revealed 


that,	to	assess	and	measure	the	level	of	completion	of	the	design	assignment,	specific	


objectives	or	steps	to	fulfil	(Bevan,	2011)	should	be	defined	and	given	in	advance.	


Three	objectives	were	specified	in	this	study	as	follows:


- Objective A.	Definition	of	a	hierarchical	structure	of	the	information	


according	to	the	design	settings	of	the	assignment.	Identification	of	the	main	


subject	areas	to	be	displayed	in	the	potential	final	diagram.


- Objective B.	Definition	of	organisation	rationale,	overall	hierarchical	structure	


of information and skeletal framework of the potential diagrammatic solution.


- Objective C. Outline of results and creation of draft proposal. 


In this study, these objectives guided participants through their conceptual design 


stage and helped organise the work to complete the assignment. Each given objective 


in the above chain of objectives was the output of the successful attainment of the 


preceding objective, and, thus, was a precondition to attainment of the next higher 
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objective (Patton, 1997). It is important to mention that, although participants knew 


the	three	objectives	they	needed	to	fulfil,	they	did	not	know	in	advance	the	type	of	


output they would end up creating. 


4.4.2.2.3 Maximum length of time and slots


This	estimated	required	time	was	defined	after	the	pilot	studies	[Section	4.4.2.1,	


p.126]. In both previous pilots, participants took a maximum of two days to complete 


each of the above objectives. As a result, the minimum time required to complete the 


assignment was set as one day, and its maximum length as six days. Two days was set 


as the maximum time to complete each of the three objectives, but participants were 


free to decide how they wanted to distribute their working hours on the assignment 


within the maximum time. 


At the end of each two-day period (or before if required), the researcher sent by email 


digital probing debrief forms [Appendix E3]. Participants had to send them back 


completed according to their experience on how they achieved each objective, including 


a description of outputs created, tools used, and estimated time spent. At the end of 


the six-day period (or before if required), the researcher sent by email a digital debrief 


form to be completed with participants’ feedback and comments about their experience 


using MapCI Cards-V4.0 [Section 4.4.2.2.4, below; Appendices E3 and E4]. 


4.4.2.2.4 Self-documentation kit tools


Instruments collecting experiences and comments consist of various, often 


physical objects and tasks referred to as self-documentation tools, e.g. diaries, 


sketches, cameras (Gaver et al., 1999; Mattelmäki, 2008). Self-documentation tools 


(Mattelmäki, 2008) could be printed or electronic documents with open or more 


structured questions where participants are asked to record their feelings or activities 


during a certain period of time. 


In this study, self-documentation tools aimed to register participants’ conceptual 


design actions, and outputs generated during each phase to complete the assignment. 


Sketch booklets, answer sheet forms and check-lists were designed to collect, handle, 


communicate and store the collected data. These self-documentation tools looked at 


the key phases of the conceptual design stage, i.e. data processing, data organisation, 


and sketching [Section 3.2.2, p.77]. 
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Additionally,	a	debriefing	form	was	designed	to	be	completed	by	each	participant	at	


the end of the maximum time. This form focused on registering participants’ feelings 


towards MapCI Cards-V4.0 and whether it had assisted their conceptual design 


thinking.	The	debriefing	form	was	composed	of	open	questions	and	statements.	


Software Usability Measurement Inventory (SUMI) (Kirakowski et al., 1992 cited 


in	Bevan,	1995)	and	Bevan’s	(1995,	2011)	work	were	used	as	a	framework	to	define	


the initial set of statements. SUMI is a rating scale used to measure and specify 


satisfaction, presented as a 50-item questionnaire. Bevan (1995:13) explains that 


‘measures	of	satisfaction	can	provide	a	useful	indication	of	the	[intended]	user’s	


perception	of	usability’	of	a	tool.	Therefore,	the	five	sub-scales	provided	in	SUMI	


to	measure	satisfaction,	i.e.	affect,	efficiency,	helpfulness,	control	and	learnability,	


were	used	in	this	debriefing	form	and	as	the	criteria	to	define	the	interpretation	


model	[Section	4.1.8.5,	p.108].	In	short,	firstly,	this	form	aimed	to	obtain	feedback	


through open questions, in which participants could use their own words to express 


their feelings and comments. Secondly, it aimed to measure participants’ levels of 


satisfaction with MapCI Cards through statements to be responded to using the 


Smiley-Scale (Kunin, 1955 cited in Bevan, 2011) [Figure 4.3]. To acquire accurate 


results for a questionnaire based on SUMI’s structure, at least 10 representative 


intended users would be required. For this reason, in this thesis, responses to 


the statements were used as indicators only and as supplementary data to open-


question responses. It is important to mention that the initial 48-item questionnaire 


[Appendix E4] was reduced to 12 items based on pilot results. 


4.4.2.2.5 Follow-up meeting


To expand, supplement and revise the data collected with the self-documentation 


kits, an unstructured interview (Robson, 2002) was conducted with each participant 


two days after assignment completion. Although the interviews were treated as 


FIGURE 4.3. Smiley-Scale (Kunin, 1955 cited in Bevan, 2011:31)


1 2 3 4 5


‘Please tick the face that corresponds most closely with your degree of satisfaction with …’
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conversations, an interview guide was outlined based on participants’ debrief 


comments and outputs produced throughout their experience using MapCI 


Cards-V4.0. Before each interview, the researcher analysed the material collected 


and produced by each participant to be able to delineate areas for questioning and to 


amplify	the	findings	(Mattelmäki,	2008).	The	interview	could	not	be	entirely	planned	


in advance to the last detail, as it was an opportunity to gather intimate details of 


participants’ opinion about MapCI Cards-V4-0.  It is important to mention that due 


to participants’ schedules, in most of the cases this meeting was concise. As a result, 


data gathered were not as illuminating as they could have been in all cases, but were 


useful to enlarge some participants’ responses from their debrief forms. 
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4.5 Summary


The research strategy designed to meet the aims and objectives for this thesis was 


introduced as a three-stage structure. Primary and secondary data collection was 


described	as	the	first	stage,	followed	by	data	analysis	and	MapCI	Cards’	development.	


Revision, optimisation and testing constituted the third and last stage of the thesis. 


A case study of underground diagrammatic maps was introduced as the method 


to investigate the layered structure of 13 complex diagrams and collect technical 


insights. Twenty analytical relational surveys of designers and scientists, completed 


in two one-day workshops were conducted to learn and gather data about the 


decision-making process of creative and rational diagram creators.


Taxonomic organisational rationale was implemented to assemble data collected 


from theoretical studies, and research strategies. Visual disaggregation was the 


method used to dissect and analyse the units of the case study. An analytical template 


composed of seven layers was used as a framework to structure this study. Qualitative 


visual content analysis and compositional interpretation were used to gather data 


from visual outputs collected from the surveys. Matrix and data displays were 


designed	to	compare	research	findings	and	gather	in-depth	understanding.	Discourse	


analysis was used to investigate written outputs obtained from surveys. 


 


Experimental and naturalistic enquiries were designed for revising, optimising and 


testing MapCI Cards. Process and implementation evaluations were supplementary 


approaches to the testing enquiry. Pilot workshops were conducted with six design 


practitioners	to	identify	areas	for	improvement	in	MapCI	Cards-V3.0,	and	five	


self-documentation case studies were investigated to learn about and measure 


the effect of a guided approach to conceptual design in diagram creators. The two 


pilot	self-documentation	cases	were	discussed,	explaining	their	role	in	defining	the	


design assignment and developing the tools of the self-documentation kit. The key 


informants approach was introduced as the method used to assess the quality of self-


documentation in participants’ analyses. Three experts in the biological sciences were 


recruited to meet this objective.
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 A design method is a normative scheme that specifies 


in detail a certain working procedure, the activities 


to perform, and also a specific order in which the 


activities should be carried out. It is usually very 


precise, and the designer is to follow it meticulously.  


(Gedenryd, 1998:19)


5.  Developing the design 
method MapCI Cards
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5.1 Introduction


The	core	objective	of	this	thesis	is	to	define	and	implement	in	the	professional	practice	


a	guided	approach	to	conceptual	design,	by	which	diagram	creators	would	feel	assisted	


throughout	their	decision-making	processes.	This	chapter	introduces	the	initial	versions	


of MapCI Cards, the design method developed to meet these aims and objectives. 


The	intended	context	and	user,	aims	and	objectives,	and	types	of	components	in	


MapCI	Cards	are	presented	in	the	first	part	of	the	chapter	[Section	5.1.1,	below;	


Figure	3.6,	p.89].		The	process	of	defining	the	content	in	MapCI	Cards	[Section	5.2,	


p.143]	is	explained	next.	It	is	the	result	of	the	combination	of	theories	to	develop	an	


analytical	template	[Section	5.2.2,	p.145]	with	research	findings	[Section	5.2.3,	p.151].	


Two	versions	of	MapCI	Cards	[Sections	5.2.4,	p.155	and	5.2.5,	p.157]	are	the	outputs	


of	the	first	part	of	this	process.	


A	testable	version	of	MapCI	Cards,	i.e.	MapCI	Cards-V3.0,	is	introduced	after	adding	


a	set	of	insights	exclusively	from	information	organisation	(Wurman,	1989,	2001;	


Shedroff,	2003)	and	visual	thinking	(Roam,	2008)	theories	[Section	5.4.1,	p.163].


Several	formats	have	been	designed	and	reviewed	in	order	to	present	the	content	


in	MapCI	Cards	in	as	approachable	and	engaging	a	way	as	possible	for	its	intended	


context	and	users	[Section	5.5,	p.169].	At	the	end	of	the	chapter,	two	formats	are	


presented	to	be	tried	out	by	its	intended	users	in	the	revision	and	optimisation	


strategies	[Section	5.5.3,	p.170].	


5.1.1	The	intended	context	and	user	of	MapCI	Cards	


Throughout	the	thesis,	design	problems,	in	which	complex	diagrams	are	increasingly	


being needed as the design solution, have been introduced as recurrent cases in 


current	information	design	practice	[Sections	1.1,	p.3	and	2.1.1,	p.33].	The	aim	of	the	


design method presented here, i.e. MapCI Cards, is to contribute to the conceptual 


development	[Section	1.2.1,	p.7]	of	those	problems.	In	particular,	the	content	


presented in MapCI Cards is focused on assisting diagram creators in the conceptual 


design	of	print-based	solutions.	A	minimum	level	of	expertise	[Section	1.3.2.2,	p.16],	


i.e.	to	solve	design	problems	without	external	supervision,	is	required	to	implement	


MapCI Cards. 
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In	short,	MapCI	Cards	aims	to	address	determined	design	problems	(Dorst	and	


Lawson,	2009)	[Section	3.2,	p.73],	in	which	the	creation	of	a	print-based	complex	


diagram is needed as the design solution. Its context of use is the professional 


practice	[Section	1.3,	p.12]	and	its	intended	users	are	experienced	graphic	and	


information	design	practitioners	[Section	1.3.2,	p.13].


5.1.1.1	A	mixed	design	method	for	complex	diagrams


MapCI	Cards	is	introduced	as	a	design	method	(Gregory,	1966;	Cross,	2000),	


in	that	it	is	a	tool	for	problem-solving	which	aims	at	increasing	intended	users’	


information	management	skills	[Section	1.2.1,	p.7]	by	helping	them	to	generate	more	


considerations	than	they	could	do	alone.	It	is	defined	as	a	mixed	design	method	


[Section	3.3.1.3,	p.85]	because,	although	it	has	a	guided	approach,	it	was	conceived	


to	allow	a	mixture	of	both	rationality	and	intuition	in	the	overall	solving	of	a	diagram	


design problem.


5.1.1.2	Aim,	objectives	and	outputs	of	the	Cards


The	aim	of	MapCI	Cards	is	to	assist	conceptual	design	[Section	1.2.1,	p.7]	by	


minimising	the	risk	of	ill-understanding	[Section	1.2.3,	p.10].	For	this,	the	content	


in	MapCI	Cards	aims	to	guide	diagram	creators	through	their	process	of	analysis,	


understanding and organisation of complex information. In diagram creation, 


conceptual	tasks,	thoughts,	strategies	and	decision-making	processes	seem	to	remain	


uncertain,	as	the	problem-solving	process often	happens	inside	designers’	heads	


(Gregory,	1966;	Jones,	1992).	Self-documentation	findings	[Section	6.3,	p.195]	


provided	evidence	that	when	diagram	creators	were	in	the	process	of	developing	


a	proposal	they	seemed	to	have	responded	to	the	five	phases	of	conceptual	design	


introduced	in	this	thesis	[Section	3.2.2,	p.77].	However,	in	most	cases	they	did	not	


seem	to	be	conscious	of	that,	as	they	seemed	to	have	been	following	those	phases	as	


part of their modus operandi.	In	other	words,	they	have	become	accustomed	to	those	


actions	and	phases.	To	bring	awareness	to	the	problem-solving	process,	MapCI	Cards	


presents	sets	of	denaturalisation	guidelines	(Barthes,	1991),	where	a	routine	action	is	


approached	from	an	unfamiliar	perspective	so	that	it	is	seen	as	something	new	and	


never	seen	before.	When	actions	or	tasks	are	understood,	explained	and	named,	they	


would	be	taken	outside	their	usual	state	and	thus	designers	would	be	more	likely	to	


become	fully	aware	of	them	and	could	apply	them	purposefully	(Mollerup,	2005)	


[Section	2.4.1,	p.62].
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For	this,	a	collection	of	prompts,	variables	and	statements,	i.e.	the	guidelines	[Section	


6.2.2, p.191], is the content in MapCI Cards aimed at aiding intended users to 


understand,	digest	and	break	down	complex	information	into	key	data	for	conceptual	


design. Through the implementation of these guidelines, intended users can be 


assisted	to	complete	the	following	objectives:	


- Problem understanding and definition of the purpose of the diagram 


[Section	3.2.2.1,	p.78] 


- Familiarising with the target audience [Section	3.2.2.2,	p.79]


- Familiarising with the subject matter [Section	3.2.2.3,	p.79]


- Going through the simplification process [Section	3.2.2.4,	p.80]


- Defining initial coding criteria [Section	3.2.2.5,	p.81]


The	guidelines	are	clustered	in	five	groups,	i.e.	the	sets	[Section	6.2.2,	p.191]	aiming	


to	tackle	each	of	the	above	objectives.	The	analysis	conducted	with	MapCI	Cards	


must	respond	to	the	design	settings	specified	in	the	design	brief	[Section	3.2,	p.73].	


Resulting	outputs	from	the	implementation	of	MapCI	Cards	may	vary	from	written	


documents,	i.e.	lists	of	words,	ideas	and	thoughts,	to	visual	documents,	i.e.	mind-


maps,	map-type	diagrams,	sketches,	working	diagrams	and	wireframes	[Sections	


3.2.3,	p.82	and	6.3.2.6,	p.208].	These	outputs	may	be	relevant	for,	and	developed	


further	in,	the	prototype	stage	of	the	diagrammatic	design	process.	


5.1.1.3	Definition	rationale	for	conceptual	design	guidelines


The	definition	of	organisational	taxonomies	often	starts	with	that	of	the	smallest	


components,	i.e.	organisational	taxonomic	units	(Rich,	1992)	[Section	4.1.7,	p.101].	


Nevertheless,	the	components	in	MapCI	Cards	have	been	developed	following	an	


opposite	rationale,	which	began	with	the	definition	of	the	most	general	components,	


i.e.	the	aspects	of	analysis	referred	to	as	sets,	and	ended	with	that	of	the	more	specific	


components,	i.e.	the	levels	of	analysis	referred	to	as	guidelines	and	specifications.	


In	other	words,	the	first	defined	set	of	components	in	MapCI	Cards	was	an	initial	set	


of	aspects	of	analysis	[Section	5.2.4,	p.155],	followed	by	the	definition	of	guidelines	


and	specifications	responding	to	the	characteristics	of	each	of	these	aspects	of	


analysis	[Section	5.2.5,	p.157].	The	organisation	and	grouping	of	guidelines	and	


specifications	into	the	aspects,	i.e. group formation [Section	4.1.7,	p.101],	was	the	


last	step	[Section	5.4.1,	p.163].	In	short,	sets,	guidelines	and	specifications	are	the	
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constituent	components	in	MapCI,	presented	as	a	deck	of	Cards	in	the	final	version	of	


the	method	[Section	6.2.2,	p.192].


5.1.1.4	Aspects	and	levels	for	analysing	complex	information


In the broader level, a collection of guidelines organised in sets composes MapCI 


Cards.	Each	set	of	guidelines	is	aimed	to	deepen,	and	give	direction	to,	the	decision-


making	process,	leading	towards	the	dissection	and	breaking	down	of	complex	


information	from	five	areas or angles of analysis, i.e. referred to as aspects of 


analysis.	In	addition,	the	guidelines	and	groups	of	specifications	are	aimed	to	enrich	


and	deepen	further	this	analysis,	i.e.	referred	to	as	the	level	of	exploration	of	the	


method.	This	structure	presents	the	possibility	to	conduct	thorough analysis	and	


understanding	when	implementing	MapCI	Cards.	


These	three	types	of	components,	i.e.	sets,	guidelines	and	specifications,	have	been	


assembled	following	a	tree	structure,	which	permitted	the	definition	of	a	hierarchical	


skeleton,	in	which	they	were	organised	according	to	the	aspects	and	levels	of	analysis	


proposed	by	the	method.	The	final	skeleton	of	MapCI	Cards	should	be	read	from	left	


to	right,	and	from	top	to	bottom;	the	horizontal	axis	is	the	depth	of	analysis,	i.e.	fixed	


direction,	and	the	vertical	axis	is	the	angle	of	analysis,	i.e.	flexible	direction.	Figure	


5.1	[A3	fold	out]	shows	the	tree	structure	of	MapCI	Cards-V3.0.	The	first	column	


represents	the	sets	of	guidelines—which	are	colour-coded	according	to	their	angle	of	


analysis.	The	following	columns	refer	to	the	guidelines	and	specifications.	The	last	


two	columns	on	the	right	represent	the	deepest	level	of	analysis,	composed	of	sub-


specifications,	not	included	in	the	final	version	of	the	method	[Section	6.2.2,	p.191].


The	next	part	of	the	chapter	introduces	the	framework	and	strategy	followed	to	


define	the	content	in	MapCI	Cards,	and	gives	a	description	of	the	key	steps	in	the	


development process of the initial versions of the method.
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A3	fold	out:	FIGURE	5.1


Tree	structure	of	MapCI	Cards-V3.0
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5.2	The	analytical	template	and	first	versions	 
of	MapCI	Cards


Up to this point, the context of use, intended user, objectives, and constituent 


components in MapCI Cards have been introduced. This second part of the chapter 


explains	the	definition	process	of	each	type	of	component	in	MapCI	Cards,	i.e.	


aspects,	guidelines,	specifications,	and	determines	their	angles	and	levels	of	analysis.	


This	process	involved	parallel	actions	such	as	the	combination	of	theories	in	a	new	


way,	extracting	the	concepts	most	pertinent	to	the	purpose	of	this	thesis	from	each.	


To	facilitate	understanding	of	this	process,	a	set	of	supportive	and	explanatory	


diagrams summarises the theories, enlarges the concepts and illustrates the 


structures. 


This	thesis	argues	that	diagrammatic	maps	share	a	common	way	of	organising	


information	[Section	2.2.1,	p.43],	independent	of	their	visual	language,	which	


can be scaled up to aid the conceptual design of general complex diagrammatic 


representations.	In	other	words,	the	analysis	presented	in	this	chapter,	instead	of	


centring on diagrammatic compositional components,	such	as	arrows,	signs,	or	


geometric	forms,	is	concerned	with	diagrammatic	informational layers such as levels 


and	modes	of	organising	information	[Section	2.2.1.2,	p.43].	


5.2.1	Content	definition	framework	and	strategy


The	literature	review	revealed	that	previous	diagram	analyses	explored	different	


directions	or	took	different	approaches	to	that	of	this	thesis	[Sections	2.1.4,	p.39	


and	2.1.4.1,	p.40].	The	content	definition	strategy	combined	and	classified	research	


findings,	diagrammatic	terms,	concepts,	steps	and	components	extracted	from	


previous studies and theories to meet the aims and objectives of MapCI Cards. These 


insights	provided	the	necessary	information	to	define	the	constituent	components:


- Aspects of analysis.	The	areas	and	angles	covered	by	the	method	represented	


by	each	set.


- Guidelines. The collection of variables, prompts and statements composing 


the	method,	which	added	a	deeper	level	of	analysis	than	that	of	the	aspects.


- Specifications.	Particular	characteristics	of	the	guidelines,	which	added	a	


deeper	level	of	analysis	than	that	of	the	guidelines.
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Initial	versions	of	MapCI	Cards	enabled	the	most	convenient	way	to	be	found	to	


organise	the	constituent	components	in	order	to	develop	a	testable	version	by	


defining	the:	


- Group formation.	The	way	in	which	the	guidelines	were	clustered.


- Order of guidelines.	The	order	in	which	the	actions	and	phases	tended	to	


occur in the conceptual design stage. 


After	components	were	defined	and	clustered	into	their	corresponding	angles	of	


analysis,	it	was	necessary	to	achieve	the	appropriate	conceptual:	


- Approach of analysis. The what	problem-solving	strategy	of	the	method.


- Level of analysis. The depth of exploration of the method in each set.


Therefore,	the	content	definition	process	began	with	the	definition	of	a	potential	


layered	structure	common	to	complex	diagrammatic	representations	[Section	


4.3.2.1.1,	p.118].	For	this,	four	diagrammatic	and	map	theories	were	taken	into	


account	and	combined,	i.e.	the	first	set	of	theories	analysed	in	this	thesis,	which	are	


discussed	below.	Figure	5.2	summarises	the	sets	of	theories	and	research	findings	


from	which	each	version	of	MapCI	Cards	was	developed.


ANALYTICAL 
TEMPLATE
[5.2.2, p.145]


MapCI-V1.0
[5.2.4, p.155]


MapCI-V2.0
[5.2.5, p.157]


MapCI-V3.0
[5.4.1, p.163]


MapCI-V4.0
[6.2.2, p.191]


Case Study Findings Analytical Relational 
Survey Findings


Analytical 
Relational Survey 
Findings


Pilot 
Workshops 
Findings


Analytical Relational Survey 
Findings


Case Study Findings


Set of theories 1


Walker (1979)
Tufte (1998)
Engelhardt (2002)
Wood (1992)


Set of theories 2


Wurman (1989)
Shedroff (1994)
Roam (2008)


Garland (1979)
Marcus (1980)


Tufte (1990)
Moles & Janiszewski (1989)
Bertin (1983)


Bertin (1983)
Richards (1984)
Mijksenaar (1997b)


Waller (1987)
Holmes (1984)
Tufte (2006)


FIGURE 5.2. Sets of theories and research findings used throughout the definition process of the 


content in MapCI Cards.
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5.2.2	Unravelling	and	combining	theories	to	define	 


the analytical template


The	starting	point	was	a	jumble	of	theories,	whose	sole	common	denominator	


was	diagrammatic	representations.	Initially,	four	theoretical	works—by	Walker	


(1979b),	Tufte	(1998),	Engelhardt	(2002)	and	Wood	(1992)—studying	diagrammatic	


representations	and	maps	were	considered.	Complementary	studies	(i.e.	Garland,	1979;	


Marcus,	1980;	Bertin,	1983)	are	also	examined	and	discussed	throughout	this	section.	


The	first	of	these	theories	was	John	Walker’s	(1979b)	analysis	of	the	London	


Underground	diagram.	He	broke	down	the	London	Underground	diagram	and	


tabulated its components	into	nine	categories	[Figure	5.3].	Even	though	his	objective	


in	this	analysis	did	not	seem	to	have	been	the	definition	of	universal	categories,	


to	some	extent	others	have	supported	his	analysis	with	theories	in	a	similar	vein.	


Edward	Tufte	(1998)	described	infographic information as being organised in a 


three-layered	visual	hierarchy:	background, structure and content. As mentioned 


FIGURE 5.3. Contribution of each theory used to define the initial analytical template 


Analytical 
Template


Walker  
(1979b)


Tufte  
(1998)


Engelhardt 
(2002)


Wood 
(1992)


Garland  
(1979)


Complex 
diagrams


Diagrammatic 
maps


Infographic 
images


Graphic 
representations


Maps Diagrams


Aspects Components Visual Layers Roles Codes Characteristics


Structure
[5.2.2.1, p.146]


Network
Content


Information 
objects


Content Network


Main content
[5.2.2.1, p.146]


Stations & 
interchanges


Sign systems


Reference 
information
[5.2.2.2, p.147]


River -
Legend objects


Element signs


Axis


Spatial 
reference 
objects


Navigation 
components
[5.2.2.3, p.148]


Grid


Structure


-
Landmarks


Axes


Annotations


Ground Point 
locators and 
connectors


- Shape
Border


Graphic 
coding
[5.2.2.4, p.149]


Colour
Fundamental 
uses in colour


Labels
Presentational codes


Colour-codingChromatic 
coding


Graphic 
coding


Textual 
information
[5.2.2.5, p.150]


Language -


Information 
objects


Caption


-
-


Pattern


Mode


Additional 
information
[5.2.2.6, p.150]


Miscellaneous 
symbols


Background 
elements


Decoration 
objects - -
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earlier,	Tufte’s	analysis	was	devoted	to	explaining	how	information	is	perceived	


and	visually	organised	within	a	visual	representation	rather	than	to	examining	the	


organisation of information from	an	analytical	point	of	view	[Section	2.2.1.1,	p.43].	


However,	Tufte’s	approach	was	relevant	for	this	thesis	as	it	proposed	a	method	of	


organisation.	Similar	in	purpose	but	with	a	different	approach,	Yuri	Engelhardt	


(2002)	proposed	a	syntactic	analysis	of	complex	graphic representations,	defining	


their	structure	in	terms	of	three	components:	graphic spaces, graphic objects, and 


graphic relations.	He	went	further	into	the	syntactic	analysis	and,	in	particular,	he	


proposed three informational roles for graphic objects, i.e. as information objects, 


reference objects	(spatial	reference	objects	and	legend	objects)	and	decoration 


objects. These	roles	are	discussed	in	Section	5.2.2.2	[p.147].	


The	last	theory	considered	essential	came	from	the	discipline	of	cartography	


and	analysed	maps.	Dennis	Wood	(1992)	described	ten	cartographic	codes that 


compose	the	structure	of	maps	and	are	organised	into	two	groups	of	five	codes	each,	


extrasignificant and intrasignificant.	His	analysis	of	codes was	complemented	by	


studies of systems and languages,	which	indicated	that	he	took	a	different	approach	


to	that	of	this	thesis.	Nevertheless,	Wood’s	theory	has	some	commonalities	with	the	


above	studies,	as,	on	the	one	hand,	it	supported	the	proximity	between	maps	and	


diagrams	and,	on	the	other,	it	added	key	information	about	diagrammatic	maps	not	


considered	in	the	previous	diagrammatic	studies	which	came	from	the	visual	fields.	


Despite	their	different	terminologies	and	analytical	approaches,	these	four	theories	


emphasised	and	defined	similar	diagrammatic	types	of	components,	and,	most	


importantly,	supported	the	existence	of	informational	layers	as	the	structure	of	


complex	diagrammatic	representations.	The	initial	part	of	the	process	of	defining	the	


content	in	MapCI	Cards	consisted	of	the	readjustment	of	these	theories	to	define	an	


initial	set	of	aspects	of	analysis	which	provided	the	analytical	template,	i.e.	a	seven-


layered	structure	[Section	4.3.2.1.1,	p.118],	to	guide	the	case	study	analysis.


5.2.2.1	Aspects	of	analysis:	Structure	and	main	content


Firstly,	the	four	theories	highlighted	the	content or theme to be diagrammed as one 


important	group	of	information,	but	they	referred	to	it	using	different	terms	and	


characteristics.	While	Walker	(1979b)	described	content as composed of network 


and stations,	Tufte	(1998)	referred	to	it	as	notable content composed of elements, 
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and	Engelhardt	(2002)	called	the	main	components	of	diagrammatic	representations 


information objects.	As	MapCI	Cards	aims	at	assisting	the	analysis	of	complex	


information	from	varied	fields,	the	criteria	for	this	aspect	of	analysis	was	based	


on	the	theory	presenting	the	most	detailed	range	of	analysis	in	terms	of	types	of	


components.	This	was	found	in	Walker’s	(1979b)	work,	as	he	distinguished	between	


network	(i.e.	structure)	and	stations (i.e. components),	facilitating	an	understanding	


of	the	different	types	of	components	of	complex	information.	Nevertheless,	Walker’s	


(1979b)	theory	was	defined	for	a	specific	diagrammatic	project	(the	London	


Underground	diagram)	and	strictly	referred	to	the	components	of	a	particular	content	


(i.e.	routes	and	stations	in	the	London	Underground	diagram).	Thus	Walker’s	(1979b)	


theory	was	adapted	to	the	purposes	of	MapCI	Cards,	reflecting	‘type	of	components’	


rather	than	particular	components	(van	Leeuwen	and	Jewitt,	2001).	


For	this,	the	first	step	was	to	extrapolate	Walker’s	(1979b)	theory	to	a	general	


applicability,	redefining	his	terms	as	main structure and main content	respectively.	


In	short,	these	types	of	information	were	considered	the	first	criteria	by	which	to	


define	two	aspects	of	analysis	to	be	included	in	the	analytical	template	applied	for	the	


visual	disaggregation	analysis	[Section	4.3.2.1,	p.118].	


5.2.2.2	Aspect	of	analysis:	Reference	information


Secondly,	both	Walker	(1979b)	and	Engelhardt	(2002)	considered	reference	


information	as	essential	in	diagrammatic	representations.	They	respectively	referred	


to it as river and reference objects.	For	Walker	(1979b),	the	river	symbolises	a	


surfaced	feature	used	to	orientate	readers	in	the	navigation	of	the	diagram;	likewise	


Engelhardt	(2002)	described	reference objects as components that aid interpretation 


of	the	main	components.	Engelhardt	(2002)	went	deeply	into	this	information	


group,	defining	a	second	level	composed	of	the	visual	objects	used	to	structure	


content	which	he	referred	to	as	spatial reference objects—such as grid lines, axes and 


landmarks—and	the	visual	objects	that	added	a	complementary	level	of	information	


to a diagrammatic representation, referred to as legend objects—such as verbal or 


numerical	explanations.	However,	in	this	thesis,	these	two	types	of	objects	belong	to	


different	and	independent	groups	of	information.	According	to	Engelhardt’s	(2002)	


definition,	legend objects	may	refer	to	the	prototype	stage	[Section	3.2.1.2,	p.76]	of	


the	design	process	as	they	aim	at	explaining	graphic	components,	symbols	and	visual-


attribute	coding,	while	spatial reference objects	may	refer	to	types	of	information	
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belonging	to	the	conceptual	design	stage	[Section	3.2.2,	p.77].	Some	types	of	


information	of	the	second	type	of	object	(i.e.	spatial reference object or landmarks)	


had	similarities	to	those	of	Walker’s	reference	information	described	above.	


On	maps,	reference	components	are	as	important	as	content	(Wood,	1992).	


Specifically	on	this	point,	the	relevance	of	choosing	a	diagrammatic	map	output	as	an	


object	of	study	was	evident	as,	in	general,	diagrams	do	not	tend	to	display	reference	


components.	Wood	(1992)	asserted	that	without	these	components	map-users	could	


misunderstand	the	map’s	content	as	a	result	of	not	knowing	how	to	navigate	through	


it.	What	Wood	(1992)	called	element signs in maps are described as reference 


information in	this	thesis.	Wood	(1992)	explained	that	these	components	referred	to	


distinct	geographic	entities	that	specifically	referred	to	concrete	or	abstract	features.	


Reference information represented	the	third	type	of	information	to	be	included	as	an	


aspect	of	analysis	in	the	analytical	template.			


5.2.2.3	Aspect	of	analysis:	Navigation	components


Following	the	previous	discussion	about	spatial reference objects [Section	5.2.2,	


p.145],	Engelhardt	(2002)	included	in	this	type	of	information	objects	such	as	grid 


lines, axes and annotations,	while	Walker	(1979b)	included	grid, border and ground, 


and	Tufte	(1990), structure.	In	a	similar	vein,	in	a	specific	study	of	diagrammatic	


characteristics,	Garland	(1979)	examined	shape and axes	as	components	that	marked	


a	specific	form	or	outline	which	may	be	the	most	appropriate	layout	for	a	diagram	


and	act	as	the	structure	from	which	a	system	functions.	These	components	can	be	


seen as having a similar function to that of the grid. 


Many	authors	(i.e.	Müller-Brockmann,	1981,	1996;	Marcus,	1980;	Tufte,	1983,	


1990,	2006;	Moles	and	Janiszewski,	1989;	Leborg,	2006;	Visocky	O’Grady	and	


Visocky	O’Grady,	2006,	2008)	have	studied	and	written	about	the	importance	of	the	


grid system	in	diagrammatic	projects.	When	dealing	with	diagramming	complex	


content,	the	use	of	a	grid	system	becomes	essential.	In	terms	of	diagrams,	Marcus	


(1980)	defines	a	grid	system	as	‘the	spatial	organisation	that	facilitates	a	structured	


combination	of	the	content’	and	as	the	organising	principle	that	permits	accessibility,	


helping	readers	to	locate	the	information	they	seek	and	to	better	understand	the	


diagram.	Tufte	(1983:154)	adds	that	the	grid	is	a	graphical	method	that	makes	


clarity	possible	when	diagramming	complex	ideas,	as	it	‘orders	and	organises	the	
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flow	of	graphical	elements	in	viewing	depths’	presented	in	a	diagram.	Similarly,	


Müller-Brockmann	(1996)	argues	that	the	use	of	the	grid	is	a	way	of	ordering	that	


reflects	mathematical	thinking.	He	adds	that	it	should	be	adopted	for	designers	


as	it	helps	to	obtain	objective,	functional	and	aesthetic	design	qualities.	On	the	


other	hand,	for	some	designers,	the	use	of	the	grid	is	associated	with	rigid,	rational	


and useless primitive design strategies as opposed to creative and intuitive ones 


(Samara,	2002).	A	grid	should	not	be	seen	only	as	a	rigid element, as it can also be 


organic, or a mixture of	both.	There	are	as	many	different	types	of	grids	as	there	are	


design	solutions	(Samara,	2002).	As	an	example,	graphic	designers	David	Carson	


and	Neville	Brody	were	pioneers	in	designing	with	an	apparent	lack	of	grid,	but	on	


closer	inspection	they	work	with	organic	grid	systems.	In	other	words,	a	grid	system	


provides	systematic	organisation,	clarity,	and	objective	decisions	when	integrating	


content	and	visual	elements	(Müller-Brockmann,	1981).	This	pinpoints	the	relevance	


of	defining	this	type	of	information	as	one	aspect	of	analysis.	In	short,	the	fourth	


aspect	of	analysis	included	in	the	analytical	template	referred	to	the	elements	needed	


to navigate	through	the	diagram	and	mark	the	diagram’s	limits,	paying	attention	to	


grid, border and ground components.  


5.2.2.4	Aspect	of	analysis:	Graphic	coding	


Up	to	this	point,	four	aspects	have	been	defined,	i.e.	structure,	main	content,	


reference	information	and	navigation	components.	The	next	two	aspects	were	


concerned	with	groups	of	information	related	to	initial	coding	criteria	[Section	


3.2.2.5,	p.81]	and	were	based	on	Engelhardt’s	(2002)	and	Walker’s	(1979b)	theories.	


Engelhardt	(2002)	employed	the	term	visual attributes to describe the visual 


characteristics	used	to	code	information,	while	Walker	(1979b)	referred	to	this	as	


the colour	used	to	identify	each	tube	line	of	the	London	Underground	diagram.	


Both	authors	referred	to	colour	coding,	as	do	many	others	(i.e.	Garland,	1979;	Tufte,	


1990,	2006;	Kosslyn,	1994;	Bertin,	1981,	1983).	In	general,	previous	analyses	of	


colour coding have been related to perception and cognition and the application 


of	an	appropriate	set	of	colours	to	improve	communication.	However,	the	purpose	


of	this	aspect	of	analysis	was	to	identify	chromatic	codes	attached	to	each	type	of	


information.


In	map	language,	this	type	of	information	is	called	presentational code and goes 


beyond	chromatic	choices.	Presentational codes also refer to geometric forms and 
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other	encoding	decisions	employed	to	visualise	information.	Thus,	the	aspect	of	


analysis	included	in	the	analytical	template	was	enlarged	to	include	other	visual	


coding	beyond	colour	coding.	Initially	the	fifth	aspect	of	analysis	included	in	the	


analytical	template	aimed	at	identifying colour	and	visual	coding	criteria,	and	was	


referred to as graphic coding.	This	aspect	of	analysis	is	discussed	in	more	depth	in	


Sections	5.2.4	[p.155]	and	5.2.5	[p.157],	in	which	guidelines	and	specifications	are	


defined	and	included	in	MapCI	Cards.


5.2.2.5	Aspect	of	analysis:	Textual	information	


To some extent it might be thought that visual coding should embrace textual 


elements,	as	these	are	also	visual	elements.	However,	as	the	analytical	template	


was	mainly	designed	following	Walker’s	(1979b)	analysis,	which	considered	textual 


information	an	independent	type	of	information	referred	to	as	language, this 


version	also	took	it	as	a	separate	aspect.	In	Walker’s	(1979b)	theory,	language 


referred	to	all	numbers,	words	and	phrases	contained	in	the	diagrammatic	map.	This	


definition	made	it	clear	that	Walker	(1979b)	considered	textual information different 


from	colour	and	visual	coding	information.	Garland’s	work	(1979)	supported	this	


distinction,	defining	textual elements as the captions	included	in	a	diagram.	Taking	


Walker’s	(1979b)	and	Garland’s	(1979)	points	of	view	into	account,	the	sixth	aspect	


of	analysis	included	in	the	analytical	template	was	textual information,	displayed	


in a diagram to anchor the meanings of visual elements for explanation or technical 


purposes.  


5.2.2.6	Aspect	of	analysis:	Additional	information	


Respectively,	Walker	(1979b),	Tufte	(1990)	and	Engelhardt	(2002)	called	the	last	


group of information miscellaneous symbols, background elements and decoration 


objects to refer to components that supplement or enrich the main content. Deciding 


whether	to	include	this	type	of	information	in	a	diagram	may	be	confusing,	as	


complex	diagrammatic	representations	tend	to	be	synthetic	visual	representations	


that	only	include	essential	information	[Sections	2.2,	p.42	and	3.2.2.4,	p.80].	


Accordingly,	it	might	not	be	appropriate	to	consider	additional	components,	which	


were	not	supposed	to	be	displayed,	as	a	structural	group.	However,	as	discussed	


later,	additional	and	accessory	information	are	not	the	same	type	of	information.	


Additional components such as symbols and reference charts	constitute	a	type	


of information different from main content, although both have the same level of 
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importance.	On	the	contrary,	accessory	components	belong	to	a	type	of	information	


that	adds	noise	rather	than	clarity	to	a	diagram	[Section	5.2.5.1,	p.157].	Garland	


(1979)	explains	that	some	pictogrammatic elements are often included to catch 


the	viewer’s	attention	rather	than	to	increase	information	content; that	is	to	say,	


they	are	accessory	components.	In	other	words,	this	last	aspect	of	analysis	included	


in	the	analytical	template	paid	attention	to	what	was	defined	here	as	additional 


information:	a	second,	but	independent,	level	of	organisation	for	main content. 


The	combination	of	the	initial	set	of	theories	(i.e.	Walker,	1979b;	Tufte,	1990;	


Engelhardt,	2002	and	Wood,	1992)	has	defined	seven	aspects	of	analysis,	which	


covered	the	main	types	of	information	displayed	in	complex	diagrammatic	


representations.	The	analytical	template	used	in	the	case	study	analysis	was	


composed	of	these	seven	aspects.	It	was	applied	to	explore	the	internal	structure	of	


complex	diagrammatic	maps	and	to	gain	information	to	support,	modify	or	dismiss	


this initial set. 


5.2.3	Adding	research	findings


This	section	discusses	the	findings	of	applying	the	analytical	template	to	explore	the	


units	of	analysis	of	the	case	study	[Section	4.2.1,	p.110;	Appendix	A]	and	those	of	the	


analytical	relational	survey	[Section	4.2.2,	p.113;	Appendix	B].	


The	13	units	of	the	case	study	were	dissected	following	the	aspects	of	analysis	


included	in	the	analytical	template	and	described	in	the	previous	sections	of	this	


chapter.	Data	obtained	from	this	analysis	were	used	to	test	the	initial	set	of	aspects	


and	to	define	deeper	levels	of	analysis,	referred	to	as	guidelines	and	specifications	


[Section	5.1.1.2,	p.139].	Simultaneously,	the	analytical	relational	surveys	designed	to	


gather	primary	evidence	to	contribute	to	the	process	of	defining	and	specifying	the	


guidelines	in	MapCI	Cards	revealed	decision-making	patterns	common	to	creative	


and	rational	practitioners	from	two	disciplines,	i.e.	designers	and	scientists.	The	


sections	below	outline	key	findings	for	the	definition	of	the	content	in	the	first	version	


of	the	method	presented	here,	i.e.	MapCI	Cards-V1.0.


5.2.3.1	Case	study	findings	


In	order	to	verify	whether	the	initial	set	of	aspects	of	analysis	described	above	were	


pertinent,	relevant,	exhaustive	and	enlightening,	the	first	step	was	to	dissect	an	iconic	
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complex	diagrammatic	structure	[Section	2.2.3.1,	p.49]	following	these	aspects.	For	


this,	a	case	study	was	designed,	and	visual	disaggregation	[Section	4.3.2.1,	p.118]	


was	the	method	applied	to	examine	the	units	of	the	sample, i.e. diagrams from the 


London	Underground	and	other	complementary	underground	diagrammatic	maps.	


The	analytical	template	was	used	as	a	framework	to	explore	and	structure	this	


analysis.


To	facilitate	the	analysis,	extracted	data	were	organised	and	displayed	as	both	a	3D	


layered	structure	and	a	sequence	of	flat	images,	in	which	each	image	represented	one	


layer,	i.e. the	type	of	information	included	in	each	aspect	of	analysis.	It	is	important	


to	explain	that	the	3D	layered	structure	did	not	imply	any	hierarchical	organisation	


among	the	aspects.	Extracted	data	were	visually	represented	in	a	3D	layered	structure	


to	ensure	that	the	seven	aspects	of	analysis	were	explored	and	to	emphasise	that	the	


complete	meaning	of	diagrams	would	be	obtained	by	overlapping	the	information	


of	these	layers.	As	a	result	of	applying	the	analytical	template,	seven	layers	of	


information emerged from the units of the sample. 


The	case	study	findings	indicated	that:	


1. The	London	Underground	diagram	had	replicable	characteristics	that	made	it	


iconic;	


2. The	London	Underground	diagram	followed	a	set	of	design	rules	that,	applied	


with	rigour	to	other	diagrammatic	outputs,	seemed	to	provide	clarity	and	


well-defined	organisation;


3. Information in complex diagrammatic maps seemed to be organised in a 


layered	structure;


4.	 The	layered	structure	of	complex	diagrammatic	maps	seemed	to	show	


different	levels	of	layers;


5. Specific	subtypes	of	information	within	the	main	layers	of	the	layered	


structure	were	not	included	in	the	analytical	template	used	in	the	case	study	


analysis.	This	indicated	that	more	levels	of	analysis	should	be	included	within	


each	aspect	of	analysis;


6. The	number	of	basic	informational	layers	did	not	seem	to	be	related	to	


diagram	complexity.	Results	indicated	that	even	simple	diagrams	contained	


the	same	number	of	basic	informational	layers;


7.	 The more complex the information, the more levels of information it had. 
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This indicated that complex information seemed to need greater depth of 


analysis;


8. Layers	were	interwoven,	creating	a	complex	diagrammatic	structure;	


9. It	was	difficult	to	examine	layers	independently,	although	each	layer	seemed	


to	represent	a	specific	type	of	information;	


10.	 The	boundaries	of	some	layers	were	too	unclear	to	be	strictly	defined;


11. The	initial	aspects	of	analysis	covered	all	types	of	components	of	the	diagrams	


in	the	sample.	This	indicated	that	the	initial	set	of	aspects	was	supported	by	


the	case	study.	However,	some	of	them	needed	to	be	reviewed,	some	enlarged	


and	some	reduced	[Point	5,	previous	page];


12. Well-defined	organisation	of	information	seemed	to	indicate	a	well-organised	


and	clear	visual	structure	in	the	diagrams;


13. Reference	elements	were	not	only	geographic	elements,	in	that	some	of	them	


were	landmarks.


In	general,	these	findings	supported	the	existence	of	a	layered	structure	in	complex	


diagrams	proposed	in	the	analytical	template.	Nevertheless,	the	resulting	set	of	layers	


did	not	consider	the	specific	subtypes	of	information	included	within	each	layer.	This	


point	highlighted	the	need	to	define	and	include	deeper	levels	of	analysis	in	the	first	


version	of	MapCI	Cards.		In	addition,	the	seven	layers	were	not	found	to	be	all	of	


equal	relevance	for	a	basic	structure	of	diagrams,	which	pointed	out	the	need	to	revise	


the initial set. 


 


5.2.3.2	Analytical	relational	survey	findings	


Even	though	design	can	be	considered	a	highly	intuitive	discipline	[Section	3.1,	


p.70],	it	is	argued	that	to	some	extent,	designers	follow	patterns	when	they	first	


approach	a	design	problem.	Learning	about	these	patterns	would	provide	insights	


that	might	support,	link,	or	review	what	theoretical	approaches	have	suggested.	


Gregory	(1966:133)	recommends	looking	at	practical	cases	of	design	for	an	overview	


of	the	kind	of	decisions	that	designers	and	other	professionals	make.	In	this	thesis,	


the	conceptual	design	stage	is	understood	as	rational	actions	[Section	3.3.1.2,	p.85];	


thus	scientists’	decision-making	processes	were	examined	as	part	of	the	development	


process	of	MapCI	Cards.	Bertin	(1983)	explains	that	when	the	stages	‘of	the	decision-


making	process	are	schematised,	it	gives	a	visible	form	to	the	problems,	and	it	


indicates	the	steps	of	defining	a	useful	graphic	construction’.	Following	previous	
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discussions	about	the	design	process,	analytical	patterns	are	more	likely	to	appear	


during	the	conceptual	design	stage	of	the	process,	as	this	is	when	the	creative	


component	tends	to	be	minimised	(Gregory,	1966;	Jones,	1992)	[Section	3.2.1,	p.74].	


Both	designers	and	scientists’	decision-making	processes	were	compared	in	this	


thesis,	looking	for	commonalities,	differences	and	new	insights	that	could	be	used	


to	illuminate	these	processes.	For	this,	analytical	relational	surveys	were	designed	


to	externalise	professional	designers’	and	scientists’	ways	of	thinking	and	to	explore	


their decision mechanisms. 


The	analytical	relational	survey	findings	indicated	that:	


1. Professional	designers	tended	to	find	spending	time	on	analysing	


information	from	a	rational	perspective	arduous	and	unnecessary,	while	


professional	scientists	did	not	present	any	objections	to	analysing	these	


characteristics;	


2. Professional	designers	and	scientists	seemed	to	group	information	with	a	


similar	approach	to	that	of	the	6Ws	theory	[Section	2.1.3.1.2,	p.38];	


3. Professional	designers	and	scientists	seemed	to	consider	additional 


information	relevant	for	inclusion	in	a	diagrammatic	output.	This	finding	


can	be	seen	as	supporting	the	inclusion	of	the	last	aspect	of	analysis	(i.e. 


additional information)	in	the	analytical	template	[Section	5.2.2.6,	p.150];


4.	 Both	groups	of	participants	seemed	to	select	similar	types	of	information	as	


key	data.	This	seemed	to	indicate	a	recurrent	set	of	requirements	considered	


when	diagramming	at	a	deeper	level	of	analysis	than	that	of	the	aspects;


5. The	types	of	information	selected	in	4,	above,	were	used	to	define	more	


specific	levels	of	analysis	(guidelines	and	specifications)	within	the	initial	


textual information	[Section	5.2.2.5,	p.150]	and	additional information 


aspects;	


6. In	general,	participants	seemed	to	create	diagrammatic	outputs	employing	


visual	language	consisting	entirely	of	graphic	elements,	i.e.	geometric	or	


random	forms,	signs	and	symbols;	entirely	of	textual	elements,	i.e.	words,	


numbers,	letters;	or	combining	both	types	of	elements;


7.	 Graphic	elements	could	be	clustered	according	to	shape	and	complexity;


8. Resulting	diagrammatic	outputs	presented	different	degrees	of	resemblance	


to the real objects represented. The degrees of resemblance are called here 


levels of iconicity (Moles	and	Janiszewski,	1989);
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9. Three	general	levels	of	iconicity	could	be	defined	according	to	the	type	of	


visual	language	and	degree	of	resemblance	used	in	a	diagram,	i.e.	figurative,	


semi-figurative,	and	non-figurative	(Richards,	1984);


10.	 In	general,	colour	seemed	to	have	been	used	in	three	different	ways,	i.e.	full-


colour,	monochromatic	colour,	and	black	and	white	diagrammatic	outputs.	


Overall,	the	findings	from	these	surveys	contributed	to	the	definition	of	technical	


levels	of	analysis	included	in	the	first	version	of	MapCI	Cards.	The	next	section	


describes	the	processes	of	modification,	reduction,	enlargement	and	redefinition	of	


each	of	the	initial	seven	aspects	of	analysis	based	on	these	findings.		The	first	version	


of	MapCI	Cards	is	defined	and	introduced.


5.2.4	MapCI	Cards-Version	1.0:	Aspects	and	guidelines	 


of	analysis	


The	previous	stage	of	this	process	aimed	at	defining	the	broad	aspects	of	analysis	


from	which	complex	information	could	be	analysed.	This	stage	of	the	process	aimed	


to	define	specific	sublevels	of	analysis	which	could	deepen	the	analytical	approach	of	


each initial aspect. 


Therefore,	the	initial	seven	aspects	were	rearranged	and	adjusted	to	cover	deeper	


levels	of	analysis.	For	that	purpose,	new	constituent	components	were	added	to	


each	aspect	of	analysis,	i.e.	guidelines.	In	addition,	the	approach	of	analysis	of	the	


initial	set	of	aspects	was	revisited	to	direct	it	towards	the	definition	of	a	less	syntactic	


analysis.	As	a	result,	the	first	version	of	MapCI	Cards,	i.e.	MapCI	Cards-V1.0,	was	


composed	of	seven	aspects	of	analysis,	but	these	formed	a	different	set	from	that	


of	the	analytical	template.	The	most	relevant	steps	in	the	definition	process	of	this	


version	of	the	method	are	discussed	below.


5.2.4.1	A	new	set	of	aspects	of	analysis	


The	initial	set	of	aspects	of	analysis	was	composed	of:	Aspect	1:	Structure,	Aspect	2:	


Main content,	Aspect	3:	Reference information,	Aspect	4:	Navigation components, 


Aspect	5:	Graphic coding,	Aspect	6:	Textual information,	and	Aspect	7:	Additional 


information. 
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In	general	terms,	these	initial	types	of	information	were	also	considered	for	MapCI	


Cards-V1.0,	but	the	way	in	which	complex	information	should	be	examined	was	


reconsidered.	As	a	result,	aspects	were	renamed	and	reordered	to	obtain	a	more	


widely	applicable	set	of	angles	of	analysis.	As	an	example,	initial	Aspect	4:	Navigation 


components	and	Aspect	7:	Additional information	were	redefined	and	merged	as	one,	


denominated	Aspect	1:	Technical information.	Then,	information	covered	by	Aspect	


7:	Additional information	and	Aspect	2: Main content	was	embedded	and	merged	as	


Aspect	5:	Components.	After	this,	Aspect	3:	Reference information	was	subdivided	


into	two	independent	aspects	named	Aspect	3:	Limits	and	Aspect	4:	Reference 


marks.	Finally,	Aspect	6:	Textual information	was	merged	with	Aspect	5:	Graphic 


coding and	named	Aspect	7:	Visual coding.	Aspect	1:	Structure	was	maintained	but	


renamed Network,	and	a	new	type	of	information	aimed	at	analysing	the	relationship	


between	main	components	was	defined	as	an	independent	aspect	of	analysis,	named	


as	Aspect	6:	Connections. 


In	short,	the	new	set	of	seven	aspects	of	analysis	obtained	was	composed	of:	Aspect	


1:	Technical information,	Aspect	2:	Network,	Aspect	3:	Limits,	Aspect	4:	Reference 


marks,	Aspect	5:	Components,	Aspect	6:	Connections,	and	Aspect	7:	Visual coding. 


5.2.4.2	Defining	guidelines


Findings	from	both	research	strategies	[Sections	5.2.3.1,	p.151	and	5.2.3.2,	p.153]	


provided	meaningful	insights	used	to	define	a	deeper	level	of	analysis	to	the	aspects,	


i.e.	the	guidelines.	Consequently,	MapCI	Cards-V1.0	did	present	a	deeper	and	more	


detailed	analysis	than	that	of	the	analytical	template.	Nevertheless,	as	a	result	of	


defining	part	of	the	guidelines	from	the	case	study’s	collected	data,	the	type	of	


analysis	proposed	in	this	initial	version	of	MapCI	Cards	tended	to	be	morphological	


and	syntactic,	similar	to	that	of	Engelhardt’s	(2002)	work.	In	other	words,	it	was	not	


assisting a what approach	of	analysis	[Section	2.1.4,	p.39]	to	complex	information.


To	sum	up,	the	evolution	from	the	analytical	template	to	MapCI	Cards-V1.0	consisted	


of	a	combination	and	redefinition	of	the	initial	types	of	information	which	resulted	


in	a	new	set	of	seven	aspects	of	analysis,	similar	in	essence	to	the	previous	ones.	In	


terms	of	approach,	MapCI	Cards-V1.0	incorporated	more	levels	of	analysis	in	each	


aspect	obtaining	a	deeper	structure	but	which	tended	to	establish	a	syntactic	analysis,	


instead of a conceptual one.
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5.2.5	MapCI	Cards-Version	2.0:	Aspects,	guidelines	 


and	specifications	


The	evolution	from	MapCI	Cards-V1.0	into	the	second	version	consisted	of	revisiting	


the	analytical	approach	and	directing	it	towards	a	more	conceptual	one,	and	adding	


the	deepest	level	of	analysis	to	the	method,	i.e.	groups	of	specifications.	In	addition,	


parts	of	the	aspects	and	guidelines	from	the	previous	version	were	combined	and	


redefined	in	order	to	add	clarity	to	the	angles	of	analysis	proposed	in	the	method.	


5.2.5.1	Defining	specifications


Groups	of	specifications	were	defined	for	the	second	version	of	MapCI	Cards	and	


added	to	the	guidelines	in	the	visual	coding	aspect	of	analysis.	Research	findings	


[Section	5.2.3,	p.151;	Appendix	B3]	and	previous	studies	(i.e.	Bertin,	1983;	Richards,	


1984;	Mijksenaar,	1997b;	Engelhardt,	2002)	were	considered	to	define	the	guidelines	


and	specifications	for	this	aspect.	In	this	version,	this	coding	aspect	was	simplified	


in	number	of	guidelines,	and	the	resulting	ones	were	clustered	into	four	groups. The 


resulting	four	groups	of	guidelines	in	Aspect	7:	Visual coding	were	visual language, 


visual iconicity, visual coding	(chromatic,	textual,	graphic)	and	visual basic forms 


(shape).	In	addition,	groups	of	specifications	were	added	to	these	four	groups	of	


coding guidelines. 


After this, Aspect	1:	Technical information	was	supplemented	with	more	angles	


and	levels	of	analysis.	For	example	a	deeper	level	of	analysis	(i.e.	specifications)	


was	added	to	the	creator, commissioner and audience guidelines. Furthermore, 


additional audience	guidelines	were	incorporated	to	this	angle	of	analysis	to	enrich	


the	problem-solving	analytical	strategy	proposed	by	MapCI	Cards.	Then	deeper	levels	


of	analysis	were	also	incorporated	in	Aspect	3:	Limits. 


5.2.5.2	Revisiting	guidelines	for	initial	coding	criteria	


The	previous	version	of	MapCI	Cards	seemed	to	present	a	strong	syntactic	approach	


of	analysis	due	to	the	number	and	specificity	of	coding	guidelines.	Findings	from	


the	analytical	relational	surveys	and	theoretical	works	from	Bertin	(1983)	and	Tufte	


(1983)	were	employed	to	revisit	and	modify	the	coding	guidelines	in	order	to	identify	


and	select	the	ones	related	to	initial	coding	criteria	only	[Section	3.2.2.5,	p.81].	
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5.2.5.2.1 Graphic coding guideline


In	MapCI	Cards-V2.0,	the	group	of	specifications	for	the	graphic coding guideline 


was	based	on	Bertin’s	(1983)	visual variables.	He	distinguishes	place,	size,	greyness,	


texture,	orientation,	colour	and	shape	as	the	basic	graphic	resources	used	to	visually	


code	information.	The	aim	of	this	guideline	was	to	introduce	a	range	of	basic	


specifications	that	could	be	considered	to	define	an	initial	set	of	criteria	for	coding	


information.


5.2.5.2.2 Chromatic coding guideline


A	guideline	to	address	initial	chromatic	criteria	was	added	in	this	second	version	of	


MapCI	Cards.	For	definition	of	this	guideline,	Tufte’s	(1990:81)	fundamental	uses	


of	colour	in	diagramming	considered	for	the	previous	version	of	MapCI	Cards	were	


dismissed.	Tufte’s	uses	considered	the	application	of	colour	as	a noun	(i.e.	to	label),	


as a quantity	(i.e. to	measure)	and	as	representation	(i.e. to represent or imitate 


reality).	These	types	of	decisions	were	found	excessively	specific	and	thus	not	relevant	


for	the	conceptual	design.	Other	studies	(i.e.	Cleveland,	1994;	Tversky	et	al.,	2007)	of	


chromatic	uses	in	diagramming	were	not	considered	pertinent	either,	as	they	have	a	


different	analytical	approach	to	that	of	this	thesis.	In	short,	in	MapCI	Cards-V2.0,	the	


group	of	specifications	of	the	chromatic coding	guideline	was	based	on	the	analytical	


relational	survey	findings	[Section	5.2.3.2,	p.153].


5.2.5.3 Regrouping aspects of analysis 


In	contrast	to	the	previous	version,	MapCI	Cards-V2.0	added	a	new	aspect	of	


analysis,	in	which	guidelines	concerned	with	the	analysis	of	the	subject	matter	of	the	


diagram	were	separated	into	two	independent	types	of	sets,	i.e.	Aspect	2:	Theme and 


Aspect	5: Content. Theme	guidelines	were	focused	on	assisting	the	definition	of	the	


field and subject	of	the	diagram,	while	Content guidelines referred to more technical 


specifications. In this version, Content	guidelines	aimed	to	aid	an	analysis	towards	


the	organisation	of	the	diagram	content	into	semantic	and	syntactic	levels.


MapCI	Cards-V2.0	also	considered	Reference information	as	two	independent	


aspects	of	analysis,	renamed	Limit and Guide point. Limit guidelines paid attention 


to	defining	the	diagram’s	scope	and	type	of	boundaries,	while	Guide point guidelines 


were	concerned	with	the	definition	of	the	type	and	sign	of	the	reference	information.	


In	this	version,	like	the	previous	one,	groups	of	specifications	in	Limit and Guide 
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point	guidelines	included	non-geographic	types	of	references,	as	case	study	findings	


have	evidenced	[Section	5.2.3.1,	p.151].	The	resulting	set	included	in	MapCI	


Cards-V2.0	consisted	of	six	aspects	as	follows:	Aspect	1:	Technical information, 


Aspect	2:	Theme,	Aspect	3:	Limits,	Aspect	4:	Guide point,	Aspect	5:	Content and 


Aspect	6:	Visual coding.
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5.3	Indicators	of	ill-conceived	versions	of	MapCI	Cards


Even	though	MapCI	Cards-V2.0	contained	a	greater	number	of	guidelines	and	


specifications	compared	to	the	previous	version,	the	presented	analysis	was	not	as	


thorough	as	that	required	to	address	in	full	the	conceptual	design	of	complex	diagram	


creation.	As	an	example,	this	version	omitted	detailed	and	in-depth	analysis	of	two	


aspects, i.e. audience and subject matter. Furthermore this version did not consider 


additional	information	as	relevant	to	be	analysed.	Consequently,	three	common	areas	


were	identified	to	both	initial	versions	of	MapCI	Cards	which	needed	revision	and	


clarification.	These	areas	are	discussed	in	the	following	sections.


5.3.1	Misleading	approach	of	analysis


Both	previous	versions	of	MapCI	Cards	tended	to	conduct	a	misleading	type	of	


analysis,	mostly	due	to	the	great	number	of	coding	guidelines	which	were	concerned	


with	criteria	beyond	the	required	initial	type	of	decisions	for	conceptual	design	


[Section	3.2.2.5,	p.81].	As	a	result,	at	this	point	MapCI	Cards	was	more	likely	to	be	


assisting	a	syntactic	analysis,	instead	of	a	conceptual	one.	The	focus	of	guidelines	and	


specifications	of	these	versions	on	the	definition	of	aesthetic	characteristics	rather	


than	on	those	of	types	of	information	[Section	3.2.2.4.1,	p.81]	seemed	to	be	the	reason	


for	the	misleading	analysis.	A	clear	example	of	this	was	the	division	of	Aspect 2: 


Reference [Section	5.2.5.3,	p.158]	into	two	aspects	of	analysis,	each	of	them	exploring	


the	same	type	of	information	from	two	angles,	when	this	aspect	should	have	been	


redefined	instead	as	one	aspect	with	two	sub-aspects.	


To	minimise	the	risk	of	this	problem	in	the	next	version,	existing	guidelines	and	


specifications	were	critically	examined	and	only	those	concerned	with	the	initial	


analytical	approach—i.e. understanding,	analysing	and	organising	information—of	


MapCI	Cards	were	selected	to	be	included	in	the	testable	version.	


5.3.2	Ill-organised	structure	


The	order	of	the	constituent	components,	i.e.	aspects,	guidelines	and	specifications,	


presented	as	a	tree-structure,	was	another	uncertain	point	in	MapCI	Cards.	To	


facilitate	the	analysis,	these	components	were	colour	coded	according	to	the	angle	


of	analysis	they	aimed	to	assist.	The	tree	structures	in	Figure	5.4	[A3	fold	out]	


indicated that both versions seemed to be jumbling part of the guidelines and 
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A3	fold	out:	FIGURE	5.4


Tree	structures	of	MapCI	Cards-V1.0	and	V2.0
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specifications	into	inappropriate	aspects	of	analysis.	As	an	example	of	this,	in	the	first	


aspect	of	analysis	in	MapCI-Cards-V2.0,	i.e. technical information, both conceptual 


diagram documentation	guidelines	(e.g.	creator,	commissioner)	and	visual coding 


information	guidelines	(e.g.	grid	system,	navigation)	were	clustered	together,	when	


in	the	decision-making	process	these	types	of	information	refer	to	different	stages.	


Furthermore,	guidelines	concerned	with	initial	coding	criteria,	for	example,	were	


spread throughout almost all the other aspects instead of being grouped into the 


coding aspect.


5.3.3	Flat	level	of	analysis


Throughout this chapter, it has been explained that the number of guidelines to be 


included	in	MapCI	Cards	was	not	relevant	but	that	depth	of	analysis	was	fundamental	


to	achieving	thorough	understanding	(Rich,	1992).	Initial	versions	of	MapCI	Cards	


did	include	nested	levels	of	analysis	for	the	coding	aspect,	but	the	conceptual	aspects	


were	not	developed	in	the	same	depth.	This	reinforced	the	continuing	leading	role	


of	coding	guidelines	in	MapCI	Cards.	Conceptual	aspects	were	omitting	important	


sets of guidelines, such as additional information guidelines, included in the initial 


analytical	template.	


To	address	these	indicators,	information	organisation	theories	were	added	to	the	


development	of	MapCI	Cards.	Information	organisation	works	constituted	the	second	


set	of	theories	reviewed	to	meet	the	initial	aims	and	objectives	of	this	thesis.	
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5.4	Adding	information	organisation	theories


A	second	set	of	theories	exclusively	concerned	with	organising	information	(i.e.	


Wurman,	1989,	2001;	Shedroff,	2003	and	Roam,	2008)	was	added	to	the	definition	


process	of	MapCI	Cards.	Organisation	categories	proposed	in	LATCH+2	(Wurman,	


1989,	2001;	Shedroff,	2003)	[Section	2.1.3.1.1,	p.37]	and	the	6	Ws	theory	(Roam,	


2008)	[Section	2.1.3.1.2,	p.38]	provided	specific	and	technical	insights	related	


to	organisation	criteria	which	previous	versions	of	MapCI	Cards	lacked.	These	


works	were	foundational	in	defining	particular	guidelines	for	the	testable	version.	


Constituent components, i.e. aspects,	guidelines	and	specifications,	previously	


defined	were	examined	and	revisited	from	a	methodological	perspective,	which	


facilitated	the	definition	of	more	pertinent	guidelines,	approaches	and	depth	of	


analysis	for	the	method	[Figure	5.5].	


5.4.1	MapCI	Cards-Version	3.0:	A	testable	version	


In	order	to	make	MapCI	Cards	useful	in	its	context	of	use	and	approachable	to	its	


intended	users,	less	analytical	terminologies	were	used	in	this	third	version	of	the	


method.  


ANALYTICAL TEMPLATE MapCI-V1.0 MapCI-V2.0  MapCI-V3.0 


Aspects of analysis Aspects, 


Guidelines


Aspects, Guidelines, 


Specifications


Aspects, Subaspects, 


Guidelines, Specifications


Framework for analysis Wall chart A4 booklet


A5 booklet + 


diagrammatic images


Format 1: 2 A5 booklets


Format 2: 1 m list


ASPECT 1.  
Structure


Technical Technical Documentation


ASPECT 2.  
Main content


Network Theme Content


ASPECT 3.  
Reference information


Graph limits Limit Limits


ASPECT 4. 
Navigation components


Reference 
mark


Guide point Technical elements


ASPECT 5.  
Graphic coding


Components Content Typologies


ASPECT 6.  
Textual information


Connections Visual coding


ASPECT 7.  
Additional information


Visual coding


FIGURE 5.5 . This figure explains the evolution of the MapCI definition process.
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The	six	aspects	of	analysis	included	in	MapCI	Cards-V2.0	were	reduced	to	five	and	


renamed Sets:	1)	Documentation,	2) Content,	3) Limit and reference information, 


4) Technical information	and	5)	Typology. Moreover, the testable version of MapCI 


Cards	was	the	first	version	to	organise	and	present	sets	and	guidelines	into	two	parts,	


with	one	part	grouping	the	Conceptual and the second part the Coding components. 


A	new	level	called	Sub-aspects,	which	clusters	guidelines	that	share	the	same	theme	


and	angle	of	analysis	was	incorporated	into	each	set.	In	addition,	three	types	of	


actions	and	groups	of	specifications	were	allocated	to	each	guideline	to	facilitate	


analysis	and	aid	intended	users	in	the	implementation	of	MapCI	Cards.


5.4.1.1	Part	A:	Sets	for	conceptual	decisions


The	first	three	sets	of	guidelines	and	specifications	were	aimed	at	assisting	conceptual	


design	aspects	of	analysis	relevant	for	the	development	of	complex	diagrams.	Outputs	


[Section	5.1.1.2,	p.139]	obtained	from	these	three	sets	were	the	basis	for	the	decisions	


made	throughout	the	last	two	sets	of	guidelines.	


5.4.1.1.1 Set of guidelines 1: Documentation


This	set	of	guidelines	was	composed	of	six	sub-aspects	of	analysis,	which	clustered	


between	two	and	four	guidelines	each.	The	first	four	sub-aspects	attended	to	information	


related to diagram identification	(i.e.	title,	where	the	content	comes	from,	when	and	


where	the	diagram	is	created);	the	person who needs	the	diagram	(commissioner);	the	


person creating it	(creator);	and	the	people the diagram is designed for	(audience).	


After	this,	the	last	two	sub-groups	of	guidelines	looked	at	information	related	to	the	


written language of the diagram	and	to	what	Tufte	(2006)	calls	credibility information. 


Tufte	(2006)	explains	that	for	diagrammatic	representations	to	be	considered	reliable	


they	must	include	information	about	their	quality	and	integrity,	for	example	information	


about	authors,	data	sources,	date	of	creation	and	origin.	He	adds	that	diagrammatic	


representations that include credibility information	are	clearer	to	comprehend,	as	they	


give	their	audience	their	‘personal	information’,	facilitating	in	advance	understanding	of	


what	their	content	is	about.	Previous	theories	analysed	throughout	this	chapter	[Sections	


5.2.2,	p.145	and	5.2.3,	p.151]	do	not	contemplate	this	type	of	information,	nor	do	they	


give	it	the	same	degree	of	importance	as	Tufte	(2006)	does.	For	example,	Roam’s	


(2008)	approach	focuses	on	information	itself	but	it	does	not	refer	to	its	credibility,	and	


although	Walker	(1979b)	considers	this	type	of	information,	he	seems	to	describe	it	as	


additional information	and	classify	it	as	‘miscellaneous	symbols’.	
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5.4.1.1.2 Set of guidelines 2: Content


Previous	MapCI	Cards	versions	outlined	different	analytical	angles	from	which	


complex	information	analysis	should	be	approached.	In	contrast	to	MapCI	


Cards-V2.0,	this	version	unified	into	one	set	the	guidelines	referring	to	the	theme and 


components	of	the	information	being	analysed	and	classified	them	into	three	sub-


aspects.	Roam	(2008:78)	refers	to	the	type	of	data	included	in	this	set	as	the	‘objects’	


that	have	to	be	‘placed	in	the	scene’.	


The	first	content	sub-aspect	of	analysis	clustered	those	guidelines	concerned	with	the	


definition	of	the	field	of	action	of	the	diagram.	After	this,	as	in	MapCI	Cards-V1.0,	the	


second	content	sub-aspect	addressed	guidelines	that	explore	both	main	and	additional	


information.	As	mentioned	earlier	[Section	5.2.2.6,	p.150],	a	key	step	in	analysing	


complex	information	was	to	distinguish	between	relevant and irrelevant information, 


as	complex	diagrammatic	representations	should	only	display	relevant	information	


[Sections	2.2,	p.42	and	3.2.2.4,	p.80].	For	this	reason,	it	is	worth	clarifying	the	


difference	between	these	two	types	of	information.	Relevant information can be 


understood as main or additional information, depending on its level of pertinence 


to	the	content	subject	and	the	nature	of	the	design	problem.	Nevertheless,	something	


that is additional is not the same as an accessory.	‘Additional’	is	defined	as	something	


extra	that	supplements,	enriches	or	improves	a	main	subject	and	an	‘accessory’	as	a	


supplementary	part	which	‘can	be	added	to	something	else	to	make	it	more	useful	or	


attractive’	(Soanes	and	Hawker, 2005).	With	these	definitions	in	mind,	in	this	thesis	


additional information	refers	to	relevant	information,	while	accessory refers to 


unnecessary	or	irrelevant	information.	This	is	the	reason	behind	the	re-inclusion	in	


MapCI	Cards-V3.0	of	guidelines	concerned	with	additional	information.


The	last	content	sub-aspect	focused	on	the	definition	of	possible	ways	of	grouping	


components	of	complex	information.	The	specifications	of	these	guidelines	were	


based	on	LATCH+2	theory	[Section	2.1.3.1.1,	p.37].


5.4.1.1.3 Set of guidelines 3: Limits and references 


From	the	beginning	of	the	MapCI	Cards	definition	process,	the	importance	of	


reference information	[Section	5.2.2.2,	p.147]	for	a	diagrammatic	representation	was	


emphasised.	Nevertheless,	previous	MapCI	Cards	versions	did	not	have	a	transparent	


angle	of	analysis	of	this	type	of	information.
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MapCI	Cards-V3.0	clustered	into	this	set	of	guidelines	three	sub-aspects	concerned	


with	the	definition	of	the	limits, focus and reference elements of a diagram. The 


first	sub-group	of	guidelines	addressed	the	axes of information that demarcate the 


boundaries	of	a	diagram	and	the	variables	(units	and	scales)	displayed	in	a	diagram	


to	represent	the	multidimensionality	of	the	3D-perceptual	world.	This	sub-group	


of	guidelines	was	derived	from	what	were	previously	described	as	ground and limit 


(Walker,	1979b)	[Section	5.2.2.3,	p.148].	Specifically	related	to	diagram	navigation,	


Kress	and	van	Leeuwen	(2006:177)	explain	that	‘the	presence	or	absence	of	framing	


devices	disconnects	or	connects	elements	of	a	diagram,	signifying	that	they	belong	


or	do	not	belong	together	in	some	sense’.	This	statement	reinforces	the	relevance	of	


these	types	of	information.


The	second	sub-group	of	guidelines	provided	specifications	to	define	the	area	of	


concentration	of	the	diagram	content,	and	the	last	sub-group	of	guidelines	in	this	set	


referred to reference information that establishes a referential position in relation 


to	the	entire	diagram	for	the	diagram-reader	(e.g.	‘You are here’).	This	information	


enables readers to place the diagram in a broader context and provides parameters 


for	how	they	should	navigate	through	it.	Similar	to	MapCI	Cards-V2.0,	this	version	


of	the	method	also	included	broad	specifications	not	exclusively	linked	to	geographic	


features,	and	added	more	types	of	reference.	


5.4.1.2	Part	B:	Sets	for	initial	coding	criteria


In	the	last	phase	of	conceptual	design,	initial	coding	criteria	are	specified	to	structure	


the	analysed	and	organised	complex	information	and	facilitate	the	prototype	stage	


of	the	design	process	[Section	3.2.2.5,	p.81].	The	two	sets	of	guidelines	of	part	B	


in	MapCI	Cards-V3.0	grouped	guidelines	aimed	at	assisting	this	type	of	decisions.	


Intended	users’	responses	to	these	guidelines	and	groups	of	specifications	should	be	


built on the decisions made throughout the conceptual part of the method, i.e. part A 


[Section	5.4.1.1,	p.164].	


5.4.1.2.1 Set of guidelines 4: Technical information


This	set	of	guidelines	was	composed	of	two	sub-aspects:	coding language and 


graphic structure.	In	terms	of	the	first	sub-aspect	of	guidelines,	in	contrast	to	


previous	MapCI	Cards	versions,	these	guidelines	proposed	an	open	type	of	analysis	


[Section	6.2.1.4,	p.188],	in	order	to	minimise	disruptions	in	intended	users’	creativity.	
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In	addition,	textual	and	formal	coding	guidelines	were	excluded	from	MapCI	


Cards-V3.0,	as	both	were	considered	‘decisions’	to	be	made	at	the	prototype	stage	of	


the design process. In this version of MapCI Cards, the number of coding guidelines 


was	reduced	and	only	those	related	to	Bertin’s	(1983)	visual	variables	[Section	


5.2.5.2.1,	p.158]	were	considered.	


In terms of graphic structure guidelines,	grid	system	[Section	5.2.2.3,	p.148]	and	


reading	structure	specifications	were	included	in	this	sub-aspect.	Both	groups	of	


specifications	were	similar	to	those	of	MapCI	Cards-V2.0,	but	the	reading	structure	


specifications	in	this	version	were	the	result	of	combining	Waller’s	(1987)	reading	


categories.	Waller	(1987:133-136)	proposes	several	ways	of	navigating	through	text	


according to the order of presentation of the elements. This order is used as the 


basis	for	defining	different	diagrammatic	reading	structures.	Twyman	(1979	cited	


in	Waller,	1987)	explains	that	the	graphic	organisation	or	structure	of	information	


influences	and	can	determine	the	‘searching’,	‘reading’	and	‘looking’	for	strategies	of	


readers.


5.4.1.2.2 Set of guidelines 5: Typologies


The	last	set	of	guidelines	considered	in	MapCI	Cards-V3.0	was	aimed	to	assist	


the	definition	of	the	structure	of	the	diagram.	In	previous	versions	(e.g.	MapCI	


Cards-V2.0),	this	type	of	information	had	been	included	in	the	first	set	of	guidelines,	


i.e.	documentation.	In	this	version,	the	relevance	of	including	this	type	of	information	


as	an	independent	set	stemmed	from	the	fact	that	each	diagrammatic	typology	has	


particular	specifications	which,	if	they	were	defined	in	concordance	with	the	objective	


and	content	of	a	diagram	(i.e.	design	settings),	facilitate	visualisation	in	the	prototype	


stage.	Previous	studies	and	classifications	of	diagram	structures	(i.e. Bertin,	1983;	


Holmes,	1984;	Tufte,	1983,	1990;	Engelhardt,	2002)	were	investigated	to	determine	


a	group	of	specifications	for	this	guideline.	A	wide	range	of	diagrammatic	layouts	


and	typologies	were	found.	Although	some	of	those	diagrammatic	typologies	were	


common	between	authors—i.e.	a	broad	division	between	simple	and	complex	


diagrammatic	typologies,	statistical	diagrams	and	timelines—it	seemed	that	the	


boundaries	of	each	typology	overlapped,	as	many	shared	similar	characteristics.	In	


other	words,	this	review	revealed	that	complex	diagrams	can	belong	to	two	or	even	


three	typologies	at	the	same	time,	as	they	tend	to	be	a	mixture	of	simple	diagrams.	
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Consequently,	this	set	included	a	group	of	specifications	for	four	typologies	


considering	main	and	complementary	diagrammatic	structures	on	which	a	complex	


diagram	can	be	based.	The	last	guideline	introduced	specifications	to	define	the	final	


medium	on	which	the	diagram	would	be	printed,	e.g.	magazine,	book,	independent	


piece,	newspaper.
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5.5	Defining	formats	for	MapCI	Cards	


The	aim	of	this	thesis	is	to	contribute	to	the	professional	practice	with	a	guided	


approach	of	conceptual	design	by	presenting	MapCI	Cards,	a	design	method	to	


assist experienced graphic and information designers in the diagram design process. 


Therefore,	the	format	in	which	MapCI	Cards	is	presented	for	implementation	must	


respond	to	its	intended	users’	needs.	Consequently,	in	this	thesis,	the	design	process	


of	the	format	was	closely	related	to	that	of	content	definition,	and	constituted	a	


parallel stage of the development of MapCI Cards. For each version of MapCI Cards 


discussed	throughout	this	chapter,	a	format	was	designed	looking	for	the	most	


appropriate	set	of	attributes	to	respond	to	intended	users’	needs,	i.e.	easy	to	use,	


portable	and	approachable	with	an	engaging	layout	in	which	content	was	presented	


with	great	clarity	[Sections	6.1.2.4,	p.188	and	6.3.2.4,	p.206].	The	following	sections	


discuss	each	of	these	versions	and	present	the	ones	to	be	tested	in	pilot	workshops	


[Section	6.1.1,	p.177;	Appendix	C].


5.5.1	Version	1.0:	Wallpaper	format


Initially	in	MapCI	Cards-V1.0,	the	constituent	components,	i.e.	seven	aspects,	17	


guidelines	and	34	potential	specifications,	were	distributed	in	an	oversized	square	


table	(480mm	x	520mm)	[Appendix	C],	in	which	the	aspects	were	ordered	from	top	


to	bottom	and	the	guidelines	and	specifications	organised	from	left	to	right.	This	


format	reflected	the	complexity	of	MapCI	Cards,	making	a	clear	distinction	between	


the	conceptual	analytical	levels	and	the	more	syntactical	ones	by	displaying	them	


along	the	horizontal	axis,	from	left	(conceptual	levels)	to	right	(syntactical	levels).	


A	peer	review	indicated	flaws	on	clarity,	accessibility	and	portability	in	this	format.	


In	addition,	this	format	was	found	fatiguing	to	understand	and	difficult	to	read,	


as	most	guidelines	did	not	include	any	explanation	of	their	angle	of	analysis,	and	


the	transition	from	the	conceptual	to	the	syntactic	levels	was	found	to	lack	clarity.	


Moreover,	its	dimensions	were	described	as	impractical	and	inappropriate	to	carry	


from	one	place	to	another,	unless	to	be	displayed	on	a	wall.


5.5.2	Version	2.0:	Booklet	versions


In	MapCI	Cards-V2.0,	six	aspects,	25	guidelines	and	122	specifications	were	


organised	and	distributed	throughout	a	12-page	A4-booklet	[Appendix	C].	The	
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booklet	included	introductory	information	about	MapCI	Cards	and	a	detailed	


explanation	of	the	sets	of	guidelines	and	types	of	outputs	that	could	be	obtained	by	


implementing	the	method.	In	this	format,	to	facilitate	the	acceptability	of	use	and	


implementation	of	MapCI	Cards,	a	distinctive	colour	was	attached	to	each	set.	This	


design	decision	was	aimed	to	add	clarity	to	the	method	by	distinguishing	the	aspects	


of	analysis	proposed.	


In	the	process	of	defining	the	testable	version	of	MapCI	Cards,	the	A4	booklet	


was	reduced	in	dimension,	but	its	content	increased	to	form	a	52-page	A5	booklet	


[Appendix	C].	A	group	of	diagrammatic	representations	was	annexed	to	help	


intended	users	understand	the	most	technical	specifications	of	MapCI	Cards.	The	


booklet	was	divided	into	three	sections:	


- Introduction and instructions


- Aspects,	guidelines	and	specifications


- Diagrammatic examples 


A	coding	system	was	attached	to	each	diagrammatic	example,	matching	each	of	them	


with	the	corresponding	aspect,	guideline	and	specification.	Even	though	initially	a	


visual	annexe	seemed	pertinent,	it	was	later	dismissed	because	it	was	considered	


inappropriate and redundant for intended users. Moreover, the fact that the presence 


of	diagrammatic	examples	could	influence	the	analytical	process	of	MapCI	Cards,	and	


thus	the	results,	was	another	reason	for	that	decision.	After	this,	another	point	for	


consideration	was	that	potential	intended	users	would	be	experienced	practitioners,	


already	familiar	with	the	technical	design	lexicon,	making	diagrammatic	examples	to	


support	or	clarify	any	specification	or	term	unnecessary.	


5.5.3	Version	3.0:	Testable	format	versions


Two	MapCI	Cards	format	versions	were	developed	for	testing	during	the	pilot	


workshops	[Section	6.1.1,	p.177].	Both	the	booklet	and	list	formats	are	discussed	below.	


5.5.3.1	Set	of	booklets’	format	


The	initial	MapCI	Cards	testable	version	consisted	of	a	booklet	format	with	two	


independent	A5	booklets	composed	of	five	sets,	36	guidelines	and	92	specifications.	


The	first	twelve-page	booklet	corresponded	to	the	three	conceptual	sets	of	guidelines	


[Section	5.4.1.1,	p.164],	and	the	second,	with	six	pages,	corresponded	to	the	two	
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coding	sets	of	guidelines	[Section	5.4.1.2,	p.166].	In	this	version,	the	colour-coding	


of	the	previous	booklet	version	was	maintained,	but,	to	increase	the	identification	of	


each	set	and	guideline,	the	layout	was	simplified.	Colour	was	applied	as	a	label,	i.e.	


the same colour headings for each set of guidelines, instead of to each component. In 


addition,	a	number	was	attached	to	each	guideline	to	facilitate	its	identification	and	


to give them an order during the implementation. 


5.5.3.2	List	format


The	same	number	of	constituent	components	as	in	the	previous	booklet	format	were	


reorganised and presented to participants as a list format.	The	work	of	Gerstner	


(1964)	[Section	2.4.3,	p.64]	added	meaningful	insights	for	the	development	of	


this	layout.	This	format	was	presented	folded	as	an	A4,	and	was	a	combination	of	


Gerstner’s	(1964)	morphological	box	structure	and	that	of	a	tree	taxonomy	[Section	


4.1.6,	p.100].	The	levels	of	analysis	in	MapCI	Cards	were	organised	into	five	‘thematic	


boxes’	distributed	in	a	vertical	tree layout,	with	sets	on	the	left	and	guidelines	


and	specifications	flowing	from	left	to	right.	In	addition,	colour	was	applied	to	


differentiate the components. 


The	following	chapter	discusses	the	findings	obtained	from	the	refinement	and	


optimisation	and	testing	stages,	and	presents	the	final	version	of	MapCI	Cards.	
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5.6 Summary


The design method MapCI Cards is the main contribution of this thesis to the 


professional practice of information design. MapCI Cards presents a guided approach 


to assist experienced graphic and information design practitioners in the conceptual 


design	of	diagram	problems	by	addressing	the	following	five	objectives:	


- Problem	understanding	and	definition	of	the	purpose	of	the	diagram	


- Familiarising	with	the	target	audience


- Familiarising	with	the	subject	matter	


- Going	through	the	simplification	process


- Defining	initial	coding	criteria	


For	that	purpose,	MapCI	Cards	pinpoints	key	design	requirements	and	routine	


decision-making	actions	followed	in	the	analysis	and	understanding	of	complex	


information,	taking	intended	users	outside	their	routine	conceptual	processes.	


Outputs obtained from the implementation of MapCI Cards should be used as the 


skeleton	for	the	prototype	stage	of	the	diagram	design	process.		


A	testable	version	of	MapCI	Cards	was	composed	of	three	levels	of	analysis,	i.e.	sets,	


guidelines	and	specifications.	These	guidelines	were	organised	in	five	sets,	each	of	


them	proposing	one	aspect	of	analysis	to	complex	information,	and	aiming	to	tackle	


one	of	the	above	objectives.	Actions	(record,	identify	and	define)	were	established	


for	each	guideline,	and	types	of	groups	of	specifications	(simple,	multiple	and	open	


specifications)	were	allocated	to	25	of	the	36	guidelines	of	this	version.	


The	process	of	defining	a	testable	version	of	MapCI	Cards	began	with	the	


definition	of	the	broadest	areas	of	analysis	(the	aspects	or	sets)	and	then	moved	


to	the	finer	ones	(the	guidelines	and	specifications).	The	next	step	was	concerned	


with	finding	a	rationale	to	group	and	organise	the	guidelines	and	specifications	


which	responded	to	the	initial	aims	and	objectives	of	the	method.	This	process	


involved	two	sets	of	theories	and	findings	from	the	research	strategies	(i.e.	case	


study	analysis	and	analytical	relational	surveys).	Core	theoretical	works	by	Walker	


(1979b),	Tufte	(1990,	1998),	Engelhardt	(2002),	Wood	(1992),	Wurman	(1989,	


2001)	and	Garland	(1979)	were	adjusted	and	rearranged	to	build	a	more	widely	


applicable	framework	of	analysis.	As	a	result,	MapCI	Cards	is	a	combination	of	
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diagrammatic	layered	structures,	information	organisation	theories	and	visual	


thinking	strategies.	


The	analytical	template	and	two	versions	of	MapCI	Cards	were	described,	and	a	


testable	version	was	introduced	at	the	end	of	the	chapter.	Their	respective	formats	


were	described	and	the	testable	ones	highlighted.
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6.  Revision, optimisation and 
testing of MapCI Cards


The designer must think first, work later. 


(Sutnar, 1961 in Heller, 1994)
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6.1 Introduction


In	the	previous	chapter,	the	definition	process	of	MapCI	Cards,	its	aims,	objectives	


and	content,	context	of	use	and	intended	user	were	explained,	and	a	version	to	be	


tested	was	defined	and	introduced.	This	chapter	presents	the	findings	from	the	


revising	and	optimising	strategy,	i.e.	pilot	workshops.	MapCI	Cards	was	first	used	by	


intended	users	in	experimental	conditions	[Section	4.1.3,	p.96].	After	this	the	final	


version	of	MapCI	Cards	was	introduced.	The	optimisation	of	MapCI	Cards	was	guided	


for	the	areas	of	improvement	identified	with	pilot	workshops’	findings.	The	last	


section	of	the	chapter	discusses	the	self-documentation	study	as	the	research	method	


designed	to	test	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	in	naturalistic	settings	[Section	4.1.4,	p.97],	i.e.	


the	professional	practice.	This	testing	strategy	was	aimed	at	investigating	the	effects	


of	a	guided	approach	to	conceptual	design	on	diagram	creators	and	their	levels	of	


satisfaction	with	a	tool	having	that	approach,	i.e.	MapCI	Cards.	Then,	insights	from	


three	key	informants	[Section	4.1.4.2,	p.98]	were	used	to	supplement	outputs	and	


responses	gathered	from	self-documentation	studies	and	to	add	expert	knowledge	to	


assess	the	quality	of	participants’	analysis.	Results	from	and	recommendations	for	the	


implementation	of	MapCI	Cards	in	professional	practice	are	summarised	at	the	end	


of	the	chapter.	


6.1.1	Pilot	workshops’	findings


Findings	obtained	from	the	experimental	study,	i.e.	pilot	workshops,	were	compared	


and	analysed.	These	data	were	obtained	after	two	pilot	workshops,	in	which	six	


MapCI	Cards	intended	users	were	engaged	in	a	diagram	design	assignment	in	


laboratory	conditions.	To	solve	the	design	assignment,	participants	were	asked	


to	work	with	MapCI	Cards-V3.0	as	a	tool	to	guide	their	problem-solving	process.	


Participants	were	not	asked	to	develop	a	finished	output,	but	a	draft	proposal	


[Appendix	D].	


6.1.1.1 Pilot workshops’ data analysis


Data	obtained	in	this	experimental	study	were	mostly	gathered	from	participants’	


written	documents	produced	as	a	result	of	their	decision-making	and	conceptual	


design	phases.	These	outputs	documented	ways	in	which	participants	responded	


to	the	guidelines	in	MapCI	Card-V3.0	and	more	elaborate	thoughts	generated	


throughout	the	analysis	of	complex	information	sources.	
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In	some	cases,	the	written	outputs	were	uneven,	with	in-depth	analysis	described	


step	by	step	in	some	and	a	few	words	in	others.	Responses	to	the	guidelines	in	


MapCI	Cards-V3.0	were	included	as	part	of	the	analysis	in	some	cases	and	as	ways	of	


implementing	them	in	others.	Nevertheless,	written	outputs	were	useful	in	providing	


an	overview	of	the	different	ways	in	which	participants	tended	to	respond	and	


implement	the	guidelines.	In	addition,	they	supplied	a	basis	for	identifying	the	areas	


which	needed	revision	and	further	development.	Comments	and	feedback	gathered	


during	the	group	conversation	that	took	place	at	the	end	of	each	workshop	[Section	


4.4.1.1,	p.125]	were	used	to	supplement	these	written	documents.


Visual	outputs	were	not	uniform	among	participants,	as	some	of	them	produced	


a	series	of	sketches	documenting	their	decision-making	and	others	just	a	draft	


proposal.	These	outputs	were	helpful	to	verify	and	support	the	written	outputs.	


6.1.2 Identifying areas for improvement in MapCI Cards-V3.0


Findings	provided	solid	insights	of	four	key	areas	in	this	version	of	MapCI	Cards:


- The sets of guidelines.	The	way	in	which	the	guidelines	included	in	this	


version	were	responded	to,	their	pertinence	and	clarity	to	meet	the	aims	and	


objectives	of	the	method	[Section	6.1.2.1,	p.178].


- The guided approach.	Participants’	ease	of,	levels	of	satisfaction	with,	


familiarising	with	this	version	of	MapCI	Cards,	its	guided	approach	and	its	


usefulness	for	completing	the	assignment	[Section	6.1.2.2,	p.182].


- The complex information sources.	The	appropriateness	of	the	information	


sources’	levels	of	complexity	according	to	the	depth	of	analysis	of	the	


guidelines	included	in	this	version	[Section	6.1.2.3,	p.183].


- The formats.	The	level	of	engagement,	visual	clarity	and	usefulness	of	the	


layout	and	format	of	this	version	of	MapCI	Cards	in	accordance	with	intended	


users’	needs	[Section	6.1.2.4,	p.184].		


Main	findings	from	pilot	workshops are	summarised	in	the	following	sections.


6.1.2.1 Initial ways of implementing the guidelines 


Thirty-six	guidelines	grouped	in	five	sets	composed	the	testable	version	of	MapCI	


Cards.	To	investigate	whether	the	degree	of	technicality	and	the	phrasing	style	in	


each	guideline	was	appropriate,	participants’	written	responses,	elaborated	during	
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the	workshops	and	handed	in	at	the	end,	were	compared	and	analysed	[Appendix	D].	


Results	seemed	to	indicate	that	some	participants	began	the	problem-solving	process	


with	MapCI	Cards	by	attempting	to	list	a	one-word	response	to	each	guideline,	while	


others	added	a	list	of	more	elaborate	responses.	Key	responses	that	seem	to	evidence	


different	ways	of	responding	to	the	guidelines	in	MapCI	Cards-V3.0	are	listed	below:


Responses to card #14 (scientific theme): 


- Regulatory	framework?	/	Stages	of	evaluation?	/	Applications	for	evaluation	


(1991-2005).	# W1 – Graphic Designer


- What	are	the	stages	for	approval	for	the	GMO	in	Argentina?	# W4 – 


Information Designer


- How	does	the	regulation	of	GMO	in	Argentina	work?	# W6 – Graphic 


Designer


Responses to card #20 (scientific and historical themes):


- Political	relation	/	economic	relation.	# W1 – Graphic Designer


- Graphic	places>	wall	+	date	happened	(order)	/	distance	of	wall,	coverage	


(spatial)	/	places>date>length	(hierarchical)	/	places	&	date	(historical).	 


# W3 – Information Graphic Designer


Responses to card #27 (historical theme):


- Figurative	+	non	figurative	(Richards,	1984)	>	geo	map	+	representation	


of	icons	or	symbols	to	represent	natural	structures	(people,	dates).	# W3 – 


Information Graphic Designer


- Semi-figurative	(illiterate	audience)	(Richards,	1984).	# W5 – Graphic Designer


The	order	(from	Card#1	to	Card#36)	in	which	the	guidelines	in	MapCI	Cards-V.3.0	


were	presented	in	the	testable	formats	responded	to	the	order	that	actions	and	tasks	


tended	to	occur	in	the	conceptual	design	stage.	However,	this	order	was	not	meant	to	


be	rigid,	as	problem-solving	and	decision-making	are	not	linear	processes	[Section	


3.2.1,	p.74].	Some	actions	occur	in	parallel	and	others	are	built	on	previous	decisions.	


Written	outputs	from	this	study	showed	that	most	of	the	participants	seemed	to	


respond	to	each	guideline	following	the	given	order,	but	neither	of	them	acknowledged	


that	not	all	guidelines	were	requesting	the	same	type	of	actions	[Section	6.2.1,	p.186].
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In	terms	of	the	language	used	in	this	version	of	MapCI	Cards,	participants	did	not	


point	out	or	report	any	particular	term	or	specification	as	completely	unknown	or	not	


in	the	design	lexicon:	


It’s	a	tool	where	all	essential	information	is	summarised	and	helps	designers	


not	to	forget	any	point.	#W1 – Graphic Designer


I	found	the	language	used	in	MapCI	very	accessible	and	comprehensive.	 


I	normally	use	the	same	terminologies	in	my	professional	practice.	#W2 – 


Graphic Designer


However,	participant	W2	stressed	that	some	guidelines	of	MapCI	Cards-V3.0	


presented	excessively	detailed	definitions	and	specifications,	which	are	not	often	


needed	during	conceptual	design	in	the	professional	practice:


The	content	in	MapCI	was	well	organised	and	distributed	throughout	the	pages,	


but	sometimes	it	was	too	specific	in	the	definitions	of	some	terms,	and	for	


conceptual	thinking.	As	an	example,	I	don’t	think	we	designers	need	to	know	


the	definition	of	colour,	when	on	the	other	hand	I	found	quite	useful	to	have	


the	range	of	visual	variables	which	I	had	to	focus	on.		I	would	have	understood	


the	concepts	in	the	same	way,	if	I	didn’t	have	the	definitions.	#W2 – Graphic 


Designer


It	is	important	to	mention	that	in	this	version	of	MapCI	Cards,	a	brief	explanation	of	


the	concept	introduced	in	each	guideline	was	added	next	to	its	title.	As	an	example,	


the	following	definitions	were	included	in	Guidelines	#28	and	#29:	


- Guideline	#28:	Graphic coding.	The	stimulus	that	the	visual	perception	


discriminates	as	different,	that	is	used	to	visualise	information		


- Guideline	#29:	Chromatic coding.	The	colour	or	the	absence	of	colour	in	the	


elements	of	the	diagram.	


In	a	similar	vein	to	that	of	participant	W2,	participant	W3	mentioned	a	high	level	


of	technicality	and	details	in	the	guidelines	of	MapCI	Cards-V3.0.	Nevertheless,	she	


seemed	to	have	found	that	having	various	guidelines	pointing	in	the	same	direction	of	


analysis	useful:	
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MapCI	was	a	very	useful	tool.	At	a	certain	part,	I	felt	that	some	details	of	


guidelines	seemed	to	be	repeating,	but	when	I	spent	more	time	on	it,	felt	OK	


as	it	was	helping	in	reinforcing	important	data.	#W3 –Information Graphic 


Designer 


Overall,	findings	showed	that	the	majority	of	the	participants	that	did	respond	to	


and	seemed	to	engage	with	the	guidelines	from	the	conceptual	part	of	this	version	


[Section	5.4.1.1,	p.164]	wrote	one	word	or	short	sentences	[Figures	6.1,	6.2,	and	6.3,	


6.4,	next	page;	Appendix	D3].	In	particular,	participants	wrote	similar	key	words	to	


the	guidelines	of	the	first	set,	i.e. documentation	[Section	5.4.1.1.1,	p.164].	A	large	


number	of	guidelines	from	the	coding	part	in	MapCI	Cards-V3.0	[Section	5.4.1.2,	


p.166]	were	not	responded	to	in	writing	or	in	full.	Therefore,	general	conclusions	


about	the	pertinence	of	guidelines	in	MapCI	Cards-V3.0	and	specific	ways	in	which	


participants	responded	to	them	could	not	be	drawn	from	this	study.


FIGURE 6.2. Output W6_3. Scientific themeFIGURE 6.1. Output W1_1. Scientific theme
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6.1.2.2 Initial responses to a guided approach of analysis


Pilot	workshop	participants	began	working	with	MapCI	Cards-V3.0	without	any	


instructions	on	how	to	read,	understand	or	apply	the	tool.	Nor	were	they	given	any	


indications	of	how	long	it	would	take	them	to	analyse	the	given	pieces	of	information.	


Participants’	comments	indicated	that	when	they	encountered	MapCI	Cards-V3.0	for	


the	first	time	they	tended	to	implement	it	in	one	of	the	three	following	ways:	


- I	used	MapCI	to	structure	the	information	at	the	beginning	of	the	task.	#W1 – 


Graphic Designer


- I	first	read	the	whole	information	included	in	the	[MapCI]	booklets,	and	


I	realised	there	were	like	prompts	I	had	to	respond	to.	#W2 – Graphic 


Designer


- I	think	this	task	implied	to	me	at	least	three	stages:	In	a	first	approach,	


the	organisation	of	the	information	and	classification	into	categories	was	


intuitive.	I	organised	the	information	and	made	a	hierarchy	according	to	


my	background	knowledge	in	an	intuitive	way.	In	a	second	reading,	a	more	


exhaustive	analysis	was	needed,	understanding	the	author’s	point	of	view	


and	the	meaning	of	the	information.	I	needed	to	have	the	‘why’	present	in	


my	mind	all	the	time.	In	other	words,	I	needed	to	have	clearly	the	reason	for	


organising	the	information	in	a	particular	way.	The	third	and	final	reading	


FIGURE 6.3. Output W3_1. Historical theme FIGURE 6.4. Output W5_1. Historical theme
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was	absolutely	rational	as	I	was	using	MapCI	[Cards],	and	thus	I	knew	what	


I	was	looking	for	in	the	information	and	which	data	I	was	looking	for.	I	


organised,	classified	and	created	a	hierarchical	structure	of	the	information	


according	to	the	brief	I	was	working	with.	#W5 – Graphic Designer


In	general,	participants	stressed	that	MapCI	Cards-V3.0	seemed	to	have	helped	them	


define	main	subject	areas	and	organise	the	information	in	hierarchies	according	to	


the	aims	and	objectives	of	the	design	brief:	


Defining	hierarchies	of	the	information	and	knowing	what	it	is	important	to	


include,	and	what	is	not	to	be	included,	and	what	the	main	point	was;	I	found	


that	easier	to	go	through	when	using	MapCI.	#W6 – Graphic Designer


MapCI	Cards	proposes	a	guided	approach	of	analysis	by	assisting	the	decision-


making	process	of	intended	users.	Some	participants	from	the	pilot	workshops	did	


acknowledge	this	rational	side	of	the	MapCI	Cards	and	describe	it	as	‘different’:	


Although	this	method	is	different	than	the	one	I	normally	use,	I	didn’t	have	


problems	adapting	to	it	and	I	completed	the	assignment.	#W2 – Graphic 


Designer


Findings	from	this	strategy	did	not	reveal	negative	experiences	from	using	MapCI	


Cards	in	experimental	settings,	and	the	totality	of	participants	completed	the	


assignment	in	the	time	set.	


6.1.2.3 Initial sources of complex information


MapCI	Cards	was	defined	to	assist	the	analysis	of	complex	information	sources	


during	conceptual	design	[Section	5.1.1,	p.138].	Therefore,	each	set	of	guidelines	


approaches	one	of	the	five	phases	of	that	stage	[Section	3.2.2,	p.77],	presenting	


various	aspects	and	levels	of	analysis.	To	measure	the	range	of	application	and	


depth	of	analysis	in	MapCI	Cards-V3.0,	two	pieces	of	information	with	similar	levels	


of	complexity	but	from	two	different	fields,	i.e.	science	and	history,	were	tested	in	


this	study	[Appendix	D1].	Each	participant	from	the	pilot	workshops	was	asked	to	


examine	only	one	of	those	pieces	of	complex	information.	Findings	show	that	one	of	


the	participants	who	worked	with	the	scientific	piece	of	information	expressed	that	
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it	did	not	seem	to	have	an	adequate	level	of	complexity	to	be	analysed	with	MapCI	


Cards:


More	useful	for	complex	contents,	because	with	simple	ones	most	of	the	


guidelines	can’t	be	answered.	#W4 – Information Designer


Returning	to	the	first	area	analysed	in	Section	6.1.2.1	[p.178],	this	reported	apparent	


lack	of	complexity	in	the	given	pieces	of	information	could	be	seen	as	one	of	the	reasons	


why	some	participants	did	not	seem	to	respond	to	many	of	the	guidelines.	Complex	


information	requires	a	heavy	working	memory	load	to	achieve	effective	organisation	


[Section	1.2.3,	p.10],	which	is	not	often	needed	for	the	analysis	of	straightforward	


information.	Hence,	the	application	of	an	analytical	tool	composed	of	five	aspects	and	


three	levels	of	analysis	may	be	pointless	to	examine	simple	pieces	of	information.	


In	short,	the	guidelines	in	this	version	of	MapCI	Cards	seemed	to	be	diverse	and	


covered	a	wide	range	of	specifications	and	deep	levels	of	analysis.


6.1.2.4 Appropriateness of list and booklet formats 


Two	formats	of	the	testable	version	of	MapCI	Cards	[Section	5.5.3,	p.170]	were	


designed	and	used	during	the	pilot	workshops,	i.e.	booklet	and	list	formats.	In	the	


booklet	format,	guidelines	were	organised	and	presented	to	participants	as	two	


independent	A5	booklets	[Section	5.5.3.1,	p.170].	The	first	twelve-page	booklet	


corresponded	to	the	first	three	sets	of	MapCI	Cards	guidelines,	and	the	second,	with	


six	pages,	corresponded	to	the	other	two	sets	of	MapCI	Cards	guidelines.	The	second	


format	[Section	5.5.3.2,	p.171]	presented	the	same	content	reorganised	as	a	list,	in	


which	the	five	sets	flowed	from	top	to	bottom,	and	guidelines	and	specifications	from	


left	to	right.	


In	terms	of	the	list	format,	participants	described	this	format	as	‘smooth’	(W1)	to	


read	and	‘effortless’	(W6)	to	use,	because	‘all	information	could	be	seen	at	the	same	


time’	(W6).	However,	others	characterised	the	list	format	as	impractically	long	and	


therefore	not	useful	for	the	needs	of	the	professional	practice:	


The	(list)	format	was	good	for	visualising	all	the	guidelines	at	the	same	time,	


but	it	is	too	big	to	use	every	day.	#W3 – Information Graphic Designer
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In	general,	participants	stressed	that	the	booklet	format	was	more	portable	and	was	


defined	as	an	‘easier’	tool	for	the	professional	practice	than	the	list	format:


I	felt	more	comfortable	with	the	booklet	format.	#W5 – Graphic Designer


Although	the	list	layout	was	clearer	and	more	attractive,	it	was	difficult	to	find	


specific	information	in	there	and	thus	in	order	to	use	it	in	practice,	the	booklet	


was	easier	and	clearer.	In	terms	of	portability	and	scale,	the	booklet	format	


was	more	practical,	dynamic	and	functional.	The	list	format	(papyrus)	is	more	


useful	to	leave	on	the	wall	of	my	office	and	check	from	time	to	time,	rather	than	


to	take	it	with	me	everywhere	all	the	time.	It	is	not	100%	practical	to	look	for	


information.	#W2 – Graphic Designer


Moreover,	findings	indicated	that	the	independence	of	the	booklets	increased	the	


usability	and	monitoring	of	MapCI	Cards-V3.0.	On	the	other	hand,	some	pilot	


workshop	participants	stressed	that	it	would	have	been	useful	to	visualise	the	36	


guidelines	at	once;	in	that	way	they	would	have	had	an	idea	of	where	they	were	in	the	


whole	analytical	process.	One	of	these	participants	described	the	booklets	as	‘dense	to	


read’	and	‘hard	to	comprehend’	(#W1),	requiring	a	lot	of	time	to	digest	the	content	in	


MapCI	Cards. 


In	short,	it	was	inferred	that	both	formats	used	during	the	pilot	workshops	were	


not	suitable	for	the	needs	of	the	professional	practice.	Consequently,	a	more	


approachable	format	was	required.		


The	next	section	introduces	key	areas	of	MapCI	Cards-V3.0	that	were	revisited	


according	to	these	findings	and	discusses	the	steps	followed	to	optimise	them.	The	


final	version	of	the	method	is	presented	and	described.	
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6.2 Final version of MapCI Cards:  
Guidelines for professional practice


Findings	from	pilot	workshops	discussed	in	the	previous	section	[Section	6.1.1,	p.177]	


indicated	that	the	optimisation	process	of	MapCI	Cards-V3.0	should	be	directed	


towards	the	development	of	a	more	suitable	version	to	address	professional	practice	


needs	and	intended	users’	current	requirements	[Section	1.3,	p.12].	Therefore,	the	


revision	stage	focused	on	adding	clarity	to	the	structure	and	components	in	MapCI	


Cards	[Section	5.1.1.3,	p.140],	and	designing	a	more	suitable	and	approachable	format	


and	layout.	Precise	instructions	on	the	objective	of	the	proposed	tool	and	the	type	of	


problems	in	the	professional	practice	that	it	may	assist	were	explained	in	a	descriptive	


booklet	which	was	included	in	the	final	version	of	the	method	[Section	6.2.1.6,	p.190].	


6.2.1	Refinement	and	optimisation	steps	


In	order	to	add	clarity	to	the	method,	but	maintain	its	depth	of	analysis	and	initial	


aims,	the	development	of	the	final	version	of	MapCI	Cards	required	to:


- Restructure	constituent	components	[Section	6.2.1.1,	p.186]


- Reorganise,	redefine,	and	regroup	conceptual	guidelines		[Section	6.2.1.2,	p.187]


- Reduce	the	number	of	coding	guidelines,	relocate	and	regroup	[Section	


6.2.1.3,	p.188]	


- Select	the	final	collection	of	guidelines	and	redefine	the	sets	[Section	6.2.1.4,	


p.188]


- Redesign	the	format	and	revise	layout	criteria	[Section	6.2.1.5,	p.189]


- Add	description	of	objective	and	type	of	problems	that	could	be	assisted	with	


this	tool	[Section	6.2.1.6,	p.190]


6.2.1.1 Clarifying the analytical structure


The	constituent	components	in	MapCI	Cards-V3.0	were	arranged	in	a	nested	


structure,	in	which	the	36	guidelines	were	clustered	in	five	sets	according	to	their	


aspect	of	analysis	and	relevance	to	fulfil	the	objectives	of	the	method	[Section	5.1.1.2,	


p.139].	In	addition,	sub-groups	of	guidelines,	referred	to	as	sub-aspects	of	analysis	


within	each	set	[Section	5.4.1,	p.163],	were	included	in	this	version	of	MapCI	Cards,	


and	a	group	of	specifications	was	allocated	to	most	guidelines.	This	nested	structure	


was	the	result	of	the	definition	process	of	MapCI	Cards	[Section	5.2,	p.143]	and	


was	initially	found	necessary	to	conduct	thorough	analysis.	However,	none	of	the	
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participants	who	used	this	version	seemed	to	notice	this	organisation	rationale	


or	reported	comments	on	the	order	in	which	the	guidelines	were	grouped.	It	is	


important	to	mention	that	this	nested	structure	of	MapCI	Cards	was	not	indicated	in	


a	visual	way	or	explained	during	the	pilot	workshops	either.	


Based	on	this,	the	way	in	which	the	components	in	MapCI	Cards	were	structured	and	


presented	was	revisited	in	the	final	version.	Sub-aspects	were	eliminated,	and	three	


levels	of	analysis	remained,	i.e.	the	sets,	guidelines	and	specifications.


6.2.1.2	Redefining	and	regrouping	conceptual	guidelines


The	content	in	MapCI	Cards	was	a	combination	of	technical	information	design-


driven	terms,	often	employed	throughout	the	information	translation	process	


[Section	1.3.1,	p.12].	This	stage	was	centred	on	adding	clarity	to	the	phrasing	style	


and	terminology	of	that	content,	although	the	pilot	workshop	findings	did	not	seem	


to	reveal	negative	comments	regarding	the	level	of	technicality	in	MapCI	Cards.	For	


this,	guidelines	were	rephrased	as	prompts,	using	less	technical	terminologies.	As	an	


example,	initial	Guideline	#14:	Question answered by the diagram was	rephrased	


as	Guideline	#23:	The story that should be told in the diagram.	Then,	Guideline	


#18:	Semantic typologies of data,	was	rephrased	as	Guideline	#24:	The key types of 


information that should be included in the diagram	in	the	final	version.	


Another	group	of	guidelines	from	MapCI	Cards-V3.0,	e.g.	Guideline	#34: Reading 


structure	and	Guideline	#36:	Media,	were	relocated	into	more	appropriate	


sets	according	to	the	phase	of	the	conceptual	design	stage	in	which	that	type	of	


information	was	required.	


Then,	in	the	testable	version	presented	in	this	thesis,	the	group	of	guidelines	aimed	


at	defining	and	recording	data	from	the	target	audience	of	the	diagram	were	spread	


throughout	the	five	sets,	not	assisting	the	transparency	of	the	collection	of	this	data.	


For	example,	the	majority	of	guidelines	addressing	the	target	audience	were	included	


in	the	documentation	set	[Section	5.4.1.1.1,	p.164].	In	the	final	version	of	MapCI	


Cards,	guidelines	aimed	at	becoming	familiar	with	the	target	audience	were	grouped	


together	into	only	one	set	of	guidelines	under	the	term	Audience [Section	6.2.2.2,	


p.193]. Moreover,	guidelines	to	gather	psychographic	information	were	added	to	this	


set	to	supplement	that	of	demographic	information.	
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6.2.1.3 Reducing, relocating and grouping coding guidelines


The	majority	of	coding	guidelines	in	this	version	of	MapCI	Cards	presented	a	


much	deeper	analysis	than	the	one	required	for	conceptual	design.	As	an	example,	


six	guidelines,	e.g.	Guideline	#32:	Approximate grid dimensions	and	Guideline	


#31:	Achromatic,	were	found	highly	syntactic	and	technical	for	conceptual	design	


decision-making	[Section	3.2.2.5,	p.81].	Consequently,	coding	guidelines	were	


reduced	from	14	to	eight	guidelines.	As	a	result,	exclusive	guidelines	aimed	at	


defining	initial	coding	criteria	were	included	in	the	final	version	of	MapCI	Cards.	


After	this,	having	coding	guidelines	divided	into	two	sets—when	the	resulting	eight	


coding	guidelines	were	addressing	the	same	aspect	and	depth	of	analysis,	and	belonging	


to	the	same	phase	of	the	conceptual	design—was	found	to	be	unnecessary	and	confusing	


for	the	intended	user.	Therefore,	in	the	final	version,	these	coding	guidelines	were	


grouped	together	into	one	set	called	Diagramming [Section	6.2.2.5,	p.193].	


6.2.1.4	Selecting	the	final	sets	of	guidelines


The	selection	of	the	final	sets	of	guidelines	in	MapCI	Cards	was	a	crucial	step.	


Not	all	the	guidelines	from	previous	versions	[Sections	5.2.4,	p.155;	5.2.5,	p.157	


and	5.4.1,	p.163]	were	found	functional	after	pilot	workshop	findings.	Based	on	


participants’	written	responses	and	comments,	part	of	the	guidelines	seemed	to	


have	low	information	content	or	was	described	as	pointless.	In	previous	versions,	


theoretical	and	empirical	procedures	were	used	to	define	the	guidelines.	However,	


these	procedures	seemed	to	have	generated	polythetic guidelines	[Section	4.1.6,	


p.100],	which	means	that	their	boundaries,	in	some	cases,	could	not	be	strictly	


defined.	Hence,	the	final	guidelines	were	not	defined	according	to	a	single	criterion	or	


attribute	but	according	to	actions	and	type of specification. 


To	facilitate	the	usability	of	the	guidelines	and	the	analytical	process	proposed,	in	the	


last	version	of	MapCI	Cards,	one	specific	action	was	allocated	to	each	guideline.	As	a	


result,	in	the	final	sets,	presented	as	a	deck	of	cards	[Section	6.2.1.5,	next	page],	each	


guideline	requested	one	of	the	three	following	actions:	


- Record.	To	set	down	in	writing	or	register	in	some	permanent	form	the	


information	relevant	for	conceptual	design	in	the	creation	of	diagrams.


- Identify.	To	determine	relevant	information	for	the	definition	of	key	


characteristics	for	structuring	the	message	in	conceptual	design.
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- Define.	To	set	the	nature	or	essential	qualities	of	types	of	information,	


organisation	rationale,	information	hierarchies,	overall	structure	and	initial	


coding	criteria.


In	addition,	three	types	of	groups	of	specification	cards	were	defined	and	included	in	


the	final	version	of	MapCI:	


- Single specification Cards.	Cards	with	different	specifications,	but	of	which	


only	one	should	be	selected	as	relevant	for	the	decision-making	process.			


- Multiple specification Cards.	Cards	with	different	specifications,	which	offer	


the	consideration	of	more	than	one	option	as	relevant	for	the	decision-making	


process.


- Open Cards.	Cards	that	do	not	offer	any	kind	of	specifications.	The	intended	


user	is	free	to	elaborate	each	response	according	to	his/her	decision-making	


process.


6.2.1.5	Cards	as	the	final	format	for	MapCI


Pilot	workshops’	findings	[Section	6.1.2.4,	p.184]	revealed	‘portability’	and	‘clarity’	


as	the	characteristics	lacking	or	being	weak	in	the	previous	formats.	Both	the	


booklet	and	the	list	formats	used	during	the	pilot	workshops	were	revisited	for	the	


last	version	of	MapCI	Cards.	Two	practice-led	methodological	tools	(i.e.	IDEO,	


2002;	SILK,	2007)	from	the	fields	of	visual	communication	and	social	sciences	


were	reviewed	and	analysed	in	order	to	define	the	final	format	and	respond	to	the	


requested	characteristics.	


As	a	result,	the	final	content	in	MapCI	Cards	was	redesigned	and	presented	as	a	


deck	of	cards.	This	format	was	found	approachable	and	portable,	in	that	during	its	


implementation	intended	users	could	concentrate	on	one	set	of	guidelines	at	a	time.	


The	content	of	each	guideline	and	its	specifications	was	organised	and	presented	on	a	


single	card.	Each	set	of	guidelines	of	the	final	version	of	MapCI	Cards	was	visualised	


as	one	suit.	A	specific	colour	and	icon	were	allocated	to	each	set	of	guidelines	and	


placed	on	the	front	of	the	cards,	facilitating	the	identification	of	the	guidelines	that	


belong	to	the	same	set.	On	the	back	of	each	card,	the	corresponding	guidelines	


phrased	as	a	prompt,	the	set	of	specifications	when	necessary	and	the	type	of	


requested	action	[Section	6.2.1.4,	p.188]	were	indicated.	
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6.2.1.6 A descriptive booklet


A	short	booklet	was	designed	and	added	to	the	deck	of	cards.	This	booklet	acted	as	


a	manual	which	introduced	the	tool	and	explained	the	kind	of	information	design	


problems	in	which	it	could	be	implemented	and	the	set	of	potential	resulting	outputs.	


Furthermore,	a	brief	but	concise	description	of	the	aim	of	each	of	the	five	sets	was	


delineated	there.	The	three	possible	actions	of	the	cards	and	the	types	of	specification	


cards	[Section	6.2.1.4,	p.188]	were	also	highlighted.	At	the	end	of	the	booklet,	four	


possible	implementation	steps	to	get	the	most	of	MapCI	Cards	were	outlined:		


- Step 1. Begin	your	information	design	assignment	using	MapCI	Cards.


- Step 2. Use	MapCI	Cards	to	analyse,	organise	and	structure	different	pieces	


of	content	from	one	or	various	sources,	depending	on	the	requirements	of	the	


design	assignment. 


- Step 3. Read	each	MapCI	Card	and	proceed	according	to	the	action	and	


specifications	indicated	on	each	card. 


- Step 4. Finally,	use	the	information	obtained	from	this	analysis	to	organise	


your	ideas.	Create	as	many	documents	as	you	need	to	represent	and	define	


the	skeletal	framework	of	your	diagrammatic	solution.


The	layout	and	terminology	employed	throughout	the	booklet	and	the	cards	was	


directed	to	engage	intended	users.		
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6.2.2 Final sets of guidelines in MapCI Cards


In	the	revisited	version	of	MapCI	Cards,	i.e.	MapCI	Cards-V4.0,	presented	here,	there	


were	found	to	be	38	necessary	guidelines	to	assist	the	analysis	and	understanding	


of	complex	information	for	diagram	creation	[Figure	6.5,	A3	fold	out].	From	those	


guidelines,	30	aided	conceptual	decisions	and	eight	aided	the	definition	of	initial	


coding	criteria.	The	guidelines	were	presented	as	a	deck	of	cards	[Section	6.2.1.5,	


p.189]	responding	to	the	requirements	of	the	intended	context	and	users.	


Mostly	at	the	beginning	of	the	deck,	12	cards	were	aimed	to	document	in	some	


permanent	form	data	relevant	for	conceptual	diagram	design,	i.e.	recording	guidelines,	


while	seven	cards,	mostly	in	the	middle	of	the	deck,	were	aimed	to	determine	key	


information	to	be	used	in	later	phases	of	this	analytical	process,	i.e.	identifying	


guidelines.	The	last	19	cards	were	focused	on	assisting	intended	users	in	the	organisation	


and	description	of	data	characteristics,	i.e.	defining	guidelines	[Section	6.2.1.4,	p.188].	


In	terms	of	the	types	of	specifications,	18	of	the	38	guidelines	were	defined	as	open	cards	


with	no	specifications;	11	guidelines	had	a	group	of	specifications	attached,	which	were	


offering	more	than	one	possible	option,	i.e.	multiple	specification	cards.	The	remaining	


nine	guidelines	had	a	group	of	specifications	attached,	from	which	the	selection	of	one	


quality	excluded	the	other	ones,	i.e.	single	specification	cards	[Section	6.2.1.4,	p.188].	


These	resulting	38	guidelines	were	clustered	in	five	sets	referred	to	as	documentation	


[Section	6.2.2.1,	p.191],	audience	[Section	6.2.2.2,	p.193],	content	[Section	6.2.2.3,	


p.193],	limit	[Section	6.2.2.4,	p.193],	and	diagramming	[Section	6.2.2.5,	p.193].	Each	


of	these	is	explained	in	the	following	sections.	


6.2.2.1	Guidelines	for	defining	the	purpose	of	the	diagram	


The	final	version	of	this	set	of	cards	was	composed	of	nine	cards	aimed	at	recording	


and	defining	specific	data	relevant	for	the	first	phase	of	the	conceptual	design	stage	


[Section	3.2.2.1,	p.78].	This	phase	is	essential	to	understand	the	aims	and	objectives	


of	the	diagram	and	anchor	decisions	based	on	the	design	settings	of	the	problem	


[Section	3.2,	p.73].	The	definition	of	the	purpose	of	the	diagram,	followed	by	that	of	


potential	titles,	outline	of	commissioner’s	information	and	context,	and	deciding	the	


type	of	print	medium	in	which	the	diagram	will	be	placed	are	some	decisions	that	this	


set	of	cards	can	assist	diagram	creators	with.	Guidelines	from	this	set	are	grouped	as	


Documentation cards	[Cards	#1-#9].
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A3 fold out: FIGURE 6.5


Sets	and	Guidelines	included	in	the	final	version	of	MapCI	Cards
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6.2.2.2 Guidelines for familiarising with the target audience  


of the diagram


This	set	presents	together	10	cards	aimed	at	recording	and	identifying	information	


about	the	target	audience	relevant	to	set	the	needs	that	the	development	of	the	design	


solution	should	respond	to	[Section	3.2.2.2,	p.79].	Two	types	of	data	can	be	defined	


and	recorded	from	these	cards,	i.e.	demographic	and	psychographics	attributes	


about	the	target	audience.	This	information	will	be	related	to	age,	gender,	profession,	


spoken	languages,	and	education,	such	as	level	of	education;	and	to	values,	attitudes,	


interests	and	lifestyles,	respectively.	Guidelines	from	this	set	are	grouped	as	Audience 


cards	[Cards	#10-#19].


6.2.2.3 Guidelines for familiarising with the subject matter  


of the diagram


These	six	cards	aim	to	assist	diagram	creators	in	the	definition	of	the	story	that	


should	be	told	in	the	diagram	[Section	3.2.2.3,	p.79].	Furthermore,	the	identification	


of	subject	areas	and	types	of	information	is	another	key	step	of	the	phase	that	this	


set	of	cards	is	concerned	with.	Guidelines	from	this	set	are	grouped	as	Content cards 


[Cards	#20-#25].


6.2.2.4	Guidelines	for	going	through	the	simplification	process	


The	five	cards	from	this	set	aim	to	help	structure	and	anchor	the	information	to	be	


conveyed	in	the	complex	diagram	[Section	3.2.2.4,	p.80].	Definition	of	variables	


that	should	be	included	in,	and	the	focus	of,	the	diagram	are	other	decisions	that	


could	be	assisted	with	the	cards	of	this	set.	The	hierarchical	structure	of	subject	


areas	and	types	of	information	defined	throughout	the	previous	set	of	cards	will	be	


supplemented	with	data	identified	throughout	this	set.	Guidelines	from	this	set	are	


grouped	as	Limit cards	[Cards	#26-#30].


6.2.2.5	Guidelines	for	defining	initial	coding	criteria	of	the	diagram


The	fifth	set	of	eight	cards	aims	to	assist	the	definition	of	initial	coding	parameters	and	


criteria	that	could	be	developed	further	and	implemented	afterwards	in	the	prototype	


stage	to	visualise	the	story	to	be	told	by	the	diagram	[Section	3.2.2.5,	p.81].	Initial	


decisions	about	visual	languages,	type	of	imagery	and	chromatic	coding	that	could	be	


relevant	for	the	purposes	of	the	diagram	can	be	made	during	this	phase	of	conceptual	


design.	Guidelines	from	this	set	are	grouped	as	Diagramming cards	[Cards	#31-#38].
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In	summary,	the	cards	included	in	MapCI	are	guidelines	aimed	at	assisting	intended	


users	through	the	conceptual	design	phases	of	a	diagram	design	problem.	Written	


and	visual	outputs	[Section	5.1.1.2,	p.139]	obtained	from	the	implementation	of	


MapCI	Cards	should	respond	to	the	design	settings	of	the	problem.	Decisions,	


recorded	data,	key	words	and	concepts	visualised	as	lists,	mind-maps,	sketches	and	


draft	diagrams	are	examples	of	those	outputs.	


The	next	section	discusses	the	findings	from	the	implementation	of	MapCI	Cards	in	


the	professional	practice,	obtained	through	five	self-documentation	case	studies,	and	


outlines	insights	from	three	key	informants.	
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6.3	Summary	of	self-documentation	findings


This	section	discusses	the	findings	obtained	after	testing	the	final	version	of	MapCI	


Cards	introduced	in	Section	6.2.2	[p.191].	A	self-documentation	study	[Section	4.4.2,	


p.126]	was	designed	to:


- Test	the	final	version	of	MapCI	Cards	presented	in	this	thesis	on	its	intended	


users,	i.e.	experienced	graphic	and	information	design	practitioners


- Test	the	usability	and	relevance	of	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	in	naturalistic	settings,	


i.e.	professional	practice	


- Assess	whether	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	assists	intended	users’	problem-solving	


processes,	i.e.	conceptual	design	stage		


- Measure	intended	users’	levels	of	satisfaction	with	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	


- Assess	the	quality	of	intended	users’	analysis	in	terms	of	content	organisation	


and	appropriateness	in	response	to	the	purpose	of	the	diagram	specified	in	


the	design	brief	of	this	study	[Sections	6.3.1.4,	p.196	and	6.4,	p.213].	


To	meet	these	objectives,	data	were	recorded	and	connections	identified	from	five	


self-documentation	case	studies	until	theoretical	saturation	[Section	4.1.7,	p.101]	


was	achieved	and	no	new	insights	emerged	(Corbin	and	Strauss,	2008)	from	the	


participants’	responses.


6.3.1 Self-documentation data analysis


Data	collected	from	the	five	cases	of	this	study	were	interpreted	as	qualitative	


research	data	by	looking	for	similarities	and	differences	to	facilitate	understanding	


of	the	phenomenon.	Mattelmäki	(2008)	highlights	that	self-documentation	studies	


are	analysed	by	making	sense,	outlining	and	interpreting	the	data	collected.	In	this	


study,	to	minimise	subjectivity	and	enhance	validity,	the	encoding	and	interpretation	


process	followed	a	framework	of	a	theoretical	structure	(Cross	et	al.,	1996;	


Mattelmäki,	2008),	i.e.	interpretation	model	[Section	4.1.8.5,	p.108].	In	addition	


to	the	interpretation	model,	phases	of	the	conceptual	design	stage	[Section	3.2.2,	


p.77]	were	used	to	guide	the	analysis	of	this	set	of	data.	Then,	insights	from	three	key	


informants	were	used	to	supplement	participants’	responses	and	written	and	visual	


outputs	[Section	6.4,	p.213].	
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6.3.1.1 Debrief forms and follow-up meeting


Data	analysed	in	this	study	were	mostly	gathered	from	digital	debrief	forms	[Section	


4.4.2.2.4,	p.131]	completed	by	participants	after	the	completion	of	each	objective	of	a	


given	assignment	[Section	4.4.2.2.2,	p.129]	and	follow-up	meetings	[Section	4.4.2.2.5,	


p.132]	conducted	two	days	after	the	end	of	the	maximum	amount	of	time	set	for	


completion.	In	most	cases,	participants	wrote	rich	descriptions	of	their	experience	


with	MapCI	Cards,	explaining	their	feelings,	adding	comments,	and	highlighting	the	


points	of	the	tool	with	which	they	did	not	feel	comfortable	or	which	they	found	useful.	


Few	participants	responded	with	a	lesser	level	of	detail	and	extension,	mostly	using	


key	words	and	short	sentences.	However,	in	both	cases,	participants’	responses	were	


an	invaluable	source	of	information	to	elicit	conclusions.


6.3.1.2 Written outputs as a supplement to debrief forms  


and follow-up meeting


Written	outputs	from	the	five	participants	were	incomplete,	in	that	only	certain	


phases	of	their	conceptual	design	process	were	documented.	In	some	cases,	the	


written	analyses	were	uneven,	with	great	detail	on	the	conceptualisation	of	the	first	


two	objectives	and	literally	nothing	on	the	third	one.	Nevertheless,	written	outputs	


were	useful	in	providing	decision-making	insights	and	analysis	at	some	phases	


of	participants’	conceptual	design.	In	addition,	they	supplied	a	basis	for	asking	


appropriate	questions	in	the	follow-up	meeting.	


6.3.1.3 Visual outputs as a supplement to debrief forms  


and follow-up meeting


Visual	outputs	were	disparate,	as	some	participants	produced	a	great	quantity	


of	them	at	each	stage	of	their	conceptual	design	process	and	others	just	a	few	in	


total.	However,	these	outputs	were	of	immense	help	in	providing	a	collection	of	


draft	diagrams,	sketches	and	mind-maps	that	documented	the	problem-solving	


process	of	the	participants	while	implementing	MapCI	Cards	and	in	permitting	the	


opportunity	to	learn	about	their	understanding	rationale	for	complex	information	


[Section	6.4,	p.213;	Appendix	G].	


6.3.1.4 The diagram design assignment


The	design	problem	presented	in	the	design	brief	of	this	study	was	a	determined	


problem	[Section	3.2,	p.73;	Appendix	E2].	Participants	were	asked	to	create	a	
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proposal	for	a	‘diagrammatic	piece’	that	the	commissioner,	i.e. a	Microbiology	


Research	Centre	(UK),	could	use	to	introduce	its	work	to	‘high	school	students’	in	


the	forthcoming	edition	of	the	National	Science	Week	(Sydney,	Australia).	Design	


settings	were	specified	in	the	brief	such	as	objectives,	target	audience	and	technical	


specifications,	i.e. print	medium,	of	the	assignment.	


6.3.2 Analytical framework: Interpretation topics 


The	interpretation	model,	previously	defined	to	meet	the	aims	and	objectives	of	this	


study,	was	composed	of	six	topics	as	follows:	


- Participants’	conceptual	design	approach	[Section	6.3.2.1,	p.197]


- Usefulness	and	efficiency	of	implementing	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	[Section	


6.3.2.2,	p.200]


- Participants’	satisfaction	and	acceptability	of	use	[Section	6.3.2.3,	p.202]


- Attributes	of	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	[Section	6.3.2.4,	p.206]


- Target	audience	of	the	diagram	[Section	6.3.2.5,	p.207]


- Outputs	of	implementing	MapCI	Cards	[Section	6.3.2.6,	p.208]


Each	of	these	topics	is	discussed	in	the	following	sections.	It	is	important	to	mention	


that	the	assessment	of	participants’	diagram	proposals	was	conducted	by	three	key	


informants	discussed	in	Section	6.4	[p.213],	who	added	expert	points	of	view	related	


to	the	subject	area	of	the	information	sources.


6.3.2.1 Interpretation topic 1: Conceptual design approach


At	the	beginning	of	this	study,	the	five	participants	described	their	decision-making	


processes	as	mixed	approaches,	i.e.	‘both	rational	and	intuitive’	[Appendix	G].	They	


described	the	chain	of	actions	followed	during	their	problem-solving	as	follows:


- Read	the	brief	and	understand	the	problem


- Analyse	the	information


- Reduce	information	into	clear	and	easy	segments


- Create	sketches	and	draft	diagrams


- Start	designing


- Test


This	study	was	concerned	with	investigating	the	rationale	behind	the	first	four	actions	


when	a	guided	approach,	e.g.	MapCI	Cards,	was	implemented.	At	the	end	of	the	
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study,	the	totality	of	the	participants	made	reference	to	a	change	in	their	thinking	


processes	as	a	result	of	this	approach.	


On	the	one	hand,	findings	from	this	study	indicated	that	most	of	the	participants	


who	worked	with	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	seemed	to	have	shifted	their	conceptual	design	


thinking	towards	a	more	rational	approach:


The	cards	haven’t	changed	my	conceptual	design	approach	on	a	big	scale;	


however,	they	were	a	good	guide	for	me	to	do	all	the	necessary	bits	to	create	the	


design	step	by	step.	#A – Graphic Designer


It	gave	more	structure	to	my	design	practice.	#C – Information Designer


Similarly,	participant	D	described	the	change	in	her	conceptual	design	approach	


as	positive,	being	willing	to	apply	a	similar	guided	approach	to	that	of	MapCI	


Cards-V4.0	to	the	problem-solving	of	other	design	problems:


MapCI	Cards	have	enhanced	my	conceptual	design	stage	of	other	projects,	as	


when	I	reference	the	cards,	they	can	help	me	get	to	key	points	and	elements	of	


many	design	projects.	#D – Graphic Designer


From	a	more	general	perspective,	participant	E	seemed	to	stress	the	usefulness	of	this	


guided	approach	for	conceptual	design	beyond	the	development	of	complex	diagrams:


I	think	the	cards	could	be	used	to	guide	any	design	project;	maybe	you	will	


need	to	adapt	some	of	them	according	to	each	typology	of	projects.	#E – 


Graphic Designer


On	the	other	hand,	as	a	result	of	the	guided	approach	proposed	in	the	tool,	


participant	B	accentuated	a	counterproductive	change	in	his	thinking	process.	He	


described	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	as	a	‘restrictive’	tool,	in	that	he	was	unable	to	complete	


the	assignment:


 


It	blocked	me.	I	felt	that	I	couldn’t	work	as	I	normally	do	as	though	I	felt	myself	


being	restricted.	#B – Graphic Designer
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Then	he	unpacked	his	experienced	and	added:


It	[MapCI	Cards]	is	good	for	reference	but	too	confining/limiting.	[It]	did	not	


allow	me	to	be	creative.	#B – Graphic Designer


When	he	was	asked	to	explain	further	in	what	ways	the	approach	in	MapCI	Cards	was	


‘limiting’	his	creative	process,	he	first	described	the	chain	of	actions	in	his	problem-


solving	as:


Reading	brief,	breaking	it	down,	deconstructing,	analysing,	research-	consumer	


profile,	competitors,	matching	computer	profiles	for	visual	likes	according	to	


the	subject,	creating	directions,	comparing	them	with	the	competitors	to	ensure	


we	are	on	the	right	track,	considering	possibilities,	looking	at	the	evolution	of	


designs	as	they	line	up	and	try	to	see	how	they	progress	from	one	another.	#B – 


Graphic Designer


Then	he	explained	that	these	steps	that	defined	his	methodology	are	flexible	and	


open-ended	as	opposed	to	the	guidance	proposed	by	MapCI	Cards:


There	is	a	methodology	to	the	madness,	but	more	open-ended,	not	as	


directional	as	the	cards.	My	methodology	is	more	of	a	reference.	It	also	allows	


you	to	be	more	intuitive	during	the	journey	if	you	wish	so.	#B – Graphic 


Designer


At	the	end	of	the	follow-up	meeting,	he	unravelled	a	particular	characteristic	of	his	


personality	that	could	be	a	meaningful	aspect	to	be	considered	in	further	testing	


strategies:


I	am	an	ENFP1;	it	was	made	for	the	ISTJ2	type	of	personality.	I	am	easily	


frustrated	if	a	project	requires	a	great	deal	of	follow-up	or	attention	to	detail.	


We	[ENFPs]	are	usually	creative	types;	that	is	why	we	find	it	hard	to	follow	


order	and	hate	it.	We	are	the	dreamers	and	rebels.


1 	Extraverted	Intuitive	Feeling	Perceiving	type	of	personality	
2 	Introverted	Sensing	Thinking	Judging
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The	key	features	of	his	type	of	personality	seemed	to	provide	clear	evidence	


that	a	guided	approach	to	conceptual	design	would	be	more	likely	to	generate	


counterproductive	responses.	It	is	important	to	mention	that	no	cognitive	or	


further	studies	in	this	thesis	were	conducted	to	explore	this	particular	case,	or	to	


evaluate	the	types	of	personalities	of	the	other	four	participants.	This	highlights	a	


key	area	for	further	exploration,	in	which	cognitive	background	knowledge	would	


be	fundamental	to	define	a	more	detailed	profile	or	set	of	characteristics	of	intended	


users	of	MapCI	Cards.	


In	short,	although	the	five	participants	did	assert	that	their	conceptual	design	process	


became	more	guided	as	a	consequence	of	the	assisting	tool,	not	all	of	them	responded	


to	this	change	in	the	same	way.	Four	of	them	did	complete	the	assignment	in	the	


time	set	following	the	assistance	provided	by	MapCI	Cards,	while	participant	B,	who	


did	not	fulfil	the	requirements	of	this	study,	only	managed	to	complete	objective	A	


[Section	4.4.2.2.2,	p.129]	of	the	assignment.	This	negative	case	added	rigour	to	the	


study	and	was	used	in	the	pursuit	of	verification	of	the	emerging	data	(Corbin	and	


Strauss,	2008).	The	analysis	of	three	key	informants	provided	compelling	evidence	of	


the	apparent	effect	of	MapCI	Cards	in	the	analyses	and	diagram	proposals	of	the	four	


participants	who	did	complete	the	assignment	[Section	6.4,	p.213].


6.3.2.2	Interpretation	topic	2:	Usefulness	and	efficacy


Most	of	the	participants	described	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	as	‘helpful’,	and	different	


ways	in	which	they	felt	supported	by	the	cards	during	the	completion	of	the	given	


assignment	were	stressed.	In	general,	these	participants	seemed	to	agree	that	the	


cards	guided	them	through	what	in	this	thesis	is	the	third	phase	of	the	conceptual	


design	stage,	i.e.	familiarising	with	the	subject	matter:


In	the	beginning,	the	cards	helped	me	to	start	making	notes	on	the	important	


bits	of	the	articles	and	then	they	guided	me	to	create	a	hierarchy.’	#A – Graphic 


Designer


‘The	best	aspect	of	MapCI	Cards	is	that	it	helps	you	break	down	the	information	


and	think	about	the	key	points.	#D – Graphic Designer
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The	cards	guided	me	through	the	process.	It	made	me	produce	a	list	of	


requirements	I	had	present	in	my	mind	when	it	was	time	to	make	draft	


proposals. #E – Graphic Designer


While	participant	B,	the	negative	case,	found	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	only	useful	to	begin	


with	at	the	initial	phase	of	the	conceptual	design	stage,	i.e.	understanding	the	design	


problem	[Section	3.2.2.1,	p.78],	he	then	‘found	them	[the	cards]	very	restrictive’.	He	


explained	that:


It	is	good	for	understanding	a	brief,	but	then	I	think	it	blocks	the	creative	


process.	They	had	an	adverse	effect.	I	felt	that	I	didn’t	have	the	experience	to	


complete	the	task.	It	looked	overwhelming.	I	couldn’t	complete	the	assignment.	


#B – Graphic Designer


Consequently,	his	outputs	resulted	in	few	notes	and	one	sketch,	reflecting	his	


thinking	and	creative	block	[Appendix	G2].	In	contrast,	participant	E	described	


MapCI	Cards-V4.0	as	a	supportive	tool	which	assisted	and	guided	her	‘thinking’	


without	provoking	a	negative	alteration:


I	don’t	think	they	have	altered	my	thinking.	They	were	quite	open	on	the	


options	presented	on	the	multiple	choices.	I	didn’t	feel	any	restriction	to	my	


thinking.	#E – Graphic Designer


Other	participants	seemed	to	have	felt	supported	by	MapCI	Cards-V4.0,	and	frequent	


reference	was	made	to	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	as	an	analytical	‘to-do	list’	or	list	of	


prompts	to	guide	the	thinking	process:


I	read	them	all	[the	cards]	after	I	read	the	brief	and	before	I	started	the	project.	


I	had	an	idea	of	what	I	needed	to	do	before	that,	but	with	the	cards	it	became	


more	solid.	In	addition,	the	cards	put	into	words	the	ideas	that	I	had	in	my	


mind.	The	information	of	the	cards	was	always	present	in	the	back	of	my	mind,	


but	I	didn’t	know	how	to	name	it.	#A – Graphic Designer


It	felt	to	me	a	bit	like	a	‘to-do	list’,	reminding	me	to	cover	all	the	areas	I	needed	


to	make	a	successful	diagram.	#C – Information Designer
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Maybe	without	the	cards	I	would	tend	to	forget	some	aspects	or	to	overlook	


them.	And	that	could	lead	to	a	failed	product.	#E – Graphic Designer


Comparing	these	participants’	written	outputs	[Appendices	G1,	G3	and	G5]	and	the	


ways	of	implementation	that	seemed	to	emerge	from	the	pilot	workshops	[Section	


6.1.2.2,	p.182],	both	versions	of	MapCI	Cards,	i.e.	V3.0	and	V4.0,	seemed	to	have	


been	implemented	in	similar	ways.	For	example,	the	way	in	which	participant	D	


approached	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	had	commonalities	with	that	of	participant	W1	


[Section	6.1.2.2,	p.182]:	


I	first	started	the	project	in	my	old	way.	I	opened	the	brief	and	started	analysing	


it	on	a	piece	of	paper.	Then	I	took	the	cards	out	and	started	to	familiarise	


myself	with	them.	#D – Graphic Designer


In	short,	based	on	written	outputs	and	debrief	forms,	the	four	participants	from	this	


study	who	did	complete	the	assignment	seemed	to	have	used	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	in	


similar	ways.	Most	of	them	responded	to	the	cards	in	the	order	given	in	the	deck,	using	


the	first	set	of	cards	to	start	their	analysis,	i.e.	the	documentation	set	[Section	6.2.2.1,	


p.191].	Then	participants	moved	to	the	subsequent	groups	of	cards,	i.e.	the	audience	


[Section	6.2.2.2,	p.193],	content	[Section	6.2.2.3,	p.193],	limits	[Section	6.2.2.4,	p.193]	


and	diagramming	[Section	6.2.2.5,	p.193]	sets;	at	the	same	time,	they	were	moving	


further	into	their	problem-solving	and	development	of	the	conceptual	proposal.	


6.3.2.3 Interpretation topic 3: Satisfaction and acceptability of use


MapCI	Cards	has	been	designed	as	a	tool	to	be	used	in	information	design	practice.	


This	implies	that	to	facilitate	its	acceptability	of	use its	content,	terminology	and	


usability	should	respond	to	its	intended	users’	needs,	i.e.	being	self-explanatory	


and	not	time-consuming	[Section	4.4.2.1.1,	p.127].	The	majority	of	the	participants	


of	the	self-documentation	study	expressed	affirmative	feedback	and	enthusiastic	


attitudes	towards	their	experience	implementing	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	as	part	of	their	


professional	practice:


I	feel	that	MapCI	Cards	could	help	designers	get	their	design	practice	more	in	


balance,	turn	away	from	habits	that	might	not	be	good	for	your	practice.	#C – 


Information Designer
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The	experience	with	MapCI	Cards	was	positive	for	me.	(…)	I	am	definitely	going	


to	use	these	in	the	future	more.	#C – Information Designer


It	has	helped	break	down	thoughts	into	easy	steps.	#D – Graphic Designer


In	addition,	participant	E	stressed	that	the	implementation	of	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	


seemed	to	have	been	a	positive	experience,	but	for	additional	reasons:


It	was	a	great	experience;	it	really	helps	to	get	into	a	process	that	isn’t	familiar	


in	a	gentle	way.	#E – Graphic Designer


When	she	was	asked	what	the	‘process’	was	that	she	referred	to	as	‘not	familiar’,	she	


replied	that:	


When	I	work	on	projects	of	similar	complexity	[to	the	one	in	this	experience]	I	


tend	to	have	difficulties	in	breaking	down	the	information.	This	tool	helped	me	


through	the	process	of	understanding	the	content.	#E – Graphic Designer


On	the	other	hand,	at	the	beginning	of	the	first	contact	ever	with	MapCI	Cards-V4.0,	


some	of	the	participants	expressed	difficulties	in	understanding	its	analytical	


rationale.	Participant	C	based	her	comments	on	the	limited	amount	of	time	she	had	


to	get	accustomed	to	working	with	the	cards:	


I	took	me	a	while	to	get	used	to	them,	and	I	didn’t	find	all	the	cards	so	relevant,	


but	I	am	not	sure	if	this	was	because	I	only	had	a	limited	time	to	use	them.	I	


think	it	does	take	a	while	to	learn	how	to	use	them,	but	after	realising	the	use	of	


some	of	the	cards	I	started	to	rely	on	them	more.	#C – Information Designer


She	added	that	the	initial	feeling	of	being	lost	with	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	was	similar	to	


the	feeling	towards	any	first	approach	to	a	new	tool:


It’s	almost	like	any	computer	programme,	it	[MapCI	Cards]	does	take	a	while	to	


learn	how	to	use	it,	but	after	having	the	skill	it	does	make	your	work	a	lot	easier	


and	better.	#C – Information Designer
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Participant	A	referenced	the	booklet	or	manual	[Section	6.2.1.6,	p.190]	as	key	to	


understanding	how	to	work	with	the	cards:


When	I	opened	the	deck	first,	I	didn’t	understand	what	I	needed	to	do,	but	then	


it	all	became	clear	with	the	little	descriptive	booklet.	#A – Graphic Designer


It	became	apparent	from	this	study	that	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	does	require	time	to	


be	understood	the	first	time	it	is	implemented,	but	this	does	not	seem	to	affect	its	


performance	or	intended	users’	levels	of	satisfaction	with	it.	


Based	on	the	Smiley-Scale	(Kunin	1955	cited	in	Bevan,	2011)	[Section	4.4.2.2.4,	


p.131],	a	1-to-5	scale	was	used	in	this	study	to	measure	emotional	aspects	of	


satisfaction	with	MapCI	Cards.	In	this	scale,	1	equals	extreme	dissatisfaction	and	5,	


extreme	satisfaction.	The	five	participants	of	this	study	were	asked	to	code	each	card	


according	to	their	level	of	satisfaction	[Appendix	F2].	Results	showed	that,	although	


each	card	from	the	deck	has	been	defined	to	tackle	a	specific	aspect	that	should	be	


considered	to	minimise	the	risk	of	ill-conceived	diagrams,	not	all	38	cards	of	the	final	


version	presented	here	seemed	to	be	equally	useful	to	its	intended	users.	


Firstly,	participants	highlighted	Content cards	[Section	6.2.2.3,	p.193]	as	the	most	


useful	ones,	ranking	them	with	the	highest	level	of	satisfaction	[5].	After	these	cards,	


#26	and	#38	were	also	pointed	out	as	highly	helpful.	Feedback	about	the	rest	of	the	


cards	seemed	to	be	less	homogenous.	In	terms	of	Documentation cards	[Section	


6.2.2.1,	p.191],	three	participants	described	them	with	the	highest	levels	of	satisfaction	


[4,5],	while	participant	C	ranked	them	as	slightly	useless	with	the	exception	of	Card	


#4: The purpose of the diagram	and	Card	#9: The print medium where the diagram 


will be placed.	Similar	to	participant	C’s	opinion,	both	participants	A	and	E	agreed	


that	Cards	#7	and	#8	were	the	least	useful	in	this	set	of	cards.	In	particular,	participant	


C	based	her	feedback	on	the	working	conditions	of	this	study,	explaining	that:


  


Some	of	the	questions	in	the	beginning,	for	example:	#2.	The Creator of the 


diagram,	and	#7.	The City/Country/town where the diagram will be created, 


I	didn’t	find	them	very	useful	when	working	on	my	own,	but	possibly	in	a	team,	


it	would	be	good	to	make	these	things	clear	as	well.	#C – Information Designer
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The	second	set,	Audience cards	[Section	6.2.2.2,	p.193],	was	ranked	quite	evenly	


by	most	of	the	participants	with	the	highest	levels	of	satisfaction	[4,5].	Cards	#11	


and	#15	were	the	ones	which	presented	more	disparity	in	the	results,	getting	both	


maximum	and	medium	scores.


The	fourth	set,	Limits cards	[Section	6.2.2.4,	p.193],	was	assessed	similarly	to	the	


second	set	by	most	of	the	participants.	However,	Cards	#26: The navigation of the 


diagram according to the content	and	#28: The focus of the diagram content were 


described	by	the	majority	of	the	participants	with	the	highest	level	of	satisfaction	[5].	


Participant	C	emphasised	the	latter	card	as	‘one	of	the	key	cards	of	the	deck’,	which	


helped	her	find	the	‘right	focus’	on	the	assignment	and	on	what	types	of	information	


she	had	to	be	looking	at	according	to	the	brief	[Section	6.4.2,	p.217]:


I	had	done	all	the	analyses	and	started	on	the	proposal	when	I	got	to	card	


28	and	realised	that	the	content	I	was	planning	to	include	wasn’t	what	was	


required	for	the	audience	specified	in	the	brief,	because	I	was	working	with	a	


different	focus.	This	card	really	helped	me	to	focus	on	the	areas	of	information	


I	needed	to.	#C – Information Designer


In	terms	of	the	last	set,	Diagramming cards	[Section	6.2.2.5,	p.193],	the	majority	


of	the	participants	described	these	cards	with	the	highest	levels	of	satisfaction	[4,5],	


participant	C	being	the	only	one	attaching	the	lowest	scores.	Participant	E	stressed	


that	‘the	cards	cover	all	necessary	variables’,	but	that	in	the	last	set	of	cards	the	


options	needed	to	be	more	concrete	and	specify	with	clarity	how	they	could	be	used	in	


conceptual	design:


Some	of	them	were	even	too	open,	for	example,	the	option	‘hybrid’,	that	


appeared	on	many	cards.	In	my	opinion	there	should	be	a	more	accurate	


specification	about	the	percentage	of	the	components	to	be	used	(e.g.	visual	


language:	30%	text,	70%	images).	#E – Graphic Designer


From	her	words,	it	could	be	inferred	that	this	participant	tends	to	feel	comfortable	


with	rational	problem-solving	approaches	and	concrete	specifications	or	steps.	In	her	


diagram	proposal,	the	Key	Informants	highlighted	a	structured	rationale	behind	the	


organisation	of	the	ideas.	This	was	pointed	out	as	the	main	aspect	that	was	adding	
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clarity	and	organisation	in	the	way	the	information	was	presented	[Section	6.4.1,	


p.213].	In	a	similar	vein,	participant	A	expressed	a	need	to	obtain	more	concrete	


data	from	MapCI	Cards-V4.0,	although	she	then	dismissed	the	idea	for	the	sake	of	


creativity.	In	this	case,	she	referred	to	visual	examples	of	possible	diagrammatic	


solutions:


At	first	I	was	thinking	that	the	cards	could	show	more,	such	as	different	examples	


of	diagrams	to	give	me	inspiration,	but	then	I	realised	that	it	would	only	be	


limiting	my	own	creativity	and	design,	so	I	think	it’s	good	that	they	give	all	the	


necessary	information	and	leave	the	rest	to	us	designers.	#A – Graphic Designer


Overall,	it	could	be	concluded	that	most	participants’	levels	of	satisfaction	and	


comments	seemed	to	indicate	trust,	usefulness,	and	pleasure	(Bevan,	2011)	towards	the	


tool	and	some	of	the	cards	included	in	the	last	version	of	MapCI	presented	in	this	thesis.	


6.3.2.4 Interpretation topic 4: Attributes of MapCI Cards-V4.0 


In	the	digital	debrief	forms	[Section	4.4.2.2.4,	p.131;	Appendices	E3	and	E4]	and	


follow-up	meetings	[Section	4.4.2.2.5,	p.132],	participants	of	this	study	were	asked	


for	feedback	related	to	the	visual	attributes	of	MapCI	Cards-V4.0.	In	general,	they	


gave	their	opinions	about	format	and	layout	of	the	cards.	


Most	of	the	participants	seemed	to	find	the	format	of	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	


approachable	in	that	it	seemed	to	facilitate	looking	into	more	than	one	guideline	at	a	


time,	with	colours	being	used	as	a	reference:		


It	made	it	easier	to	focus	on	many	areas	of	the	information,	as	there	was	


something	concrete	to	go	back	to,	like	a	card	or	a	colour.	#C – Information 


Designer


However,	it	is	important	to	notice	that	participant	B,	the	negative	case,	did	not	feel	


comfortable	with	this	format	at	all.	He	described	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	as	difficult	to	


work	with	due	to	the	number	of	‘independent	objects’	being	handled	at	the	same	


time.	Moreover,	he	expressed	his	desire	to	have	all	content	in	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	


organised	in	one	single	object:	
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I	didn’t	find	the	card	format	useful;	I	couldn’t	manage	to	have	that	many	


independent	objects.	I	had	to	organise	the	cards	in	A4	sheets	to	see	all	the	


prompts	at	the	same	time.	#B – Graphic Designer


The	rest	of	the	participants	did	not	express	specific	feedback	towards	the	card	format,	


but	did	describe	the	layout	as	‘engaging’	(#C)	and	‘appealing’	(#E).


6.3.2.5 Interpretation topic 5: Target audience of the diagram


In	this	study,	the	target	audience	was	specified	in	the	design	brief	as	high	school	


students	[Section	6.3.1.4,	p.196],	but	no	further	information	was	given	about	this	


aspect.	Audience	cards	appeared	to	have	helped	participants	identify	additional	


key	attributes	of	this	audience	relevant	to	the	assignment	[Section	6.4.2,	p.217].	


According	to	written	outputs,	participants	C,	D	and	E	coincided	in	their	opinion	that	


the	level	of	knowledge	about	the	content	based	on	the	target	audience’s	demographic	


characteristics	should	be	‘beginner’	or	‘intermediate’;	the	language	should	be	


addressed	to	a	‘specific	group’	[of	students	or	the	public	attending	the	event],	and	


thus	the	final	piece	should	be	both	‘engaging	and	informative’	to	arouse	interest.	


Psychographic	information	seemed	to	help	the	participants	define	initial	coding	


criteria.	Both	participants	D	and	E	stressed	that	a	high	percentage	of	imagery	


(including	graphics	and	illustrations)	over	textual	data	would	be	necessary	for	this	


assignment	based	on	the	target	audience’s	lifestyle	and	interests:


‘Fun’,	‘illustrations	of	globe,	weather,	icons’,	‘many	illustrations	and	icons	=	


easy	for	students	to	understand’,	‘facts	and	text	broken	down	to	easy	info’,	


‘colour	code	for	different	parts	of	info:	oceans	=	blue,	climate	change	=	orange,	


planet	=	green’	#D – Graphic Designer


Images	=	50%,	text	=	40%,	graphics	=	10%.	#E – Graphic Designer


Furthermore,	participant	E	seemed	to	have	included	examples	as	secondary	


information	to	facilitate	its	understanding	and	illuminate	the	translation	of	the	


complex	information	for	‘beginner’	audiences,	i.e.	high	school	students	[Section	6.4.1,	


p.213].	
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Based	on	her	outputs	and	key	informants’	insights,	participant	A	did	complete	the	


assignment	and	conduct	a	thorough	analysis	[Section	6.4.1,	p.213],	but	she	seemed	to	


have	been	more	focused	on	understanding	the	content	than	in	making	initial	coding	


decisions.	Her	proposal,	however,	seemed	to	be	addressing	the	target	audience’s	


needs	by	the	addition	of	‘examples’,	‘titles’	and	‘questions’	as	a	way	of	presenting	


specific	and	complex	subject	areas	of	knowledge	with	more	clarity.		


It	is	important	to	point	out	that,	in	this	study,	participants	were	not	asked	to	develop	


or	hand	in	a	finished	diagrammatic	output	but	a	conceptual	proposal	or	idea.	In	


other	words,	the	definition	of	advance	visual	coding	criteria	was	beyond	the	remit	of	


this	study.	Consequently,	most	participants’	coding	decisions	seemed	to	be	basic	but	


responding	to	conceptual	design	requirements	[Section	3.2.2,	p.77].		


6.3.2.6 Interpretation topic 6: Outputs of MapCI Cards-V4.0


Three	objectives	have	been	previously	defined	to	assess	and	measure	the	level	of	


completion	of	the	design	assignment	in	this	study,	and	thus	the	level	of	assistance	of	


MapCI	Cards-V4.0	in	conceptual	design.	Therefore,	assessment	of	the	fulfilment	of	


the	objectives	was	based	on	outputs	created	as	the	result	of	participants’	analysis,	and	


organisation	and	translation	of	the	information	sources	into	draft	proposals	[Section	


6.4,	p.213].	


To	process	data,	it	is	highly	necessary	to	create	one	or	more	documents	to	aid	graphic	


and	information	designers,	i.e. working	diagrams	and	sketches,	before	moving	on	


to	the	latter	stage	of	the	diagram	process,	i.e.	prototype	design	(Baer,	2008).	For	


example,	information	architecture	models	and	draft	proposals	[Section	3.2.3,	p.82]	


are	visualised	through	diagrams,	referred	to	as	map-type	diagrams	(Baer,	2008)	and	


wireframes	(Baer,	2008)	respectively.	Most	participants	in	this	study	produced	sets	


of	outputs	with	characteristics	similar	to	those	types	of	working	diagrams.	


At	the	end	of	each	two-day	period,	participants	completed	a	digital	debrief	form	


explaining	the	tools	they	had	used	and	the	type	of	outputs	they	had	produced	to	


complete	each	objective	of	the	assignment	[Appendix	F1].	Most	of	them	indicated	


drawing,	writing	and	working	with	MapCI	Cards	as	the	main	tools	used	and	actions	


executed	to	achieve	their	completion.
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To	complete	objective	A,	findings	indicated	that	most	participants	produced	similar	


typologies	of	outputs	when	they	implemented	MapCI	Cards-V4.0,	i.e.	lists.	Figures	


6.6	and	6.7	show	notes	taken	by	participants	A	and	D	respectively.	Participant	A	


did	not	include	written	evidence	of	responding	to	each	guideline	in	particular,	as	


participant	D	did	[Appendix	G4].	Written	outputs	indicated	that	participants	A,	C,	D	


and	E	seem	to	have	started	their	analyses	using	MapCI	Cards-V4.0	as	prompts	to	be	


responded	to	[Section	6.3.2.2,	p.200].	Then,	they	seem	to	have	looked	for	the	specific	


data	required	in	each	of	the	cards	throughout	the	information	sources.	After	taking	


notes,	they	selected	and	organised	that	data	according	to	the	design	settings	specified	


in	the	brief.	Responses	from	participants	C	and	E	to	part	of	the	guideline	can	be	seen	


in	Figures	6.8	and	6.9.		


FIGURE 6.9. Output E_A2FIGURE 6.8. Output C_A1


FIGURE 6.6. Output A_A2 FIGURE 6.7. Output D_A5 
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In	terms	of	objective	B,	the	resulting	outputs	contained	a	more	varied	range	of	visual	


displays	including	drawings,	sketches	and	map-type	diagrams.	Figures	6.10,	6.11,	


6.12	and	6.13	show	part	of	the	outputs	produced	by	participants	A,	C,	D	and	E.	These	


figures	seem	to	indicate	an	exploration	to	find	an	appropriate	way	to	organise	the	


subject	areas	previously	identified	and	a	structure	for	the	proposal.	


FIGURE 6.12. Output D_B3 FIGURE 6.13. Output E_B1


FIGURE 6.10. Output A_B1 FIGURE 6.11. Output C_B3
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In	most	cases,	visual	outputs	produced	for	the	fulfilment	of	this	objective	seemed	to	


have	gone	through	a	simplification	process	[Section	3.2.2.4,	p.80].	Key	informants	


[Section	6.4.2,	p.217]	pointed	out	that,	even	though	in	the	cases	of	participants	C	and	


D	their	initial	ideas	seemed	to	have	been	oversimplified	from	the	first	sketches	to	


the	last	ones,	their	visual	outputs	provided	evidence	of	thorough	understanding	and	


analysis	in	which	both	participants	were	looking	into	the	appropriate	key	areas.	


For	objective	C,	participants	developed	two	ways	to	show	their	ideas,	i.e. creating	


either	wireframes	or	schematic	draft	proposals.	In	most	of	the	cases,	some	


recognisable	visual	cues	were	given	in	this	set	of	outputs,	i.e.	the	hierarchical	


structure	of	the	diagram	and	basic	text	labels	(Key	Informants	1	and	2)	[Section	6.4,	


p.213].	These	indicated	how	the	information	was	categorised,	organised	and	named.	


Participant	A	seemed	to	have	catalogued	the	information	into	four	subject	areas,	


as	shown	in	her	wireframe	[Figure	6.14].	Participant	E	defined	key	text	labels	and	


pencilled	spaces	for	imagery	[Figure	6.15].	Participants	A,	C	and	D	seemed	to	have	


added	colour	to	the	draft	proposals	to	emphasise	certain	types	of	information	and	


add	clarity	[Sections	6.4.1,	p.213	and	6.4.2,	p.217;	Figures	6.14,	6.16	and	6.17,	next	


page].	In	the	cases	of	participants	A,	D	and	E,	they	seemed	to	have	outlined	specific	


formats	based	on	the	final	solution,	i.e.	poster.	Figure	6.13	[previous	page]	shows	a	


horizontal	structure	for	a	poster,	while	Figures	6.15	and	6.17	[next	page]	indicate	a	


portrait	format.


FIGURE 6.14. Output A_C2 FIGURE 6.15. Output E_C1 
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In	short,	common	outputs	produced	during	the	self-documentation	study	to	complete	


the	assignment	were	as	follows:


- Objective A: Lists	explaining	hierarchical	structures	of	the	information	and	


main	subject	areas	to	be	displayed	in	the	final	diagram	based	on	the	design	


settings.


- Objective B: Map-type	diagrams	and	sketches	presenting	the	hierarchical	


structures	of	information	and	skeletal	frameworks	based	on	objective	A	


outputs. 


- Objective C: Draft	proposals	and	wireframes	based	on	objectives	A	and	B	


outputs. 


FIGURE 6.16. Output C_C3 FIGURE 6.17. Output D_C1
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6.4 Summary of Key Informants’ insights


Three	experts	from	the	biological	sciences	[Section	4.1.4.2,	p.98;	Appendix	H1]	analysed	


both	written	and	visual	outputs	produced	by	the	four	participants	who	did	complete	the	


assignment	using	MapCI	Cards.	These	Key	Informants	assessed	the	depth	of	the	analysis	


and	understanding	quality	of	the	diagram	proposals,	taking	into	account:


- The	story	being	told	in	the	diagram


- The	identification	and	clarity	of	the	main	subject	areas	of	the	diagram


- The	definition	and	inclusion	of	types	of	information


- The	hierarchical	structure	of	the	information	in	the	diagram


- The	pertinence	of	the	information	displayed	in	relation	to	the	purpose	of	the	


diagram


The	purpose	of	the	diagram	was	to	show	the	relevance	of	the	oceans	for	the	planet	


regarding	climate	change	and	the	future	of	the	planet.	This	information	had	to	be	


communicated	in	a	diagrammatic	piece,	e.g.	poster,	to	high	school	students	attending	


the	forthcoming	National	Science	Week	in	Sydney,	Australia	[Section	6.3.1.4,	p.197;	


Appendix	E2].	The	analyses	of	these	experts	added	compelling	insights,	which	made	


it	possible	to	gather	data	to	assess	the	participants’	level	of	understanding	of	the	


information	sources	analysed,	and	the	appropriateness	of	the	way	in	which	their	


ideas	were	presented.	


6.4.1 Well-conceived diagram proposals


In	her	final	diagram	proposal	[Figure	6.14,	p.211],	participant	A	dissected	and	


presented	the	content	of	the	information	sources	into	four	subject	areas	introduced	


with	‘titles’	or	‘questions’	[Section	6.3.2.6,	p.208].	In	addition,	she	showed	the	


connection	between	the	areas	with	arrows	and	colour	coding:


The	participant	connected	the	different	concepts,	using	arrows,	and	proposed	


four	combinations	of	the	information.	Each	main	subject	is	presented	either	


as	a	question	or	as	a	title,	with	various	answers,	which	cover	the	explanation	


of	the	topic:	 


-	Oceans:	why	are	they	important?


-	Oceans	and	climate	change


-	What	is	carbon	cycle?
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-	Consequence	of	climate	change	(ocean	warming,	ocean	acidification).	- Key 


Informant #1


Even	though	the	first	Key	Informant	highlighted	that	‘Human	activities	are	causes	


and	not	consequences’	and	that	‘this	is	not	clearly	stated’	in	participant	A’s	proposal,	


the	three	Key	Informants	expressed	that	the	resulting	diagram	reflected	a	‘thorough	


analysis’	and	correct	understanding	of	the	information	sources:


Yes,	it	does.	As	it	was	previously	described,	all	the	topics	present	in	the	


information	sources	were	taken	into	account	in	the	diagram:


-	Oceans	(importance),	role	of	oceans	in	climate	change,	carbon	cycle,	and	


consequence	of	climate	change.


Also,	particular	examples	were	included	in	the	diagram:


-	Polar	ecosystem


-	Coastal	ecosystem


-	Coral	reefs. - Key Informant #1


The	person	who	did	the	analysis	included	the	main	and	secondary	ideas,	and	


ordered	the	information,	developed	a	scheme	divided	into	the	four	parts	mentioned	


above,	addressing	the	key	points	of	the	information.	The	diagram	proposal	


communicates	the	correct	information	of	the	subject.	- Key Informant #2 


The	main	subject	areas	are	clearly	distinguished	and	organised.	- Key 


Informant #3


Furthermore,	the	second	Key	Informant	pointed	out	the	organisation	rationale	that	


participant	A	seemed	to	have	followed	to	develop	the	proposal:


The	diagram	that	participant	A	presents	shows	that	the	information	is	


organised	properly.	The	ideas	are	prioritised,	relevant	points	are	noted	(using	


four	colours),	and	the	examples	are	included	as	complementary	information.


1)	Why	are	oceans	important?	(blue	box):	Highlights	three	key	points	of	


general	information	about	oceans.	And	refers	to	three	lateral	aspects:	polar	


ecosystem,	coastal	ecosystem,	corals,	which	are	represented	in	a	way	that	


makes	it	clear	they	are	additional	data.
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2)	and	3)	are	two	topics	which	in	the	diagram	are	covered	in	parallel.	Oceans	


and	climate	change	(green	box)	and	the	carbon	cycle	(orange	box);	both	have	


four	important	points	each.


4)	Consequences	of	climate	change	(red	box):	It	clearly	highlights	the	


influence	of	human	activity	on	climate	change,	CO2	concentration	and	


acidification	of	oceans.	- Key Informant #2


It	is	interesting	to	note	that	visual	outputs	for	objective	B	seemed	to	show	participant	


A’s	decision-making	process	searching	for	a	proper	way	to	represent	the	relationship	


between	the	four	subject	areas,	previously	identified	for	objective	A	[Figure	6.10,	


p.210].	At	the	same	time,	this	seemed	to	be	supported	by	her	comments	about	the	


usefulness	of	MapCI	Cards:


I	think	they	helped	me	the	most	when	I	was	doing	Objectives	B	and	C,	when	


deciding	on	how	to	present	all	the	information.	#A – Graphic Designer


Key	Informant	2	added	that	the	clarity	evidenced	in	the	diagram	proposal	seemed	to	


be	based	on	the	in-depth	analysis	conducted:


I	would	like	to	emphasise	that	the	participant	did	a	thorough	analysis	


for	dissecting	the	key	parts	of	the	information,	which	allowed	him/her	to	


assemble	and	connect	them	properly	in	the	diagram.	The	process	material	


presented	shows	the	evolution	of	his/her	analytical	work,	and	how	he/she	was	


testing	structures	for	a	final	proposal.	- Key Informant #2


In	a	similar	way,	the	proposal	of	participant	E	[Figure	6.15,	p.211]	was	described	as	


one	of	the	best	organised	proposals	of	the	four	in	this	study,	in	which	hierarchies	have	


been	established	correctly.	Moreover,	through	her	analysis,	participant	E	seemed	


to	have	been	able	to	identify	and	distinguish	main	from	complementary	types	of	


information.	As	a	result,	strong	ideas	can	be	appreciated	in	her	proposal:


Yes.	The	main	subject	areas	are	sharply	defined	(CO2	and	carbon	cycle,	the	


importance	of	oceans,	and	climate	changes	are	represented	in	the	diagram).	


Complementary	information	such	as	polar	ecosystem	and	coral	reefs	occupy	a	


secondary	place.	- Key Informant #1
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The	correct	hierarchical	levels	of	the	information	can	be	seen	clearly: 


-	Rising	sea	levels	and	climate	regulating	functions	(‘main	subject’). 


-	How	do	you	reduce	CO2	and	climate	change	consequences?	(‘secondary	


subject’). 


The	participant	has	understood	and	correctly	assessed	the	importance	of	each	


subject	area	in	the	information	source.	- Key Informant #2


The	general	scheme	could	be	easily	understood.	- Key Informant #3


Particularly,	this	participant	pointed	out	that	she	felt	highly	supported	by	MapCI	


Cards,	which	helped	her	going	through	the	analytical	process	of	the	information	


sources	[Section	6.3.2.3,	p.202].	She	added	that	this	guided	approach	to	conceptual	


design	seemed	to	have	assisted	her	to	remember	the	points	that	should	be	covered	


for	the	conception	of	a	well-defined	complex	diagram.	Both	Key	Informants	1	and	2	


seemed	to	stress	the	good	organisation	of	the	information	in	this	proposal	as	a	result	


of	in-depth	understanding:


Yes.	The	distribution	of	the	information	on	the	page,	as	well	as	the	size	of	


the	boxes	(representing	each	type	of	information),	is	in	accordance	with	the	


hierarchy	of	the	subject.	The	diagram	follows	a	hierarchical	organisation,	and	


the	two	examples	occupy	small	and	lateral	areas	at	the	end	of	the	diagram.	


‘Main	consequences’	of	climate	change,	occupies	a	central	position	in	the	


diagram.	- Key Informant #1


The	diagram	is	conceptually	well	structured.	The	sizes	given	to	the	boxes	and	


the	location	of	each	topic	reflect	the	importance	of	the	subject	areas	(primary	


or	secondary),	and	a	prominent	place	is	occupied	by	the	consequences	of	


climate	change.	- Key Informant #2


The	second	Key	Informant	summed	up	his	evaluation	of	this	proposal	by	stating	


that	in	this	‘final	diagram	proposal	causes	and	consequences	are	distinguished	very	


explicitly.’
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6.4.2	Oversimplified	diagram	proposals	


These	two	proposals	presented	by	participants	C	and	D	seemed	to	reveal	a	different	


decision-making	rationale.	In	these	cases,	the	final	outputs	did	not	seem	to	be	as	clear	


as	those	of	participants	A	and	E.	


In	terms	of	the	final	diagram	proposal	of	participant	C	[Figure	6.16,	p.212],	both	Key	


Informants	1	and	2	agreed	that	it	was	unquestionably	structured	on	five	subject	areas,	


sketched	as	‘globes’.	In	her	proposal,	five	globes	seemed	to	have	been	used	to	present	


each	subject	area:


Explanation	of	carbon	cycle	and	the	oceans	absorbing	CO2,	what	this	means	


for	climate	change,	meaning	of	oceans,	human	actions	and	consequences	of	


climate	change	on	oceans. - Key Informant #1


Carbon	cycle,	climate	change,	the	distribution	of	carbon	on	the	Earth,	how	the	


oceans	are	in	danger	from	climate	change	and	how	this	will	affect	our	lives.	- 


Key Informant #2


Then,	Key	Informants	stressed	that	although	the	information	was	dissected	into	


the	correct	subject	areas,	these	areas	were	not	organised	clearly	in	a	hierarchical	


structure	and	that	the	addition	of	more	levels	of	information	would	have	enriched	the	


clarity	in	the	proposal:


The	information	is	in	general	correctly	grouped.	However,	in	my	opinion,	


the	five	points	are	represented	at	a	similar	level,	in	spheres	of	similar	sizes,	


connected	by	arrows:	Carbon	cycle	>	Climate	change	>	Distribution	of	carbon	


in	the	Earth	(including	oceans	from	examples)	>	How	oceans	damp	the	effect	


of	climate	change	>	How	are	Oceans	in	danger,	and	how	will	they	affect	the	


climate	change	and	other	parts	of	our	lives?	- Key Informant #1


No	subordinate	ideas	can	be	seen.	There	is	nothing	wrong,	but	perhaps	


incomplete.	- Key Informant #2


The	diagram	is	graphically	explicit	and	easy	to	understand.	Short	text	


associated	with	each	item	would	be	necessary.	- Key Informant #3
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Nevertheless,	Key	Informants	1	and	2	pointed	out	that	the	visual	and	written	


outputs	from	her	analytical	process	corresponding	to	objectives	A	and	B	of	the	given	


assignment	did	reflect	thorough	understanding	of	the	subject	matter,	but	it	seemed	to	


have	been	reduced	in	extreme	in	the	final	proposal:


The	partial	diagrams	present	more	complete	information	in	each	topic.	- Key 


Informant #1


Some	of	the	sketches	before	the	final	diagram	have	greater	information	


content,	and	thus	can	be	considered	more	complete	as	secondary	information	


is	included.	[Based	on	the	PDF	sent	to	each	Key	Informant	with	the	set	of	


outputs]	e.g.	page	7,	page	with	the	oceans,	page	with	the	carbon	cycle	and	


global	warming,	carbon	cycle	and	ocean...	do	reveal	that	the	participant	did	


understand	the	content,	but	oversimplified	it	in	the	final	diagram.	Maybe,	


he/she	did	not	have	enough	time	to	produce	the	final	draft	proposal.	- Key 


Informant #2


In	particular,	participant	C	expressed	that	she	had	already	concluded	the	analysis	


and	was	sketching	the	final	proposal	when	she	realised	that	she	had	mistaken	the	


focus	required	in	the	diagram	based	on	the	target	audience	[Section	6.3.2.3,	p.202].	


Key	Informant	2	emphasised	the	need	for	‘examples’	to	add	clarity	to,	and	enhance	


understanding	of,	a	subject	of	this	complexity	when	it	is	presented	to	beginner	


audiences,	such	as	high	school	students:


The	cause/consequence	relationship	between	the	increase	of	CO2,	and	


ocean	acidification	can	be	clearly	distinguished,	but	it	is	unclear	what	global	


warming	is,	and	examples	are	not	included.	It	is	very	schematic.	- Key 


Informant #2


The	lack	of	levels	of	information	in	the	final	proposal,	e.g.	complementary	


information,	could	have	been	the	result	of	the	change	of	direction	in	her	decision-


making	through	the	completion	of	objective	C	and	having	to	finish	the	assignment	in	


a	limited	amount	of	time.	
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In	the	case	of	participant	D	[Figure	6.17,	p.212],	the	first	Key	Informant	accentuated	


that	in	her	diagram	proposal	ideas	were	presented	with	clarity:


It	is	a	schematic	diagram	with	a	very	strong	message.	- Key Informant #1


Like	participant	A,	participant	D	colour	coded	the	main	subject	areas	and	also	


proposed	a	title	to	increase	clarity	in	the	diagram	proposal:


The	diagram	shows	the	importance	of	the	oceans	regarding	climate	change	


and	the	future	of	the	planet.	He/She	proposed	a	title:	Oceans,	climate	change	


and	our	planet.	- Key Informant #1


This	participant	proposed	colours:	ocean	(blue),	Earth	(green),	climate	change	


(orange).	The	diagram	uses	colours	to	express	the	relationship	between	oceans,	


climate	change	(drawings	with	storms,	clouds,	etc.)	and	the	Earth	(focusing	on	


’people’).	This	is	considered	a	homocentric	interpretation,	but	the	importance	of	


biodiversity	in	the	oceans	for	the	natural	balance	is	highlighted.	- Key Informant #2


In	this	case,	participant	D	seemed	to	have	considered	the	colour	application,	visual	


language,	structure	and	the	use	of	drawings	in	response	to	the	target	audience’s	needs	


[Section	6.3.2.5,	p.207;	Appendix	G4]:


All	text	has	been	broken	down	into	facts	and	snippets	of	information;	as	can	


be	seen	in	the	notes,	these	will	be	further	reduced	and	made	into	fun,	easy	to	


understand	facts	and	illustrations.	#D – Graphic Designer 


Moreover,	in	her	notes,	she	specified	few	initial	coding	criteria	[Section	3.2.2.5,	p.81]:


Long	vertical	poster,	colourful,	cute	illustrations,	broken	with	text	facts.	#D – 


Graphic Designer


After	this,	based	on	her	visual	outputs,	different	ways	to	connect	her	identified	


three	subject	areas,	i.e.	oceans,	climate	change	and	our	planet,	seemed	to	have	been	


explored.	At	the	end,	she	presented	the	relationship	between	them	through	three	


interconnected	circles:
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PEOPLE,	CLIMATE	and	OCEANS,	are	contained	in	our	PLANET	(represented	


as	circles).	The	participant	chose	a	Venn	diagram	type;	that	is	each	circle	


representing	each	topic	and	the	overlapping	area	(intersection)	was	employed	


to	show	the	interaction	between	main	subjects.	These	diagrams	are	very	


schematic	ones;	in	this	case	it	is	a	very	simple,	but	clever	way	to	visualise	the	


influence	of	people	on	climate,	on	oceans,	etc.	- Key Informant #1


On	the	other	hand,	the	second	informant	stated	that	one	key	subject	area	of	the	


information	sources	was	missing	in	this	proposal:


The	main	subject	areas	are	in	the	diagram:	the	climate,	the	planet	and	the	


oceans,	in	addition	to	ocean	productivity,	and	production	of	oxygen	and	CO2 


sink.	However,	the	carbon	cycle	is	not	represented.	- Key Informant #2


In	terms	of	the	hierarchical	organisation	of	the	information,	both	the	second	


and	third	Key	Informants	added	that	the	hierarchical	structure	was	not	


satisfactory:


The	diagram	plays	with	the	set	theory	and	intersections	as	points	of	


interaction	among	the	topics	covered	(human	activity	/	climate,	human	


activity	/	oceans,	oceans	/	climate	change).	This	is	somehow	indicating	the	


relationships,	though	hierarchies	are	not	established.	- Key Informant #2


There	are	distinct	components	that	interact	in	the	same	way,	without	


hierarchy,	and	the	consequences	are	unclear.	- Key Informant #3


Overall,	Key	Informant	1	concluded	that	even	though	one	of	the	main	subject	areas	


was	not	included	in	the	proposal,	i.e.	the	carbon	cycle,	it	was	addressing	the	main	


purpose, i.e. showing	the	importance	of	the	oceans	for	the	planet	regarding	climate	


change	and	the	future	of	the	planet	for	high	school	students:


Yes.	The	general	messages	are:	‘Oceans	as	the	support	system	of	our	planet’,	


and	‘Human	activity	as	the	main	cause	of	climate	change’.	- Key Informant #1
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The	third	informant	expressed	that:


The	final	proposal	addresses	the	main	points,	though	not	completely.	- Key 


Informant #3


The	second	Key	Informant	reflected	that	the	fact	that	the	carbon	cycle	was	not	


visualised	could	have	been	a	result	of	the	participant’s	personal	choice	and	not	of	


poor	understanding.	In	other	words,	participant	D	seemed	to	have	decided	to	put	the	


emphasis	on	the	other	subject	areas	instead:


In	the	initial	analysis,	the	participant	draws	concepts	well,	he/she	makes	a	list	


with	them,	but	then	chooses	to	simplify	them	as	‘the	oceans	as	the	support	


system	of	our	planet’,	with	‘planet’	being	the	symbol	of	human	activity.	- Key 


Informant #2


In	short,	insights	for	these	three	Key	Informants	provided	evidence	that	the	clarity	


and	information	organisation	in	the	proposals	of	participants	C	and	D	tended	to	


be	ambiguous.	As	a	consequence,	their	opinions	were	more	disparate	than	those	of	


participants	A	and	E.	


6.4.3 Overview of participants’ decision-making 


Overall,	Key	Informant	1	expressed	that	in	the	material	provided	by	the	four	


participants	a	high	level	of	understanding	had	been	achieved,	considering	that	the	


subject	matter	was	of	great	complexity	and	most	certainly	unknown	by	the	participants:


The	four	participants	did	a	detailed	and	thorough	analysis	of	the	content	


in	the	information	sources,	taking	into	account	the	subject	concerned	


with	biology	and	the	environment.	In	other	words,	this	is	a	specific	area	of	


knowledge,	outside	the	scope	of	design.	- Key Informant #1


She	reached	these	conclusions	after	analysing	both	sets	of	visual	and	written	outputs	


produced	by	participants	A,	C,	D	and	E.	Then	she	added	that:


In	some	cases,	great	ability	to	understand	the	subject	matter	stands	out	and	


in	others,	an	effort	to	understand	each	component	of	the	subject	(oceans,	
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carbon	cycle,	climate	change,	examples,	future	consequences	for	the	planet)	is	


evident.	- Key Informant #1 


Based	on	the	second	Key	Informant’s	insights,	the	decision-making	processes	of	


these	four	participants	who	did	complete	the	assignment	seemed	to	have	been	


appropriately	documented	and	registered	[Section	6.3.2.6,	p.208]: 


In	all	cases,	the	rationale	and	maturation	behind	participants’	ideas	are	


evidenced	in	the	process	of	breaking	down,	arranging	and	grouping	ideas	


which	led	them	to	create	the	proposals.	Participants	produced	intermediate,	


working	sketches,	which	were	revisited	until	they	achieved	the	final	


proposals.’- Key Informant #2


As	a	summary,	the	first	Key	Informant	expressed	that:


In	two	cases	[A	and	E],	the	final	diagrams	included	all	items,	and	the	


connection	between	them	was	correct,	from	the	point	of	view	of	the	


interpretation	and	understanding	of	contents.	In	another	[participant	C],	


ideas	generated	throughout	his/her	analytical	process	of	organising	and	


breaking	down	of	the	content	were	more	transparent	than	in	the	final	


diagram	proposal.	In	this	case,	in	the	proposal,	part	of	the	message	is	missing.	


Then,	one	of	the	participants	(Venn	diagrams	with	an	ocean	on	the	bottom)	


[participant	D]	produced	a	final	representation	which	lacked	a	hierarchical	


structure,	and	maturity	of	his/her	ideas.	But,	based	on	the	analytical	process	


and	organisation	of	ideas	shown	in	the	sketches	and	notes	of	these	two	


cases,	it	can	be	appreciated	that	they	have	developed	conceptual	tools	for	


a	rich	discussion	with	the	commissioner	that	is	highly	likely	to	lead	to	the	


development	of	an	intelligible	final	diagram.	Key Informant #1


The	last	point,	which	arose	from	the	first	Key	Informant,	could	lead	to	the	


implementation	of	MapCI	Cards	in	interdisciplinary	teams.	Participant	C	also	


brought	up	a	similar	point,	in	which	she	seemed	to	suggest	that	the	best	use	of	MapCI	


Cards	could	be	obtained	when	working	in	a	team.	She	explained	that	she	did	not	find	


the	38	cards	useful	while	working	on	her	own,	but	that	on	the	contrary,	they	could	be	


good	to	emphasise	basic,	but	fundamental	points	in	a	team	approach.	Particularly,	
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she	was	referring	to	the	diagram	creator’s	name	(Card#2)	and	the	city	or	town	where	


the	diagram	would	be	created	(Card#7)	[Section	6.3.2.3,	p.202].


Interdisciplinary	teams	would	add	clarification	and	a	framework	to	decisions	related	


to	content	expertise,	which	diagram	creators’	background	knowledge	could	not	


address.	In	a	similar	vein,	Cross	(2000:45)	explains	that	the	development	of	‘team	


work	with	specialists	collaborating	in	and	contributing	to	the	design’	is	necessary	to	


properly	solve	the	current	complexity	of	design	problems.	In	the	cases	of	participants	


C	and	D,	in	which	hierarchies	seemed	to	have	been	established	on	their	own	choices,	


having	the	presence	of	an	expert	in	the	field	could	have	aided	decision-making	


criteria.	
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6.5 Results of implementing a guided approach  
to conceptual diagram creation


Ill-conceived	conceptual	design	was	pointed	out	as	one	of	the	causes	for	dysfunctional	


diagrams	in	current	professional	practice	[Section	1.1,	p.3].	Poor	understanding	


[Section	1.2.3,	p.10],	misleading	analysis	and	unclear	information	organisation	may	


lead	to	unintelligible	content	[Sections	1.2.2,	p.9;	2.1.3,	p.35].	The	design	method	


developed	in	this	thesis,	i.e.	MapCI	Cards,	aims	to	improve	the	effectiveness	of	


complex	diagrams	by	proposing	a	guided	approach	to	conceptual	design.	This	method	


contributes	to	meeting	the	aims	of	this	thesis,	i.e.	identifying	how	a	guided	approach	


to	conceptual	design	may	influence	and	address	key	indicators	of	ill-conceived	


conceptual	design	of	complex	diagrams.	Favourable	and	counterproductive	effects	


of	assisting	conceptual	design	were	elicited	throughout	the	testing	strategy	and	are	


presented	here.	


6.5.1 Addressing ill-conceived conceptual design 


Both	strategies	in	this	stage	of	the	thesis,	i.e.	pilot	workshops	and	self-documentation	


study,	made	it	possible	to	observe	and	explore	diagram	creators’	conceptual	design	


at	close	quarters.	However,	the	latter	and	key	informants’	analyses	added	insights	to	


identify	and	measure	the	level	of	assistance	of	the	guided	approach	of	MapCI	Cards	


to	conceptual	design	actions	in	professional	practice	and	in	the	decision-making	


process.


Five	indicators	of	ineffective	conceptual	design	in	the	development	of	diagrams	were	


discussed	throughout	the	thesis	[Section	1.2.2,	p.9].	MapCI	Cards	was	developed	


and	presented	as	a	tool	to	assist	diagram	creators	to	move	towards	well-conceived	


conceptual	design	and	to	contribute	to	information	design	practice.	The	testing	


strategy	for	MapCI	Cards	provided	the	framework	to	construct	a	compelling	narrative	


which	gave	in-depth	understanding	of	the	effects	of	the	tool	in	conceptual	design.


The	insufficient	relevance	given	to	conceptual	design	actions	and	tasks	in	professional	


practice	was	described	as	the	first	indicator,	which	may	lead	to	dysfunctional	


decision-making.	Findings	indicated	that	MapCI	Cards	did	address	this	problem	


by	helping	produce	a	set	of	working	diagrams,	in	which	thoughts	and	ideas	were	


registered.	These	documents	seemed	to	have	facilitated	revision	and	visualisation	of	
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ideas	and	could	be	used	for	further	discussion.	Even	though	not	all	diagram	creators	


from	this	study	developed	final	proposals	of	the	same	quality	[Sections	6.4.1,	p.213;	


6.4.2,	p.217],	their	analytical	processes	indicated	a	thorough	examination	[Section	


6.4.3,	p.221].


The	definition	of	misleading	hierarchical	structures	of	information,	not	responding	


to	the	purpose	of	the	diagram,	was	pointed	out	as	the	second	indicator.	MapCI	Cards	


did	tackle	this	problem	by	helping	diagram	creators	‘make	notes	of	the	important	


bits	of	the	articles’	and	then	guided	and	assisted	some	of	them	‘to	create	a	hierarchy’	


[Section	6.4,	p.213].	In	relation	to	this	indicator,	key	informants	recommended	


collaborative	work	between	diagram	creators	and	experts	in	the	field	under	


examination	to	enhance	the	establishment	of	correct	hierarchies	for	the	information.	


The	displays	of	both	unnecessary	and	oversimplified	information	according	to	


the	purposes	of	the	diagram	were	highlighted	as	the	third	and	fourth	causes	for	


lack	of	clarity	in	complex	diagrams.	MapCI	Cards	did	address	these	indicators	


in	two	cases	by	facilitating	the	‘breaking	down	of	the	information’	based	on	the	


purposes	of	the	diagram,	enabling	these	diagram	creators	to	‘think	about	the	key	


points’	and	‘making	it	easier	to	focus	on	many	areas	of	the	information’,	so	diagram	


creators	had	‘something	concrete	to	go	back	to,	like	a	card	or	a	colour’.	However,	


not	all	resulting	diagram	proposals	addressed	this	indicator.	Two	of	them	were	


described	as	oversimplified	[Section	6.4.2,	p.217].	Consequently,	the	response	to	this	


indicator	seemed	that	it	was	the	least	strong	aspect	of	MapCI	Cards,	needing	to	be	


supplemented	with	expert	knowledge	[Section	6.4.3,	p.221].	


The	mismatch	of	the	target	audience’s	needs	in	complex	diagrams	is	the	last	


identified	cause	in	this	thesis	that	may	result	in	ill-defined	outputs.	MapCI	Cards	


did	seem	to	have	dealt	with	this	issue	by	‘reminding	[diagram	creators]	to	cover	all	


the	areas	[they]	need	to	cover	to	make	a	successful	diagram’.	The	key	areas,	that,	in	


pressurised	circumstances	‘maybe	without	the	cards	[diagram	designers]	would	tend	


to	forget’	or	‘to	overlook’,	which	‘could	lead	to	a	failed	product’,	seemed	to	have	been	


covered	in	MapCI	Cards.	The	inclusion	of	secondary	data,	such	as	examples,	and	


the	definition	of	initial	coding	criteria	based	on	the	target	audience	in	some	of	the	


diagram	proposals	seemed	to	support	this	aspect	in	MapCI	Cards.		
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6.5.2	Decision-making	profiles	of	diagram	creators


Two	diagram-creator	profiles	seemed	to	emerge	from	the	result	of	the	self-


documentation	study	based	on	the	decision-making	responses	to	the	guided	approach	


[Section	6.3.2.1,	p.197].


 


On	the	one	side,	one	profile	seemed	to	show	diagram	creators	who	have	a	mixed	


approach	to	conceptual	design,	i.e.	‘both	rational	and	creative’,	and	do	not	feel	any	


discomfort	working	with	a	guided	approach	or	suffer	any	alteration	in	their	habitual	


decision-making	by	doing	so.	In	these	cases,	MapCI	Cards	did	not	seem	to	have	


changed	their	‘conceptual	design	approach	on	a	big	scale’	or	‘altered	[their]	thinking’,	


or	have	made	them	‘feel	any	restriction	to	[their]	thinking’.	The	tool	seemed	to	have	


been	‘a	good	guide	for	[them]	to	do	all	the	necessary	bits	to	create	the	design	step	by	


step’.	In	other	words,	MapCI	Cards	did	assist	this	group	of	diagram	creators	in	the	


organisation	of	information,	the	production	of	working	diagrams,	and	the	definition	


of	conceptual	proposals.


 


On	the	other	side,	diagram	creators	who	also	have	a	mixed	approach	to	conceptual	


design,	i.e.	‘both	rational	and	creative’,	but	do	feel	‘overwhelmed’	working	with	a	guided	


approach,	and	consequently	their	creative	process	‘blocks’,	constituted	the	second	


profile.	In	this	profile,	the	decision-making	process	seems	to	be	obstructed,	and	the	


completion	of	‘assignments	and	tasks’	is	not	achieved.	Diagram	creators	with	this	profile	


seem	to	feel	that	they	do	not	‘have	the	experience	to	complete	the	task’	when	working	


with	a	guided	approach	to	conceptual	design.	They	seem	to	‘feel	frustrated’	by	having	‘to	


follow	order’	as	they	seemed	to	rely	mostly	on	their	‘intuition	to	solve	design	problems’.	


In	this	case,	MapCI	Cards	seemed	to	render	them	unable	to	complete	the	assignment.	


In	other	words,	MapCI	Cards	did	not	assist	diagram	creators	with	this	profile	in	the	


definition	of	a	conceptual	proposal	or	the	production	of	working	diagrams.


6.5.3 The relevance of aid documents in conceptual design


Another	emerging	theme	seemed	to	indicate	a	cause-effect	relationship	between	


the	production	of	aid	documents	during	conceptual	design	and	the	completion	of	a	


design	assignment	[Sections	6.3.2.6,	p.208	and	6.4.3,	p.221].	


Diagram	creators	who	did	complete	the	assignment	using	MapCI	Cards	tended	to	


produce	a	variety	of	outputs	ranging	from	lists,	sketches,	and	map-type	diagrams	
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to	wireframes,	in	which	their	analytical	rationale	seemed	to	be	reflected.	These	


outputs	documented	the	progress	of	their	decision-making,	illustrating	the	phases	of	


conceptual	design	and	putting	onto	paper	diagram	creators’	thoughts	and	ideas.	


The	diagram	creator	who	did	not	complete	the	assignment,	i.e.	the	negative	case	of	


this	study,	limited	the	production	of	aid	documents	to	two:	one	list	and	one	sketch.	


Both	types	of	documents	are	often	produced	during	the	early	phases	of	conceptual	


design,	i.e.	problem	understanding.		


6.5.4 MapCI Cards in information design practice


The	implementation	of	MapCI	Cards	in	the	professional	practice	enabled	the	


researcher	to	gain	new	and	unexpected	learning	on	its	use	by	diagram	creators.	


For	the	majority	of	diagram	creators	in	the	self-documentation	study,	MapCI	Cards	


seemed	to	have	‘put	into	words	the	ideas	that	[they]	had	in	[their]	mind.’	MapCI	


Cards	did	not	present	novel	information;	on	the	contrary,	‘the	information	in	the	


cards	was	always	present	in	the	back	of	the	[diagram	creators’]	mind,	but	[they]	


didn’t	know	how	to	name	it.’	Overall,	MapCI	Cards	gave	‘more	structure	to	[diagram	


creators’]	design	practice’	and	‘guided’	diagram	creators	‘through	the	[conceptual	


design]	process’.	However,	sometimes,	MapCI	Cards	could	only	be	of	help	for	


‘understanding	a	brief	but	then’	it	might	‘block	the	creative	process’,	having	‘an	


adverse	effect’	on	diagram	creators	[Section	6.3.2.1,	p.197].	Based	on	the	proposals	


produced	after	the	implementation	of	MapCI	Cards,	key	informants’	insights	


revealed	that	thorough	understanding	could	be	achieved	through	the	breaking	down	


of	complex	information	and	thoughts	‘into	easy	steps’	and	‘making	notes	of	the	


important	bits	of	the	articles.’	


6.5.4.1	Using	MapCI	Cards	for	the	first	time	


Evidence	from	both	pilot	workshop	[Section	6.1.2.2,	p.182]	and	self-documentation	


studies	[Section	6.3.2.2,	p.200]	seemed	to	indicate	that	when	diagram	creators	


used	MapCI	Cards	for	the	first	time	and	did	complete	the	assignment,	they	tended	


to	respond	to	the	cards	in	the	same	order	in	which	they	were	given	[from	Card#1	to	


Card#38].	Nevertheless,	there	seemed	to	be	two	ways	in	which	MapCI	Cards	was	


implemented	in	experimental	and	naturalistic	conditions	by	this	group	of	diagram	


creators:	
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- Analytical to-do list.	Firstly,	the	diagram	creators	read	through	the	full	


content	in	MapCI	Cards	to	understand	what	kind	of	data	were	requested.	


Then	they	moved	to	the	information	sources	and	looked	there	for	that	


requested	data.


- Analytical verification.	Firstly,	the	diagram	creator	read	the	information	


sources	and	looked	for	what	they	considered	key	data.	In	a	second	reading	of	


the	information	sources,	they	implemented	MapCI	Cards	to	verify	whether	


their	analysis	and	rationale	had	been	appropriate.


6.5.4.2 Individual and team approaches


In	this	thesis,	MapCI	Cards	has	been	tested	with	intended	users	working	individually.	


Findings	and	insights	seemed	to	indicate	that	MapCI	Cards	could	be	a	useful	


implementation	in	a	problem-solving	team	approach	[Section	6.3.2.3,	p.202]	or	


supplemented	with	insights	from	an	expert	in	the	field	of	examination	[Section	


6.4.3,	p.221].	Therefore,	interdisciplinary	teams	would	be	a	possible	context	in	which	


MapCI	Cards	could	be	implemented.	
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6.6 Recommendations for implementing MapCI Cards 
in professional practice


Findings,	insights	and	results	discussed	throughout	this	chapter	enabled	the	


researcher	to	outline	a	set	of	recommendations	when	implementing	MapCI	Cards	


for	diagram	creation	in	information	design	practice.	These	recommendations	aim	to	


minimise	the	risk	of	ill-conceived	conceptual	design	in	diagram	creation,	and	thus,	


enhance	effectiveness	in	complex	diagrams.	


It	is	recommended	that	MapCI	Cards	is	implemented	to	assist	the	information	design	


practice	to	enhance	the	definition	of	well-conceived	complex	diagrams	[Section	6.5.1,	


p.224],	but	to	consider	beforehand	that	this	approach	might	not	be	favourable	for	


all	diagram	creators.	Highly	intuitive	problem-solving	approaches	do	not	seem	to	


respond	positively	to	this	approach	[Section	6.5.2,	p.226].	The	implementation	of	


MapCI	Cards	should	be	focused	on	guiding	the	steps	of	analysis	and	breaking	down	


complex	information	into	easy	segments	to	obtain	a	thorough	understanding	of	the	


subject	matter	under	examination	[Section	6.3.2.2,	p.200].


The	first	time	that	MapCI	Cards	is	used	as	a	tool,	it	is	recommended	that	time	is	


allowed	to	read	the	descriptive	booklet	[Section	6.2.1.6,	p.190]	and	get	familiar	with	


its	guidelines	and	rationale	[Section	6.3.2.3,	p.202].


Following	the	order	in	which	the	guidelines	in	MapCI	Cards	were	organised	is	


recommended	[Section	6.3.2.2,	p.200],	but	adapting	the	guided	approach	according	


to	routine	analytical	actions	and	decision-making	rationale.	Guidelines	could	be	


read	first	to	illuminate	areas	of	the	analysis	on	which	attention	should	be	placed,	i.e.	


analytical	to-do	list	[Section	6.5.4.1,	p.227],	or	guidelines	could	be	used	as	a	way	to	


verify	and	enhance	analytical	steps	and	rationale,	i.e.	analytical	verification	[Section	


6.5.4.1,	p.227].


When	working	individually,	it	is	recommended	that	the	analysis	of	complex	


information	is	supplemented	with	expert	advice	and	discussions	to	minimise	the	


risk	of	poor	understanding,	establishing	misleading	hierarchical	structures	of	the	


information,	and	oversimplifying	content	in	the	proposal	[Section	6.4.2,	p.217].	


The	implementation	of	MapCI	Cards	in	interdisciplinary	teams	has	been	outlined	
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[Sections	6.4.3,	p.221	and	6.5.4.2,	p.228],	but	no	testing	strategies	have	been	


designed	or	conducted	as	part	of	this	thesis	to	investigate	the	implications	of	this	


potential	implementation.


It	is	recommended	that	the	decision-making	steps	produced	in	response	to	MapCI	


Cards	are	registered	and	documented	on	paper,	such	as	in	lists,	working	diagrams	


and	sketches,	to	be	used	as	discussion	documents	or	to	be	developed	further	in	the	


prototype	stage	[Section	6.5.3,	p.226].
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6.7 Summary


Pilot	workshops	were	introduced	as	the	revision	and	optimisation	strategy	for	


MapCI	Cards-V3.0,	and	data	gathered	were	analysed	in	the	first	part	of	the	chapter.	


Laboratory	settings	were	the	context	in	which	diagram	creators	worked	in	this	study.	


Based	on	pilot	workshop	findings,	revision	and	optimisation	steps	for	the	


development	of	the	final	version	of	MapCI	Cards,	i.e.	MapCI	Cards-V4.0,	were	


outlined.	Redefinition,	regrouping,	relocation	and	elimination	were	defined	as	


the	steps	needed	to	add	clarity	to	the	final	version	of	the	method.	Both	a	format	


responding	to	intended	users’	needs	and	a	descriptive	booklet	to	give	an	overview	


of	the	type	of	information	design	problems,	i.e.	complex	diagrams,	which	could	be	


assisted	by	implementing	MapCI	Cards	were	included	in	the	final	version.


As	a	result,	38	guidelines	clustered	in	five	sets	were	described	as	the	final	content	


in	MapCI	Cards.	The	final	version	of	MapCI	Cards	was	presented	as	a	deck	of	


cards,	with	each	card	presenting	one	guideline.	This	format	was	found	portable	and	


approachable	for	diagram	creator	practitioners	and	for	reflecting	the	rationale	of	the	


method.	Each	card	presented	a	set	of	icons	reflecting	the	requested	action	and	type	of	


specifications.	


The	self-documentation	study	was	described	as	the	enquiry	designed	to	test	MapCI	


Cards-V4.0	in	the professional	practice.	An	interpretation	model	was	used	as	a	


framework	to	gather	and	collate	data	against	which	to	measure	the	effect	of	MapCI	


Cards-V4.0	and	the	objectives	set	for	this	study.	Key	phases	of	conceptual	design	


were	used	to	structure	data	analysis	and	share	learning.	Insights	from	three	key	


informants	supplemented	written	and	visual	outputs	and	provided	meaningful	


observations	about	the	quality	and	pertinence	of	participants’	analyses	and	the	


content	in	their	diagram	proposals.


Results	from	the	implementation	of	MapCI	Cards,	as	a	guided	approach	to	


conceptual	design,	in	the	creation	of	diagrams	were	summarised.	Favourable	and	


counterproductive	diagram	creators’	experiences	were	discussed,	and	two	emerging	


profiles	of	diagram	creators	were	outlined.	The	contribution	of	MapCI	Cards	to	


the	conceptual	design	of	diagrams	and	to	the	professional	practice	of	information	
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design	was	highlighted.	The	relevance	of	producing	aid	documents	during	conceptual	


design	to	facilitate	the	fulfilment	of	a	design	assignment	was	pointed	out.	A	set	of	


recommendations	for	implementing	MapCI	Cards	in	the	information	design	practice	


was	presented	at	the	end	of	the	chapter.
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7.  Conclusions and 
further work 
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7.1 A guided approach to conceptual design  
in diagram creation 


The	research	drew	attention	to	the	importance	of	increasing	the	amount	of	time	design	


professionals	focus	on	the	early	stages	of	conceptual	design	within	their	practice.	This	


was	identified	as	one	possible	way	to	deepen	understanding	of	complex	information	


and	minimise	the	conception	of	ineffective	complex	diagrams.	Following	UDMs	and	


self-documentation	case	studies,	and	other	theoretical	analyses	(e.g.	Walker,	1979;	


Wurman,	1989;	Tufte,	1998;	Roam,	2008),	the	researcher	developed	MapCI	Cards	


as	a	tool	to	assist	the	preparation	of	complex	diagrams.	Studies	undertaken	as	part	of	


this	research	to	test	and	refine	the	tool	indicated	that	experienced	design	professionals	


with	mixed	problem-solving	approaches	tend	to	feel	supported	and	guided	by	the	tool	


throughout	their	conceptual	diagram	design	process.


 


The	motivation	behind	this	thesis	was	the	limited	or	non-existent	design	methods	


for	information	design	practice	and	the	perceived	need	for	diagram	creators,	


i.e.	experienced	graphic	and	information	designers,	to	spend	more	time	on	the	


conceptual	stage	of	design	rather	than	on	the	prototype	stage.	This	shift	of	emphasis	


may	result	in	well-conceived	conceptual	design	and	the	risk	of	ill-conceived	diagrams	


being	minimised	[Section	6.5.1,	p.224].	This	thesis	presents	the	research	strategy	


[Chapter	4]	and	definition	process	[Chapter	5]	of	a	mixed	design	method	for	assisting	


conceptual	design	in	the	development	of	complex	diagrams.	In	other	words,	it	


proposes	a	guided	approach	to	conceptual	design	to	minimise	the	conception	of	


ineffective	complex	diagrams.	MapCI	Cards	is	the	name	of	the	resulting	design	


method	presented	in	this	thesis	to	meet	the	initial	aims	and	objectives.


The	primary	value	of	this	thesis	lies	in	its	contribution	of	a	design	tool	applicable	to	


the	information	design	practice	[Section	6.5.4,	p.227].	In	the	theoretical	domain,	


this	will	contribute	to	a	systematic	analysis	of	various	theories	of	diagrammatic	


representation,	information	organisation	and	information	design;	and	in	the	practical	


domain,	it	will	be	of	value	to	the	diagramming	of	complex	information.	


The	starting	point	of	this	investigation	was	the	question:	How might a mixed design 


method—e.g. MapCI Cards—, based on a combination of different approaches, assist 


the conceptual design stage of a design process for complex diagrams?  To	address	
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this	question,	the	research	strategy	included	methods	of	gathering	and	analysing	data	


from	a	variety	of	sources.	The	resulting	process	followed	a	transversal	research	strategy	


involving	parallel	processes	[Sections	5.2,	p.143	and	5.5,	p.169],	theories	and	action	


research	strategies	[Sections	5.2.2,	p.145	and	5.2.3,	p.151]	designed	to	explore	the	specific	


questions	that	emerged	from	the	initial	aims	and	objectives	of	the	thesis.	The	lack	of	


research	specifically	concerned	with	complex	diagrams	from	the	conceptual	design	


perspective	[Chapter	2]	was	seen	as	a	factor	impeding	the	straightforward	definition	of	


appropriate	sets	of	guidelines,	e.g. the	content	in	MapCI	Cards.	Therefore,	the	initial	sets	


of	theories	have	been	supplemented	with	qualitative	research	strategies	[Sections	6.1.1,	


p.177	and	6.3,	p.195]	aimed	at	extracting	evidence	not	addressed	by	existing	studies.	


The	core	theoretical	approaches	used	in	this	thesis	were	grouped	according	to	their	


focus,	objects	and	aims	of	analysis,	and	are	described	as	follows:


- Diagrammatic maps. Walker	(1979b)	and	Garland	(1979)	were	the	first	


to	pay	attention	to	diagrammatic	maps	in	particular	and	diagrammatic	


representations	in	general,	from	a	compositional	and	organisational	approach.	


- Design principles. Bertin	(1983),	Wood	(1992)	and	Tufte	(1998)	belong	to	


the	group	concerned	with	the	definition	of	design	principles	for	(data)	maps,	


statistical	diagrammatic	representations	and	information	design	outputs.	


- Academic studies. Richards	(1984)	and	Engelhardt	(2002)	provide	the	major	


academic	studies	used	in	this	thesis,	incorporating	a	syntactic-led	analysis	of	


visual	and	diagrammatic	representations.	


- Information organisation. The	last	group	is	composed	of	Wurman	(1989,	


2001)	and	Shedroff	(2003),	and	Roam	(2008),	who	present	an	organisational	


theory	which,	although	it	is	not	exclusively	attached	to	classifying	information	


in	diagrammatic	representations,	has	an	information	design	purpose.


Even	though	the	theories	mentioned	above	have	the	analysis	of	diagrammatic	language	


as	a	common	denominator,	each	is	concerned	with	a	different	approach	to	that	language.	


This	varied	range	of	perspectives	to	the	analysis	of	diagramming	was	necessary	to	define	


the	content	in	MapCI	Cards.	Returning	to	the	aims	and	claims	discussed	throughout	


chapters	1	and	2,	the	main	point	was	the	lack	of	academic	research	on	diagrams	by	


practitioners	in	the	discipline.	The	design	method	presented	here,	i.e.	MapCI	Cards,	has	


been	developed	from	an	information	designer’s	point	of	view,	providing	the	necessary	


background	knowledge	to	identify,	extract	and	select	the	appropriate	requirements	for	


assisting	conceptual	design	of	diagramming	complex	information.	
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7.1.1 The steps followed for defining the design method


In	this	thesis,	design	is	understood	as	a	science	[Section	3.1,	p.70],	thus	the	rational	side	


of	design	was	emphasised	in	order	to	examine,	explore	and	be	able	to	explain	and	give	


names	to	its	automated	actions	or	concepts.	As	the	research	progressed,	the	process	


of	defining	MapCI	Cards	required	supplementation	(an	additional	set	of	theories),	


improvement	(revision	and	optimisation	studies)	and	evaluation	(testing	enquiry).	As	


a	result,	MapCI	Cards	is	based	on	the	combination,	unification	and	classification	of	


diagrammatic	parameters,	criteria,	terms,	concepts,	steps	and	components	extracted	


from	research	studies	and	theories	[Chapter	5;	Section	6.2,	p.186].	


A	first	set	of	theories	(i.e. Walker,	1979b;	Wood,	1992;	Tufte,	1998;	Engelhardt,	2002)	


presenting	categories	and	types	of	information	that	composed	the	layered	structure	


of	complex	diagrams	was	explored	and	analysed	as	the	starting	point	for	developing	


the	content	in	MapCI	Cards	[Section	5.2.2,	p.145].	The	resulting	seven	aspects	from	


which	complex	diagrams	should	be	explored	were	used	to	investigate	the	units	of	


the	case	study	[Section	5.2.3.1,	p.151].	Findings	from	this	study	were	combined	with	


those	of	the	analytical	relational	surveys	[Section	5.2.3.2,	p.153],	generating	a	new	set	


of	six	aspects	of	analysis	and	guidelines	constituting	the	content	in	the	first	version	


of	MapCI	Cards.	The	next	version	focused	on	the	development	of	a	deeper	level	of	


analysis,	referred	to	as	specifications,	and	on	adjusting	the	approach	of	analysis	of	the	


method	[Section	5.2.5,	p.157].	


A	second	set	of	theoretical	works	(i.e.	Wurman,	1989,	2001;	Shedroff,	2003	Roam,	


2008)	was	necessary	to	add	specific	information	organisation	criteria	to	the	third	and	


testable	version	of	the	method.	The	testable	version	was	composed	of	36	guidelines	


and	92	specifications,	grouped	in	five	sets	[Section	5.4.1,	p.163].	The	ways	in	which	


these	components	were	organised	and	presented	to	the	intended	users	for	the	


first	time	in	the	pilot	workshops	were	not	found	approachable	enough	to	address	


the	professional	practice	needs	[Section	6.1.2,	p.178].	Redefining,	regrouping	and	


eliminating	guidelines,	designing	a	pertinent	format	and	adding	a	‘how-to-use’	


manual	were	the	main	steps	followed	to	define	the	final	version	presented	in	this	


thesis	[Section	6.2.1,	p.186].	This	version	of	MapCI	Cards	was	presented	as	a	deck	of	


38	cards,	in	which	the	essential	data	for	conceptual	design	of	diagram	creation	were	


put	together	as	five	sets	of	guidelines	and	classified	according	to	their	characteristics	


and	objectives	[Section	6.2.2,	p.191].	Each	of	these	sets	of	guidelines	was	colour	coded	
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and	distinguished	with	an	icon	summarising	their	approach	of	analysis	and	aiming	to	


add	clarity	to	the	proposed	problem-solving	strategy.	


Problems	encountered	throughout	the	development	process	were	the	definition	of	the	


appropriate	focus	and	depth	of	analysis	for	the	design	method	[Section	5.3,	p.160].	


Then	the	identification	and	selection	of	the	most	appropriate	sets	of	guidelines	


and	specifications	to	give	the	required	guidance	for	the	conceptual	development	


of	complex	diagrams	were	the	subsequent	demands	to	overcome	[Section	6.2.1.4,	


p.188].	The	next	major	difficulty	of	the	process	was	to	find	an	appropriate	order	for	


the	guidelines	to	be	presented	to	the	intended	users,	which	addressed	the	purpose	of	


the	method	[Section	6.2.1.2,	p.187].	


The	visual	presentation	of	the	method	to	meet	the	needs	of	intended	users	and	


professional	practice	constituted	a	parallel	process	to	that	of	content	definition	


[Section	5.5,	p.169].	A	specific	format	and	layout	was	designed	for	each	of	the	four	


versions	of	MapCI	Cards	built	on	previous	formats	and	adjusted	with	peer	reviews	


and	findings	from	the	revision,	optimisation	and	testing	strategies	[Sections	5.5.1,	


p.169;	5.5.2,	p.169;	5.5.3,	p.170;	6.2.1.5,	p.189	and	Appendix	C].


Finding	the	appropriate	terminology	and	phrasing	style	for	the	guidelines	addressing	


the	intended	users’	level	of	expertise	constituted	a	key	step	[Sections	6.1.2,	p.178	and	


6.2.1.2,	p.187].	The	terminology	in	MapCI	Cards	needed	to	be	understood	without	


ambiguity	to	minimise	the	risk	of	being	dismissed	as	a	time-consuming	tool.		


While	this	development	framework	may	constitute	a	research	strategy	that	can	


be	adopted	in	further	practice-led	investigations,	the	guided	problem-solving	


approach	proposed	here	and	its	implementation	through	MapCI	Cards	are	the	core	


contributions	of	the	thesis.	


7.1.2 Bridging design methods and professional practice


I	am	aware	that	authors	such	as	Alexander	(1979)	and	Jones	(1992),	who	once	


supported	the	adoption	of	design	methods,	later	criticised	and	dismissed	them.	


They	argued	that	designing	is	an	activity	that	cannot	be	thought	of	as	a	systematic	


action	and	that	design	methods	do	not	improve	design	quality	(Gedenryd,	1998:59).	


However,	existing	methods	for	diagram	creation	tend	to	be	focused	on	the	prototype	
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design	stage,	arguing	that,	by	following	fixed	design	steps	or	design	recipes,	successful	


design	solutions	may	be	obtained.	It	is	important	to	emphasise	that	the	design	method	


presented	in	this	thesis	is	the	opposite	of	those	methods.	It	does	not	systematise	the	


aesthetic	side	of	design,	i.e.	prototype	design	stage;	instead	it	focuses	on	the	conceptual	


side	of	the	process.	In	other	words,	the	resulting	outputs	of	MapCI	Cards	will	never	be	


finished	diagrams,	but	working	drawings	and	sketches	[Section	6.3.2.6,	p.208].		


Throughout	the	thesis,	the	limited	or	non-existence	of	tools	for	conceptual	design,	


which	properly	integrate	with	design	practitioners’	and	professional	practice	


needs,	was	stated	[Sections	1.2.1,	p.7;	3.3.2,	p.86].	To	address	this	gap,	this	


thesis	introduces	a	way	of	externalising	the	core	conceptual	design	steps	of	the	


diagrammatic	design	process,	putting	into	words	the	ideas	that	diagram	creators	


have	in	the	back	of	their	minds,	but	which	they	do	not	know	how	to	name	[Section	


6.5.4,	p.227].	Findings	of	the	self-documentation	study	and	key	informants’	insights	


reported	encouraging	results	and	highlighted	limitations	[Section	6.5,	p.224]	in	the	


implementation	of	a	guided	approach	to	conceptual	design	of	diagram	creation.	A	


set	of	recommendations	for	the	implementation	of	MapCI	Cards	in	the	professional	


practice	was	delineated	[Section	6.6,	p.229].	When	using	this	problem-solving	


method,	diagram	creators	would	be	adopting	a	guided	approach	that	may	assist	


them	to	focus	on	the	necessary	requirements	and	specifications	for	the	nature	of	the	


diagrammatic	problem.	


7.1.3 Conditions and limitations of a guided approach  


in diagram creators


Based	on	the	results	of	the	self-documentation	study	[Section	6.3,	p.195]	and	


key	informants’	insights	[Section	6.5,	p.224],	most	diagram	creators	did	feel	


comfortable	and	assisted,	while	working	with	a	guided	approach	to	conceptual	


design.	Moreover,	even	their	problem-solving	approach	seemed	to	have	become	


more	rational;	no	restrictions	were	reported	[Section	6.3.2.1,	p.197].	In	these	cases,	


diagram	creators’	decision-making	seemed	to	have	become	more	organised,	as	they	


had	an	overview	of	the	steps	that	had	already	been	taken	and	of	those	to	come.	


It	should	be	mentioned	that	this	change	in	their	decision-making	process	was	


not	described	as	a	negative	alteration	[Section	6.5.2,	p.226].	In	addition,	some	of	


these	diagram	creators	suggested	the	implementation	of	a	guided	problem-solving	


approach	beyond	diagram	design	problems.
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On	the	other	hand,	the	presence	of	a	negative	case	provided	evidence	that	the	


adoption	of	a	guided	approach	to	conceptual	design	in	professional	practice	might	


not	be	extensively	applicable	to	all	diagram	creators.	The	types	of	diagram	creators’	


problem-solving	approach	and	personality	were	the	determinant	factors	for	a	


negative	or	positive	response	that	emerged	from	the	testing	strategy	in	this	thesis	


[Section	6.3.2.1,	p.197].	Based	on	findings,	diagram	creators	who	rely	mostly	on	


their	intuitions	to	solve	problems	may	not	respond	positively	when	their	decision-


making	processes	are	rationalised	[Section	6.5.2,	p.226].	In	other	words,	a	guided	


approach	to	conceptual	design	may	not	be	useful	for	them.	In	these	cases,	their	


creative	process	seems	to	block	and	they	are	unable	to	solve	the	design	problem,	


and	thus,	develop	a	design	proposal.	
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7.2 MapCI Cards as a tool for professional practice 


MapCI	Cards	was	developed	to	guide	the	rational	and	analytic	actions	of	conceptual	


design,	e.g.	examining,	analysing,	organising	and	simplifying	[Section	3.2.2,	


p.77],	leaving	other	actions	in	which	the	creative	factors	of	design	lie	free	to	be	


approached	in	each	diagram	creator’s	own	way.	This	property	gives	MapCI	Cards	


the	quality	of	a	mixed	method,	as	it	divides	design	tasks	into	creative	and	rational	


actions.	In	other	words,	MapCI	Cards	presents	a	way	in	which	intended	users	could	


move	beyond	their	usual	processes	of	conceptual	design	towards	a	more	guided	


approach.	


7.2.1 Favourable and counterproductive implementation results 


MapCI	Cards	has	been	tested	to	measure	the	relevance	and	usefulness	of	its	


components,	particularly	the	defined	sets	of	guidelines,	and	to	learn	about	intended	


users’	levels	of	satisfaction	with	it.	Findings	from	the	testing	study	[Section	6.3,	


p.195]	are	summarised	as	follows:


- MapCI	Cards	presents	a	guided	approach	to	the	conceptual	design	stage	of	


diagram	creation	[Section	5.1.1.2,	p.139].


- MapCI	Cards	is	not	useful	for	all	its	intended	users.	Some	of	them	seem	to	be	


blocked	by	the	fact	that	their	conceptual	design	stage	is	guided.	Both	intended	


users’	problem-solving	approach	and	type	of	personality	emerged	as	the	key	


factors	that	may	influence	the	performance	of	the	method	[Sections	6.3.2.1,	


p.197	and	6.5.2,	p.226].


When	one	intended	user	responded	negatively	to	MapCI	Cards:


- It	blocked	his	creative	process,	rendering	him	unable	to	develop	a	draft	


proposal	[Section	6.3.2.1,	p.197]


- It	did	not	let	him	produce	any	aid	documents	[Section	6.5.3,	p.226]


- It	made	him	feel	overwhelmed,	and	he	ranked	the	cards	with	low	levels	of	


satisfaction	[Appendix	F]


When	intended	users	responded	favourably	to	MapCI	Cards:


- It	tended	to	be	used	in	two	ways	as	an	analytical	to-do	list	and	for	analytical	


verification	[Section	6.5.4.1,	p.227]


- Its	guidelines	assisted	them	through	the	phases	of	the	conceptual	design	stage	


and	enabled	them	to	develop	a	draft	diagrammatic	proposal	[Sections	6.3.2.6,	


p.208;	6.4,	p.213]
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- It	seemed	to	require	a	certain	amount	of	time	to	be	understood,	but	this	did	


not	tend	to	affect	its	usability	and	performance	[Section	6.3.2.3,	p.202]


- It	guided	them	to	the	development	of	a	set	of	outputs	with	similar	


characteristics	to	those	of	the	conceptual	design	stage.	Lists,	sketches,	draft	


diagrams,	map-type	diagrams	and	wireframes	tended	to	be	some	of	these	


outputs	[Sections	6.3.2.6,	p.208	and	6.5.3,	p.226]


In	the	self-documentation	study,	most	participants’	levels	of	satisfaction	were	


compelling	evidence	to	describe	the	implementation	of	MapCI	Cards	as	effective	and	


useful,	making	them	feel	supported	and	assisted	[Section	6.3.2.1,	p.197;	Appendix	


F].	These	participants	were	able	to	identify,	define	and	put	key	data,	thoughts	and	


decisions	onto	paper.	In	addition,	they	tended	to	have	a	clear	overview	of	their	


decision-making	and	the	steps	they	needed	to	revise	to	meet	the	given	design	settings.


7.2.2 Well-conceived and oversimplified diagram proposals  


Four	diagram	proposals	were	produced	as	the	result	of	the	implementation	of	


MapCI	Cards	in	the	problem-solving	of	a	determined	diagram	problem.	According	


to	key	informants’	insights,	in	all	these	cases,	the	produced	sets	of	visual	and	written	


outputs	during	diagram	creators’	guided	analysis	were	compelling	evidence	of	


thorough	understanding	[Section	1.2.3,	p.10]	and	correct	idea	development	for	the	


proposals	[Section	6.4.3,	p.221].


In	two	of	them,	the	organisation	of	the	information,	the	establishment	of	correct	


hierarchies,	the	inclusion	of	both	main	and	complementary	information	[Section	


6.4.1,	p.213],	and	the	definition	of	initial	coding	criteria	based	on	the	target	audience	


[Section	6.3.2.5,	p.207]	provided	strong	evidence	that	they	were	addressing	most	of	


the	indicators	for	ill-conceived	conceptual	design	[Section	1.2.2,	p.9].	Key	informants’	


insights	seemed	to	indicate	that	these	two	proposals	might	turn	into	intelligible	and	


functional	complex	diagrams	in	the	prototype	stage	of	the	design	process.			


In	the	other	two	proposals,	missing	key	subject	areas,	lack	of	levels	of	information	


and	incorrect	hierarchical	structure	were	pointed	out	as	blurred	areas	[Section	6.4.2,	


p.217],	which	might	lead	to	oversimplified	and	unclear	complex	diagrams.	Diagram	


creators’	lack	of	knowledge	in	the	specific	subject	area,	i.e.	biological	sciences,	seemed	


to	emerge	as	the	cause	for	the	excessive	reduction	of	information	and	erroneous	
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hierarchical	structure	in	their	final	proposals.	It	was	recommended	to	supplement	


the	implementation	of	MapCI	Cards	with	expert	advice	in	the	field	of	the	complex	


information	sources	to	minimise	the	risk	of	these	blurred	areas	evolving	into	ill-


defined	complex	diagrams	[Section	6.4.3,	p.221].
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7.3 Further work


The	research	strategy	and	the	guided	approach	to	conceptual	design	presented	in	this	


thesis	indicate	areas	for	further	practical	and	theoretical	investigations.	Exploration	


into	complementary	directions;	the	definition	of	the	content	in	MapCI	Cards	for	an	


education	context;	its	implementation	in	different	settings;	and	the	development	of	a	


version	for	a	broader	media	spread	constitute	the	key	areas	for	further	work	following	


this	thesis.	These	areas	are	explained	below.	


7.3.1 Profiles of diagram creators


At	the	beginning	of	this	thesis,	the	guided	problem-solving	approach	to	conceptual	


design	had	been	thought	of	as	a	widely	applicable	approach.	Nevertheless,	a	set	


of	intended	users’	characteristics	for	which	this	approach	does	not	seem	to	work	


emerged	from	the	testing	strategy	findings	[Section	6.3.2.1,	p.197].	In-depth	


exploration	of	diagram	creators’	decision-making	would	be	the	next	step	to	take	this	


thesis	further	and	to	be	able	to	keenly	identify	that	set	of	characteristics	which	does	


not	respond	favourably	to	a	guided	conceptual	design	approach.	Interdisciplinary	


work	may	be	needed	to	pursue	further	research	in	this	direction,	including	


background	knowledge	in	the	cognitive	and	psychological	fields.			


7.3.2 Information design educational context


The	sets	of	guidelines	presented	in	this	thesis	introduce	the	basis	and	skeleton	of	key	


relevant	areas	for	diagram	creation	that	could	be	further	adapted	for	educational	


purposes.	Students	of	information	design	could	increase	their	knowledge	in	the	


conceptual	development	of	complex	diagrams	by	being	shown	the	relevance	of	


conceptual	design	in	the	design	process.	In	order	to	be	able	to	implement	a	design	


method	as	a	teaching	tool,	its	testing	in	professional	practice	was	the	first	logical	and	


necessary	step.	Therefore,	information	design	education	constitutes	a	strong	area	


for	further	application	of	this	thesis.	The	rationale	of	MapCI	Cards	could	be	used	as	


a	teaching	strategy	for	novice	information	designers.	If	the	research	presented	here	


is	taken	in	this	direction,	the	definition	of	sets	of	guidelines	responding	to	design	


undergraduate	students’	needs	and	requirements	should	be	the	first	step.	In	addition,	


background	knowledge	in	pedagogy	would	be	required	to	develop	the	appropriate	


sets	of	guidelines.	
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7.3.3 Implementation in interdisciplinary teams 


Continuing	the	work	presented	here,	it	would	be	pertinent	to	implement	MapCI	


Cards	within	interdisciplinary	teams,	as	complex	diagrams	often	require	inputs	


from	various	areas	of	expertise	beyond	information	design	[Section	6.4.3,	p.221].	


In	addition,	it	is	hoped	that	the	definition	process	of	MapCI	Cards	and	its	guided	


problem-solving	approach	can	form	the	basis	of	more	practical	work	in	information	


design	projects.	Possible	practical	applications	involving	interdisciplinary	teams	


might	include	the	solution	of	complex	design	problems	such	as	communicating	


relevant	material	to	inexpert	audiences	or	understanding	complex	financial	topics.


7.3.4 Dynamic and interactive complex diagrams


Finally,	a	forthcoming	logical	stage	of	this	research	would	be	to	develop	an	


organisational	layered	structure	and	sets	of	guidelines	for	dynamic	and	interactive	


complex	diagrams	such	as	Web	design.	Investigation	into	the	necessary	requirements	


for	dynamic	diagrammatic	projects	could	follow	at	a	later	stage.	Moreover,	the	


rationale	behind	this	thesis	could	be	applied	to	develop	a	similar	method	for	4D	


projects	such	as	film.	


The	content	in	MapCI	Cards	could	also	be	of	interest	in	computer-based	research	


as	a	tool	that	could	be	translated	into	specialised	software	language	for	generating	


the	skeleton	of	diagrammatic	representations.	A	very	early	presentation	of	this	


thesis	with	a	more	syntactic	approach	[Section	5.2.5,	p.157]	was	given	at	the	IADIS	


Conference	(Pontis,	2008),	where	it	was	considered	as	a	possible	basis	for	the	


development	of	computer	software	and	information	visualisation	projects.	


This	research	may	be	seen	as	a	basis	for	developing	a	set	of	analytical	cards	for	


other	media	projects.	However,	for	both	3D	and	4D	projects,	additional	aspects	of	


each	typology	that	reflect	the	particular	characteristics	and	needs	of	each	should	be	


considered.	In	such	cases,	particular	guidelines	should	be	added	according	to	new	


media	requirements.	
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7.4 Summary


At	the	beginning	of	this	thesis,	the	following	were	emphasised:	the	role	of	the	


information	design	discipline	to	enhance	understanding	of	complex	subjects,	the	


increasing	production	of	overloaded	and	unorganised	complex	diagrams,	and	the	


relevance	of	conceptual	design	in	diagram	creation.


 


This	thesis	proposes	a	guided	approach	to	conceptual	design	for	the	development	


of	complex	diagrams.	This	design	method	is	presented	as	a	tool,	i.e. MapCI	Cards,	


to	assist	experienced	graphic	and	information	design	practitioners	to	cope	with	the	


current	demands	of	the	information	age	by	guiding	their	decision-making	processes.	


Through	the	definition	and	implementation	of	MapCI	Cards,	this	theory	has	been	


tested	in	the	professional	practice	of	information	design.


Throughout	the	thesis,	and	particularly	through	the	self-documentation	findings	and	


key	informants’	insights,	MapCI	Cards	has	been	demonstrated	to	introduce	a	way	


of	understanding,	explaining	and	giving	names	to	diagrammatic	requirements	and	


specifications.	As	a	result,	when	some	graphic	and	information	design	practitioners	


use	it	to	guide	their	conceptual	design	they	tend	to	feel	supported	and	assisted,	


achieving	thorough	understanding	of	complex	information.	Based	on	findings	


and	expert	insights,	a	set	of	recommendations	to	supplement	and	enhance	the	


implementation	of	MapCI	Cards	in	information	design	practice	was	outlined.


The	negative	case	of	this	study	provided	insights	not	contemplated	at	the	beginning	


of	this	investigation.	The	adoption	of	a	guided	problem-solving	approach	may	


not	lead	to	the	development	of	well-conceived	work	necessarily	and	could	be	


counterproductive	for	some	diagram	creators.	Types	of	problem-solving	approaches	


and	personalities	emerged	as	the	decisive	factors	for	negative	responses	to	this	type	


of	method.


In	this	practice-led	research,	both	the	process	and	the	development	of	the	output	


itself	(MapCI	Cards)	and	the	implications	of	the	whole	process	for	the	researcher’s	


own	practice	were	equally	important.	The	aim	of	this	thesis	was	to	make	explicit	


how	diagramming	(a	practical	task)	is	part	of	a	process	of	exploration,	analysis	and	


reasoning,	and,	through	the	creation	of	MapCI	Cards,	the	thesis	has	shown	the	results	
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of	the	research	analysis.	As	Rust	et	al.	(2007)	point	out,	for	any	practice-led	research	


like	this	the	whole	process	is,	to	some	extent,	more	important	than	the	conclusion.	


Further	stages	of	research	were	pointed	out	to	deepen	the	analysis	of	diagram	


creators’	decision-making,	and	to	explore	different	contexts	of	application	and	


implementation	for	both	the	guided	approach	and	the	design	method,	i.e.	MapCI	


Cards,	presented	in	this	thesis.	
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Glossary


This section introduces the terminology used throughout the thesis. Cross references 


are indicated in italics where appropriate. 


Analytical template 


Qualitative tool designed to structure an analysis and exploration of data. This 


tool acts as a framework which classifies data into a (visual) system according to 


previously defined categories or layers [Sections 4.3.2.1.1, p.118 and 5.2.2, p.145]. 


Angle of analysis 


Different perspective and view from which an object can be investigated. An 


angle of analysis changes when the perspective of analysis turns to view the object 


under investigation from a different direction or dimension [Section 5.2.1, p.143].


Art-driven project 


Project based on the modes of production, instead of on the information to 


be conveyed. In these projects, content takes second place and the techniques 


and tools to represent it are the core elements [Section 2.1, p.32].


Complex diagram 


Diagrams which contain multidimensional or multi-layered structures to 


display information that conveys multiple viewing depths and multiple 


viewing angles [Section 2.2, p.42].


Complex information 


Multivariable information from which a diagrammatic representation can 


be created to enhance clarity. Complex information is composed of multiple 


levels of information (viewing depths and viewing angles) deeply interwoven, 


requiring heavy working memory load [Section 1.2.3, p.10]. 


Conceptual design 


Stage of the design process in which information is digested and translated 


into data for designers, and ideas are generated and conceived. It involves 


actions to analyse, simplify and organise information from different sources 


into an understandable and usable format for the intended purposes of the 


design brief [Sections 1.2.1, p.7 and 3.2.2, p.77]. 


Content-driven project 


Project based on the selection, interpretation and organisation of the 


information to be displayed. In these projects, organisation is as important 
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as content and understanding; regrouping, classifying and organising 


information take priority over creating it [Section 2.1, p.32].


Creative design method 


Design method which focuses on unsystematic stages or its emphasis is 


exclusively on unsystematic actions [Section 3.3.1.1, p.84].


Data 


Raw unformatted knowledge including words, pictures, movement, sound: 


anything a human being’s senses can absorb and translate into meaning to 


build communications. 


Design brief 


Document which defines and outlines the pertinent information about the 


design problem, stating the design settings and needs for an assignment or 


project [Section 3.2, p.73].


Design method 


Problem-solving procedure or tool for designing aimed to increase designers’ 


capabilities. It acts as a framework to guide designers’ thoughts and help them 


to generate more considerations than they could do unaided [Sections 1.1.2, 


p.5 and 3.3, p.84].


Design problem 


Problem composed of a design situation and design settings. The design 


solution has to address the particular settings of the initial state [Section 3.2, 


p.73].


Determined design problem 


Design problem which has unalterable design settings; its needs, 


requirements and intentions are highly fixed [Section 3.2, p.73].


Diagram 


Schematic graphic representation on a flat surface created in order to express 


information [Section 2.2, p.42].


Graphic coding 


The use of different visual variables to distinguish information [Section 


5.2.2.4, p.149]. 


How approach 


Study, work or other type of investigation focused on understanding, 


analysing or presenting the prototype design stage of a design process 


[Section 2.1.4, p.39].
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Ill-conceived diagrams 


Diagrams which are unintelligible and do not communicate with efficacy the 


intended content to the target audience [Sections 1.2.2, p.9 and 2.1.3, p.35].


Information 


Knowledge being analysed, coming from almost any source such as from 


a study, a pile of books and magazines, a bus map, a timetable listing train 


departures, a pile of statistical data, a television programme, a conversation.


Informational layer 


A unit composed of types of information, which forms the overlay structure of 


diagrams. Each layer represents a different level or group of information, which 


means that, to reach a complete meaning, it is necessary to have all the layers 


at the same time. Each layer can be divided into sublayers which themselves 


can be composed of more specific infralayers representing the complex internal 


structure of diagrams. Layers do not denote a hierarchical organisation, in that 


a top layer is not more important than one at the bottom [Section 2.2.1.2, p.43]. 


Intended user 


Target user of the design method MapCI Cards [Sections 1.3.2, p.13 and 5.1.1, p.138].


Level of analysis 


Degree of specificity of examination [Section 5.2.1, p.143]. 


Level of information 


Layer of close reading, composed by multiple viewing depths and multiple 


viewing angles. A level of information is not related to a type of information 


(e.g. main or additional information); instead, it is related to the degree of 


information detail [Section 3.2.2.4.1, p.81]. 


MapCI Cards 


Mixed design method proposed by this thesis to guide intended users in the 


conceptual design of complex diagrams [Section 5.1.1, p.138]. 


MapCI Cards’ aspect/set 


Broadest level of analysis in MapCI Cards, which is concerned with a similar 


type of information and tackles a particular angle of complex information. 


It clusters together guidelines of similar functions and types of specification 


[Sections 5.1.1.2, p.139 and 6.2.2, p.191]. 


MapCI Cards’ content 


Constituent components of MapCI Cards: aspects/sets, guidelines and 


specifications [Section 5.2.1, p.143].
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MapCI Cards’ guideline 


Each essential indication or requirement that has to be considered when analysing 


complex information for diagramming [Sections 5.1.1.2, p.139 and 6.2.2, p.191].


MapCI Cards’ specification 


Deepest and most technical level of analysis included in MapCI Cards. It adds 


a detailed description of dimensions, attributes and characteristics [Sections 


5.1.1.2, p.139 and 6.2.2, p.191].


MapCI Cards’ sub-aspect 


Group of guidelines within each aspect of analysis, only included in the 


testable version of MapCI Cards [Section 5.4.1, p.163].


Mixed design method 


Design method which combines both systematic and unsystematic problem-solving 


processes. It can have a rational or creative emphasis [Section 3.3.1.3, p.85].


Prototype design 


Stage of the design process in which conceptual ideas are executed and 


taken into further phases. It converts information into visual language for 


communication. Actions of this stage are concerned with the selection of 


visual languages, digital tools and the production of a design solution itself 


[Section 3.2.1.2, p.76].


Rational design method 


Design method which focuses on systematising each action of the conceptual 


design stage, or on proposing exclusively fixed solutions for the prototype 


design stage [Section 3.3.1.2, p.85].


Simplification process 


Process whereby complex information is synthesised to select and extract key 


data that should be conveyed in a diagram. This process implies deciding the 


most appropriate types of information that should be included and the way in 


which that information will be organised [Section 3.2.2.4, p.80].


Type of (information) 


Information, data or elements that share a particular characteristic or set 


of characteristics that cause them to be regarded as a group, more or less 


precisely defined or designated [Section 3.2.2.4.1, p.81].


Visual layer 


A unit composed of compositional components (i.e. arrows, signs, or 


geometric forms) that are perceived as having different levels of importance 
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within a diagram. Visual layers denote a hierarchical organisation, where 


main-front visual layers appear more important than second-order-


background visual layers [Section 2.2.1.1, p.43]. 


Visual variable 


Graphic resource (e.g. colour, size, orientation, shape, texture, value) that 


visual perception discriminates as different and that is used to represent 


information [Section 5.2.5.2.1, p.158].


What approach 


Study, work or other type of investigation focused on understanding or 


analysing the conceptual stage of a design process [Section 2.1.4, p.39].


Working diagrams 


Aid documents produced throughout conceptual design in which designers 


visualise their analysis, ideas and thoughts [Section 3.2.3, p.82]. 
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Appendix A
Case study analysis: Key findings


This appendix presents the analysis and key findings of the case study [Section 4.2.1, 


p.110]. In addition, the units of analysis of this study can be found at the end of this 


appendix, followed by interaction and comparative analysis matrices.


A1. Analysis and findings


The case study analysis was the first step of the thesis, aimed to investigate the way 


complex diagrams, e.g. underground diagrammatic maps, organise information. To 


meet the aims and objectives of this study, 13 units were examined [Section 4.2.1.2, 


p.111; A4]. Figure A1.1 presents technical information about each of them.


A1.1 Main case study: London Underground diagram  


London underground diagrammatic maps (UDMs): 1933, 1960, 1963, 2008


The first UDM analysed was for London city, as this was the first UDM created 


in 1933 [Section 2.2.3.1, p.49] and has the oldest and biggest network system 


(Ovenden, 2005). Four diagrammatic maps from four key years of the London 


Uunderground diagram (LUD) history were analysed in this study: 


Underground network Analysed diagram(s)


City
Date of 
creation


Route length 
(2003)


Stations 
(2003)


Date of 
diagram


Designer


M
ai


n 
ca


se
 s


tu
dy 01


London


1863 1933 H. Beck


1960 H. Beck


1963 H. Hutchinson


415 km 287 2008 Transport for London


A
dd


iti
on


al
 c


as
e 


st
ud


ie
s


02 Tokyo 1927 180 km 262 2006 -


03 Paris 1900 211 km 380 2008 Design BD Conseil


04 Moscow
1935 2005 Art. Lebedev Studio


268 km 163 2008 Yuri Popov


05 Berlin 1902 145 km 151 2006 Erik Spiekerman


06 Madrid 1919 230 km 149 2007 RaRo Design


07 New York
(1867) 1904 398 km 469 1972 Massimo Vignelli


2008 Michel Hertz Associates


08 Buenos Aires 1913 68 km 80 2008 Diseño Shakespear


FIGURE A1.1: Case study units of analysis: technical information
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1933: Beck’s LUD first published. From this date onwards maps with 


more geometrical than geographical characteristics were referred to as 


diagrammatic maps rather than simply maps [Section 2.2.3, p.47].


1960: Beck’s last year in charge of the LUD design. After this year, Beck’s 


design principles were replaced for the design principles of the person (i.e. 


Harold Hutchinson from 1961 to 1963) in charge of the LUD design.


1963: LUD of the second design stage of the LUD, created by Harold F. 


Hutchinson. 


2008: Last LUD created before the current design stage.


In the case of London the analysis of the UDMs was structured following two sets 


of study questions [Section 4.2.1.1, p.111] and the analytical template [Sections 


4.3.2.1.1, p.118 and 5.2.2, p.145]. The following are the specific revised questions 


used to investigate the LUD’s layered structure:


Site of production


Who commissioned the diagram?


Who created the diagram?


When was the diagram created?


Where was the diagram created?


Site of the image


What is the main information in the diagram? (Layers 1, 2)


What additional information is in the diagram? (Layer 7)


What relationships are established between the components of the diagram? 


(Layers 1, 6)


What do the different components of the diagram signify? (Layer 2)


How is the information coded in the diagram? (Layers 5, 6)


How is the information visualised? (Layer 5)


How are the visual components arranged? (Layer 1)


Figures A1.2 and A1.3 summarise the results of the complete LUD analyses (historical 


and visual analyses from the three sites of the image [Section 1.5, p.20], respectively); 


however these are not explained in detail in this appendix as they are not common 


to the other seven individual case studies. This appendix only explains in detail the 


analysis carried out with the eight units of analysis. Nevertheless, in specific cases, it 


refers to results obtained from the more in depth analyses of the LUD. 
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A1.1.1 Site of the image analysis


A1.1.1.1 Layer 1. Main structure: Network


The main structure of these four diagrams is the Underground network. The 


network in the 1933 diagram is radically simpler than that in the others as it 


contains fewer station names and shorter routes. As a consequence its layout looks 


more organised and less complex than that of the 2008 diagram. Even though the 


others LUD versions are not displaying a significantly extended network they seem 


to have more rigid layouts as they follow different design principles than that of 


Beck’s (Pontis, 2010a) [Section 2.2.3.2, p.51). A difference from the oldest versions 


is that the 2008 version seems to have added an embedded network structure into 


the main network structure, increasing the diagram structure’s complexity. As a 


result the London Underground network represents the main informational layer 


and the London Overground1 and Docklands Light Railway (DLR)2 networks are 


represented in an additional informational layer [Section A1.1.1.7, p.276].


A1.1.1.2 Layer 2. Main content: Stations/interchanges


This study indicated that the more extended and complex the network becomes the 


more stations and interchanges it seems to have and the more embedded multi-


network interchanges its diagrammatic representation has to display. In terms of 


interchange stations, while the 1933 diagram only represents interchanges between 


London Underground lines the 1963 diagram adds London Underground and 


National Railway network3 interchange stations and the 2008 diagram displays all 


interchange stations with between more than two transport networks (DLR, National 


Railway, London Underground, London Overground and Riverboat services4). It 


is worth mentioning that even though the 2008 diagram includes many different 


interchange stations they all belong to the same information layer, as the type of 


information they represent seems to share the same informational characteristics.


1  The London Overground is the short-distance London transport network that operates above 
ground.
2  Docklands Light Railway (DLR) is a light rail system which is part of the transport network of 
London. 
3  The National Railway network of London is the public rail transport network that operates right 
across the UK.
4  The Riverboat Services operates between eight piers on the River Thames, constituting part of the 
London transport network.
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A1.1.1.3 Layer 3. Reference informarion


The four London LUDs include a reference component to help users to navigate 


them. In these cases the reference is geographic, being the river Thames. The latest 


version of the LUD also includes reference icons in the form of airports, and the 


tariff zone code, further discussed in the Section A1.1.1.7 [p.276]


A1.1.1.4 Layer 4. Navigation components: grid, border, ground


Three of the four diagrammatic maps of the London Underground visually include 


the first component of this layer in their internal structure, i.e. the grid [Section 


5.2.2.3, p.148]. Only the 1933 version does not visualise the grid component. However, 


it is important to note that although these UDMs have a grid system it seems to 


work as a station locator (grid index) rather than as an organisational component. 


An underground system can include different types of stations: simple stations, 


interchange stations and terminal stations. A station is considered simple when it is 


only referring to only one stop of the underground system. When a station belongs 


to more than one line of the underground system or to one line of the underground 


system and another transport system, such as railway, it is referred as interchange 


station as it represents the connection between two lines. It is indicated with a 


different icon than a simple station. The last stations of each line are referred as 


terminal stations. In some cases a station can be both an interchange and a terminal 


station. As a result none of these diagrams seem to have a rigid grid structure that 


organises the visual components —i.e. icons, typographic components, network 


structure (grid structure). The three latest LUD versions included in this study were 


created without a rigid visible grid structure system or with a very flexible one.   


In the LUDs analysed the border component is always present but seems to change 


from year to year from a clear, thick border in 1933 to an extremely thin one in 2008.


In relation to the third and last component of this layer, Walker (1979) defines the 


concept of ground as both the shape of the image container (image format) and the 


image directional properties (reading structure). Since the first LUD, the reading 


structure seems to have been defined as top/bottom and left/right, implicitly 


understood as North/South and East/West. Of course users can determinate 


additional reading structures according to their particular route. The LUD has 


maintained its landscape format since its creation.
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A1.1.1.5 Layer 5. Graphic coding


In general the four LUDs seem to maintain similar chromatic codes, using the 


colours purposely applied from the beginning. The 1933 diagram represents a 


simple network employing basic chromatic codes (six colours: black, primary and 


secondary colours) and visual codes (basic shapes [diamond] and full and dotted 


lines). Both the chromatic and visual codes become more complex as the amount of 


information to be represented increases, as in the 2008 diagram. A deep analysis 


of this layer in order to define the meaning or reason behind the application of each 


colour is beyond the remit of this thesis, as this kind of analysis belongs to more 


syntactical and semiotic analyses [Section 1.5, p.20].


A1.1.1.6 Layer 6. Textual information


Tufte (1983, pp.180-183) distinguishes between graphic components (i.e., 


geometric shapes, icons, lines, arrows) and textual components (i.e., words, 


numbers, letter) of diagrammatic representations, explaining that words 


and graphics belong together. He adds that both types of information are 


complementary, as one explains and enlarges the meaning of each other and 


vice versa. In particular, textual information on and around graphics aims to tell 


viewers how to allocate their attention on the various parts of a diagrammatic 


representation. This study seems to indicate that in addition to graphic components 


the LUDs include textual information to anchor and increase the meaning of 


visualised information. For example, names (i.e. of stations, lines, the river, the 


designer and commissioner), information boxes, references and logos are given as 


textual information and necessary to successful understanding of the LUD. 


A1.1.1.7 Layer 7. Additional information


As with the previous layer analyses, the oldest LUD versions seem to offer 


little or no additional information as they seem to purely represent the London 


Underground network. As can be seen in the sample LUDs, the 1933 diagram is 


the least elaborate, displaying main components only: the London Underground 


network, stations and interchange stations, a reference box and institutional 


information. In contrast the latest version has main and additional information 


in almost similar proportions. The London Underground network constitutes the 


main information, whereas the additional information is composed of connections 


between London Underground lines and some of the other London transport 
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systems mentioned above, tariff zones, reference boxes and extra information 


boxes related to line and station status (i.e. opening and closing times, stations/


lines under construction, current service, planned engineering works) and station 


facilities (i.e. toilets, step-free access). Even though this 2008 version seems to 


display an excessive amount of information, main and additional information seem 


to be distinguished as it seems to follow the same basic design principles conceived 


in 1933 [Section 2.2.3.2, p.51], and both types of information are relevant and 


necessary [Section 5.2.2.6, p.160]. As an example, the LUD September 2009 version 


did not show the River Thames or the tariff zones as these elements seemed to have 


been seen as unnecessary and irrelevant. Before this edition the LUD was described 


as excessively complex and cluttered. To make the diagram simpler some elements 


were removed. However, the December 2009 edition shows the re-inclusion of 


the River Thames and the May 2010 edition the re-inclusion of the LUD tariff 


zones, supporting the hypothesis stated in this thesis about the difference between 


additional and irrelevant information.


In addition to this, some main graphic components seem to have attached a 


different function within the UDM. A clear example of this can be seen in the latest 


LUD versions, which include the grid component working as a grid index rather 


than a component for organising visual components [Section A1.1.1.4, p.275]. As the 


number of stations had increased from the initial 212 in 1933 to 352 in 2008 but the 


size of the diagram has remained constant, the grid as an index is essential to find a 


particular station in short time. 


Some of the reasons for the increasing display of information seem to have been the 


enlargement of the London Underground network, technological developments and 


the creation of digital design tools such as design software which enable designers 


to reduce design and production times and increase the number of test versions, 


augmenting the amount of information displayed on the UDMs and do not restrict 


them to displaying only main information. 


As previously explained in the layer 2 analysis, even though the additional 


information described seems to belong to different groups of information (i.e. 


additional reference components, additional interchange stations, stations 


facilities) it all seems to belong to a same type of information, which indicates 
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that it belongs to the same informational layer. As discussed later, although this 


information seems to belong to the same informational layer it can be clustered into 


sub-layers according to shared characteristics.


To support, refute or complement the initial theoretical framework after the 


analyses of the LUDs the next step of this study was to explore, examine and 


analyse the other units of analysis mentioned above in a similar manner. This is 


described in the next section. 


A1.2 Supportive cases


As explained above, the main case study was supplemented with seven individual 


case studies which share specific sets of meaningful characteristics and qualities 


with the LUD [Section 4.2.1.2, p.111]. Rose (2001:19) explains that the study of 


images of the same typology helps to discover the significance of elements and 


parameters of an individual image that are frequently repeated in other images of 


the same group. 


A1.2.1 Complex UDM cases


The supplementing units of analysis of this study belong to Tokyo, 2006; Paris, 


2008; Moscow, 2005, 2008; Berlin, 2006; Madrid, 2007; and New York, 1972, 


2008. These diagrammatic maps can be defined as complex UDMs.


A1.2.1.1 Layer 1. Main structure: network


Tokyo, Paris, Berlin and New York (2008) UDMs have a complex network 


composed for more than one transport network (underground networks plus 


overground networks, light railway networks or railway networks) and more than 


six main lines. However, even though Madrid and Moscow5 cities both have large 


underground systems [Figure A1, p.272], their UDMs have a simpler layout, giving 


the impression that they are less complex networks. 


It is worth discussing the case of the New York UDMs. In 1972, the UDM employed 


extremely geometrical language with only vertical and horizontal lines following 


5  Moscow has one of the most extensive underground network systems but as it is represented in 
an extremely synthetic manner it looks as simple as that of the Buenos Aires network. 
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similar design principles to those of the LUD. However, the 2008 version presents a 


radically different layout with an organic, visual language with more geographic than 


geometric visual characteristics. As a result, even though the New York system has 


grown, the layout of the current New York UDM reflects an unorganised interweaving 


of lines, far from the synthetic and clear version of 1972. In addition, the current 


organic language of this UDM seems to transmit the idea that it is difficult to navigate 


through the system. Madrid UDM presents a similar case. Madrid redesigned its 


UDM early in 2008, presenting a more synthetic version whose greater complexity 


and dimensions of the underground network look well organised. 


It is beyond the remit of this analysis to indicate whether one UDM included in 


the sample of analysis is better than another. The selected UDMs are considered 


relevant UDM examples for the purpose of this thesis.


A1.2.1.2 Layer 2. Main content: stations/interchanges


Lack of synthesis and visual order significantly decrease legibility when visualising 


complex information [Section 1.2.2, p.9]. Tokyo’s underground system is one of 


the most complex, combining several under- and above-ground lines. As a result 


effectively visualisation of its interchange stations seems to present a challenge, 


as three or more lines commonly coincide at some stations. The visual solution 


adopted in the Tokyo UDM to represent interchange stations follows the above 


parameters. However, Tokyo’s solution to its UDM is to employ highly complex 


graphic components (i.e. complex icon: a thick black square, with colour-coded 


circles and letters/numbers) to visualise the interchange stations, adding visual 


noise to the whole diagram and consequently decreasing its legibility. At the 


opposite extreme the LUD has always employed basic geometric shapes (circles, 


squares, diamonds), even to represent three-line interchange stations (i.e. 


Paddington station: Bakerloo, Hammersmith and City, Circle and District lines). As 


mentioned, even though aesthetic solutions are not considered in this analysis this 


example highlights how a graphic decision (about a small component) can affect the 


legibility of a whole diagrammatic representation. 


A1.2.1.3 Layer 3. Reference information


Like the LUD, five of the six UDMs analysed include a reference layer; however, it 


is not a geographic reference in all of them. Madrid, Tokyo and New York (2008) 
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UDMs display both geographic and urban references such as a lake/sea/river and 


landmarks/green space respectively. The reference element in Paris UDM, the river 


Seine, is also geographic. Only the Berlin UDM does not display a reference element 


to aid users’ navigation.


In addition to a geographic/urban element both Madrid and New York (1972, 2008) 


UDMs include a compass icon6 as a reference element. The compass icon can also 


be seen as reinforcing the directional properties (reading structure).


A1.2.1.4 Layer 4. Navigation components: grid, border, ground


Like the LUD, Paris, Moscow (2005, 2008) and New York (2008) UDMs have a 


flexible and non-visible grid structure that organises the graphic elements, while 


Tokyo, Berlin, Madrid and New York (1972) have a non-visible but rigid grid 


structure. Only New York (1972) UDM has a grid element as an index like the latest 


LUD versions. 


The majority of units of analysis—Tokyo, Paris, Moscow, Berlin, New York (2008) 


and Madrid UDMs—have an extremely thin border that delimits the boundaries 


of the diagrammatic map. The oldest New York (1972) UDM version is the only 


diagrammatic map with a thick border similar to the 1933 LUD.


Similar to the LUDs, the complex UDMs analysed employ directional properties 


indicating top/bottom-left/right and North/South-East/West respectively. 


However, in terms of format they do not have the same proportions as the LUD. 


For example Paris and New York (1972) UDMs have square formats, whereas New 


York (2008) and both Moscow versions have portrait formats.


A1.2.1.5 Layer 5. Graphic coding


London has the more extended Underground network [Figure A1, p.272], but in 


comparison to New York and Berlin UDMs the LUD appears both less complex 


and of smaller dimensions. One of the reasons for this seems to be how colour is 


applied. In the LUD colour is applied to each line, even though a line may have 


several routes; however in the New York UDM colour is applied to each different 


underground route. This means that if one underground line operates along five 


6  A compass is a navigational instrument that determines directions relative to the Earth by indica-
ting the four cardinal points: north, south, east, or west.
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different routes, in the New York UDM this is represented by applying five different 


colours to the same line, while in the LUD if one underground line operates along 


five different routes it is represented by only one colour because it is the same 


line serving different routes. This design decision increases the number of colours 


employed in a diagram and seems to make it look more complex than it really is. 


This is a key factor in UDM legibility. Roberts7 (2009) explained that the legibility 


of a diagrammatic map is greater when users can easily follow line routes; the 


number of breaks and turns in a line during its route determines its degree of 


legibility. This means that a straight line is easier to follow than one with many 


breaks or turns. Similarly, in his book Imagen Didáctica, Abraham Moles 


(1992:167) defines legibility in diagrammatic maps as based on the ‘number of 


bends, crosses and symmetries’ (número de codos, de cruces, de simetrías). This 


means that the more synthetic a route is visualised, the better it can be understood. 


Returning to the New York (2008) UDM, this means that the legibility of a UDM is 


not related to the quantity of colours used, but to a purposeful use of colour. Another 


example of this is the Paris UDM, on which it is extremely difficult to follow the 


complete route of the main lines because of the number of breaks in each line.


A1.2.1.6 Layer 6. Textual information


Textual information seems to be used to anchor graphic elements in all the UDMs 


analysed in this study. Some UDMs seem to code textual information to increase 


the clarity of the diagram. Tokyo and Madrid UDMs employ a typographical 


hierarchical order, attaching major font sizes to most important stations while 


Madrid, Paris and Berlin employ different font typologies to display different types 


of information (e.g. small caps, all caps, bold, regular, light). In the UDMs analysed, 


textual information was classified in different categories as: 


- Technical information: name of transport company and diagram’s creator 


- Content information, which at the same time can be sub-classified as: 


•  Main content: name of stations (e.g. Earl’s Court station, Piccadilly 


Circus station), references, textual symbols 


7 Maxwell Roberts has doctorate degree in psychology and he is researching about the presentation 
of wayfinding information, focusing on the usability of transport diagrammatic representations 
such as the LUD. He has exhibited his research work in Colchester and London, presenting different 
diagrammatic proposals of the LUD (http://sheilapontis.wordpress.com/2010/09/19/under-
ground-maps-unravelled/).
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•  Additional content: grid numbers, informational boxes, additional 


transport system information (e.g. station and line names). 


A1.2.1.7 Layer 7. Additional information


In general, additional information on all the UDMs analysed seems to be relevant 


information and supplements the main information such as with other transport 


networks (e.g. railway, overground networks), the station characteristics, multi-


interchange stations, airport icons and line names. In cases where the network is less 


complex, the additional information layer seems to have fewer components [Section 


A1.2.2, below]. 


A1.2.2 Simpler UDM case: Buenos Aires (2008)


The last UDM analysed is that of Buenos Aires. This underground system is the 


oldest in Latin America, but it is significantly smaller in terms of extent and number 


of stations than the seven networks previously analysed. The current UDM of 


Buenos Aires was designed in the 1990s as part of the whole new signing image of 


the underground network. The whole underground system, comprising six lines, 


covers a small area, considering the dimensions of the city (202 km2) compared to 


that of Paris (101 km2). However, Buenos Aires’ underground system is still under 


construction, having opened its sixth line in 2008 together with other line extensions. 


It seems that this non-static context may be the reason for this UDMs’ extremely 


rigid grid system. It permits the addition of new lines and stations without having to 


completely change the whole design every year. Each visual component of a UDM—i.e. 


stations, names, icons—has a specific place in this diagram, with even blank spaces 


following rigid design principles. It is unquestionable that this is a simple transport 


Underground network; however in terms of informational layers, Buenos Aires UDM 


includes the same initial seven-layered structure as the complex UDMs described above. 


The main differences from the other UDMs analysed are the amount of information 


included in the diagram and the scale. However, the layout does not look simple as it 


includes an urban grid in the background visual layer (reference layer) to both organise 


the information and orientate users about how to navigate the diagram. In this case 


the textual information layer seems to contain main, technical and additional content 


information. The latter includes Premetro network (light train) information and 


interchange stations with the long-distance railway system and the main bus station.
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A2. Linking data to propositions and criteria  
for analysing findings


The first step to gather data and draw conclusions from this study was to make 


a general matrix of categories, i.e. Interactive matrix [Section 4.3.3.1, p.121], 


of the eight case studies to organise the information obtained from the visual 


disaggregation analysis [Section 4.3.2.1, p.118]. Extracted information was 


classified according to the initial seven layers and from two approaches: 1) Coding 


criteria and 2) Content. 


After creating the interactive matrix, visual displays  [Section 4.3.3.1, p.121] 


were created to examine each layer independently and in depth. These enabled 


comparison of how each individual case has solved the same problem to identify 


gaps in the internal diagrammatic structure and to examine different solutions. In 


this analysis, in contrast with the interactive matrix the information was visualised 


in individual displays. It is important to notice that the visual displays were created 


at a further stage of the research process than that of the first analysis, as the 


findings from this study were used at more than one stage of the development stage 


in the thesis. This means that the analytical approach to the visual displays differed 


from that used in the interactive matrix, as this method was used when the initial 


layered structured has been already reviewed.


As mentioned at the beginning of the analysis, the LUD was also explored from a 


historical approach. The information obtained was distributed in chronological 


order and visualised as a matrix [Figures A1.2, p.294 and A1.3, p.295].
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A3. Findings and conclusions
A3.1 Initial case study questions


A3.1.1 Site of the image itself 


1) How do Underground Diagrammatic Maps (UDMs) organise information?


This study has revealed that UDMs tend to organise information in different 


groups according to the type of data represented. These groups are not organised 


in a hierarchical structure, although some components seem to be situated in a 


background layer (Tufte, 2006) [Section 2.2.1, p.43], such as the grid structure, 


and other components at the front such as station and line names. These groups 


of information seem to have similar functions to those of the layers included in the 


analytical template [Section 5.2.2, p.145]. According to the amount of information 


contained in each of its layers, a UDM can be referred as simple or as complex. 


However, even a UDM may visualise a less complex structure, it tends to have the 


same number of layers as a complex structure (e.g. LUD vs. Buenos Aires UDM). 


In general UDMs tend to code information employing chromatic coding and textual 


components to anchor the meaning of visual information. At the same time, textual 


components tend to be coded with a wide range of typographic variables. UDMs 


seem to have a strong and compact structure in which every element is interwoven. 


2) How many informational layers do UDMs have? 


The UDMs analysed in this study seem to present the initial seven layers included 


in the analytical template. In general, layers 4 (grid, border, ground), 6 (textual 


information) and 7 (additional information) seem to contain different types of 


information as well, which indicates that these layers should be reviewed or 


subdivided into thematic sub-layers.  


Textual information (conceptual column) has been subdivided according to its function 


and theme. Textual information seems to include technical information, such as 


the author and company that own the diagram, and content information. Content 


information seems to include other textual information such as names, explanations, or 


grid numbers. As this seems to be a complex layer it was also subdivided into main and 


additional content information. Other layers were also subdivided during the analysis. 


For example in complex cases, layer 1 includes main and additional structures.
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3) Why does this diagrammatic typology have an iconic information organisation 


structure? 


The last of the initial questions is complex to analyse and answer, as the term 


‘iconic’ can be seen as both ambiguous and subjective. However, this study has 


demonstrated that UDMs follow a set of design principles that, when applied with 


the same rigour in other diagrammatic projects, should produce clear, legible and 


well organised diagrams. 


A seventh design principle seems to have emerged from this study that can be 


added to the set of principles described in Section 2.2.3.2 [p.51]; i.e. information 


organisation. Section A3.3 [p.287] explains this new principle. 


A3.1.2 Site of the production 


What were the design technologies when the first LUD was created?


As explained before, the emphasis of this analysis is on the site of the image 


itself; however, in the case of the LUD it is worth mentioning some characteristics 


related to its production side. Rose (2007) points out that ‘technologies used in 


the making of an image determine its form, meaning and effect’. For this reason 


it was essential to explore and analyse the technologies used in the creation of the 


first diagrammatic map in 1933. As can be seen, when Beck created the first LUD, 


technology was not his main tool or a key aspect of his design/creation process, and 


in fact the LUD was created independently of technology. This supports the theory 


that the relevance of this diagram does not rely on its technical characteristics; 


instead it does on its design principles and conception. Garland (1969) explains 


that the LUD is the result of years of dedication and hard work. Beck had few or 


no design constraints: he devoted his life to improving his idea and achieving an 


effective and well-defined design structure. The proof of his success is that the basis 


of the LUD has not been modified since the 1940s. 
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A3.2 General conclusions 


To sum up, this study has shown that a layered structure seems to be present 


behind diagrammatic maps. However, it is not easy to study most layers 


independently of each other. Even though each layer seems to respond to a specific 


type of information, the layers are interwoven to create the complex internal 


diagrammatic structure [Section 2.2.1, p.43]. In particular, as discussed in the 


textual layer analysis above, each layer seems to be divided and composed of more 


specific sub-layers, representing from general to more detailed information. 


In addition, the analysis seems to show that some components can belong to one 


or more layers depending on the function given to them into the diagram. This is 


the case, for example, for the tariff zone component. It can be seen as a reference 


element or as an additional element.  


In general, the pattern-matching method supports the initial analytical template 


and theoretical framework. More technical findings of this study can be 


summarised as follows:


1. The eight diagrammatic maps, including the simpler one, seem to have a 


layered structure


2. The eight diagrammatic maps, including the simpler one, seem to have a 


reference component


3. The reference component does not seem to have to be geographical; it can 


be urban (a man-made element) or a compass icon


4. When diagrammatic maps display less information they tend to omit the 


additional information layer


5. The graphic coding layer seems to be one of the most important for this 


typology, which should be defined in advance or design rules followed to 


facilitate and increase diagram comprehension


6. All eight diagrammatic maps seem to have a grid system


7. The grid structure seems to be invisible and flexible, while the grid index 


seems to be often visible


8. The additional information layer can be subdivided into many sub-layers 


according to type of information to be represented


9. Layer 4: ground/grid/limit should be revisited and divided into independent 


layers, as the three concepts are strong components in themselves 
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10. The meaning of the ground concept should be clarified or modified


11. When diagrammatic maps have more than one main level of information 


at the same level, they seem to include excessive additional information or do 


not coding the information properly to distinguish one type from the other


12. When the initial analytical template was applied, institutional information 


was associated with the additional information layer


13. Newer diagrammatic maps seem to have stronger and more rigid structures.


A3.3 Set of design rules followed by UDMs


This study shows that the eight UDMs analysed appear to have been created 


following the design rules derived from the LUD [Section 2.2.3.2, p.51]. The LUD 


design principles are as follows:


-   Rule 1. Horizontal, vertical and 45-degree lines (grid): The majority  of 


the UDMs analysed use mostly horizontal, vertical and 45-degree lines. The 


1960 LUD and Madrid UDM do not use diagonal lines at all. Moscow UDM 


incorporates a circle as a main element to structure the whole network. 


According to the findings, UDMs seem to follow the first design principle 


created in 1933.


-   Rule 2. Different concept of scale: The majority of the UDMs analysed 


seem to modify accuracy in favour of comprehension. Analysis of the 


accuracy of geographical characteristics and dimensions of the city areas 


of the UDMs is beyond the limits of this thesis. However, the scale of 


many UDMs is inaccurate, such as in the Buenos Aires UDM where the 


distances between the stations do not adhere to the geographical scale.8 


This is easily noticed as only main street names are included in this UDM. 


-   Rule 3. Graphic coding: All UDMs analysed employ graphic coding to 


distinguish different types of information. In general, UDMs employ full thick 


lines to visualise main networks, while additional networks are visualised with 


thinner or dotted lines. Different colour saturation is also used to indicate 


different types of information and levels of importance. After this, basic 


geometric shapes—i.e. squares, circles and combinations of both—(Kress 


and Leeuwen, 2006) are used to represent main and additional individual 


8  The researcher has lived in Buenos Aires for six years, which provides support for this rather 
than additional studies.
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components such as simple stations, interchange stations and terminals. Icons 


are used to indicate the location of key landmarks or other important places 


near a particular station. A connection with a different network system is also 


indicated with icons.


-   Rule 4. Useful details: UDMs do not seem to include irrelevant 


information. As can be seen throughout this analysis, even the additional 


information layer contains relevant information. Details included in 


UDMs are used to inform travellers about the status of the network in 


general and of each line and station in particular (e.g. closed stations, 


planned engineering works) and to give information about opening hours, 


tariff zones, etc.  


-   Rule 5. Main components: All the UDMs present their main information 


in a front visual layer (Tufte, 2006) with the main components (i.e., 


network and stations) well distinguished. In contrast to detailed 


components, main information is clearly visualised using synthetic 


components and distinguishable chromatic codes. Berlin’s UDM 


seems to be slightly tangled as it is visualised as a highly complex 


network composed of several different transport networks (i.e., U-Bahn 


[underground trains of Berlin] and S-Bahn [Straßenbahn, long distance 


underground trains of Berlin]). In this case the use of grey to white 


areas (tariff zones) in a background visual layer are key in organising the 


information, indicating that the core area is the central one.


-   Rule 6. Chromatic codes: All the UDMs analysed employ rich chromatic 


codes, using primary colours first and adding secondary and tertiary colours 


as complexity increases. Special attention should be paid in complex 


networks (e.g.Tokyo, Paris, Berlin) where colour seems to be applied to 


each route instead of to each line. In such cases the use of a wide range of 


colours can cause confusion due to colour similarities (i.e. orange and red, 


blue and dark green). At the opposite extreme, Moscow UDM and Buenos 


Aires UDM have very simply colour-coded networks using primary and 


secondary colours. However, it is worth noticing that the choice of blue and 


light blue to represent lines A and C on the Buenos Aires UDM may confuse 


infrequent travellers, as the colours are similar. This demonstrates that 


well-defined chromatic coding is essential for clarity when visualising both 


complex and simple content.  
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-   Rule 7. Layered-structure: As explained above, all the UDMs analysed 


in this study seem to present a well-organised structure [Section A3.1, 


p.284] with information grouped according to different types. This analysis 


demonstrates that well-defined internal organisation seems to be essential 


to obtain clarity when visualising complex content. This parameter is not 


mentioned by Garland (1969) or Roberts (2004) in previous analyses as 


a design principle; however, analysis of Beck’s work reveals that he found 


information organisation essential from the very beginning of the LUD 


development.  


A3.4 Next step: How this information was applied 


Findings from this study were added to those of the analytical relational surveys 


and the literature and practice reviews, supplementing the definition process of 


the content in MapCI Cards. Based on these findings, the initial informational 


layers referred as aspects in the analytical template were rearranged, readjusted 


and redefined as broader layers widely applicable in generic diagrammatic outputs 


[Section 5.2.4, p.155]. 
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London_1963. Main Unit London_2008. Main Unit


London_1933. Main Unit London_1960. Main Unit


A4. Units of analysis


The case study analysis was composed of 13 units of analysis [Section 4.2.1.2, p.111]. 


Four of these were the main units of analysis which were the diagrammatic maps of 


the LUD from four key years; the rest were divided into two groups of simple and 


complex diagrammatic maps. Only the diagrammatic map of Buenos Aires under-


ground system went into the simple map group, while the diagrammatic maps of 


Paris, Moscow, Berlin, Madrid, Tokyo and New York composed the group of complex 


diagrammatic maps. The analysed diagrammatic maps are listed below.
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Tokyo_2006. Additional Unit 


Moscow_2005. Additional Unit Moscow_2008. Additional Unit 


Buenos Aires_2008. Additional Unit Paris_2008. Additional Unit 
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New York_1972. Additional Unit New York_2008. Additional Unit 


Berlin_2006. Additional Unit Madrid_2007. Additional Unit 
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A4.1. Diagrammatic map sources 


Berlin_2006. Spiekerman, E., 2006. Network map [Digital map] Available at: 


http://www.bvg.de/index.php/en/index.html [Accessed 5 October 2008]


Buenos Aires_2008. Metrovias, 2008. Mapa de Subte [Digital map] Available at: 


http://www.subte.com.ar/mapas/subte.asp [Accessed 10 September 2008].


London_1933. Beck, H.C., 1933. Map of London’s Underground railways. 


Reproduction 2003, Dunstable & Watford: Transport for London.


London_1960. Beck, H.C., 1960. Underground. Diagram of lines and station 


index. Reproduction 2003, Kent: Transport for London.


London_1963. Roberts, M.J., 2005. Underground maps after Beck: the story of 


the London Underground map in the hands of Henry Beck’s successors. London: 


Capital Transport.


London_2008. Transport for London, 2008. Tube map. London: Transport for 


London.


Madrid_2007. RaRo Design, 2007. Plano de la red de metro de Madrid [Digital 


map] Available at: http://www.metromadrid.es/es/viaja_en_metro/red_de_


metro/planos/index.html [Accessed 13 July 2008]


Moscow_2005. Artemy Lebedev Studio, 2005. Rapid transit systems of Moscow 


[digital map] Available at: http://www.metro.ru/map [Accessed 10 September 


2008]


Moscow_2008. Popov, Y., 2005. Rapid transit systems of Moscow [Digital map] 


Available at: http://www.metro.ru/map [Accessed 10 September 2008]


New York_1972. Vignelli, M., 1972. New York subway map [Digital map] Available 


at: http://www.nycsubway.org/perl/caption.pl?/img/maps/system_1972.jpg 


[Accessed 20 November 2008]


New York_2008. Michel Hertz Associates, 2008. MTA New York City subway 


[Digital map] Available at: http://www.mta.info/nyct/maps/submap.htm 


[Accessed 22 September 2008]


Paris_2008. Design BD Conseil, 2008. Paris metro map [Digital map] Available at: 


http://www.aparisguide.com/maps/metro.htm [Accessed 14 December 2008]


Tokyo_2006. Bureau of Transportation Tokyo Metropolitan Government, 2006. 


Tokyo Metro guide. Tokyo: Tokyo Metro Co., Ltd.
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          1933


- Black for all types of 
information and typographic 
elements
- Names of the stations are 
coloured according with the 
colour of their line 


- Logo of London 
Underground 


- Name of designer (h.c. 
beck)
- Name of stations and lines
- Name of company
- References
- Extra information about 
stations


- Middle ring
- Zones 3, 4, 5 and 6 were 
outside the diagrammatic 
map on the east side


- North-South
East-West navigation


- Outside a thick blue line 
and inside a thin blue line


- No grid system
- No geographical 
references (only the river)
- No index


- 8 colour lines  
(  and )  
- Box of references


- Blue band of the Thames 
River that narrows 
progressively from right to 
left ( )
- No reference name inside 
the band


- 212 stations
- No list of stations
- Icons for interchange 
stations ( ) and 
uderconstruction stations 
(dot line).


- Use of dark blue for the grid
- Use of black for the station 
names
- The colours of the lines have 
changed from the first version of 
the diagram


- Icon of escalator connection (
)


- Logo of London Underground 


- Name of designer (h.c. beck)
- Name of stations and lines
- Name of company
- References
- Grid’s letters and numbers 


- Smaller middle ring to represent 
central London
- More and complex lines outside 
the ring were condensed
- No used of diagonal lines.   
- Only horizontal and vertical lines


- North-South
East-West navigation


- Thin blue line


- Grid system, strong blue lines
- Letters and numbers 
- Alphabetic index of stations and 
car parks ( )


- 7 colour lines.
- Box of references


- Blue band of the Thames River 
that narrows progressively from 
right to left ( )
- Reference name inside the band 
(river thames)


- 272 stations 
- Icons for interchange stations  
(  ) and for simple 
stations  
(  )


1960


- Use of dark blue for the grid
- Use of black for the station names
- Small typography for the station 
names


- Icon of escalator connection ( )


- Stations closed on sundays ( )


- Special service only ( )


- Open during weekday rush hours 


only ( )


- Open during Monday to Friday 


rush hours only ( )


- Logo of London Underground 


- Name of designer (harold f. 
hutchinson)
- Name of stations and lines
- Name of company
- References (+ useful information)
- Grid’s letters and numbers 


- Bigger network  
- Addition of diagonal lines, as a 
result it was obtained a clearer 
diagram


- North-South
East-West navigation


- Thin blue line


- Grid system
- Alphabetic index of stations, zones 
and miscellaneous symbols (see last 
column)


- 7 colour lines 
- Box of references


- Blue band of the Thames River that 
narrows progressively from right to 
left ( ) 
- Reference name inside the band 
(river thames)


- 272 stations
- Icons for interchange tube stations  
( ), for interchange British 
railways stations ( ) and for 
simple stations  
( ) 


1963


- Use of dark blue instead of black for the information 
(grid, stations, aditional info, references)
- Small typography for the station names
- A mixture of the characteristics of the diagram of 
1960 and the one from the 1963


- Connections with National Rail ( ), riverboat 


services ( ), tramlink ( ), replacement bus 


service ( )


- Location of airport ( )


- Interchange with National Rail Services to airport  


( )


- Check before you travel ( )


- Step-free access from the platform to the street ( )


- Small information boxes near specific  


stations or line (  )


- Explanation of zones


- Logo of the London Underground  


- Name of designer (recognition of beck’s design, date, 
version)
- Name of stations and lines
- Name of company
- References (+ useful information, explanations)
- Grid letters and numbers
- Zone numbers


- Less difference between the stations within the ring 
(central London) and the rest of stations
- Smoother layout 


- North-South
East-West navigation


- Thin light blue line


- Grid system with a less intensity, and thinner lines
- Zone divisions
- Alphabetic index of stations, zones and 
miscellaneous symbols (see last column)


- 14 colour lines  
( )
- colour code for zones
- Box of references


- Blue band of the Thames River that narrows 
progressively from right to left ( ) 
- Reference name inside the band (River Thames)


- 352 (61 zone 1)
- Icons for interchange stations ( )  
and for simple stations  
( )


2008


A5. Comparative analysis of the LUD


Figure A1.2 shows the interaction matrix which summarises a comparative analysis 


carried out as part of the case study based on Walker’s (1979b) components [Figure 


5.2, p.143]. It gives an overview of the evolution of this diagrammatic map from its 


creation in 1993 to its 2008 version.   
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- 1931-1933
- Six colours, hand-lettered typography in 
Johnston san serif type
- Printing as a folder / leaflet


- Genre: diagram, circuit lenguage


- Henry C. Beck
- Establishment Office Drawing Section of the 
London Underground Group
- Temporary employed electrical draughtsman
- 5 guineas for the graphic development of two 
fully lettered diagrams (1 and 2 editions)
- Work done in Beck’s spare time


- Because of the primitive technology, there 
were difficulties to place the names of the 
stations within the diagram, without adding 
visual noise to the diagram
- The diagram only included the central area 
of the underground network. It was reduced 
and the route going far west and east were not 
showing
- Reprinted every year


- Only verticals, horizontals and 45ººo lines (non 
geographical charcteristics) to dislayed the 
underground lines
- Enlargement of the central area of the 
underground network. This way made possible 
to clearly show more complex interchanges
- Rectangular ticks to display stations, instead 
of the previous blobs or circles.
- Colour coding


- London Passenger Transport Board: city’s 
transport companies – five underground 
railway companies, seventeen tramways and 
sixty-six bus companies – were merged into 
one
- Visual unity of the whole group
- Only one person in charge of the visual 
image: Frank Pick
- Necessity to develop a design ethic for the 
whole organisation


- Second larger edition
- Quad royal posters in booking halls, 
platforms and station entrances


- Diagrammatic map was obviously useful, 
helpful and increased clarity
- No additional information, only stations and 
line names


- London’s travellers
- From the moment when it first appeared in 
1933 the diagram was a great popular success
- LT publicity department was not too sure 
about the radical new idea
- Trial smal edition
- Asking for users opinion


- Seven colours
- Hand-lettered typography
- Offset


- Genre: diagram + station index 


- Henry C. Beck
- Establishment Office Drawing Section of the 
London Underground Group


- Reprinted every year


- Rings replace diamonds as symbols to 
represent the interchange stations
- Victoria Line was added to the diagram
- 1955-9: overlaid grid marked with  
co-ordinates and accompanied by an index to 
stations
- Colour coding


- London Transport
- Many improvements resulting from 
comments on the use of previous editions
- Suggestions from chairman and members of 
the LPTB, members of the staff and travelling 
public
- Even though the death of Pick in 1941, the 
visual education created by him remained 
intact until late 1950s
- Management of design fell into departments 
heads: chief architect, cheif mechanical 
engineer and chief publiciy officer
- Lacks of cohesion


- Posters in booking halls, platforms and 
station entrances


- Facilities for tourists / users to locate a 
station
- Stations and lines names
- Additional information to guide its 
interpretation


- London’s travellers
- Not only for local travellers


1960


- Seven colours


- Genre: diagram


- Harold F. Hutchison
- Publicity Officer of LPTB
- Paul E. Garbutt
- Assistant secretary and new 
work officer


- Reprinted every year


- More angularities and 
sharp angles to display the 
underground lines. Lack of 
clean flow of a line. 
- Dot in the centre of the ring 
symbol: visual component for 
distinguishing stations which 
have an interchange with other 
rail systems. 
- Colour coding


- London Transport
- Design Committee and a 
design consultant
- Back to individual expression


- Posters in booking halls, 
platforms and station entrances


- Stations and lines names
- Additional information to guide 
its interpretation


- London’s travellers


1963


- CMYK printing colours
- Computer typesetting - 
computing
- Offset printing


- Genre: diagram + guide
- Pocket map
- Advertising on tube maps
- Art on tube maps


- London Transport Group


- Reprinted more than once 
a year


- Railway additional icon: 
visual component for 
distinguishing stations which 
have an interchange with other 
rail systems.
- Smooth flow with rounded 
corners 
- Tariff zones
- Colour coding


- Transport for London
- Back to give visual 
coherence to the group


- Posters in booking halls, 
platforms and station 
entrances
- Museums
- All kind of merchandising
- Advertising


- Stations and lines names
- Additional information to 
guide its interpretation


- London’s travellers
- Tourists / users


2008


A6. Site and modalities analysis of the LUD


Figure A1.3 summarises the analysis of the LUD carried out following Rose’s (2007) 


sites and modalities of the image [Sections 1.5, p.20 and 4.2.1.1, p.111]. This analysis 


was essential in order to add an historical perspective to learn how the site of produc-


tion has influenced this diagrammatic map.
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Appendix B
Analytical relational surveys: Key findings


This appendix documents the analysis and main findings of the analytical relational 


surveys [Section 4.2.2, p.113] responded to in two workshops. Visual outputs 


produced by participants of this study are presented at the end of this appendix.


B1. Text and written analysis 


B1.1 Analysis of text analyses
On analysing the first group of responses, categories of the words and concepts selected 


emerged similar to those of Roam (2008). Participants had selected words responding 


to what, where, when, who, how and additional information categories. When a 


participant has selected information, words or concepts that could fit into one of these 


categories, this is highlighted with the name of the category between brackets. 


B1.1.1 Text 1


In general, participants tended to analyse the given information by highlighting and 


underlining key words and concepts and writing down extracted phrases on separate 


sheets of paper. Participant D7 (PD7) selected more conceptual phrases from the text 


than concrete words (e.g. objects), which corresponded to descriptive information 


about the general structure of the text (how) but omitted detail. PD8 highlighted 


only one phrase explaining the general layout of the ‘problem’ (what) and one word 


describing the physical characteristic of that problem (how). Participants D9 and D10 


did not select or highlight any words or concepts before moving on to the executing 


stage. Participant S3 (PS3) wrote the analysis on the text and drew three graphs to 


organise the information. The first of these was a simple linear drawing highlighting 


location and distance (where) as the most important concepts, with two objects 


acting as a reference (reference) for the reader. The second and third graphs showed 


different perspectives on the same idea, but the third was colour-coded to show 


objects’ location (where). PS4 selected information related to object location (where) 


and included some detailed drawings as part of the analysis (additional information). 


PS20 defined two main subjects related to the given information (what) and 


organised the key words and concepts according to those subjects (how). PS6 


rewrote most of the given information to ensure a full understanding of it. Like PS3, 


participants S7, S8 and S9 outlined charts and drawings to organise the information 
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and show the connections between the different elements (how) rather than selecting 


and extracting key words and concepts. PS9 synthesised the main idea (what) as 


a flow chart.  Finally, PS10 extracted two general phrases without any details or 


additional information.


B1.1.2 Text 2


In contrast to Text 1, Text 2 had more numerical information that most participants 


found relevant, but others did not select numerical information at all. Although 


Participant D1 followed the categories above (i.e., who, what) he only included one 


numerical word. The other key words and concepts he selected were ‘names’ (who), 


‘information + underground’ (what) and ‘colour numbers, icons of buses’ and a ‘no 


smoking sign’ (additional info). In contrast, PD2 selected mostly numeric information 


(times, duration, frequency) as essential elements of the text. 


The analysis of PD3 reinforced the mentioned categories (i.e., who, what), as it stated 


that the best way to communicate information was by organising the content into 


the following criteria: Where? What? How? When? For whom? and What if? This 


participant first colour-coded the text and then divided the selected information 


among these categories.


Like PD1, PD3 did not focus on numerical information. Participants D4 and D5 


selected numerical information, but they organised it in different ways. For PD4 


numerical information seemed to has been complementary data, as PD4 also selected 


how and additional information meanings, whereas three of PD5’s four key concepts 


were in the when and how often categories. This participant also colour coded the 


text to distinguish information in one category from that in another: red (what) 


and blue (when, how often). Rather than select key words, PD6 extracted whole 


sentences and phrases where again, numerical information did not represent the 


greatest amount of words. Both participants (S1, S2) from the scientist group engaged 


strongly with the task, analysing the text in depth. Both wrote short conclusions 


including information beyond the given texts. PS1 pointed out information related to 


the recognition of each component (visual coding, what), made some suggestions and 


comments about certain details (additional information) and made a broad analysis 


going from the specific given text to a general, wider context. PS2 had also digested 


more of the given information, as PS2 interconnected key words and concepts and 


wrote conclusions. 
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B1.2 Comparative analysis of designer and scientist  
groups’ text analysis 


Tversky et al. (2007) explain that when people analyse a written language they 


tend to select closed-class (specific individual key words/concepts) rather than 


macroscopic-level (sentences, paragraphs and discourse) terms. Professionals and 


students in the visual field responded to Tversky’s theory by making a synthetic 


analysis and selecting only key words and concepts (PD8), while participants in the 


scientific field developed long explanations and added comments about their analysis 


(PS5, PS6), more so with the analysis of Text 1 than that of Text 2. It is apparent 


that the scientific group also had more elaborate decision-making processes, as they 


needed both written and visual analyses (PS3, PS7, PS9) and intermediate analytical 


stages before creating final outcomes even though some of them could not create 


any diagram at all (PS1, PS2). Participants from the visual fields defined the task 


of analysing as ‘unnecessary’ and ‘too broad’ to respond to and moved directly to 


the executing stage of the task. Text 1 participants of both groups (designers and 


scientists) seemed to have selected specific words/concepts, focussing on similar 


approaches: the structure of the problem (how), the main problem (what), its location 


(where) and its characteristics (additional information). 


The analysis of Text 1 showed an even more evident selection of closed-class terms, 


as many participants from both groups extracted only key words (PD1, PD2, PD3, 


PD5, PS2). As an example, in Text 1 the word ‘rings’ was the word most selected, with 


a significantly strong meaning for many participants (PD7, PD8, PS3, PS4, PS6), as 


all those who selected it visualised it in the executing stage of the task (using circles). 


On the other hand, some participants represented this word with exactly the opposite 


visual meaning, employing squares instead of rings (PS4, PS9) and taking into 


account their meaning only as contextual elements.


Text 2, on the other hand, did not seem to have a similar strong word that could 


be used as a main element or structural shape in the diagrammatic representations. 


Instead, participants from the visual fields highlighted the ‘no-smoking’ issue as 


the main element and as a key element to visualise (PD2, PD4, PD5); however for 


participants from the scientific fields this sign was not important at all (PS1, PS2). 


They situated the no-smoking icon at the bottom of their list of important elements 
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and, as can be seen in their written analysis, they did not seem to have understood 


this as a key word.  


Participants from both groups selected as key words when (frequency, quantity) 


information and individual elements (additional information) (PD1, PD2, PD4, PD5, 


PD6, PS2) rather than general concepts or sentences of the text.


B1.3 Words and concepts: Semantic categories  
of analysis


As previously mentioned in this analysis, Tufte (2006) sees nouns, numbers, verbs 


and colours as the most common and important information to be depicted in a 


diagrammatic representation. Altogether the participants in both workshops selected 


and extracted over 80 different words and concepts [Section B1.4, p.302].  This 


information was analysed focusing on its semantic meaning and organised into five 


different categories, with Tufte’s categories as a starting point:


-  Forms: words and concepts that may be used to describe the general 


structure of a diagram, or specific shapes of its components


-  Graphic coding: words and concepts that may be used to describe visual 


characteristics (i.e. colour, texture, value) of the diagrammatic components


-  Text support: words and concepts that may be used as complementary 


information (i.e. numbers, additional information)


-  Actions/sequentiality: words and concepts that may be used to describe 


activities or the organisation of the diagrammatic components (i.e. these 


components should follow a relational order, or a hierarchical order)


-  Objects: words or concepts that may be used to describe the concrete 


existence of something


All the selected words and concepts are classified under the above categories. This 


analytic approach made it possible to distinguish and classify the large number of 


features that later visual representations (diagrams) might or might not include 


(Vanmalderen et al, 1982). 


B1.3.1 Forms


The second largest group of words selected from Text 1 by most participants comprised 


words that can be understood as denoting the general shape of a diagrammatic 
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structure. ‘Ring’ (PD7, PD8, PS4, PS6) and ‘zones’ (PD7, PD8, PS4, PS6, PS8, PS9) 


were conclusive terms that originated a well-defined structure. As a result, visual 


outcomes from these participants had similar layout characteristics (PD7–PD10, PS4, 


PS5, PS6, PS8, PS9), while the figures for Text 2 were more erratic, originating different 


diagrammatic structures. The common component among these participants was the 


visualisation of the words/concepts denoting objects such as ‘underground’ (PD1, PD3), 


‘night buses’ (PD2, PD4) and ‘sign’ (PD2, PD4, PD5).  


B1.3.2 Graphic coding


This was the smallest group of words/concepts selected and had exactly opposite 


characteristics to the previous group of words/concepts. For example, with Text 2 


participants seemed to have selected more words related to information that could be 


used for visualising a ‘colour coded’ (PD1, PD2, PD3, PD6, PS1, PS2), ‘different lines’ 


(PD2, PS1, PS2) and different ‘names’ (PD1, PD4, PD6, PS1), while very few words 


related to these features were selected from Text 1. 


B1.3.3 Text support


This is the largest category, as it includes many different meanings. Both groups of 


participant seemed to have selected many numerical information words/concepts 


from Text 1 and Text 2 such as times (PD1, PD2, PD4, PD5, PD6, PS1) and key 


numbers (PD7, PS4). The largest subcategory was composed of words and phrases 


that can be classified as additional information. Participants working from Text 1 


seemed to have selected significantly more additional words and concepts and also 


some additional phrases (PD6, PD7, PD8, PS5, PS6, PS9), whereas participants with 


Text 2 selected only a few individual additional words (PD6). However, none made 


a hierarchical order of this information. In one case, categorization of the additional 


information selected could be seen in the resulting diagrams (PD6).


B1.3.4 Action/Sequentiality 


This category attracted the second biggest number of words selected, most from Text 


2 in which words like ‘arrive’ (PD2), ‘follow’ (PD3), ‘look for’ (PD3), ‘avoid’ (PD3, PS1) 


and ‘not permitted’ (PD3) were selected. Only information about where something 


specific was ‘located’ (PD8) and its cost ‘depending’ (PD7, PS5) on other things were 


selected by participants with Text 1. 
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Showing a sequence of changes or events over time is another core element of the 


diagrammatic language (Tufte, 1990), as it is the equivalent of showing actions.  


Words/concepts denoting sequentiality such as ‘until’ and ‘after’ are included in this 


category (PD3). 


B1.3.5 Objects 


This category includes words for concrete objects that are ‘independent’ and can be 


seen as ‘easy’ components to visualise. Tufte (1990) explains that the identification 


of ‘pictures of nouns’ is key in organising information. As explained before, many 


objects were considered key words by participants with Text 2, but this type of words 


were also significantly important for participants with Text 1. The location of ‘ticket 


machines’ (PD7, PS5) and ‘ticket offices’ (PD7, PS5) at any ‘station’ (PS5, PS9) was 


emphasised in many of the ‘underground maps’ (PD7, PS3, PS5, PS9). Other key 


referent elements for the London ‘map’ were the locations of ‘Heathrow airport’ 


(PD8, PS6), ‘hotels’ (PD8, PS6) and ‘attractions’ (PD8, PS6).
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Text 1 Text 2


F
O


R
M


S


- Forms - (zones A,B, C and D)
- zones - on the metropolitan line
- 6 main - on the zone in


- rings around
- where many of the attractions of london are 


found
- four metropolitan zones - divided into zones
- 6 main zones - 1 is central london
- zones beyond zone 6 - the underground map is divided into zones


- there are 6 main zones -  there are also four metropolitan zones beyond 
zone 6


- most attractions are in zone 1 - zone 6 being the furthest from the centre


G
R


A
P


H
IC


 
C


O
D


IN
G


- colour - colour
- types (letter) - different name and colour
- highlights - colour-coded


- different
- name
- at a station, look for the colour-coded signs


T
E


X
T


 S
U


P
P


O
R


T
 


- on the metropolitan line - which you start and finish - inmediateness - 20 hours every day - easy
-  cost of a journey depends on 


the zone
-  the cost of a journey 


depends
- purity - 08.00 and 09.30 - direct


- zone 1 - you can buy your ticket from - system/orders - 17.00 to 18.30 - every day
- zone 6 - at any underground station - differentation - mondays to fridays - busiest times
- city centre - the city centre - central - 00.30 - time
- four - location - logic - anywhere
- cost - distinction - london
- zone 1>2>3>4>5>6> A/B/C/D
- target


A
C


T
IO


N
S


- depends - arrive - smoking is not permitted
- located in - avoid - after


- to follow - until
- look for - run
- not permitted


O
B


JE
C


T
S - hotels - underground map - underground - trains


- attractions - map - night buses - line
- heathrow airport - each underground - signs
- ticket machine - map
- ticket office - station


B1.4. Comparative of text analyses


Figure B1.1 lists the words and concepts selected by participants in both groups 


(designers and scientists). All extracted words and concepts are classified following 


the five criteria below:  


-  Forms: words and concepts depicting characteristics of the general structure of a 


diagram, or the specific shapes of its components


-  Graphic coding: words and concepts depicting visual characteristics (e.g. colour, 


texture, value) of the components


-  Text support: words and concepts that may be used as complementary 


information (e.g. numbers, additional info)


-  Actions/sequentiality: words and concepts that describe activities or the 


organisation of the diagrammatic components 


- Objects: words or concepts that describe the concrete existence of something
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B2. Visual outcomes analysis 
B2.1 Diagram analysis


The first part of this report has discussed the text analysis carried out as the first 


task of the workshops, while the second part has looked very carefully at the content 


and form of the resulting visual outcomes (second workshops task). The method 


used to analyse the visual material was mostly compositional interpretation 


[Section 4.3.2.3, p.120].  This approach, explains Rose (2001:33), explores an 


image from the site of an image itself to understand its meaning, focusing on its 


compositionality [Section 1.5, p.20]. Initial compositional analysis categories 


proposed for Rose and Tufte have been rearranged and redefined according to the 


purposes of these workshops. As a result, the final categories to explore the visual 


outcomes are as follows: 


-  Content/Visual language (Rose, 201, 2007): What is the main visual language 


used in the diagrams?


-  Spatial organisation (Tufte, 1990; Rose, 2001): How do the diagrams 


organise their components? How do the diagrams delimit their boundaries?


-  Degree of iconicity (Moles, 1990): Is the representation of the diagram 


objects/components analogous with their accurate meaning? Do the diagrams 


employ iconic, abstract or figurative language? 


-  Graphic coding (Rose, 2001): What are the visual variables employed in the 


diagrams?


B2.1.1 Content/Visual language 


In general, the first group of participants, i.e. the designers, seemed to have employed 


graphic (PD5) or mixed languages (PD4, PD6) including visual variables to classify 


and hierarchise the information into different levels such as colour coding (PD5), 


while the scientific group seemed to have used very few graphic components to code 


the information, preferring to use textual (PS7) or mixed languages (PS8), but also 


using equal colour, shape and values; as a result their diagrams were significantly flat, 


displaying all components at the same visual level (PS2, PS5, PS9). However, some 


of the scientific participants created specific icons to represent the information and 


included more details (PS8, PS10). 
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B2.1.2 Spatial organisation 


Participants from both groups included simple linear structures as general 


frameworks (PD7) and a similar linear language to represent individual objects (PD8, 


PS2, PS5, PS9). They also tended to use basic geometric shapes of different sizes such 


as circles (PD4, PD5, PS6) and squares (PS9) . PD5 drew a synthetic but detailed 


diagram based on two major circles, with a different colour attached to each denoting 


a different meaning. This participant summarised the whole content as two geometric 


shapes. PD4 drew a vertical structure with the information thematically divided into 


three independent parts, with a time line composing the third part of the diagram. 


In general all the diagrammatic structures were similar, but closer inspection 


revealed some differences and specific characteristics. Participants D5, D6, S5 and S6 


subdivided the information, including different levels of meaning, de-emphasising 


less important data and adding new information by including miniature iconic 


objects, while PS8 did exactly the opposite, making the icons more important than 


the general structure. 


Participants D9 and D10 created more cluttered structures with many different kinds 


of data overlapping. Participants S4 and S9 did not draw curved structures at all, using 


squares rather than rings. PS4 included colour coding to distinguish different types of 


information, employed icons to indicate particular locations (reference objects) and 


used blue ink to denote components further from the centre of the scheme and black 


ink to denote closer ones. Participants D6 and S10 adopted different graphic solutions, 


emphasising actions—social displacements and acquiring a service respectively—rather 


than components. Moreover, both also employed a sequence of icons, but PD6 drew 


more levels of information and details and added colour coding. Finally, PS7 created a 


typographical flow chart, with information organised in two cause-effect columns.


B2.1.3 Degree of iconicity 


The diagrams were analysed following Abraham Moles’s (1990) 12-degree scale of 


iconicity, where the 12th degree denotes a high level of iconicity (figurative images: 


realistic images, photographs, etc.) and the 1st degree denotes a low level of iconicity 


(non-figurative images: mathematical formula, letters, etc.). In general the design 


group tended to use more figurative elements such as iconic elements (PD3) or signs 


(PD2), while the scientific group tended to draw more abstract diagrams, employing 
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arrows or just typographic elements (PS2, PS7) , although some also included 


figurative icons (PS6, PS10). Because of the lack of digital tools or additional working 


material such as magazines and coloured-paper at the workshops, none of the 


participants used extremely figurative elements such as photographs. 


B2.1.4 Graphic coding 


As explained before, the text analysis findings indicated that participants did not 


make a hierarchical distinction in the key words and concepts selected; however, 


most did make a hierarchical distinction in their diagrams. To distinguish meaning 


different chromatic coding such as shape-size coding (PS9) and visual variable 


coding such as colour (PD7) were used. Participant D1 employed a combination of 


icons and coloured lines, while PD3 drew a vertical flow chart with colour applied in 


specific places to encode key data. This participant also used mixed icons and abstract 


symbols such as arrows to denote directionality and sequence. 


The diagrams of both groups working from Text 1 were slightly different, the absence of 


colour being the most significant feature in the second group’s outcomes. The diagrams 


of those working from Text 2, were totally different (PS1, PS2) to the figures created 


by the first group, although the last two participants using Text 2 (scientific group) did 


similar text analyses to those of the first group. For example PS1 did not draw anything 


and PS2 only drew a black and white structure of one of the components mentioned in 


the text but did not include any other information or details.
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B2.2 Comparative visual analysis


It was not surprising that the designer group used mostly graphic languages 


to encode information, while the second group did the opposite and encoded 


information by employing extremely basic graphic elements or only typographic 


elements.  


In terms of structural complexity, the first group created diagrams with similar 


characteristics to those of the second group. Designer participants employed more 


circular and organic shapes, creating highly complex visual constructions. It is worth 


mentioning that even though participants from the second group were coming from 


scientific fields they seemed to have basic knowledge of how to visualise (PS6, PS8, 


PS10). However, in general most diagrams from this group were more erratic and 


included some extreme outcomes, some with highly complex visual constructions and 


others with a complete absence of graphic components.


The third variable, degree of iconicity, produced results similar to the ones of the 


previous variable (diagram’s structure complexity), with diagrams employing more or 


less the same degree of iconicity in the first group and less balanced diagrams in the 


second group.


The last variable analysed was the use of colour. Once again, the first group generally 


used at least two or three colours for coding while the second group only used one or 


black ink.  


The first group was a representative mix of professionals familiar with the creation 


of diagrams while the second was a mix of professionals who often commission 


diagrams and are supposed to know what kind of information should be emphasised. 


The purpose of this analysis was to compare, ascertain and show how both groups 


(designers and scientists) visualise information and what kind of aesthetic resources 


they use. 
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B3. Results


As words can convey semantic and visual content at the same time (Tufte, 2006), 


the obtained data were carefully analysed, examining words and concepts from both 


points of view independently. This means that, on the hand, the meaning of the 


words/concepts was analysed first, and then, on the other hand, the visualisation of 


that words/concepts. The strategy adopted to distinguish between these meanings 


was to explore the findings according to the tasks stipulated in these workshops with 


first, a semantic analysis considering participants’ text analysis and word/concept 


selection, and second, a visual analysis, considering participant’s resulting diagrams.


The findings of these workshops were used at the beginning of the development 


process of MapCI Cards [Section 5.2.3.2, p.153], the design method presented by this 


thesis. For this, the labels, categories and sub-categories discussed in the final part 


of this report were complemented with literature (i.e. Bertin, 1983; Costa and Moles, 


1992; Tufte, 1998; Engelhardt, 2002) and visual analyses and revised, reviewed and 


rearranged until they could be defined as guidelines and specifications for inclusion 


in MapCI Cards. 


B3.1 Written outputs


Different kinds of conclusions were drawn from the semantic analysis (written 


outputs), some following the initial criteria of analyses described at the beginning of 


this report. The conclusions are as follows:


a) Informative criterion: Identification of content main idea. Some of the 


design participants struggled with this task and did not know how to approach 


it; others followed the instructions, strictly responding to what was asked; a 


third group frankly expressed their discomfort with the task and refused to 


respond to it. Scientific participants reacted completely differently: they did not 


seem to have any problems at all with responding to this kind of analysis. 


b) Communicative criterion: Thinking strategy to communicate the 


information. In general, participants selected key terms and concepts that 


could be grouped into six categories. Dam Roam (2008) proposes six basic 


categories (6Ws) through which a problem can be approached: who/what, 


how much, when, where, how, why [Section 2.1.3.1.2, p.38], and Tufte (2006) 
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explains that it is essential to include information answering these types of 


categories in any visual representation. In addition to these authors’ theories, 


the findings showed what participants considered important to include as 


additional information in a diagrammatic representation. The initial set of 


categories what, where, when, who, how and additional information was used 


by the participants to classify their selected words. 


For MapCI definition process, these categories were readjusted, reviewed and 


redefined to be widely applicable as essential ‘technical data’ of a visualisation: 


What: what is the main information?


Where: where is the information in space?


When: when does the information occur? 


Who: who is involved in the information?


How: how does the information function?


Additional information: details and information to complete the main 


information


 


c) Continuing the text analysis, the semantic qualitative labels used as a 


starting point to organise the meanings of objects and concepts were also 


revised and redefined to constitute one of MapCI-V2.0 guidelines entitled 


as ‘complementary information’. Some of the initial labels were maintained, 


but others were rearranged and divided into more specific subcategories. The 


reviewed set of labels is as follows:


Forms. Information denoting physical features of individual parts or of a 


general structure.


Graphic coding. Information denoting visual characteristics of elements/


objects.


Actions/sequentiality. Information denoting action or temporal order.


Objects. Information denoting the concrete existence of something.


Text support. Information denoting main and additional information. 


Both sub-categories are divided semantically into: real/concrete data; 


abstract data; quantitative data; a question/an exclamation and other. 


In addition, a syntactic approach of analysis proposed a subdivision of this 


category into: noun/object; verb/action; number/date/quantity; name/


place; adjective/characteristic and other.  


Other. Information not included in the previous categories.
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B3.2 Visual outputs


This analysis enabled redefinition of the initial categories applied in the compositional 


interpretation analysis, creating more categories according to the purposes of the thesis 


[Section 1.4, p.18]. The reviewed set of visual categories is as follows:


Visual language. According to the different kinds of visual language employed 


by all participants, three general categories were defined: 


-  Graphic. A large proportion of graphic components is used and textual 


components are used only as accessory components 


-  Textual. A large proportion of textual components is used and graphic 


components are used only as accessory components 


- Mixed. Graphic and textual elements are used in equal proportions.


Spatial organisation. The compositional interpretation analysis enabled 


the definition of some subcategories according to the shapes of the graphic 


components: 


-  Simple shapes (circular organic shapes). Simple (square and even 


shapes), simple (triangular and not even shapes).


-  Complex shapes. Combination of two or more shapes of the above 


categories. 


Part of these categories were included in the initial versions of MapCI Cards [Sections 


5.2.4, p.155 and 5.2.5, p.157]. These types of components, i.e. shapes, are often 


interconnected in complex diagrams, and it is unusual to find them in isolation. As 


a result, the boundaries of their differentiation may be blurred and they cannot be 


exclusive enough (Rose, 2001; Leeuwen, 2001). Nevertheless, for the later versions 


of MapCI Cards these data were readapted and redefined as a different type of 


information under the title ‘Format’ [Sections 5.4.1, p.163 and 6.2.2, p.191].   


Degree of iconicity. The initial twelve degrees of iconicity were regrouped 


according to three main characteristics, following Richards’s (1984) 


terminology: 


-  Figurative. Accurate representation of information


- Semi-figurative. Semi-accurate representation of information


- Non-figurative. Abstract representation of information
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Colour. Responses were grouped into three general categories according to the 


use or lack of colour: 


- Full colour. Use of primary, secondary or tertiary colours


- Monochromatic colour. Used of a single colour or shade


- Black and white. Absence of colours beyond black ink. 


Some of these categories were rearranged, readjusted and included in the final 


version of MapCI Cards, i.e. in the initial coding criteria set [Section 6.2.2.5, p.193].
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Output D1_Text 2 


Output D3_Text 2 


Output D2_Text 2 


Output D4_Text 2 


B4. Designers’ outputs


This appendix documents the outputs created by the design participants of the 


analytical relational surveys. 
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Output D5_Text 2 


Output D7_Text 1


Output D6_Text 2 


Output D8_Text 1
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Output D9_Text 1 Output D10_Text 1
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Output S1_Text 2 


Output S3_Text 1


Output S2_Text 2 


Output S4_Text 1 Output S5_Text 1


B5. Scientists’ outputs 


This appendix documents the outputs created by the science participants of the 


analytical relational surveys. 
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Output S6_Text 1


Output S7_Text 1 Output S8_Text 1


Output S9_Text 1 Output S10_Text 1
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MapCI-V1.0. Wallpaper format [Section 5.5.1, p.169]


conceptual 
organization


+ general layers (semantic) - - technical layers (syntactic) +


content 
(semantic) 
approaches
(what)


main level sub-levels characteristics level graphical / morphological 
approaches (syntactic)
(how)
technical levels


diagram structural 
layers


01 Technical information: proportional 
regulator for composition. Formal programme 
to accomodate  unknown items. Element or 
structure about which graphic and content 
information is accomodated or organized 
(Technical info for organizing purpose)
(which is the technical information of the diagram? how this information 
can be organized?)


01.1 for whom: the person, company or institution the 
diagram is for. (who orders the diagram?)


01.2 author’s name: the person or group who creates the 
diagram. (who is going to do the diagram?)


01.3 scale measurement: the measurament in which the 
diagram is built. These can be units of time, height, weight, of 
distance, degrees (which are the different categories in which the information 
will be organized?)


01.4 date: the date when the diagram is created. (when is going 


to be done it?)


01.5 structure: the framework that organize elements and 
data into the 2D support. (how are going to be visually organized the 
elements?)


01.6 reading directionality: the reference that shows the 
proper way to read the diagram. (how the diagram is going to be read?)


(01.5.1) conceptual: for organizing information, or to easily find data, can be visible 
or invisible (which is the function or purpose of the structure with this information?) 


(01.5.2) graphic: for organizing the visual elements. This grid is for helping designers 
to organize the elements into the “paper”, can be rigid or organic, it is often invisible. (how 
am i going to organized the visual elements?)


(1.6.1) explicit: the icon or visual element that shows the reading directionality


(1.6.2) implicit: the lack of icon or visual element, the reading directionality is well 
known for cultural convention


(1.6.1) cardinal references: north-south, east-west


(1.6.2) relative references: left-right reading, right-left reading, up-down 
reading, down-up reading


(1.6.6) geometric references: circular reading, organic reading


02 Network-framework: the typology of 
information to be represented / the problem 
to be represented
(what kind of information is the diagram about?)


02.1 Kind of information: the characteristics of the information 
(how can be described the information ir order of its content?)


02.2 Content area: the main thematic area of the information. 
(which is the main theme of the information?)


02.3 Graphic tipology: the visual structures of mapping.
(which visual structure would be the more appropiated?)


(02.1.1) narrative content: a story or account of events, experiences that describes a 
sequence of fictional or non-fictional events.


(02.1.2) abstract (conceptual) content: a concept, idea or thing not associated 
with any specific instance (time or place)


(02.2.1) Arts: visual and performing arts (including music, theatre and design). Typography, visual 
communication


(02.2.2) Biological Sciences: biology, botany, zoology, microbiology, biochemistry, 
molecular biology, cellular biology, physiology and ecology, veterinary


(02.2.3) Medicine: health care


(02.2.4) Social Sciences and Humanities: anthropology, communication studies, 
economics, human geography, history, political science, psychology and sociology. literature, history, 
philosophy, religion, semantics


(02.2.5) Physical Sciences: non-living systems, like astronomy, chemistry, earth science, 
physics, mathematics, statics


(02.2.6) Technology: transport, energy, engineering, computer systems, architecture


(02.3.1) space-time narration: the graphs that have two main dimensions, time 
and space. Complex graph that combines the map and the time-series


(02.3.2) timeline / time-series: the graphs which their main dimension is time.


(02.3.3) cause-effect explanation: technical information about “how to do 
something”


(02.3.4) statistical explanation(relational graphics): the representation of 


quantitative data


(02.3.5) maps / data-maps (category): the representation of an area—a symbolic 
depiction highlighting relationships between elements of that space such as objects, 
regions, themes, concepts, attributes...


network
taxonomy
flowchart
map
diagram
pah


....


03 Graph limits (border): the boundaries of 
the area content to be represented
(which is the scope of the diagram?)


03.1 Thematic limit: the specific description (title) of the theme of 
information represented. (which is exactly the diagram about?)


03.2 Content limit: the kind of thematic boundaries (generally 
related with the reference mark and framework content area) and the 
specific main concepts represented (how the limits can be thematically explain?)


03.3 Graphic border: the visually representation of the 
information boundaries. (how the limits of the diagram can be visually 
represented?)


(03.2.1) geographic limit: the boundaries of the diagram are indicated by a 
geographic area


(03.2.2) time limit: the boundaries of the diagram are indicated by a period of time


(03.2.3) theme limit: the boundaries of the diagram are indicated by a subtitle as 
anchorage


(03.2.4) socio-political limit: the boundaries of the diagram are indicated by a 
socio-political area


(03.2.5) other


visual frame


04 Reference mark: the sign that helps the 
reader find the components in a general 
context. This element has to be visible. 
(which is/are the element/s that helps the reader “locates” into the 
diagram?)


(04.1) geographic mark: a geographic feature from a nature origin 


(04.2) landmark: a prominent or conspicuous object on land that serves as a guide 


(historical origin)


(04.3) linguistic mark: a mark the (kind of language)
(04.4) technical mark: a 
(04.5) urban mark: an urban element that has been created
(04.6) other


05 Components (participants): a constituent 
part; element; ingredient  //  element that 
is one of the individual parts of which a 
composite entity is made up. A part that can 
be separated from or attached to a system
(which are the “participants” of the diagrams?)


05.1 main components: the essencial information of the 
theme 
(which are the primary “participants”?)


05.1.2 Kind of component: the detailed description of all 
relevant (key) elements categories of the main information. 
(what kind of elements are the primary “participants”? 


05.1.3 Graphic: the way the information is visually represented 
(how can be visually represent the primary “participants”?)


(05.1.2.1) graphic components (what kind of graphic component can be?)


(05.1.2.2) textual components (what kind of textual component can be?)


(05.1.3.1) figurative elements: consisting of or forming human or animal figures


(05.1.3.1) non-figurative elements: not representing or imitating external reality 
or the objects of nature


(05.1.2.1) objects: anything that is visible or tangible and is relatively stable 
in form.


(05.1.2.2) persons: names
(05.1.2.3) concepts: a general notion or idea; conception.


(05.1.2.4) actions: the act of doing something


(05.1.2.5) attributes: main qualities, characteristics, features


(05.1.2.6) dimensions 
(05.1.2.7) routes: a course, way, or road for passage or travel


(05.1.2.8) other: marks?


(1) label: a short word or phrase description of a person, group, intellectual 
movement, an element, etc.


(2) extended concepts: short complementary texts


(3) anchorage: a text that shows the general meaning of the diagram 
(subtitles)


(1) basic geometric 
shapes
circle
square
triangle
line


(1.1/3.1) names
(1.2/3.1) concepts
(1.1/1.3) numbers
(2.1) explanations
(2.2) descriptions


05.2 Additional components: the complementary 
information of the main information (the function of subordinate 
clauses)


(which are the complementary “participants”?)


05.2.1 Kind of complementary component: the detailed 
description of all complement elements/concepts. 
(what kind of elements are the complementary “participants”? to which category belong 
the complementary “participants”?)


05.2.2 Function of complementary component: the 
meanings and functions of the second level of information 
(what kind of complement data is?) 


(05.1.2.1) graphic components (what kind of graphic component can be?)


(05.1.2.2) textual components (what kind of textual component can be?)


(05.2.2.1) objects: anything that is visible or tangible and is relatively stable 
in form.


(05.2.2.2) persons: names
(05.2.2.3) concepts: a general notion or idea; conception.


(05.2.2.4) actions: the act of doing something


(05.2.2.5) attributes: main qualities, characteristics, features


(05.2.2.6) dimensions: 
(05.2.2.7) routes: a course, way, or road for passage or travel


(05.2.2.8) other: marks?


(05.2.2.1) extent concept: a second level of information explaining more 


in detail some aspect of the main information 
(05.2.2.2) technical data: a second level of information with specific 
terminologies (specialized knowledge) related to characteristics of the main 


content (i.e. meassuraments, timetables, frecuency, costs)


(05.2.2.3) descriptive data: a second level of information describing 
characteristics of different aspects of the main information


06 Connections: the relationship or 
associacion between two or more issues // two 
or more information related //  the existing 
connection; the significant association 
between or among things
(what kind of relations/associations does the diagram have to represent? 
which is the relation between the elments or concepts?)


(6.1) linkages / connectivity relation
(6.2) ordered relation
(6.3) grouping relation
(6.4) hierchical relation
(6.5) temporal relation
(6.6) historical relation
(6.7) socio-political relation
(6.8) other


07 Visual coding: the visual variables and 
resources for distinguishing different kind of 
information
(how the information can be depict? graphically? textual? ) 


07.1 graphic coding:  graphic resources used to 
depict the information. what i want to represent? 
Related to network and component layers.
(which are the different ways of graphic coding the information? which are the 
proper graphic codes for my diagram?)


(07.1.1) colour coding (how can be the color coding applied?)


(07.1.2) size coding (how can be the size coding applied?)


(07.1.3) orientation coding (how can be the orientation coding applied?)


(07.1.4) shape coding (how can be the shape coding applied?)


(07.1.5) texture coding (how can be the texture coding applied?)


(07.1.6) value coding (how can be the value coding applied?)


(07.1.1.1) set of data (concepts - assosiative) to represent or imitate reality: 


color as a representation


(07.1.1.2) individual elements (highlights - selective) to label: color 


as a noun


(07.1.1.3) ordered
(07.1.1.4) quantitative to measure: color as quantity


to enliven or decorate: color as beauty


(07.1.2.1) dissociation-association (groupings -linkages)
(07.1.2.2) selection
(07.1.2.3) ordered
(07.1.2.4) quantity


(07.1.3.1) dissociation-association
(07.1.3.2) selection


(07.1.4.1) dissociation-association


(07.1.5.1) dissociation-association
(07.1.5.2) selection
(07.1.5.3) ordered


(07.1.6.1) dissociation-association
(07.1.6.2) selection
(07.1.6.3) ordered


(1) chromatic colour
(2) size
(3) orientation
(4) shape
(5) texture
(6) weight
(7) position


(1) hue 
(2) saturation
(3) value


07.2 Textual coding: textual resources used to 
depict the information.
(which are the different ways of textual coding the information? which are the 
proper functiions graphic codes for my diagram?)


typologies light
bold
condensed
italic / oblique
expand
regular
small caps/upper caps


modes of depiction (what) modes of organization (how)


03 Ground/directionaly: directional properties 
for an effective image reading // reading 
directionality


visual element
textual element


Appendix C
Formats of MapCI Cards


This appendix documents the formats that have been designed for each version of 


MapCI Cards. The final format of the method is included at the end of this appendix. 
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MapCI-V2.0 A4 Booklet version [Section 5.5.2, p.169]


DeMMapCI Model of Analysis
stage 1 a diagram’s construction.  Model of analysis for complex information organization 


Sheila Pontis
May 2009


Guide for the designer
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MapCI-V2.0. A5 Booklet version [Section 5.5.2, p.169]


MapCI-V3.0. Set of booklets’ format [Sections 5.5.3.1, p.170 and and 6.1.2.4, p.184]
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MapCI-V3.0. List format. [Sections 5.5.3.2, p.171 and 6.1.2.4, p.184]


MapCI-V4.0 [Sections 6.2.1.5, p.189 and 6.2.2, p.191]
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Appendix D
Pilot workshops: Assignment, information sources  
and outputs


This appendix documents the design assignment that the six participants recruited 


for the pilot workshops had to solve using MapCI Cards and both pieces of 


information [Section 6.1.1, p.177].


D1. Design assignment for the scientific theme


Commissioner’s information


Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries and Food (Argentina).


The assignment


Design a poster/diagram of the evaluation and monitoring of the  Genetically 


Modified Organisms (GMOs) to be presented at the 5th Biosafety Conference. 


Objective for the workshop 


Presentation of a conceptual design idea and a draft of the proposal.


Target Audience


Expert public, from 35 to 65 years old.


Technical specification


Print medium. Free size/format. Free colours.


D1.1. Scientific piece of information


Agricultural Biosafety


Argentina established a regulatory framework for Genetically Modified Organisms 


(GMOs) in 1991. By that time, several companies and research organizations in 


the public sector began their developments in this area. The need to regulate these 


activities led to the creation of the National Advisory Committee on Agricultural 


Biotechnology (CONABIA), a place of evaluation and consultation, and the source 


of advice to the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries and Food who is the 
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authority for implementing the mentioned regulation. Shortly after that, CONABIA 


developed the first regulations for the experimental introduction and environmental 


field release of GMOs.


CONABIA is composed of public and private sector representatives involved in 


Agricultural Biotechnology. This Commission is an interdisciplinary and interagency 


group where its technical coordination is situated in the Ministry of Agriculture, 


Livestock, Fisheries and Food. The Argentinean legislation is based on the identification 


of characteristics and risks of biotechnology products and not on the process by which 


the products were originated. These rules define the necessary conditions to permit 


the commercial grow of such materials, which are implemented by CONABIA that 


evaluates each application submitted. The regulations are integrated into the overall 


regulatory system for the agricultural sector: existing regulations in Argentina for 


vegetal protection under the Law on Health Protection of Agricultural Production No. 


6.704/63 and its amendments, Seeds and Phytogenetic, and Animal Health.


- Resolution No. 656/92 of SAGyP.


-  Resolutions No 656/92 of SAGyP, No. 39/03 of SAGPyA n ° 57/03 of 


SAGPyA .


- Law on Health Protection of Agricultural Production No. 6.704/63.


-  Law of Seeds and Phytogenetic Creations No 20.247/73 and its regulatory 


decree.


-  Law of Veterinary Products. Supervision of production and marketing No. 


13.636/49 and regulatory framework for veterinary products Mercosur 


Resolution No. 345/94.


The applications evaluation and subsequent monitoring tests are responsibility of 


the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries and Food. The characteristics of 


the organism, the agro-ecological characteristics of the field release site and the use 


of appropriate experimental conditions determine the field releases biosafety. Field 


release authorizations are granted following a number of precautionary measures, 


which are defined depending on each case. The subsequent monitoring trials, done 


by the National Seed Institute (INASE) and the National Health Service and Food 


Quality (SENASA), have to evaluate in-situ the fulfilment of regulations for the 


applications and implement the appropriate measures to avoid adverse effects on 


the environment besides the necessaries produced by the test. In addition, after the 
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harvest, lots are checked with the aim of limiting a possible transfer of new genetic 


information contained in the genetically modified material to other organisms.


During 1991-2005, the number of evaluations for field releases to the environment 


of GMOs was 922. Crops that had the biggest number of authorised trials in the 


field were corn, soya and sunflowers. The main features introduced were herbicide 


tolerance and insect resistance.


Stages of approval for genetically modified plant materials


CONABIA evaluates all GMOs applications for field releases to the environment, and 


recommends to the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries and Food whether 


or not to authorize such field releases. As established by Resolution No. 39 of the 


SAGPyA since 1 January 2004 and that replaces Resolution No. 289/97 of SAGPyA, 


these evaluations include two (2) phases:


1. First evaluation stage: Experimental field releases evaluations, which purpose is to 


determine whether the effects on the environment are significant or not, and


2. Second evaluation stage: Extensive field releases evaluations, which purpose is to 


determine if such GMOs field releases can generate an impact on the environment 


that significantly differs from the one produced for non-GM equivalent organisms. 


This second phase of evaluation involves the examination of documented information 


of the concerned GMOs organism. If this evaluation is favourable, CONABIA issues a 


Decision Document, which states that the material being evaluated is approved to be 


field release to the environment. However, it should be noted that this authorization 


does not mean that these GMOs organisms can be commercialised.


Stages for commercialization


The whole process for authorizing the commercialization of GMOs consists of an 


administrative proceeding in three stages:


1.  Evaluations of the agro-ecosystem risk that is produced by commercial-


scale crops of genetically modified material. Stage done by CONABIA that 


takes at least 2 (two) years of evaluation.


2.  Evaluations of material used for food by animals and humans. Stage done 


by the National Health Service and Food Quality (SENASA), that takes at 


least 1 (one) year.
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3.  Analysis of the benefits and impacts of marketing genetically modified 


material. Stage done by the National Bureau of Markets, in order to avoid 


potential negative impacts on Argentine exports.


According to SENASA Resolution No. 412 of 10 May 2002. The evaluations of 


genetically modified organisms for eating habits includes, among others, the 


following points: (1) Natural toxicants, (2) Toxics of new expression, (3) Homology 


of the transgenic product with known allergens, (4) Nutritional modifications, (5) 


Nutritional modification and nutritional characterization assignable to processing 


methods, (6) Change of bioavailability of micronutrients and/or nutrients, (7) 


Genetically modified food characterised for safe human and animal consumption.


Finally, they must obey the National Institute of Seeds standard requirements for the 


inclusion in the National Register of Varieties and Control Regime.


Source: Ministry of agriculture, livestock, fisheries and food. Argentina. Available 


at: http://www.sagpya.gov.ar/new/0-0/programas/conabia/bioseguridad_


agropecuaria2.php#eventos [Accessed 13 August 2009]
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D2. Design assignment for the historical theme


Commissioner’s information


Editorial Backstage (UK). Thematic encyclopedia. xx Century Historical Moments


The assignment


Design a poster/diagram ofDiagrammatic map of Berlin wall fall 


Objective for the workshop 


Presentation of a conceptual design idea and a draft of the proposal.


Target Audience


General public, over 20 years old


Technical specification


Print medium. Free size/format. Free colours.


D2.1. Historical piece of information


Berlin Wall


The Berlin Wall (German: Berliner Mauer) was a physical barrier erected by the 


German Democratic Republic (GDR) (East Germany) completely encircling West 


Berlin, separating it from East Germany, including East Berlin. The longer inner 


German border demarcated the border between East and West Germany. Both borders 


came to symbolize the Iron Curtain between Western Europe and the Eastern Bloc.


Prior to the Wall’s erection, 3.5 million East Germans had avoided Eastern Bloc 


emigration restrictions to escape into West Germany, many over the border between 


East and West Berlin. During its existence from 1961 to 1989, the Wall stopped most 


such emigration and separated East Germany from West Germany for more than 


a quarter of a century. The Wall included guard towers lining large concrete walls 


circumscribing a wide area (later known as the “death strip”) containing anti-vehicle 


trenches, “fakir beds” and other defenses. After its erection, around 5,000 people 


attempted to escape circumventing the wall, with figures of the resulting death toll 


varying between 98 and 200. The fall of the Berlin Wall paved the way for German 


reunification, which was formally concluded on October 3, 1990.
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Construction begins, 1961


At midnight, the police and units of the East German army began to close the border 


and by Sunday morning, 13 August 1961, the border with West Berlin was closed. 


East German troops and workers had begun to tear up streets running alongside 


the border to make them impassable to most vehicles, and to install barbwire 


entanglements and fences along the 156 km (97 miles) around the three western 


sectors and the 43 km (27 miles) which actually divided West and East Berlin.


The fall, 1989


On August 23, 1989, Hungary removed its physical border defences with Austria, and 


in September more than 13,000 East German tourists in Hungary escaped to Austria.  


This set up a chain of events. The Hungarians prevented many more East Germans 


from crossing the border and returned them to Budapest. These East Germans 


flooded the West German embassy and refused to return to East Germany. The 


East German government responded by disallowing any further travel to Hungary, 


but allowed those already there to return. This triggered a similar incident in 


neighbouring Czechoslovakia. On this occasion, the East German authorities allowed 


them to leave, providing that they used a train, which transited East Germany on 


the way. This was followed by mass demonstrations within East Germany itself. The 


longtime leader of East Germany, Erich Honecker, resigned on October 18, 1989, and 


was replaced by Egon Krenz a few days later. 


Protest demonstrations broke out all over East Germany in September 1989. 


Initially, they were of people wanting to leave to the West, chanting “Wir wollen 


raus!” (“We want out!”). Then protestors began to chant “Wir bleiben hier”, (“We’re 


staying here!”). This was the start of what East Germans generally call the “Peaceful 


Revolution” of late 1989. By November 4, the protests had swelled significantly, 


with a million people gathered that day in Alexanderplatz in East Berlin.


Meanwhile the wave of refugees leaving East Germany for the West had increased 


and had found its way through Czechoslovakia, tolerated by the new Krenz 


government and in agreement with the communist Czechoslovak government. To 


ease the complications, the politburo led by Krenz decided on November 9, to allow 


refugees to exit directly through crossing points between East Germany and West 


Germany, including West Berlin. On the same day, the ministerial administration 


modified the proposal to include private travel. The new regulations were to 
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take effect on November 17, 1989. Günter Schabowski, the Party Secretary for 


Propaganda, had the task of announcing this; however he had been on vacation 


prior to this decision and had not been fully updated. Shortly before a press 


conference on November 9, he was handed a note that said that East Berliners 


would be allowed to cross the border with proper permission but given no further 


instructions on how to handle the information. These regulations had only 


been completed a few hours earlier and were to take effect the following day, so 


as to allow time to inform the border guards. However, nobody had informed 


Schabowski. He read the note out loud at the end of the conference and when 


asked when the regulations would come into effect, he assumed it would be the 


same day based on the wording of the note and replied “As far as I know effective 


immediately, without delay”. After further questions from journalists he confirmed 


that the regulations included the border crossings towards West Berlin, which he 


had not mentioned until then.


Tens of thousands of East Berliners heard Schabowski’s statement live on East 


German television and flooded the checkpoints in the Wall demanding entry into 


West Berlin. In face of the growing crowd, the guards finally yielded, opening the 


checkpoints and allowing people through with little or no identity checking. Ecstatic 


East Berliners were soon greeted by West Berliners on the other side in a celebratory 


atmosphere. November 9 is thus considered the date the Wall fell. 


Structure of the frontier installations


Like other frontiers, Berlin wall was built with a system of barbwire, trenches, 


antitank barriers, routes for patrols and watchtowers. In the early 1980s had been 


employed nearly a thousand dogs. This system was extended in the following 


decades. Particularly, the houses near the Wall were emptied after the enclosure. This 


process continued until 28 January 1985, day when the Reconciliation church was 


demolished in Bernauerstrasse. 


In 1989, the Wall was composed by:


    - 41.91 km of 3.60 m high Wall 


    - 68.42 km of 2.9 m high barbwire 


    - 161 km of illuminate streets


    - 113.85 km of fences
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    - 186 of watchtowers


    - 31 control places.


Of the 156.4 km border of West Berlin, 43.7 km bordered with East Berlin and 112.7 


km with Bezirk Potsdam. 64 km of the Wall were built-up in housing areas, 32 km in 


wooded areas, 37.95 km in empty lots and 37.95 km in rivers and lakes.


Source: Berlin wall. Available at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berlin_Wall 


[Accessed 17 August 2009]
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Output W1_1. Scientific theme


Output W1_3. Scientific theme Output W1_4. Scientific theme


Output W1_2. Scientific theme


D3. Pilot workshops participants’ outputs


This appendix documents the outputs and diagrammatic proposals produced by the 


six participants during both pilot workshops [Sections 4.4.1, p.123 and 6.1.1, p.177]. 


D3.1. Participant W1
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Output W1_5. Scientific theme


D3.2. Participant W2


Output W2_1. Scientific theme
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Output W2_3. Scientific themeOutput W2_2. Scientific theme


Output W2_4. Scientific theme
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Output W3_2. Historical themeOutput W3_1. Historical theme


Output W3_3. Historical theme


D3.3. Participant W3
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Output W4_1. Scientific theme


Output W4_2. Scientific theme


D3.4. Participant W4


Output W4_3. Scientific theme
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Output W5_3. Historical theme Output W5_4. Historical theme


D3.5. Participant W5


Output W5_1. Historical theme Output W5_2. Historical theme
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Output W5_6. Historical theme


Output W5_5. Historical theme
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Output W6_2. Scientific theme


Output W6_3. Scientific theme


Output W6_4. Scientific theme


Output W6. Scientific theme


D3.6. Participant W6
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Appendix E
Self-documentation study: Questionnaires and tools


This appendix presents the registering components of the kit design for the 


self-documentation study [Sections 4.4.2.1, p.126 and 6.3, p.195], including the 


demographic questionnaire, the design assignment, the debriefing objective form 


and the debriefing questionnaire. The original layouts of these components have 


been modified to be included in this appendix, in that they were digital documents.


E1. Demographic questionnaire


Participants had to complete this questionnaire [Section 4.4.2.2.1, p.129] with 


their personal background and design experience, and send it back by email to the 


researcher before the beginning of the study.  


1. Age Range


- 26-30 years old


- 31-35 years old


- 36-40 years old


- 41-45 years old


- 46-50 years old


- over 51 years old


2. Sex


- Female


- Male


3. What subject did you study?


4. How many years have you been working as a professional designer?


5. Do you work as:


- Permanent staff for a company or design studio


- Freelance for one or many companies


- Own company


- Other. Please, specify.
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6. Please describe briefly your responsibilities as a professional designer


7. What kind of design projects do you usually work on?


- Editorial design (e.g. magazines, books, newspapers)


- Information design (e.g. information graphics, diagrams, data visualisation)


- Branding


- Advertising 


- Other. Please specify.


8. How would you describe your skills and expertise in your design 


subject area?


- Novice


- Advanced beginner


- Competent


- Proficient/Expert


9. Do you use a tool or methodology to guide your conceptual design process?


- No. Please specify.


- Yes. Please specify.


10. How would you describe your conceptual design process?


- Extremely rational and systematic


- Extremely intuitive and creative


- Both rational and intuitive


- Other. Please specify.


11. Please put the following actions in order, according to your conceptual 


design process


- Start designing


- Reduce information into clear and easy segments


- Read the brief and understand the problem


- Analyse the information


- Create sketches and draft diagrams 


- Other. Please specify.
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12. Do you use any analytical or design tools when you have to work with 


highly complex information sources (e.g. scientific or financial content)?


- No. Please specify.


- Yes. Please specify.
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E2. The design assignment


This section of the appendix provides the design assignment [Section 4.4.2.2.2, p.129] that 


the five participants had to solve for the self-documentation study using MapCI Cards.


Commissioner’s information


The commissioner is a Microbiology Research Centre in the UK. This centre carries 


out research and teaching on biochemistry, molecular biology, plant physiology, 


biodiversity and biotechnology applications. One of its projects is related to molecular 


biology applied to the conservation of biodiversity. 


The assignment


Researchers of the above centre need to present part of their work in the next edition 


of the National Science Week, which will be held in Sydney, Australia. This event 


takes place every year, bringing the latest in science, technology and engineering to 


general audiences. The theme for the 2012 edition is ‘Exploring water worlds’. Some 


of the activities are workshops, lectures with experts, debates, school students’ visits 


to research centres, and exhibitions.


Objective of the assignment


Communicate the importance of the oceans for the planet, and show that science can 


be of interest to general audiences.  


Piece of design


Researchers need a diagrammatic piece, similar to information graphic, to present 


part of their work to high school students. The resulting output will be used to 


participate in the next edition of the National Science Week. 


Objective for this week 


Presentation of a conceptual design idea and a draft of the proposal.


Target Audience


Education – high school students


Technical specification


Low budget. Print-based design. Large dimensions
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E2.1. Information sources


For the assignment, three pieces of text were selected by the commissioner, i.e. the 


Microbiology Research Centre, and included as the information sources in the self-


documentation kit. Based on the results of the pilot studies [Section 4.4.2.1.1, p.127], 


the original pieces of text were edited and shortened by one of the members of the 


centre. The resulting information sources are included in this appendix.


E2.1.1 Piece of information 1: Carbon and the global carbon cycle


Carbon is a ubiquitous element on Earth. Most of the Earth’s carbon is stored in 


rocks, but this carbon is essentially inert on the 100’s to 1000’s year timescales of 


interest to humans. The rest of the carbon is stored as CO2 (carbon dioxide) in the 


atmosphere (2%), as biomass in land plants and soils (5%), as fossil fuels in a variety 


of geologic reservoirs (8%) and as a collection of ions in the ocean (85%). These are 


the “active” reservoirs of carbon of interest in this website.


How are the global carbon cycle and climate change / Global warming 


connected?


The Earth is warmed by the Sun. This warmth is returned from Earth to the 


atmosphere in the form of heat radiation. Many gases in the atmosphere, including 


CO2, absorb the Earth’s heat energy and radiate in all directions. The energy radiated 


downward warms the surface and lower atmosphere. Adding more CO2 to the 


atmosphere means more heat radiation is captured by the atmosphere and radiated 


back to Earth. Methane, CH4, is another very important greenhouse gas that is part of 


the carbon cycle. This website addresses only CO2.


Humans add CO2 to the atmosphere, nature removes about half of it.


In the 1990’s, humans added 8.0x1015 grams of carbon (1015 grams of carbon  = 


1 PgC) to the atmosphere each year, primarily by burning fossil fuels (6.4 PgC/


yr) and clearing land in the tropics (1.6 PgC/yr). The ocean took up 28% of this 


carbon, and the land absorbed 32%. Only 40% remained in the atmosphere to cause 


climate warming. Natural processes are significantly damping the rate of carbon 


accumulation in the atmosphere. From 2000-2008, humans added 9.1 PgC to the 


atmosphere each year, 7.7 PgC/yr from fossil fuels and 1.4 PgC/yr from land use 


change. There is some evidence that a larger fraction of these recent emissions has 
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remained in the atmosphere (45%, LeQuere et al. 2009). Future climate warming 


depends on both the CO2 source from human emissions and the CO2 sink from 


natural sinks in the ocean and the terrestrial biosphere.


E2.1.2 Piece of information 2: Why are the oceans important?


The oceans cover over 70% of the Earth’s surface, carry out about 50% of global 


primary production and support the greatest biodiversity on the planet. They are also 


one of the largest carbon reservoirs in the Earth system, holding up to 54 times more 


carbon than the atmosphere. The oceans therefore: 


Regulate the Earth system


In the North Atlantic Ocean wind-driven surface currents head poleward from the 


equator, cooling all the while and eventually sinking at high latitudes into the ocean 


basins (thermohaline circulation). Extensive mixing takes place across ocean basins, 


reducing differences between them and making the Earth’s ocean a global system. 


On their journey, the water masses transport heat, gas and matter around the globe. 


This circulation has a large impact on the climate of our planet. Ocean currents 


transport large amounts of heat and water around the world and constantly interact 


with the atmosphere, which enables the ocean to act as a heat sink to delay the full 


effects of climate change. Carbon is continuously cycled between reservoirs in the 


ocean, on land and in the atmosphere, where it occurs primarily as CO2. In the ocean, 


CO2 dissolves in seawater forming carbonic acid and is ultimately removed from the 


marine system through processes such as the formation of calcium carbonate and the 


creation of limestone. Carbon exists in many forms in the ocean, mainly as dissolved 


CO2 and organic matter in the form of small creatures, such as plankton. The largest 


reservoir is the deep ocean, which contains close to 40,000 Gt C. The exchange 


of carbon between the deep ocean and the fast-responding system above takes 


several hundred years. Microalgae are responsible for greater than 50% of global 


primary production. In doing so, they play a major role in the global carbon cycle by 


consuming CO2 from the atmosphere and positively influencing climate change


Supply living and non-living resources


The oceans are a major source of food. Worldwide approximately half of the 


population live in coastal zones and about a billion people rely on fish as their main 


source of protein. Blue (marine) biotechnology is an emerging sector with huge 
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potential to use marine biological systems and living organisms or derivatives to 


produce innovative products and services for the health and beauty and medical 


industries. Apart from harvesting food from the sea, many industrial processes 


worldwide rely on the marine environment for resources, such as oil, gas and marine 


aggregates. The oceans offer enormous potential for renewable energy technologies, 


such as offshore wind farms, tidal or wave energy devices. 


Provide social and economic goods and services


Coastal and marine tourism is a large global industry supporting regional economies 


as coastal and marine environments become more accessible. Eco-tourism in 


particular is a fast growing sector. International seaborne trade relies on regular 


and safe routes for freight and passengers. World seaborne trade is estimated at 


approximately 28,000bn tonne miles. 90% of EU external trade and 40% of EU 


internal trade is carried by sea and in the UK the shipping sector employs over 


30,000 people. Approximately half of the world’s population live and work within 


100km of the sea and 100 million people live less than 1 metre above present sea 


level. Marine habitats such as coral reefs and salt marshes provide natural coastal 


defences and nursery grounds for fisheries as well as diverse ecosystems.


E2.1.3 Piece of information 3: The ocean and climate change


People, the Ocean and Climate Change


People, the ocean and the climate are inextricably linked: the circulation patterns 


of ocean currents make our planet inhabitable; about half of the oxygen in the 


atmosphere is derived from oceanic sources; and large sectors of the global economy 


depend on ocean-related commerce, including fisheries, tourism and shipping. People 


all over the world rely on the ocean for their basic caloric needs, and some coastal 


peoples obtain 100% of their animal protein from its waters. Regardless of where 


we reside, however, we depend on healthy ocean ecosystems and the services that 


they provide. The ocean is the life support system for our planet. The ocean covers 


more than 70% of the planet’s surface and is so immensely deep that it contains 


over 90% of the inhabitable space for life on Earth. All parts of this space are filled 


with magnificent biodiversity, ranging from relatively simple, but extraordinarily 


abundant microbes to some of the most social and intelligent animals on Earth: 


whales. In fact, approximately 90% of the planet’s biomass lives in the ocean.


Unfortunately, the vast size, productivity, and diversity of life in the ocean have given 
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us false comfort. For millennia, humans have worked to harvest ocean resources and 


used the ocean to communicate with neighbours and distant lands.


In recent decades, technological and industrial changes have greatly accelerated 


humanity’s ability to extract resources and modify ocean and coastal environments 


– through pollution (from hydrocarbons, chemical and organic pollutants, nutrients, 


plastics, and sediment), habitat destruction and invasive alien species, never 


imagining that we could alter such systems. As a result, fisheries have collapsed, 


ecosystems have suffered, and once abundant species have become threatened 


with extinction. Now, the ocean is facing new and substantial threats, as a result of 


climate change, which compound existing pressures from growing human activity 


in the ocean. The scale and rate of environmental change, driven by increases in 


concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, is unprecedented in human 


history (IPCC 2007).


These changes will negatively affect the ocean’s ability to continue to support 


ecosystems, human populations, and cultures. The ocean and the atmosphere are 


so completely intertwined that negotiations surrounding future climate change 


mitigation and adaptation actions cannot be complete without consideration of both. 


The coupling of these two global systems not only regulates the earth’s climate but 


also provides all species, including humans, a favourable environment, in which to 


grow and reproduce. In the following sections, the relationships between People, the 


Ocean and Climate Change are discussed further, in order to provide an overarching 


picture of the issues involved.


The role of the ocean in climate


Earth’s climate is a result of the physical, chemical, and oceanographic properties 


of its components. Both regional and global climate patterns depend on long-term 


interactions between the ocean and the atmosphere (Stewart 2005).


The ocean plays a complex role in our climate system. It stores most of the sun’s energy 


that reaches the Earth and acts as the Earth’s most significant global heat buffer. In fact, 


at least one quarter of Earth’s anthropogenic surface warming has been absorbed by 


the ocean (Ramanathan and Feng 2009), thereby postponing the consequences of our 


actions, delaying more severe climate change impacts, and buying us time to develop 


mitigation and adaptation strategies. The ocean also acts as a giant heat distribution unit, 


pumping massive amounts of warm water and air toward the poles and cold water and 
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air back to the tropics (Talley et al. 2009). These patterns heat places like Europe and 


New Zealand and cool places like southern California and coastal Peru. The consistency 


of ocean currents keeps these regions from experiencing large climatic and seasonal 


swings that they might otherwise experience. Instabilities in the ocean currents caused 


by climate change could lead to major shifts in regional climate and weather patterns 


and associated human migrations in the future. Furthermore, the ocean plays a major 


role in wind and precipitation patterns. Cloud formation (evaporation), cloud movement 


(wind), and rain/snow (condensation) are all linked to the ocean (Talley et al. 2009). 


Weather systems, such as the monsoon in South Asia, are a direct result of the interaction 


between the ocean and continental masses. Water vapour that evaporates over the ocean 


moves over land and falls as precipitation because of ocean circulation patterns and the 


differential absorption of heat by the ocean and by land or air (Talley et al. 2009). Sea 


ice also affects climate. When sunlight hits ice most of its energy is reflected away from 


the Earth (Curry et al. 1995). When sea ice melts, the ocean absorbs the sun’s energy. As 


the Arctic warms, sea ice cover shrinks and darker open water replaces the sea ice, thus 


creating a feedback loop that amplifies warming and increases ice melting (Curry et al. 


1995; Anisimov et al. 2007).


Finally, the enormous volume of the ocean allows it to act as a giant reservoir for 


carbon, soaking up carbon dioxide (CO2) from the atmosphere. The ocean acts as a 


buffer for Earth’s climate. The oceanic uptake of CO2 has somewhat mitigated the effect 


of global warming by reducing its concentration in the atmosphere. However, this 


continual absorption of CO2 changes the ocean in ways that have potentially dangerous 


consequences for humans and for marine biodiversity.


Chart: The ocean plays an integral part in influencing our climate and is 


intrinsically linked to the atmosphere through: 


- heat storage


- transportation of heat around the globe


- evaporation


- freezing and thawing in polar regions


- gas storage and exchange (including CO2) 


Climate change and ocean acidification


The ocean has a natural ability to buffer the atmosphere and the ocean surface 


is in a state of equilibrium with the atmosphere with respect to CO2 and heat. As 
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concentrations of either increase in the atmosphere, they increase in the ocean as 


well. These increases change the physical and chemical properties of the ocean and 


affect several oceanic processes.


Ocean warming


Ocean warming has several consequences. A well-known example is sea-level rise. As 


water warms, it expands, and the ocean surface rises. Currently, most of the excess 


heat in the ocean, and the associated thermal expansion, is in a surface layer only a 


few hundred meters deep (Domingues et al. 2008). Over time, this heat will diffuse 


downward to greater depths, increasing expansion and triggering further changes in sea 


level. Additional sea-level rise is caused by the melting of inland glaciers and continental 


ice sheets including those resting on Greenland and Antarctica. Recent studies conclude 


that mean sea-level rise of 0.5m-0.8m over 1990 levels by 2100 is likely and that a rise 


of more than one meter in that time is possible (Rahmstorf 2007; Pfeffer et al. 2008, 


Richardson et al. 2009). A change this significant causes storm surges and flooding to be 


more dangerous and to occur more regularly (McMullen and Jabbour 2009). Extreme 


weather events are also affected by ocean warming. Heat is energy, so as hurricanes and 


typhoons form, warming sea temperatures boost their destructive energy (Webster et al. 


2005; Hoyos et al. 2006). While it is unclear if the frequency of these storms is affected by 


climate change, their intensity is expected to increase with further change (IPCC 2007). 


This intensification puts both people and marine and coastal ecosystems at risk.


Additionally, with ongoing warming of the atmosphere and the ocean, key water 


masses could undergo major changes (Lozier 2009). Ocean currents are driven by 


the interactions among different water masses and between these masses and the 


atmosphere (Talley et al. 2009). The two most distinguishing characteristics of oceanic 


water masses are temperature and salinity (Stewart 2005; Talley et al. 2009). As the 


atmosphere warms, changes in the Polar Regions cause surface waters to become 


warmer and fresher. Such a change could have significant impacts on regional 


climate systems, including new current, wind, and precipitation patterns; increased 


ocean stratification (and the associated hindrances to vertical water movement); and 


alterations to upwelling and downwelling (Manabe and Stouffer 1993; Stocker and 


Schmittner 1997). These changes to the ocean-atmosphere coupled climate system have 


significant implications for marine ecosystems and for the people around the globe that 


depend on them for the services they provide (McGowan et al. 2003; Schmittner 2005, 


Sommerkorn & Hassol 2009).
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Ocean acidification


The ocean absorbs between one fourth and one half of all anthropogenic CO2 


emissions (Sabine et al. 2004; Keeling 2005; IPCC 2007). While absorption of CO2 by 


the ocean slows the atmospheric greenhouse effect, it puts marine and thus human 


life at risk. Dissolved CO2 lowers the ocean’s pH and leads to acidification. Since the 


beginning of the Industrial Revolution, surface ocean acidity has increased by 30% 


(Orr et al. 2005, 2009). The geochemical processes driving pH changes are highly 


predictable, but the impacts on marine biodiversity and ecosystems are less clear. A 


doubling of the atmospheric CO2 concentration, which could occur within the next 


50 years, would cause a velocity of change to marine chemistry and subsequent 


extinction events not seen for 65 million years (McLeod et al. 2008). Even the most 


optimistic future atmospheric CO2 concentrations (e.g. 450 ppm) could be high 


enough to cause coral reefs to no longer be sustainable (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007, 


Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2009), large areas of polar waters to become corrosive to shells 


of some key marine species (McNeil and Matear 2008), and marine ecosystems to 


look nearly unrecognizable (Orr et al. 2009).


Additionally, experiments show that ocean acidification affects ocean physics by 


reducing sound absorption and allowing sound to travel much further (Hester et al. 


2008). This reduced absorption causes ambient sound levels to rise significantly, 


harming marine life. Finally, as the ocean continues to absorb CO2 from the 


atmosphere, its ability to buffer changes to the atmosphere decreases. This increased 


absorption, together with ocean warming and changing wind patterns, reduces the 


ability of the ocean to take up additional CO2 from the atmosphere (Le Quéré et al. 


2007). As the ocean’s capacity to act as Earth’s biggest carbon sink diminishes, the 


atmosphere and terrestrial ecosystems, including the human ecosystem, are less 


buffered from change and become even more vulnerable.
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E2.2 Pieces of information sources


Piece 1. Atmospheric and 0ceanic sciences and center for climatic research. Carbon 


and the Global Carbon Cycle. Madison, US: University of Wisconsin. Available at: 


http://carboncycle.aos.wisc.edu/ [Accessed 20 August 2011]


Piece 2. Plymouth Marine Sciences Partnership (PMSP). Why are the oceans 


important? Available at: http://www.pmsp.org.uk/whatson.php [Accessed 20 


August 2011]


Piece 3. Herr, D. & Galland, G.R., 2009.The ocean and climate change. Tools and 


guidelines for action. Switzerland: IUCN, Gland. Available at: http://www.iucn.


org/what/tpas/climate/resources/publications/?uPubsID=3928 [Accessed 20 


August 2011]
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E3. Debriefing objective forms


Participants had to complete this form [Section 4.4.2.2.4, p.131], according to the 


outputs that they produced, the tools used, and the time spent using MapCI Cards to 


complete each of the three objectives of the assignment.


1. Your way to complete objective A


1.1. Click on the outcomes you have produced to complete the objective A:


- Hierarchical structure of the information


- Main subject areas


- Other way(s) of organising the information. Please specify.


1.2. Click on the tool/s you have used most to produce the outcome/s to complete the 


objective A:


- Digital


- Drawing


- Writing


- MapCI Cards


- Other tool. Please specify


2. Your time using MapCI Cards


2.1. Click on the number of minutes that most closely correspond with the time you 


used MapCI Cards to complete objective A. You can also write a different number of 


minutes in the last circle:


- Day 1: 30 60 90 120 other


- Day 2: 30 60 90 120 other


2.2. Click on the colour/s of the set/s of MapCI Cards that you have used most to 


complete objective A.


3. Your way to complete objective B


3.1. Click on the outcomes you have produced to complete the objective B:


- Map-type diagrams


- Mind maps.


- Other type of map, diagram or sketch. Please specify.


3.2. Click on the tool/s you have used most to produce the outcome/s to complete the 


objective B:
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- Digital


- Drawing


- Writing


- MapCI Cards


- Other tool. Please specify


4. Your time using MapCI Cards


4.1. Click on the number of minutes that corresponds most closely with the time you 


used MapCI Cards to complete objective B. You can also write a different number of 


minutes in the last circle:


- Day 3:  30 60 90 120 other


- Day 4:  30 60 90 120 other


4.2. Click on the colour/s of the set/s of MapCI Cards that you have used most to 


complete objective B.


5. Your way to complete objective C


5.1. Click on the outcomes you have produced to complete the objective C:


- Wireframes


- Visual draft proposal


- Other way(s) of presenting your draft proposal. Please specify.


5.2. Click on the tool/s you have used most to produce the outcome/s to complete the 


objective C:


- Digital


- Drawing


- Writing


- MapCI Cards


- Other tool. Please specify.


6. Your time using MapCI Cards


6.1. Click on the number of minutes that corresponds most closely with the time you 


used MapCI Cards to complete objective C. You can also write a different number of 


minutes in the last circle:


- Day 5: 30 60 90 120 other


- Day 6: 30 60 90 120 other


6.2. Click on the colour/s of the set/s of MapCI Cards that you have used most to 


complete objective C.
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E4. Debriefing questionnaire


This debriefing questionnaire [Section 4.4.2.2.4, p.131] was sent by email to each 


participant at the end of the self-documentation study. The closed questions 


presented in this appendix were tested with the pilot cases, and they were found 


excessively time-consuming to respond to due to the high number [Section 4.4.2.1, 


p.126]. Consequently, for the final questionnaire, these questions were reduced to 12, 


and two questions for each category were selected. 


Open questions


1. Overall, please describe your experience using MapCI Cards.


2. Please explain whether MapCI Cards has helped you complete the task.


3. Please explain whether MapCI Cards has altered your conceptual design thinking.


Closed questions


This is a debrief form to find out more about your experience using MapCI Cards. 


Please read each statement and indicate how well it describes your opinions and 


feelings about MapCI Cards by writing the most appropriate number of the face 


indicated below [Section 4.4.2.2.4, p.131; Figure 4.3, p.132 and Appendix F2].


1. Satisfaction  


1.1 I would recommend MapCI Cards to my colleagues. 


1.2 I enjoyed the time I spent using MapCI Cards. 


1.3 Working with MapCI Cards was satisfying. 


1.4 I felt safer using MapCI Cards than only my background knowledge.


1.5 Working with MapCI Cards was mentally stimulating.


1.6 Using MapCI Cards was frustrating. 


1.7 There have been times in using MapCI Cards when I have felt quite tense. 


1.8 I think MapCI Cards has sometimes given me a headache. 


1.9 MapCI Cards is really very awkward. 


1.10 I felt lost using MapCI Cards.  


2. Efficiency 


2.1 I sometimes didn’t know what to do next with MapCI Cards. 


2.2 I could understand and use the questions provided by MapCI Cards. 
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2.3 Analytical tasks could be performed in a straightforward manner using MapCI  


 Cards. 


2.4 MapCI Cards enabled me to accomplish some tasks more quickly.


2.5 I completed the assignment in less than the time given.


2.6 Using MapCI Cards was of little use. 


2.7 MapCI Cards did not aid my analytical and conceptual thinking. 


2.8 MapCI Cards made my decision-making process slower. 


3. Acceptability of use 


3.1 I sometimes was not sure if I was using the right card in MapCI. 


3.2 MapCI Cards seemed to disrupt the way I normally like to do my thinking design  


 work. 


3.3 Learning how to use MapCI Cards was difficult. 


3.4 I believe that it was easy to get familiar with MapCI Cards. 


3.5 I found the terminology used in MapCI Cards very friendly and stimulating. 


3.6 The five sets proposed by MapCI Cards were easy to remember.  


4. Ease of use  


4.1 The majority of the cards in MapCI were helpful. 


4.2 Learning to use MapCI Cards initially was full of problems. 


4.3 I found that the instructions information included in MapCI Cards was not very  


 useful. 


4.4 It took me too long to learn MapCI Cards. 


4.5 There was too much to read before I could start using MapCI Cards. 


4.6 I kept having to go back to look at the instructions. 


4.7 It was obvious that my needs have been fully taken into consideration in MapCI  


 Cards. 


4.8 The how-to-use MapCI Cards manual was very clear.


4.9 MapCI Cards significantly assisted my design thinking process.


4.10 Using MapCI Cards gave me greater control over my design thinking process.


5. Usefulness 


5.1 I preferred to stick only to those cards in MapCI that I felt more familiar with. 


5.2 I think the cards in MapCI were inconsistent. 


5.3 Using MapCI Cards improved the quality of some tasks of my design thinking.
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5.4 MapCI Cards stimulated me to analyse the information in a consistent way.


6. Attributes of MapCI Cards


6.1 The way that the content in MapCI Cards was presented was clear and  


 understandable. 


6.2 The organisation of MapCI Cards seemed quite logical. 


6.3 There were not enough cards in the deck to get a complex piece of information  


 fully analysed. 


6.4 MapCI Cards was designed in a very attractive way. 


6.5 It was relatively easy to move from one group of MapCI Cards to another. 


6.6 It was easy to see at a glance what points were tackled with MapCI Cards. 


6.7 Having five different colours of MapCI Cards was confusing.


6.8 I found the card format of MapCI significantly impractical.


6.9 The terminology used by MapCI Cards was not clear enough.


6.10 I found the content in MapCI Cards too basic and obvious.
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Pilot self-documentation tools and MapCI Cards. Print format


Pilot self-documentation kit and working materials. Print format


E5. Pilot self-documentation kit


This appendix documents the initial print-based versions of the self-documentation 


components which were tested in the pilot studies. The initial self-documentation 


kit included: MapCI Cards-V4.0, information design assignment, information 


sources, self-documentation components (answer sheets, postcards, documentation 


and debriefing forms), and working materials. In the final kit [Section 4.4.2.2, 128], 


most of the self-documentation components were redesigned as electronic formats.
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Self-documentation debriefing forms. Digital format


Pilot self-documentation debriefing tools. Print format
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Appendix F
Self-documentation study: Key results


This appendix documents outputs produced to achieve each objective of the design 


assignment [Section 6.3.2.6, p.208] and participants’ levels of satisfaction towards 


MapCI Cards.


F1. Outputs with MapCI Cards


The information presented in this table was obtained from the debriefing objective 


forms. It gives detailed information of the sets of cards and tools used for each 


objective of the assignment and the kind of outputs produced [Section 6.3.2.3, p.208].


Objective A Objective B Objective C


A


Outputs -  Hierarchical structure  
of the information


- Main subject areas


- Map type diagrams - Wireframes


Tools Writing, MapCI Cards Drawing, Writing,  
MapCI Cards


Drawing, Writing,  
MapCI Cards


Sets of Cards used 1, 2, 3 2,4 5


B


Outputs - Main subject areas - -


Tools Drawing, Writing,  
MapCI Cards


- -


Sets of Cards used 1, 2, 3 - -


C


Outputs - ‘I made spider diagrams’ -  Map type diagrams
-  Information architecture 


models


- Visual draft proposal 


Tools Drawing, Writing,  
MapCI Cards


Drawing, Writing,  
MapCI Cards


Drawing, Writing,  
MapCI Cards


Sets of Cards used 1,2,3 3,4 3,4,5


D


Outputs -  Hierarchical structure  
of the information


- Main subject areas


- Map type diagrams - Visual draft proposal


Tools Drawing, Writing,  
MapCI Cards


Drawing, Writing,  
MapCI Cards


Drawing, Writing,  
MapCI Cards


Sets of Cards used 1,2,3 1,2,3,4,5 2,3,4,5


E


Outputs -  Hierarchical structure  
of the information


- Main subject areas


- Other: lists - Wireframes


Tools Writing, MapCI Cards Drawing, Writing,  
MapCI Cards


Drawing, Writing,  
MapCI Cards


Sets of Cards used 1,2,3 4,5 5
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A B C D E


01 The commissioner of the diagram 4 2 4 5


02 The creator of the diagram 4 2 5 5


03 The content source from which the diagram will be created 4 2 5 5


04 The purpose for creating the diagram 3 4 5 5


05 The title of the diagram 4 2 5 4


06 The date of creation of the diagram 4 2 4 3


07 The city/country/town where the diagram will be created 3 2 4 2


08 The main language used to communicate in the diagram 2 3 4 2


09 The print medium where the diagram will be placed 4 4 5 5


10 The audience’s level of knowledge of the diagram content 4 4 5 5


11 The audience’s scope for whom the diagram will be addressed 3 3 5 5


12 The audience’s level of education for whom the diagram will be adressed 4 3 5 5


13 The audience’s age range for whom the diagram will be addressed 4 3 4 5


14 The country/region/city of the audience for whom the diagram will be addressed 4 3 5 4


15 The language/s spoken by the audience for whom the diagram will be addressed 3 3 5 3


16 The values of the audience for whom the diagram will be addressed 4 3 4 5


17 The interests of the audience for whom the diagram will be addressed 4 3 4 5


18 The lifestyle of the audience for whom the diagram will be addressed 4 3 5 3


19 The attitudes of the audience for whom the diagram will be addressed 3 4 5 5


20 The general subject area of the content source from which the diagram will be created 5 4 5 4


21  The specific subject area of the content source from which the diagram will be created 5 4 5 4


22 The key parts and components of the content source from which the diagram will be created 5 4 4 5


23 The story that should be told in the diagram 4 5 4 5


24 The key types of information that should be included in the diagram 4 5 5 5


25 The hierarchical structure of the information for the diagram 5 4 4 5


26 The navigation of the diagram according to the content 5 5 5 4


27 The information variables that should be included in the diagram 4 3 5 3


28  The focus of the diagram content 2 5 5 5


29 The reference element/s that the diagram should include 3 3 4 4


30 The scope of the reference element/s that will be included in the diagram 3 5 4 4


31 The visual language to communicate the message in the diagram 5 2 4 5


32 The degree of simplicity for visualising the content in the diagram 5 3 5 5


33 The graphic coding for the content in the diagram 4 2 4 5


34 The chromatic coding for the content in the diagram 5 2 5 4


35 The general grid system for visually organising the content in the diagram 5 3 5 5


36 The flexibility for the grid system for visually organising the content in the diagram 3 3 5 5


37 The visibility for grid system for visually organising the content in the diagram 4 2 4 4


38 The format of the diagram 5 4 5 5


A B C D E


01 The commissioner of the diagram 4 - 2 4 5


02 The creator of the diagram 4 - 2 5 5


03 The content source from which the diagram will be created 4 - 2 5 5


04 The purpose for creating the diagram 3 - 4 5 5


05 The title of the diagram 4 - 2 5 4


06 The date of creation of the diagram 4 - 2 4 3


07 The city/country/town where the diagram will be created 3 - 2 4 2


08 The main language used to communicate in the diagram 2 - 3 4 2


09 The print medium where the diagram will be placed 4 - 4 5 5


10 The audience’s level of knowledge of the diagram content 4 - 4 5 5


11 The audience’s scope for whom the diagram will be addressed 3 - 3 5 5


12 The audience’s level of education for whom the diagram will be adressed 4 - 3 5 5


13 The audience’s age range for whom the diagram will be addressed 4 - 3 4 5


14 The country/region/city of the audience for whom the diagram will be addressed 4 - 3 5 4


15 The language/s spoken by the audience for whom the diagram will be addressed 3 - 3 5 3


16 The values of the audience for whom the diagram will be addressed 4 - 3 4 5


17 The interests of the audience for whom the diagram will be addressed 4 - 3 4 5


18 The lifestyle of the audience for whom the diagram will be addressed 4 - 3 5 3


19 The attitudes of the audience for whom the diagram will be addressed 3 - 4 5 5


20 The general subject area of the content source from which the diagram will be created 5 - 4 5 4


21  The specific subject area of the content source from which the diagram will be created 5 - 4 5 4


22 The key parts and components of the content source from which the diagram will be created 5 - 4 4 5


23 The story that should be told in the diagram 4 - 5 4 5


24 The key types of information that should be included in the diagram 4 - 5 5 5


25 The hierarchical structure of the information for the diagram 5 - 4 4 5


26 The navigation of the diagram according to the content 5 - 5 5 4


27 The information variables that should be included in the diagram 4 - 3 5 3


28  The focus of the diagram content 2 - 5 5 5


29 The reference element/s that the diagram should include 3 - 3 4 4


30 The scope of the reference element/s that will be included in the diagram 3 - 5 4 4


31 The visual language to communicate the message in the diagram 5 - 2 4 5


32 The degree of simplicity for visualising the content in the diagram 5 - 3 5 5


33 The graphic coding for the content in the diagram 4 - 2 4 5


34 The chromatic coding for the content in the diagram 5 - 2 5 4


35 The general grid system for visually organising the content in the diagram 5 - 3 5 5


36 The flexibility for the grid system for visually organising the content in the diagram 3 - 3 5 5


37 The visibility for grid system for visually organising the content in the diagram 4 - 2 4 4


38 The format of the diagram 5 - 4 5 5


F2. Participants’ levels of satisfaction to MapCI Cards


Using the Smiley-Scale (Kunin, 1955 cited in Bevan, 2011), participants from this 


study gave their levels of satisfaction to each of MapCI Cards [Section 6.3.2.3, p.202].  


In this scale, 5 indicates the highest level of satisfaction and 1 the lowest level. 
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Output A_A1 Output A_A2 


Appendix G
Self-documentation study: Participants’ analyses


This appendix provides an overview of the analytical rationale, decision-making 


processes and steps followed by the participants of this study to understand and 


digest the information sources and respond to the assignment. Outputs produced 


by the participant who could not complete the assignment are also included in this 


appendix. The information is presented as a summary for each participant rather 


than the transcribed data, to maintain anonymity.


G1. Participant A’s set of outputs


This participant has both a BA and a Master’s degree in graphic design and has 


been working in professional practice for over four years. Most of her work is 


related to branding and website projects for print and digital media. In general, she 


seemed to have responded favourably to the implementation of MapCI Cards in her 


practice. Her resulting diagrammatic proposal was described as well-organised and 


presenting the appropriate information. In particular, she stressed the usefulness 


of the instructive booklet included in the deck to understand the implementation of 


the cards. In addition, she pointed out the ways in which the cards assisted her in 


the completion of the assignment.
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Output A_B1 Output A_B2 


Output A_B3 Output A_B4 
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Output A_C1 


Output A_C2 
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Output B_A1 Output B_A2 


G2. Participant B’s set of outputs


Participant B has over five years of experience working as a graphic designer in 


branding and packaging projects. He has a BA in graphic design and is the creative 


leader of the design studio where he works. Overall, this participant described 


himself as overwhelmed by MapCI Cards. He stressed that his conceptual process 


was altered in a negative way and, as a result, he was unable to complete the 


assignment. In addition, he mentioned that his way to solve problems tends to be 


highly intuitive. Moreover, he pointed out his discomfort when working with more 


rational approaches. 
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Output C_A1 


Output C_A3


Output C_A2 


Output C_A4


G3. Participant C’s set of outputs


Participant C has a BA in graphic design and is currently pursuing a Master’s degree 


in information design. She has been working as a staff member for a company for 


more than four years and defines herself as an experienced information designer. 


Editorial design, information design and branding projects are mostly the kind of 


projects she works with on a daily basis. In terms of this study, the analysis and 


steps undertaken by this participant showed how she completed each objective 


of the assignment. In general, her response to MapCI Cards seemed to have been 


positive, in that she completed the assignment and did not report any negative 


alterations to her thinking. Moreover, she pointed out the rational approach of the 


method as the key factor for her.
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Output C_B1


Output C_B3


Output C_A5
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Output C_C3 


Output C_C5


Output C_C4
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Output D_A1 Output D_A2 


G4. Participant D’s set of outputs


This participant has both a BA and a Master’s degree in graphic design. She has been 


working in professional practice for over nine years in projects related to editorial 


and fashion design. She is currently the art director of the design company where 


she works. In terms of this study, participant D described MapCI Cards as ‘helpful’, 


‘fun’ and ‘easy to use’. The outputs she produced during the self-documentation 


week indicated her rationale to complete each objective. She explained that the cards 


were useful for her in many ways, such as breaking down thoughts into easy steps. In 


addition, she emphasised that after this experience she now seems to be more aware 


of the steps she goes through when approaching a new project. 


Output D_A5 Output D_A6
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Output D_A7 Output D_B1


Output D_B2


Output D_B3


Output D_C1
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G5. Participant E’s set of outputs


Participant E has been working as permanent staff in a design studio for over four 


years. She has a BA in graphic design and is used to working in a varied range 


of print-based design projects from branding and editorial to packaging. MapCI 


Cards helped this participant remember the key aspects to which she needed to pay 


attention to avoid an ill-conceived output. Her produced outputs evidenced her 


decision-making process and showed her explorative steps towards a well-defined 


hierarchical structure of the information. Overall, she completed the assignment, 


creating a proposal which indicated thorough understanding.


Output E_A3 Output E_A4
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Appendix H
Overview of key informants


This appendix gives a summary of the three key informants’ backgrounds. In 


addition, it documents the evaluation guide sent to each of them by email to assess 


the quality and pertinence of self-documentation participants’ diagrammatic 


proposals [Section 4.1.4.2, p.48].  


H1. Educational and professional background  


The three key informants have similar backgrounds with more than 20 years of 


experience [Figure H1.1]. They all have degrees in biological sciences and PhDs in biology, 


entomology and chemistry. Two of them work in research centres within universities and 


the third one works directly at the university, where he teaches and researches.  


H2. Evaluation guide 


This evaluation guide was sent to each key informant together with a PDF including 


each participant’s set of outputs produced during the self-documentation week. 


1. What is the story being told in the diagram?


Please explain the story that for you is presented in the diagram.  


2. Can you distinguish the main subject areas in the diagram? 


Please explain each of them and how do you distinguish them in the diagram.


3. Can you distinguish types/groups of information, e.g. causes, 


consequences, etc.? 


Please explain each of them and how do you distinguish them in the diagram.


Key informants


Age range Gender Design discipline Place of work Years of experience


1 56-60 Female Biological sciences Research Centre 20+


2 50-55 Male Biological sciences University 20+


3 50-55 Male Biological sciences Research Centre 20+


FIGURE H1.1. Key informants’ demographic profiles
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4. Is the information organised in the correct hierarchy for the subject 


matter of the information sources? 


Please describe how the information is organised and structured in the diagram.


5. Does the diagrammatic proposal address the key points of the subject 


matter presented in the information sources?


Please explain each of them and how do you distinguish them in the diagram.


6. Please explain any additional comments 
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Appendix I
Final version of MapCI Cards


This appendix presents the descriptive booklet [Section 6.2.1.6, p.190] and the final 


version of MapCI Cards contained in the deck [Section 6.2.2, p.191].  


I1. Descriptive booklet  


MapCI CardsTake into account that for the 
most of MapCI Cards, they 


should be used in the given order


Record Identify Define


14


The country/
region/city of the 


audience for whom 
the diagram will be 


addressed


Action


Group


Order


Aim


Specification


A MapCI Card structure


The aim of MapCI Cards is 
to aid conceptual design by 
guiding designers to organise 
and structure different pieces 
of content from one or various 
sources. 


Possible outcomes can be  
map-type diagrams and 
wireframes, information 
architecture models, or sketches, 
representing a skeletal framework 
of the complex diagram.


MapCI Cards are a collection 
of 38 cards representing key 
guidelines that designers can 
use to analyse and explore 
complex information sources for 
the development of complex 
diagrams, such as infographics. 
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MapCI Cards are 
classified as five groups 
—Documentation, 
Audience, Content, 
Limits, Diagramming— 
that define the type of data 
involved in a particular area  
of interest for conceptual 
diagram design


Audience 
Cards to record information 
about the intended audience 
relevant for the conceptual 
design stage of the diagram, such 
as level of education, languages 
spoken, etc. 


Cards 
1 - 9


Cards 
10 - 19


Documentation 
Cards to record and define 
general information relevant for 
the conceptual design stage of 
the diagram, such as who needs 
it, who creates it, etc.


MapCI groups of cards


Diagramming
Cards to define general 
parameters and initial criteria 
to visualise the message to be 
communicated in the diagram, 
such as the visual language, the 
graphic coding, etc. 


Cards 
31 - 38


Limits
Cards to delimit the information 
to be included in the diagram 
and define the type of elements 
to guide its navigation, such 
as the variables, the reference 
elements, etc.


Content
Cards to identify and define 
the hierarchical structure 
of the message to be 
communicated in the diagram, 
such as general subject, types 
of information, etc.


Cards 
20 - 25


Cards 
26 -30
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Record 
To set down in writing or register in some 
permanent form the information relevant 
for conceptual design in the creation of 
diagrams.


Identify 
To determine relevant information for 
the definition of key characteristics for 
structuring the message in conceptual 
design.


Define 
To set the nature or essential qualities of 
types of information, organisation rationale, 
information hierarchies, overall structure 
and initial coding criteria.


MapCI Cards propose 
three types of actions


Single specification Cards 
Cards with different specifications, 
but of which only one should be 
selected as relevant for the  
decision-making process..   


Multiple specification Cards 
Cards with different specifications, 
which offer the consideration of 
more than one option as relevant for 
the decision-making process.


Open Cards 
Cards that don’t offer any kind 
of specifications. You are free to 
elaborate each response according 
to your decision-making process.


MapCI contains three types 
of specification cards


Step 1  
Begin your information design 
assignment using MapCI Cards


Step 2  
Use MapCI Cards to analyse, 
organise and structure different 
pieces of content from one or 
various sources, considering 
the requirements of the design 
assignment


How to use MapCI Cards


Step 3  
Read each MapCI Card and 
proceed according to the action 
and specifications indicated in 
each card


Step 4  
Finally, use the information 
obtained from this analysis to 
organise your ideas. Create as 
many documents as you need to 
represent and define the skeletal 
framework of your diagrammatic 
solution.
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Record Identify Define


1


The commissioner 
of the diagram


Academic group Group of people belonging to an official 
educational institution


Professional Person who regularly develops an activity upon 
specialised educational training


Institution/Company Group of people who belong to 
a governmental organisation, a private institution, a freelance 
company etc.


Other Other people or groups not listed in the previous categories


Record Identify Define


2


The creator of the 
diagram


Student A person formally engaged in learning in an 
educational institution


Academic group Group of people belonging to an official 
educational institution


Professional Person who regularly develops an activity upon 
specialised educational training


Institution/Company Group of people who belong to 
a governmental organisation, a private institution, a freelance 
company etc.


Other Other people or groups not listed in the previous categories


I2. MapCI Cards  


The  38 cards included in the deck are presented here in their final size (A7) and 


format. Front sides of the cards are placed on the left, while back sides are placed on 


the right of the page. 
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Record Identify Define


3


The content source 
from which the 
diagram will be 


created
Textual Information coming from a written medium  
(written interviews, texts, questions, web pages, etc.) 


Visual Information coming from a visual medium  
(videos, images, photographs, etc.)


Sound Information coming from a sonic medium  
(interviews, radio, sounds, etc.)


Hybrid Information coming from more than one medium


Other Information coming from media not listed in the above 
categories


Record Identify Define


4


The purpose 
for creating the 


diagram
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5
Record Identify Define


The title of the 
diagram


Record Identify Define


6


The date of  
creation of the 


diagram
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Record Identify Define


7


The city/country/
town where the 
diagram will be 


created


8
Record Identify Define


The main  
language used  


to communicate  
in the diagram
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9
Record Identify Define


The print media 
where the diagram 


will be placed


Book The diagram is part of a non-periodical publication


Magazine The diagram is part of a periodical publication


Free-diagram The diagram is an independent piece of 
communication


Other Other kind of print media not listed in the above categories


Record Identify Define


10


The audience’s level 
of knowledge of the 


diagram content


Expert A person or group having special skills or knowledge  
of some/all parts of the diagram content


Intermediate A person or group having medium skills or 
knowledge in the field of the diagram content


Beginner A person or group having no skills or knowledge 
about the field of the diagram content


Other People or groups with skill/knowledge levels not listed  
in the above categories
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Record Identify Define


11


The audience’s 
scope for whom 


the diagram will be 
addressed


Private Open to a specific group or category


Public Open to all people


Other Other scope not listed in the above categories


Record Identify Define


12


The audience’s level 
of education for 


whom the diagram 
will be addressed


Professional Person or group who has fully completed  
his/her studios and has obtained a professional level degree


Student Person or group formally engaged in learning in an 
educational institution


Illiterate Person or group with little or no education
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Record Identify Define


13


The audience’s age 
range for whom 


the diagram will be 
addressed


Young child From 0 to 7 years old 


Child From 8 to 12 years old


Teenager From 13 to 19 years old


Young adult From 20 to 35 years old


Adult From 36 to 50 years old


Mature adult From 51 to 70 years old


Ancient Over 71 years old


Record Identify Define


14


The country/
region/city of the 


audience for whom 
the diagram will be 


addressed
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Record Identify Define


15


The language/s 
spoken by the 


audience for whom 
the diagram will be 


addressed


16
Record Identify Define


The values of the 
audience for whom 
the diagram will be 


addressed
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17
Record Identify Define


The interests of the 
audience for whom 
the diagram will be 


addressed


18
Record Identify Define


The lifestyle of the 
audience for whom 
the diagram will be 


addressed
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20
Record Identify Define


The general subject 
area of the content 
source from which 
the diagram will be 


created


19
Record Identify Define


The attitudes of 
the audience for 


whom the diagram 
will be addressed
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21
Record Identify Define


The specific subject 
area of the content 
source from which 
the diagram will be 


created


22
Record Identify Define


The key parts and 
components of 


the content source 
from which the 
diagram will be 


created
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Record Identify Define


24


The key types of 
information that 


should be included 
in the diagram


Record Identify Define


23


The story that 
should be told in 


the diagram
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Record Identify Define


25


The hierarchical 
structure of the 


information for the 
diagram


Record Identify Define


26


The navigation 
of the diagram 


according to the 
content 


Linear reading General reading from beginning to end of all 
the content without repetitions or omissions 


Intensive reading Detailed reading of all the content and 
analysis of specific sections


Random reading Reading without any specifications


Hybrid reading Reading following more than one way of 
navigation


Other Other ways of reading not listed in the above categories
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Record Identify Define


28


The focus of the 
diagram content


Specific focus A narrow frame of the raw information.  
Zoom in: close-up, extreme close-up


Medium focus An average frame of the raw information. 
Average zoom: full shot, medium shot, medium close-up 


General focus A wide frame of the raw information.  
Zoom out: long shot, master/establishing shot


Hybrid focus Combination of two or more frames


Other Other focus not listed in the above categories


Record Identify Define


27


The information 
variables that 


should be included 
in the diagram


Currency The symbols that are used as a medium of 
exchange; money


Temperature The physical magnitude expressing the degree 
or level of heat of a body or the environment


Time The magnitude that orders the sequential relations that an 
event has to any other in the past, present or future


Weight The physical magnitude that measures the force that 
gravitation exerts upon a body


Hybrid More than one physical magnitude


Other Other units not listed in the above categories
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Record Identify Define


29


The reference 
element/s that the 


diagram should 
include


Geographic reference References of orography 
(mountains), hydrography (oceans), nature (forest), etc.


Historical reference References of dates, periods of time, etc. 


Sociopolitical reference References of neighbourhoods, 
housing development, zones, etc.  


Hybrid reference More than one type of reference


Other Other kinds of references not listed in the above categories


Record Identify Define


30


The scope of 
the reference 


element/s that will 
be included in the 


diagram
Local The comprehension of the reference is restricted to 
people of a particular place/country/territory


National The comprehension of the reference is open to 
people of the same ethnic origin, and have a common tradition


International The comprehension of the reference is open 
to people who do not necessarily share a common ethnic origin/
have a common tradition


Other Other range of comprehension not listed in the above 
categories
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Record Identify Define


31


The visual language 
to communicate 


the message in the 
diagram


Graphic language A greater proportion of the diagram 
consists of graphic components; textual components used at an 
accessory level (names, numbers, etc.)


Textual language A greater proportion of the diagram 
consists of textual components; graphic components used only 
at an accessory level (connector lines, arrows, etc.)


Hybrid language Both ttextual and graphic components are 
used in equal proportions in the diagram


Record Identify Define


32


The imagery for 
visualising the 
content in the 


diagram


Figurative Accurate representation of the information  
(e.g. an accurate illustration, a photograph, a comic, etc.)


Semi-figurative Semi-accurate representation of the 
information (e.g. an icon/an ideogram, a signal code, etc.)


Non-figurative Abstract representation of the information 
(e.g. a linear structure, an alphanumeric code, a letter, etc.) 


Hybrid Information represented using a combination of two or 
more types of imagery
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Record Identify Define


33


The graphic coding 
for the content in 


the diagram
Size coding The spatial dimensions, proportions, or magnitude 
of a component


Orientation coding The inclination of a component


Shape coding The form of a component


Texture coding The characteristic structure of intertwined 
patterns that make up a component


Value coding The degree of clarity or ink or the shade of each 
hue in relation to the others


Hybrid coding More than one type of graphic coding


Other Other graphic coding not listed in the above categories


Record Identify Define


34


The chromatic 
coding for the 
content in the 


diagram


Full colour Components that use at least one ink different 
from black as a colour 


Monochromatic Components with only one colour or tones 
or only one colour 


Black and white Components that use only black ink as a 
colour, not including halftones


Hybrid More than one type of colour


Other Other chromatic coding not listed in the above categories
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Record Identify Define


35


The general grid 
system for visually 


organising the 
content in the 


diagram


Record Identify Define


36


The flexibility for 
the grid system for 
visually organising 
the content in the 


diagram


Rigid structure Composed of a small number of cells and 
does not allow many changes in the location of the components


Flexible structure Composed of a large number of tiny cells 
and allows many variations in the location of the components


Hybrid structure Composed of two or more different cell 
systems (i.e. rigid and flexible)
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Record Identify Define


37


The visibility for 
grid system for 


visually organising 
the content in the 


diagram


Visible The grid is a visual component of the diagram


Non-visible The grid is not a visual component of the diagram


Hybrid The grid is a visual component only in some areas of 
the diagram


Record Identify Define


38


The format of the 
diagram


Horizontal (landscape) A format where the base is higher 
than its height


Vertical (portrait) A format where the height is higher than 
its base


Square A four-sided format whose sides are of equal length


Circular A format contained inside a circle


Triangular A three-sided format


Random A format whose dimensions and shapes are not defined


Other Other formats not listed in the above categories
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Appendix J: Prototype version of MapCI Cards


Box, desriptive booklet and 38 cards
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